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        Introduction  

    Arthur Prior once said, 

 I don’t know how it is with [you], but half the time I personally have forgotten 
what the date  is , and have to look it up or ask somebody when I need it for writing 
cheques, etc; yet even in this perpetual dateless haze one somehow communicates, 
one makes oneself understood. (1959: 17) 

 Prior thought that oft en what we believe when we believe something is a proposition 
without a specifi c date, a proposition that can change its truth-value over time. If I 
believe that your blue sweater looks good on you, then what I believe is a proposition 
that may be true today but false tomorrow. Th e view that propositional contents of this 
kind are sometimes the objects of the attitudes or the entities expressed by our utter-
ances is called ‘temporalism.’ And this is the position argued for in this book. 

 Frege familiarly argued that all propositions are eternal: ‘I love your new sweater’ 
does not express a complete thought without added time determination. Once we add 
a time determination (e.g., ‘at 3 p.m. April 5, 2007 (CST)’ ), the proposition expressed 
is eternally true or false. As Frege puts it: 

 It is of the essence of a thought to be non-temporal and non-spatial. In the case of 
the thought that 3 + 4 = 7 and the laws of nature there is hardly any need to support 
this statement. If it should turn out that the law of gravitation ceased to be true from 
a certain moment onwards, we should conclude that it was not true at all, and put 
ourselves out to discover a new law: the new one would diff er in containing a condi-
tion which would be satisfi ed at one time but not at another . . .  . If someone wished 
to cite, say, ‘Th e total number of inhabitants of the German Empire is 52000000’ as a 
counterexample to the timelessness of thoughts, I should reply: Th is sentence is not a 
complete expression of a thought at all, since it lacks a time-determination. If we add 
such a determination, for example ‘at noon on 1 January 1897 by central European 
time’, then the thought is either true, in which case it is always, or better, timelessly 
true, or it is false and in that case it is false without qualifi cation. (1979: 135)  
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Since Frege, numerous authors have expressed their discontent with temporalism, 
including  G. E. Moore (  1962  ), Richard Cartwright (  1966  ), Robert Stalnaker (  1970  ), 
David Lewis (  1980  ), Mark Richard (  1981 ,  1982  ), Nathan Salmon (  1986 ,  1989  ), Howard 
Wettstein (1991), G.W. Fitch (  1998 ,  1999  ), Jason Stanley (  1997a ,  1997b ,  2005a  :  chap.  7  ), 
and many, many more. G. E. Moore, for example, thinks that we never assert the same 
proposition on two distinct occasions because the time of speech goes into the propo-
sition asserted by the sentence in question. As he puts it: 

 As a general rule, whenever we use a past tense to express a proposition, the fact 
that we use it is a sign that the proposition expressed is  about  the time at which we 
use it; so that if I say twice over ‘Caesar was murdered,’ the proposition which I ex-
press on each occasion is a diff erent one—the fi rst being a proposition with regard 
to the earlier of the two times at which I use the words, to the eff ect that Caesar was 
murdered before  that  time, and the second a proposition with regard to the latter 
of the two, to the eff ect that he was murdered before  that  time. So much seems to 
me hardly open to question. (1962: 71) 

 Richard Cartwright makes essentially the same point about present-tensed sen-
tences, adding that temporal propositions are not the sorts of things that we nor-
mally assert: 

 Consider, for this purpose, the words ‘It’s raining’. Th ese are words, in the uttering 
of which, people oft en (though not always) assert something. But of course  what  is 
asserted varies from one occasion of their utterance to another. A person who ut-
ters them one day does not (normally) make the same statement as one who utters 
them the next. (1966: 92) 

 Th e same sort of consideration is used by Robert Stalnaker to show, among other 
things, that propositions are eternal. Temporal contents are not the sort of things we 
assert or believe. Nor are they the sorts of things we seek or provide when we engage in 
the practice of asking and answering questions, nor are they the sorts of things that can 
be possible or probable. To cut a long story short, only eternal contents could possibly 
have independent philosophical interest: 

 Th e independent interest in [eternal] propositions comes from the fact that they 
are the objects of illocutionary acts and propositional attitudes. A proposition 
is supposed to be the common content of statements, judgements, promises, 
wishes and wants, questions and answers, things that are possible or probable. 
(1970: 278) 
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 David Lewis thinks Stalnaker’s semantic theory violates compositionality, but he agrees 
with Stalnaker’s point that only eternal contents could have independent interest and 
uses this to argue against Kaplan’s temporally variable contents: 

 I cannot complain against Kaplan, as I did against Stalnaker, that his so-called con-
tents are not semantic values because they violate compositionality. But Kaplan 
 cannot plausibly claim , as Stalnaker did, that his contents have an independent 
interest  as suitable objects for propositional attitudes. (1980: 40, italics added) 

 Nathan Salmon is one with his predecessors. Propositions are pieces of information, he 
says, and it is an essential feature of pieces of information that they are eternal: 

 Not just some; all information is eternal. Th e eternalness of information is central 
and fundamental to the very idea of a piece of information, and is part and parcel of 
a philosophically entrenched conception of information content. (1989: 342) 

   Howard Wettstein adds that, in his opinion, it is unrealistic to think that it is always 
the case that we could have made explicit what was left  implicit in an utterance of a 
non-eternal sentence; nonetheless he thinks: 

 We can still maintain a  version  of Frege’s idea: propositions  are  complete and de-
terminate, although not in the sense that Frege took them to be so. Th e fact that 
no eternal sentence counterpart can be found for an utterance of a given sentence 
is, I wish to argue, compatible with the fact that what was asserted is complete 
and determinate—complete and determinate in a way that guarantees ,  for example , 
eternal possession of truth-value.  (1991: 25, italics added) 

 I think it is hardly an exaggeration to say that the Fregean view of propositions as en-
tities that have their truth-values eternally has become orthodoxy in analytic philos-
ophy. And it is this orthodoxy I wish to challenge in this book. 

 One of the issues at stake in the debate between eternalism and temporalism is whether 
temporal contents are propositions. Traditionally, propositions have been thought to 
play a number of distinct theoretical roles (Frege   1952  ):   1    Propositions are (i) the semantic 
values of truth-evaluable sentences, (ii) the objects of the attitudes (e.g., belief, doubt, 

      1     I do not intend to defend a particular account of what propositions are. I simply stipulate that 
whatever (if anything) fi lls these roles is to be called a proposition. Cf. Hofweber (  2005  ) and 
Schiff er (  1987  ). However, for ease of exposition, I shall assume that propositions are structured 
entities—that is, complexes of objects, properties, and relations. See for example Salmon (  1986  ) 
and Soames (  1987  ). Alternative views of propositions include King’s (  1995  ) view of propositions 
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hope, wish, and so on), (iii) the objects of agreement and disagreement, (iv) what is 
transferred or shared when people communicate successfully, and (v) the contents inten-
sional operators operate on (e.g., modal operators or tense operators). 

 Th e most important clauses here are the fi rst two. Let’s call views of propositions that 
require only that (i) and (ii) are satisfi ed, ‘minimalist views of propositions.’  Here I set 
out to show that temporal content satisfi es the broader Fregean characterization. My 
argument strategy is as follows. In  Chapter  1   I argue that temporal contents are truth-
evaluable; in  Chapter  2   I argue that temporal contents can be the objects of propositional 
attitudes; in  Chapter  3   I argue that temporal contents can be the objects of agreement 
and disagreement and the contents that are passed on in successful communication; in 
 Chapters  4  and  5   I argue that there are tense operators in English; in  Chapter  6   I argue 
that the tense operators operate on temporal contents; in  Chapter  7   I argue that both 
eternal and temporal contents satisfy the broader criterion for being a proposition; and 
fi nally, in  Chapter  8   I off er a self-standing argument against the recently defended view 
that all propositions have their truth-values simpliciter. 

 Th ough eternalism has been the commonly received view since Frege, temporal-
ism is not without its supporters. It has been defended by, among others, Aristotle 
( Categories ), Arthur Prior (  1957 ,  1967  ,   1968a ,  1968b  ), Richard Montague (  1973  ), 
David Kaplan (  1989  ), and Fran �ç� ois Recanati (2007).   2    Prior thought that only tempo-
ralism can capture the meaning of ordinary tensed language. We do not usually say 
things like ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2005 (CST).’ Nor is it clear that we 
mean them. As Prior points out, when one says ‘Th ank goodness that’s over!’ one 
does not mean: ‘ “Th ank goodness the date of the conclusion of that thing is Friday, 
June 15, 1954”, even if it be said then’ (1959: 17). What we mean is not something with 
a particular time in it. 

 Th at eternalism has become as popular as it is, is rather astounding. For eternalism 
comes with metaphysical baggage: It is available only to metaphysical eternalists, that 
is, to those who hold that past, present, and future are equally real. If (semantic) eter-
nalism is true, then presentism is out of the loop.   3    A presentist might wish to hold that 

as complexes of semantic values that are held together by being related to sentential constituents 
that stand to each other in syntactic relations, and Bealer’s (  1998  ) view of propositions as sui ge-
neris abstract objects appropriately related to the semantic values of the constituents of the 
sentences  that express them. 
       2     Presentists also tend to be supporters of temporalism. According to many presentists, while 
the proposition  Th ere are dinosaurs  once was true, it is no longer true. See for example Crisp 
(  2003  ), Ludlow (  1999  ), and Trenton Merricks (  2007  ). 
       3     It may be thought that presentism rules out temporalism. According to presentism, only 
present things exist. President Obama, iPhones and tigers exist; Bertrand Russell, Dinosaurs, and 
fl ying cars do not. As there is only one time (the present) if presentism is true, temporalism is 
false: It is not the case that propositions can have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. However, 
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‘Bush is president’ means ‘Bush is president at  t *,’ where  t * is the time of speech, but she 
cannot take ‘Bush is president at  t *’ to be true when  t * is no longer present.   4    

 Semantic eternalism also makes it diffi  cult for metaphysical eternalists to articulate 
the commitments of their theory. As metaphysical eternalists think past and future 
objects are real, they want to say that while Socrates’ time slice does not overlap the 
present moment, Socrates nonetheless exists. But the combination of semantic and 
metaphysical eternalism makes it diffi  cult for the metaphysical eternalist to articulate 
these commitments. Take ‘Socrates exists.’ Th is sentence can express a false eternal 
proposition. Th is is the standard ordinary language reading. On this reading, the sen-
tence expresses the obviously false proposition that Socrates exists at  t *, where  t * is the 
time of speech. Metaphysical eternalists furthermore hold that ‘Socrates exists’ also 
expresses a true eternal proposition. However, there is no obvious way to articulate this 
meaning in the language of the semantic eternalist. If they say that ‘Socrates exists’ 
expresses the proposition that Socrates exists simpliciter, then they run into trouble. 
For, Socrates exists simpliciter entails that Socrates exists at any time and hence that 
Socrates exists at  t *. But, as we have just seen, this latter proposition is obviously false. 
I argue that the commitments of metaphysical eternalism can be properly articulated 
only in the language of the temporalist. 

 Th e language of the temporalist allows that some sentences can be used to express 
eternal propositions. All present-tensed sentences lacking explicit time adverbials, and 
all past- and future-tensed sentences, I argue, can express, relative to a context of use, 
either a temporal proposition or an eternal proposition. As an illustration, consider 
‘Th ere are wholly past objects.’ On one natural reading, this sentence expresses an eter-
nal proposition that may be true; on another, it expresses an obviously false temporal 
proposition. On the possibly true reading, the content expressed has a truth-value rel-
ative to a possible world; on the obviously false reading, the content expressed has a 
truth-value only relative to worlds and times. 

I think this argument rests on a mistake. A presentist can truly say that there are propositions 
that are currently true but which were or will be false. I think that suffi  ces as a statement of tem-
poralism. Cappelen and Hawthorne (  2009  ) call this view ‘temporality.’ Th ey take that view to 
entail temporalism if metaphysical eternalism is true but not if presentism is true. But I think that 
is just a verbal dispute. If the presentist construes past and future times as ersatz times, then the 
presentist can hold that propositions can have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. 
       4     Note that the presentist cannot take propositions to be temporally complete in Frege’s sense. 
For if  t * does not exist, then the proposition  Bush is president at t*  does not exist. Th e presentist 
could, of course, construe times as abstract ersatz times. ‘Bush is president at  t *’might then mean 
‘the maximally consistent set of propositions called  t * contains the proposition  Bush is president. ’ 
See Markosian (  2004  ) and Crisp (  2007  ). See also Brogaard (forthcoming). But this view presup-
poses that there are temporally incomplete propositions (e.g., the proposition that Bush is presi-
dent), and so presupposes temporalism.  
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 Th e challenges for the semantic eternalist do not lie just within metaphysics. Th ey 
also extend to philosophy of mind and philosophy of language. Eternalism has diffi  -
culties accounting for how belief information is stored and retained over time. We 
store information for the long term in the hippocampus, the brain’s main memory 
center, and the cerebral cortex. But most of the time, we do not store information 
specifi cally  linked to the time the belief was formed. For example, if I met Mary for the 
fi rst time at time  t  and come to believe that Mary is a fi rst-year college student, I do not 
store the information that Mary is a fi rst-year college student at  t  for the long term. Th e 
information I store is that Mary  was  a fi rst-year college student when I fi rst met her. 
But the latter is a temporal proposition. It does not make reference to a specifi c time. 

 Th e eternalist may think she has a simple way of accounting for belief retention. Th e 
belief information stored in memory, she may say, is ‘Th ere is a time  t  and a time  t * 
such that  t  is identical to or prior to  t *, and  t * is whatever time is the present time, and 
Mary is a college student at  t .’ However, note that this piece of information is not eter-
nally true or false. With respect to times during Mary’s childhood, it is false. With 
respect to times aft er I met Mary, it is true. As the eternalist believes all propositions 
are eternally true or false, this reply is unavailable to her. 

 Th ese kinds of considerations form the basis of my argument for the view that in the 
majority of cases the objects of belief are temporal contents. 

 Eternalism also has trouble accounting for how we pass on information and dis-
agree across time. Eternalism takes all propositions to make reference to a specifi c 
time. But disagreements usually are not disagreements about specifi c times. Suppose 
during your visit, I look out of the window and witness a parking accident. I turn to 
you and say ‘A blue Ford Escort just rear-ended your car.’ You jump up from your 
chair, look out the window and reply: ‘Th at’s not my car. My car is parked over there.’ 
Here your assertion is denying not what I said but what you took me to believe on 
the basis of what was said, namely that your car is the car that was just rear-ended. 
You are not asserting that the car that was just rear-ended is not your car at  t *, where 
 t * refers to the time at which you are speaking, as the eternalist would say. Your de-
nial is meant to apply to both the time at which I was speaking and the time at which 
you are speaking. 

 Th e eternalist may insist she can account for disagreements over time by allowing eter-
nal propositions to refer to long time intervals rather than specifi c times. But this sort of 
approach is highly problematic. First, there is a question of how the time intervals get 
specifi ed. How long do they extend back in time or into the future? Second, there is a 
question of whether sentences express propositions that obtain during all times in the 
specifi ed time interval or only during some of the times in the specifi ed time interval. 
Regardless of what the answer is, the approach runs into trouble when things change 
during the specifi ed interval. Consider the following discourse fragment: 
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   You :  Everyone who works for St. Louis Metropolitan Sewer District is entitled to 
health insurance. I work for St. Louis Metropolitan Sewer District. So I am entitled 
to health insurance.  

   Boss :  Well, the thing is  . . .  you no longer work for St. Louis Metropolitan Sewer 
District. You are fi red.   

In the envisaged scenario your boss desires to fi re you on the basis of your assertion. 
Your assertion wasn’t false when you made it. Yet if your assertion is that you work for 
St. Louis Metropolitan Sewer District at all times during a time interval that covers at 
least the time at which you and your boss are speaking, and this is what your boss 
denies, then what you are saying is false what and what your boss is saying is true. If your 
assertion is that you work for St. Louis Metropolitan Sewer District at some time during 
a time interval that covers at least the time at which you and your boss are speaking, and 
your boss denies this, then what you are saying is true and what he is saying is false. 
However, the correct  outcome is that both you and your boss are saying something true. 

 Th e temporalist has no similar problem with respect to conversations that extend 
over time. Temporally neutral information can be passed back and forth between 
speakers and speakers can agree or disagree with it. At any time during the conversa-
tion the information can be evaluated for truth. Th is will ultimately determine who is 
right and who is wrong. Th ese kinds of considerations form the basis for my core argu-
ment for the view that the objects of agreement and disagreement and what is passed 
on in conversations extended over time are temporal contents. 

 Temporal contents not only function as the objects of our propositional attitudes and 
the contents of our utterances. Th ey are also the contents that intensional operators 
work on. Tense operators are a case in point. If tense operators operated on eternal con-
tent, then they would be semantically redundant. For example, the past tense operator 
‘It has been that’ in ‘It has been that John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)’ is 
semantically redundant. It is redundant because ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 
2006 (CST)’ expresses an eternal proposition. Since eternal propositions have the truth-
values they have at any time, it makes no diff erence to their truth-values whether or not 
‘It has been that’ is prefi xed to them. So if tense operators operated on eternal contents, 
then they would be semantically redundant. But our everyday tense operators are not 
semantically redundant. So tense operators operate on temporal contents. 

 Th ere are some who deny that there are tense operators in English. Th ey argue that 
the assumption that there are tense operators in English is at odds with linguistic evi-
dence. I develop the essentials for a Priorian tense logic that can withstand this line of 
argument. On this theory, the basic tense operators (e.g., ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it 
will be the case that’) combine with other temporal expressions to form composite 
tense operators. For example, ‘it was the case that’ and ‘in 1995’ may combine to form 
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the composite tense operator ‘it was the case in 1995 that.’ Similarly, ‘it will be the case 
that’ and ‘tomorrow’ may combine to form the composite tense operator ‘it will be the 
case tomorrow that.’ As we will see, a properly developed Priorian tense logic can ac-
count for the linguistic data typically set out against the temporalist. A properly devel-
oped Priorian tense logic also provides a better account of so-called Partee and 
double-access sentences as well as minimal extensions of English. 

 As mentioned, semantic eternalism rules out, not only that our utterances express 
temporal propositions, but also that our mental states can have temporal propositions 
as their content. As we will see, the strongest and also simplest case for temporalism, 
and against eternalism, lies in the philosophy of mind rather than in the philosophy of 
language. Here is a rough sketch of the argument. 

 Many conscious mental states have a phenomenal character (or conscious quality) 
that does not represent times. On a weak representationalist view of conscious mental 
states, the phenomenal character of a mental state is a supervenience basis for the 
state’s content. Accordingly, there cannot be a change in the content without a corre-
sponding change in the phenomenal character. So if the phenomenal character of a 
mental state does not discriminate among diff erent times, neither does the content. 

 Sensory perceptual states, conscious desires, wishes and hopes, conscious perception-
based beliefs and emotional states are good candidates to be states with a phenome-
nology that needn’t represent times. For example, in the absence of a clock in the visual 
fi eld, our visual phenomenology does not represent times. As I am sitting here at my desk 
without a clock within my visual fi eld, nothing in my visual phenomenology represents 
that it is 12:07 p.m. rather than 1:07 p.m. Unlike colors and shapes and chairs and tables, 
times are not represented visually. If weak representationalism is true, then the content of 
my visual experience does not represent times. If, furthermore, the content of my visual 
experience is a proposition, then there are propositions that do not represent times and 
hence there are propositions that can have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. 

 Of course, one could object here either that visual experiences are not propositional 
attitudes or that weak representationalism is false. I address these concerns in the last 
chapter. Even if perceptual experiences are not propositional attitudes, however, it is 
hardly plausible to hold that belief and desire states—the stereotypical propositional 
attitudes—do not have propositional contents. My occurrent desire to take a nap has 
propositional content. But the phenomenology of my desire to take a nap could be the 
same as it actually is, had it occurred 15 minutes later than it in fact did. So the phe-
nomenology of desires need not discriminate among times. If the content of that desire 
supervenes on its phenomenology, then the propositional content of my desire to take 
a nap does not represent a specifi c time, and hence the propositional content of my 
desire can have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. As temporalism says that there 
are propositions that have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times, temporalism is true. 
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 Th e observations just made about the phenomenology of mental states will serve 
as the foundation of my main self-standing argument for temporalism. I think the 
reason semantic eternalists have overlooked this simple but forceful argument for 
temporalism is that they have been concerned primarily with the propositional 
content  of utterances. 

 Unlike temporalists, most semantic eternalists reject an attractive big-picture view of 
propositional content. On the view I have in mind, there are two kinds of propositional 
content: content that is true simpliciter (or perhaps relative to a world), and content 
that is true relative to further parameters (e.g., a time). We can call the latter sort of 
content ‘centered content,’ because it is true relative to a so-called centered world, a 
world in which certain parameters are marked. Th e most-talked-about type of cen-
tered world is a world in which an individual and a time are marked. But any world 
that has a further marked parameter is a centered world. Because temporal proposi-
tions have truth-values only relative to worlds in which a time is marked, temporal 
propositions have centered content. Th ey are not true or false simpliciter or relative to 
a world. Th ey are true or false only relative to a centered world. 

 Both our utterances and our mental states can express propositions that are true 
simpliciter or true only relative to a world. For example, my utterance of the sentence 
“Th e wall in my living room at the present moment in this world is white” expresses a 
proposition that is true or false simpliciter. Without the reference to the world, the 
utterance  expresses a proposition that is true or false relative to the actual world. 

 Th e temporalist and the eternalist agree that language can be used to express propo-
sitions of this kind. What they disagree about is whether any genuinely propositional 
content can be true or false only relative to a time. Th e temporalist says ‘yes’. Th e eter-
nalist says ‘no’. Th eir dispute is thus part of a larger dispute about whether proposi-
tional content can be centered. Th is is not to say, of course, that semantic eternalists 
cannot hold that there are other kinds of centered content than the kind that lies at the 
heart of their dispute with the temporalist. Th ey certainly can. Th ere are other posi-
tions concerned with arguing that propositional content is centered. Th ese include 
semantic relativism and non-indexical contextualism. I will look closer at what these 
positions have in common with temporalism in the last chapter. 

 On the big-picture view that encompasses temporalism, there are two kinds of prop-
ositional contents, because there are two ways of conceptualizing the world in language 
and thought. We can understand the world from a God’s-eye point of view or from the 
point of view of subjects occupying the world. 

 On the contender to this view, there is only one legitimate way to represent the world, 
which is a way that is independent of the subjects who are having thoughts about or are 
talking about the world. Th is opponent view entails that a sharp distinction can be 
drawn between sensory perception, on the one hand, and belief and language, on the 
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other. Unlike sensory perception, language and belief somehow represent the world 
independently of the phenomenal consciousness of those doing the representation. 

 I deny this view. I hold that while we can represent the world in language and 
thought independently of our own position as subjects in space and time, we don’t 
always represent it that way. In perception we don’t. But we don’t always represent the 
world independently of our own position when we talk about it either. If we have a 
dispute about whether you were in your offi  ce yesterday at 2 p.m., the dispute is about 
what happened yesterday at 2 p.m. Time is highly relevant to this dispute. But we can 
also engage in a dispute that has no bearing on time. If we are discussing whether John 
is pale, what time it is may be irrelevant to our dispute and need not fi gure in the con-
tents of our utterances. Of course, we both know that we are talking about the color of 
John’s skin at the time of the conversation, and the time of conversation in part deter-
mines the truth-value of the propositions we express, but whether it is 1:45 p.m. or 2:15 
p.m. need not matter to our discussion and hence need not be represented by the 
content of what we are saying. Or so I will argue.      



13

         1 

Characterizing Temporalism  

    Sentences such as ‘Th is tree is covered with green leaves at noon on 1 January 1897 by 
central European time,’ which contain a time-referring constituent, make explicit ref-
erence to a time. But many of the sentences we utter fail to do that. Th e sentence ‘Th is 
tree is covered with green leaves,’ for example, lacks explicit time determination. None-
theless, on the received view of propositions, going back to Frege, such sentences, 
when uttered at a particular time, express temporally complete propositions, or 
thoughts ( Gedanken ), as Frege called them. As Frege puts it: 

 [A]re there thoughts which are true today but false in six months time? Th e 
thought, for example, that the tree is covered with green leaves, will surely be false 
in six months time. No, for it is not the same thought at all.  Th e words ‘this tree is 
covered with green leaves’ are not suffi  cient by themselves for the utterance; the time 
of utterance is involved as well.  Without the time-indication this gives we have no 
complete thought, i.e. no thought at all. Only a sentence supplemented by a time 
indication and complete in every respect expresses a thought. But this, if it is true, 
is true not only today or tomorrow but timelessly. (1968: 533, italics added) 

 When Frege says that the words ‘Th is tree is covered with green leaves’ are not suffi  -
cient for expressing a thought, he does not mean that only eternal sentences (e.g., ‘Th e 
tallest tree in Frege’s garden is covered with green leaves at noon on 1 January 1897 by 
central European time’) can express propositions. Rather, he means that sentences 
without explicit time determination express a thought only when uttered at a partic-
ular time (Wettstein   1991  : 22). If uttered at noon on 1 January 1897 by central European 
time, ‘Th is tree is covered with green leaves’ expresses the proposition that this tree is 
covered with green leaves at noon on 1 January 1897 by central European time. 

 Mark Richard (  1981  ) calls the thesis that propositions are unable to change their 
truth-values over time ‘eternalism’ and the opposing view ‘temporalism.’ Temporal-
ism is committed to the view that either some propositional attitudes have temporal 
propositions as their objects, or sentences that lack time adverbials (e.g., ‘now,’ ‘when 
John was born,’ ‘at 2 p.m. July 6, 2005’) express, relative to a context of use, temporal 
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propositions. Propositions of this sort may vary in truth-value over time. For ex-
ample, the proposition expressed, relative to a context of use, by ‘Th is tree is covered 
with green leaves’ may be true in the summer but false in the winter. 

 It is this latter view that I wish to defend in this monograph. I wish to argue that there 
are contents that, in spite of being temporally neutral, satisfy the criteria for being 
propositions. I begin my defense by off ering more precise formulations of temporalism 
and eternalism.    

   1.1.     TIMES IN PROPOSITIONS vs. TIME NEUTRALITY   

 Following Richard (  1981  ), let us call a proposition that may have diff erent truth-values 
at diff erent times a ‘temporal proposition,’   1    and let us call a proposition that has its 
truth-value eternally an ‘eternal proposition.’ Eternalism then is the view that all prop-
ositions are eternal. Th e sentences ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ and ‘John is now a fi refi ghter,’ 
when uttered at a particular time, both make reference to a time, namely the time of 
speech.   2    Temporalism is the opposite of eternalism. It holds that some propositions 
are temporal. For example, ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ expresses, relative to a context, the 
temporal proposition that John is a fi refi ghter. 

 Note that temporalism is not committed to the view that all propositions are tempo-
ral. Such a view would most likely be false.   3    As Dean Zimmerman points out in the 
postscript to his ‘Temporary Intrinsics and Presentism,’ if I consult my calendar in 
order to answer questions about where I will be in the future, I might say: 

 (1) I am giving a talk in Alaska in July. 

 Relative to my current context of use (1) expresses an eternal proposition, and I am 
capable of believing it.   4    So the temporalist is committed to there being two kinds of 
propositions: eternal and temporal. 

      1     I say ‘may have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times,’ because I don’t want to say that ‘John 
is lying down’ expresses an eternal proposition merely because John died before he learned to sit. 
As I will argue in  Chapter  7  , whether a sentence expresses a temporal or an eternal proposition 
is ultimately a matter of speaker intentions. 
       2     Or alternatively: an interval that overlaps the time of speech (Fitch   1999   and Salmon   2003  ). 
Th anks to David Chalmers here. I off er reasons for rejecting these alternatives in  Chapters  2  and  3  . 
       3     See, however, Ludlow (  1999 ,  2004  ). Ludlow here considers what he calls ‘very serious tensism,’ 
the view that ‘every natural language predication is inherently tensed. Th ere are no untensed 
predications—in particular, no time-indexed verbs/predications—in natural language’(2004: 23) If 
very serious tensism is correct, then evidently there are no eternal propositions. 
       4     ‘In July’ is indexical. In one context it might mean ‘At 7 p.m. on July 20, 2008 (EST),’ in an-
other ‘at 1:45 p.m. on July 5, 2006 (PST).’ 
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 Past- and future-tensed sentences and present-tensed sentences lacking time adver-
bials (e.g., ‘today,’ ‘tomorrow,’ ‘in two years,’ ‘in 1995,’ ‘when John arrived,’ ‘during World 
War II,’ ‘oft en,’ and so on) typically, but not inevitably, express temporal propositions.   5    
Th e sentence ‘Th ere are wholly past objects,’ for example, does not normally express a 
temporal proposition in spite of the fact that it is in the present tense and does not 
contain any time adverbials.   6    I off er an explanation of why some sentences lacking time 
adverbials may still express eternal propositions in  Chapter  7  . Here I will be concerned 
primarily with the assumption that past- and future-tensed sentences and present-
tensed sentences without time adverbials typically express, relative to a context of use, 
temporal propositions—propositions that can change their truth-values over time. 

 Th e question of whether propositions are eternal or temporal must be kept distinct 
from the question of whether sentences have the same semantic content at all contexts 
of use. As an example of a sentence whose content is invariant but whose truth-value 
varies with the circumstance of evaluation, consider: 

 (2) John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST). 

 In spite of the fact that the content of (2) has diff erent truth-values at diff erent possible 
circumstances of evaluation, (2) has the same eternal content in all actual and merely 
possible contexts of use.   7    If John is a philosopher and has never been in any other pro-
fession, then the content of (2) is actually false, but it could have been true. Th us (2) 
invariantly expresses a content that determines a function from worlds to truth-values. 

 But consider now the sentence 

 (3) John is a fi refi ghter. 

 Th is sentence may be taken to express the same temporal content relative to all con-
texts of use. If it expresses the same temporal content relative to all contexts, then the 
truth-value of this content will vary with the time of speech in much the same way that 

       5     Th e sentence ‘I turned off  the stove at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST),’ for example, expresses a 
proposition which was false before 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 but which may be true aft erwards. 
       6     Th e sentence ‘Th ere are wholly past objects’ could be taken to express, relative to a context of 
use, an obviously false proposition. I return to this issue in  Chapter  7  . Some might object to my 
calling sentences like ‘there are wholly past objects’ and ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 1500 April 5 2006 
(CST)’ ‘present-tensed sentences.’ In  Chapter  6   I argue that the present tense is redundant. For 
now, however, let ‘present-tensed’ be a technical term that applies to sentences whose copula or 
main verb phrase is grammatically in a present-tensed form (e.g., ‘is’ or ‘is writing’). 
       7     I take it that the content or semantic value of an expression  determines  an intension, but for 
simplicity’s sake, I shall for the most part use ‘content’ and ‘intension’ synonymously. 
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the truth-value of the content expressed by (2), relative to a context of use, varies with 
the world of speech. 

 Alternatively, (3) may be taken to express diff erent contents relative to diff erent con-
texts of use. If, for example, (3), when uttered at a particular time, makes reference to 
the time of speech, then (3) will express diff erent contents in diff erent contexts. If 
uttered at 3 p.m. April 5, 2002 (CST), it will express, relative to that context, the propo-
sition that John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2002 (CST), and if uttered at 3 p.m. 
April 5, 2030 (CST), it will express, relative to that context, the proposition that John is 
a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2030 (CST). 

 It might be thought that eternalism automatically takes (3) to express diff erent 
contents at diff erent contexts of use, whereas temporalism ordinarily takes (3) to 
express the same content at any context of use. And this is correct given standard 
semantics. Given standard semantics and eternalism, (3) expresses, relative to con-
text  c , the proposition that John is a fi refi ghter at  t* , where  t*  is the time of  c , and 
given standard semantics and temporalism, (3) expresses, relative to  c , the temporal 
proposition that John is a fi refi ghter. Th e former determines a function from worlds 
to truth-values, whereas the latter determines a function from <world, time >  pairs 
to truth-values.   8    

 Th ere are other positions in logical space, however. On standard semantic theory, a 
context of use is a sequence of parameters, which, following David Kaplan (  1989  ), 
include a speaker, an addressee, a world, a time, and a location.   9    For example, the 
sequence {Brit, Napoleon, the actual world, 3 p.m. Jan 15, 3267 (CST), Stockholm} is a 
context, even if the referent of ‘I’ never co-existed with Napoleon and never will be 
temporally located at 3 p.m. Jan 15, 3267 (CST). Kaplan’s semantics thus allows contexts 
that are not real speech situations.   10    One reason to allow at least some contexts that are 
not real speech situations is that some sentences cannot be assigned a truth-value 
otherwise. Consider, for instance, ‘I am not speaking now.’ ‘I am not speaking now’ 
ought to be true relative to some (improper) contexts of use. But if all contexts are real 
speech situations, it couldn’t be. To allow for the truth of sentences like ‘I am not 
speaking now,’ then, we need to allow for contexts that are not real speech situations. 
Not everyone agrees with Kaplan’s formal notion of context (see for example Lewis 

       8     By ‘the proposition determines a function from worlds to truth-values’ I just mean that the 
proposition has a truth-value only relative to a possible world. I am ignoring location. 
       9     ‘Demonstratives’ was not published until 1989, but Kaplan presented an earlier version of 
it to the 1977 Pacifi c Division Meeting of the American Philosophical Association. And before 
that precursors of the paper had been in circulation since 1971. See Almog, Perry, and Wettstein 
(  1989  : v), and Lewis (  1998  : 44). 
       10     Kaplan thought some of these contexts are irrelevant to natural language. For example, he 
considers ‘I am here now’ true in all contexts of utterance. 
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  1998   who thinks contexts are real speech situations). However, in what follows I shall 
follow Kaplan in taking contexts to be sequences of parameters. 

 In standard semantics, the context of use plays two distinct roles: It fi xes the semantic 
values of indexicals (‘I,’ ‘now,’ ‘here,’ and so on), and it determines a default circum-
stance of evaluation with respect to which the content expressed by the sentence rela-
tive to that context is evaluated for truth. Which parameters of the context go into the 
circumstance of evaluation will depend on which circumstance-shift ing operators the 
language contains. Assuming that the language contains only modal operators and 
tense operators,   11    circumstances will be pairs of a world and a time.   12    

 Circumstance-shift ing operators shift  the parameters of the circumstance of evalua-
tion. Th e modal operator ‘It is possible that,’ for example, shift s the world feature of the 
circumstance of evaluation, and the tense operator ‘It has been that’ shift s the time 
feature of the circumstance of evaluation. In the case of ‘It has been that there are dino-
saurs,’ for example, the tense operator’ It has been that’ maps the proposition  Th ere 
are dinosaurs  to the true iff   Th ere are dinosaurs  is true at a circumstance of evaluation 
that lies in the past of the default circumstance. 

 Given standard semantics, then, sentence truth depends exclusively on the context of 
use. A sentence, if it has a truth-value at all, has a truth-value relative to a context of 
use. But standard semantics has come under recent attack from relativist camps.   13    
According to relativism, sentence truth is relative, not only to a context of use, but also 
to a context of assessment. A context of assessment is a context in which a sentence is 
evaluated for truth or falsehood. Since the context of use and the context of assessment 
can come apart in relativistic semantics, propositions do not have determinate truth-
values relative to a circumstance of evaluation determined by the context of use. Th ey 
have determinate truth-values only relative to a circumstance determined by the con-
text of use and the context of assessment.   14    Given relativism, then, it is possible to take 

       11     Tense operators and modal operators are sentential operators, that is, they are operators that 
take as input the intension, relative to a context of use, of the sentence it embeds, and yields an 
intension as output. 
       12     Other possible parameters include a location parameter and a standard of precision param-
eter. I shall ignore these parameters in what follows. Th e assumption that there are tense opera-
tors in English has come under recent attack. See King (  2003  ). I defend the assumption that there 
are tense operators in English against objections in  Chapter  4  . 
       13     See for example MacFarlane (  2003 ,  2005  ,   2007a ,  2007b ,  2008  , unpublished manuscript); 
Kölbel (  2002 ,  2003  ); Richard (  2004  ); Lasersohn (  2005  ); Egan, Hawthorne and Weatherson 
(  2004  ); Egan (  2007 ,  2009  ); Wright (  2006  ); and Boghossian (  2006  ). Th ere are, of course, impor-
tant diff erences between the kinds of relativism defended by these authors. For example, MacFar-
lane’s semantics, but not Kölbel’s, envisions a distinction between point of interpretation and 
point of assessment. 
       14     I shall set aside relativistic theories that hold that there is no fact of the matter as to what a 
sentence expresses relative to a context of use. See Weatherson (2008). 
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sentences to express, relative to a context of use, a proposition that contains a partic-
ular time, and yet deny that the proposition expressed is eternally true or eternally false 
(it may have a diff erent truth-value when evaluated at a later time). 

 Th is view is plausible, for example, for epistemic modals (Egan, Hawthorne and 
Weatherson   2004  ). Suppose I assert the following sentence on December 24, 1990: 

 (4) Fermat’s Last Th eorem might be false. 

 Since it is compatible with what I knew in 1990 that Fermat’s Last Th eorem (FLT) is 
false, it would seem that the proposition expressed by (4), relative to my 1990 context, 
is true. But if eternalism is true, then propositions do not change their truth-values 
across time. So we cannot reevaluate the proposition expressed by (4) at a later time 
and get a diff erent result. If the proposition expressed by (4), relative to my 1990 con-
text, was true back then, then it cannot later become false. 

 Within the framework of relativistic semantics, however, (4) may express a complete 
proposition that is true relative to my 1990 context of use and my 1990 context of as-
sessment but false relative to my 1990 context of use and a later context of assessment. 
A relativist could, for example, hold that (4) expresses, relative to my 1990 context of 
use, the temporally complete proposition that it might be in 1990 that FLT is false, and 
yet deny that this proposition is eternal.   15    

 I think relativism fails, not because it is semantically incoherent, but because the 
relevant evidence in its favor can be adequately explained on other grounds (see 
Brogaard   2008a ,  2008b  , Heck   2006  ). Here I shall simply assume, without argument, 
that non-relativistic semantics is correct. I compare relativism and temporalism in 
 Chapter  8  . 

 Given non-relativistic semantics, temporalism is committed to the following two 
theses:   16    

  Content Invariance : Some sentences lacking time adverbials (e.g., ‘John is a fi re-
fi ghter’) express the same proposition at diff erent times. 

       15     I am here assuming that the modal operator ‘it might be that’ is in need of temporal comple-
tion (‘it might be in 1990 that’) but that the sentence ‘FLT is false’ is not. Th e thesis that epistemic 
modal operators are in need of temporal completion gains prima facie plausibility from the fact 
that evidence ‘comes and goes.’ So it might be in 1990 that FLT is false even if it must be in 2000 
that it is true. 
       16     It might seem perhaps that a presentist could accept Truth Variance without accepting Con-
tent Invariance. But this is not obviously so. She certainly cannot easily hold that all propositions 
are temporally complete in Frege’s sense. If  t*  does not exist, then there cannot be temporally 
complete propositions containing it. 
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  Truth Variance : Some of our utterances have contents that have diff erent truth-
values at diff erent times (e.g., that John is a fi refi ghter). 

 Notice that I did not include a clause along the lines of ‘All sentences lacking time adver-
bials (e.g., ‘John is a fi refi ghter’) express, relative to a context of use, temporal propositions.’ 
I did not include such a clause because not all sentences lacking time adverbials express, 
relative to context, temporal propositions. Th e sentence ‘Th ere are wholly past objects,’ for 
example, does not usually do that. Nor did I include a clause along the lines of ‘Some prop-
ositions are temporally incomplete’; for, as I am using the expression ‘temporally incom-
plete,’ it simply means that there is no time constituent in the proposition.   17    But eternalists 
could agree that some propositions are incomplete in this sense by adopting a less conven-
tional theory of propositions, as in George Bealer’s (  1998  ) algebraic account. 

 Within the framework of standard semantics, eternalism must deny Context 
Invariance and Truth Variance. Eternalism is thus committed to the following two theses: 

  Content Variance : Sentences lacking time adverbials (e.g., ‘John is a fi refi ghter’) ex-
press diff erent propositions at temporally distinct contexts of use. 
  Truth Invariance : Th e contents of our utterances do not change their truth-values 
across time. 

 To get to eternalism from these two theses, we need to add clauses corresponding to 
conditions (ii)–(iv) outlined in the introduction. On a minimalist view of propositions, 
we must add a clause to the eff ect that the objects of propositional attitudes do not 
change their truth-values across time. So on a minimalist view of propositions, 
eternalism can be articulated as follows: 

  Eternalism  
  E1.  Content Variance : Sentences lacking time adverbials express diff erent proposi-
tions at temporally distinct contexts of use. 
  E2.  Truth Invariance : Th e contents of utterances do not change their  truth-values 
across time. 
  E3.  Propositional Attitudes : Th e objects of propositional attitudes do not change 
their truth-values across time. 

 To get to temporalism from the two theses stated earlier we must add at least the clause 
that some of our propositional attitudes have temporal contents as their objects. On a 
minimalist view of propositions, temporalism can be stated as follows: 

       17     Of course, in a diff erent sense every proposition is complete. In this sense, a complete 
proposition just means a truth-evaluable proposition. 
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  Temporalism  
  T1.  Content Invariance : Some sentences lacking time adverbials express the same 
proposition at diff erent times. 
  T2.  Truth Invariance : Some of our utterances have contents that can change truth-
values across time. 
  T3.  Propositional Attitudes : Some of our propositional attitudes have contents that 
can change truth-values across time. 

 Given standard semantics and a minimal defi nition of a proposition as something that 
can serve as a content of our utterances and as an object of our propositional attitudes, 
(E1), (E2) and (E3) stand and fall together. So to show that temporalism is true it would 
suffi  ce to show either that some of our utterances express temporal contents or that 
some of our propositional attitudes have temporal contents as their objects. 

 I will, however, present independent arguments for (T2) and (T3) as well as the claim 
that temporal contents satisfy the other three conditions on propositions outlined in 
the introduction.    

   1.2.     TRUTH CONDITIONS   

 Th ough temporalism and eternalism diff er in fundamental respects, they do not always 
assign diff erent metalinguistic truth-conditions to tensed sentences. By ‘metalinguistic 
truth conditions’ I mean a principle for determining truth-values based on the  exten-
sion  of the expressions in the sentence relative to a context.   18    Consider, for instance: 

 (5) John is a fi refi ghter. 
 (6) John was a fi refi ghter. 
 (7) John will be a fi refi ghter. 

 Even though the temporalist standardly takes the tenses to function semantically as 
intensional operators, the temporalist may formulate her truth-conditions metalin-
guistically in terms of quantifi cation over times (just as we may formulate the metalin-
guistic truth-conditions for modal claims in terms of quantifi cation over worlds). If the 

       18     As MacFarlane (  2009  : note 6) points out, a number of diff erent entities have been called 
‘truth-conditions,’ including the proposition expressed by the sentence in question, and rules for 
determining truth-values, based on features of context or circumstance of evaluation. For that 
reason MacFarlane recommends that ‘talk of ‘truth-conditions’ should be avoided at all costs’ at 
least in certain kinds of discussion. However, I think it is helpful to look at the metalinguistic 
truth-conditions here. Th e analysis of the metalinguistic truth-conditions for a given sentence, so 
understood, is distinct from the analysis of its content. 
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temporalist allows for the existence of wholly past and wholly future objects, then this 
will be the natural way to go.   19    Th e temporalist will then assign the following metalin-
guistic truth-conditions to the sentences in (5)–(7):   20    

 (5a) John is a fi refi ghter at  t*.  
 (6a)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 
 (7a)   ∃   t ( t*  <  t  & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 

 where  t*  is the time of speech, and ‘<’ means ‘is earlier than.’ As shown, (5a) says that 
John is a fi refi ghter at the time of speech, (6a) says that there is a time  t  such that  t  is 
earlier than  t* , and John is a fi refi ghter at  t , and (7a) says that there is a time  t  such that 
the time of speech is earlier than  t , and John is a fi refi ghter at  t . Th ese truth-conditions 
are also the truth-conditions the eternalist would assign to these sentences. 

 It is tempting to think, therefore, that it makes no diff erence to the metalinguistic 
truth-conditions of tensed sentences whether or not there are temporal propositions. 
But this temptation should be resisted. Whether propositions are treated as eternal 
or not makes no truth-conditional diff erence in the case of sentences like those in 
(5)–(7), but it does make a diff erence in propositional attitude contexts. Consider, for 
instance: 

 (8) Mary believed that John was a fi refi ghter. 

 Sentence (8) can be read in two diff erent ways according as the tense of the comple-
ment clause is treated as semantically vacuous or not. Given eternalism, (8) is assigned 
the following metalinguistic truth-conditions:   21    

 (8Ea)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & Mary believes at  t  that John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 
 (8Eb)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & Mary believes at  t  that   ∃   t’ ( t’  <  t  & John is a fi refi ghter at  t’ )) 

 where  t*  is the time of speech. Here (8Ea) says that there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier 
than the time of speech, and Mary believes at  t  that John is a fi refi ghter at  t . Th is is the 

       19     A presentist could give metalinguistic truth-conditions along the same lines. She might, for 
example, treat them as a heuristic device, or she might treat the times quantifi ed over as ersatz 
times. See Markosian (  2004  ) and Crisp (  2007  ). Non-serious presentism, on the other hand, is not 
a way out. Non-serious presentism holds that only present objects exist but rejects the thesis that 
objects can possess properties and stand in relations only at times at which they exist. See 
Hinchliff  (  1988  ). 
       20     I am keeping the world parameter constant. 
       21     A past tense morpheme that occurs immediately under another past tense morpheme is 
subject to (optional) deletion (Ogihara manuscript, Kusumoto   1999  :  chap.  1  ). 
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reading where the past tense is given a vacuous reading. Th e sentence in (8Eb) says 
that there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech, and there is a time  t’  
such that  t’  is earlier than  t , and John is a fi refi ghter at  t’ . Here the past tense is not 
vacuous. 

 Temporalism assigns diff erent metalinguistic truth-conditions. Given temporalism, 
the past tense functions semantically as an intensional operator that shift s the time of 
speech to some time in the past. So on one reading, (8) is true relative to a context iff  it 
is true at a past circumstance of evaluation that Mary stands in the belief relation to the 
temporal proposition that John is a fi refi ghter. Th at is, (8) is true relative to a context iff  
there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech  t*  and at  t  Mary stands in 
the belief relation to the temporal proposition that John is a fi refi ghter. On the other 
reading, (8) says that it was the case that Mary believes that it  was  the case that John is 
a fi refi ghter. Th e latter is true iff  there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time 
of speech  t*  and at  t  Mary stands in the belief relation to the temporal proposition 
that John was a fi refi ghter. So the temporalist assigns the following metalinguistic 
truth-conditions. 

 (8Ta)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & Mary believes at  t  that John is a fi refi ghter) 
 (8Tb)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & Mary believes at  t  that John  was  a fi refi ghter) 

 Sentence (8Ta) says that there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech, 
and Mary believes at  t  that John is a fi refi ghter, and (8Tb) says that there is a time  t  such 
that  t  is earlier than the time of speech, and Mary believes at  t  that John  was  a fi refi ghter. 
Notice that (8) does not require for its truth that Mary believes at some past time  t  that 
John is a fi refi ghter at  t  (on the one reading), or that Mary believes at some past time  t  
that John is a fi refi ghter at some time that lies in the past of  t  (on the other reading). 

 If the tenses in the metalinguistic truth-conditions for (8) are found to be undesir-
able, we can off er the following truth-conditions instead (‘ w ’ ranges over worlds, and 
 @  is the actual world).   22    
   
      •      Th ere is a past time  t  such that, for all worlds  w  compatible with what Mary 

believes at < @ ,  t  > ,  John is a fi refi ghter  is true at < w ,  t  > .  

       22     Th e benefi ts of treating ‘S believes that’ as an intensional (or strictly speaking, hyperinten-
sional) operator will be set forth in  Chapter  6  . To avoid the implication that belief is closed under 
consequence, an additional clause is required on the right-hand side of the truth-condition (see 
Chalmers, forthcoming): ‘ S  believes that  p ’ in  c  iff  for all worlds  w  compatible with what  S  believes 
at the world of  c ,  @ , and the time of  c ,  t *,  p  is true at  w ,  t *, and ‘ p ’ counts as an adequate descrip-
tion of what  S  believes at  @  and  t * in  c . Th e additional clause will for the most part be ignored. 
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     •      Th ere is a past time  t  such that, for all worlds compatible with what Mary believes 
at < @ ,  t  > , there is a  t’  such that  t’  <  t  &  John is a fi refi ghter  is true at < w ,  t’  > .      

 Th e temporalist’s metalinguistic truth-conditions will be diff erent when the attitude 
verb is factive. Consider, for instance: 

 (9) Mary knew that John was a fi refi ghter. 

 Given eternalism, an occurrence of (9) is true on the vacuous reading of the comple-
ment clause tense iff  there is a past time  t  such that Mary knows at  t  that John is a 
fi refi ghter at  t . Given temporalism, an occurrence of (9) is true on the vacuous reading 
of the complement clause tense iff  there is a past time  t  such that Mary knows at  t  that 
John is a fi refi ghter. But since ‘S knows that’ is factive, Mary knows at  t  that John is a 
fi refi ghter only if John is a fi refi ghter at  t .   23    So an occurrence of (9) is true only if there 
is a past time  t  such that at  t  Mary believes that John is a fi refi ghter, and John is a fi re-
fi ghter at  t .   24    Treating ‘S believes that’ as an intensional operator, we may formulate this 
as follows: 

 Th ere is a past time  t  such that, for all worlds  w  compatible with what Mary believes 
at < @ ,  t  > ,  John is a fi refi ghter  is true at < w ,  t  > , and  John is a fi refi ghter  is true at 
< @ ,  t  > . 

 Th is shows that whether eternalism or temporalism is correct does make a truth-
conditional diff erence. Th e diff erence lies in the truth-conditions assigned to sentences 
with a propositional attitude verb.    

       23     A side remark: Th e temporal truth that Bob is exactly 10,000 days old is knowable, but it 
won’t be in the future, for it won’t be true in the future. What will be knowable in the future is 
the proposition that Bob was 10,000 days old. On a related note: It might seem that when the 
knowledge operator K is read as ‘Someone at some time knows that’ then Kp isn’t factive. For 
it might seem that one may at some time know that p (namely at the time at which p is true), 
even if p is not now true. So it would seem that valid epistemic principles break down with 
tensed propositions. By way of reply, truth is relative to circumstances of evaluation. Given 
eternalism, circumstances are worlds. But given temporalism, circumstances are <world, 
time >  pairs. Suppose ‘K(Bob is typing)’ means that someone at some time knows that Bob is 
typing. Given eternalism, this is true at a world only if Bob is typing (at a contextually deter-
mined time) at the given world. Given temporalism, it is true at a <world, time >  pair only if 
Bob is typing at the given <world, time >  pair. So it is not possible for the proposition 
expressed by ‘K(Bob is typing)’ to be true at a circumstance unless Bob is typing at that cir-
cumstance. 
       24     I am not a proponent of the view that ‘S knows that’ is a decomposable mental state operator. 
Timothy Williamson (  2000  ) has familiarly off ered a number of reasons against this view. How-
ever, even if ‘S knows that’is not a decomposable mental state operator, it may still be true that 
‘S knows p’ entails ‘S believes p. 
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   1.3.     TEMPORAL PROPOSITIONS ARE TRUTH-EVALUABLE   

 Th e temporalist attributes full proposition-status to temporal content. For example, despite 
not containing any implicit or explicit reference to a time, ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ expresses, 
relative to a context, a proposition in the full sense. For temporal content to be a proposi-
tion in the full sense it must, among other things, be truth-evaluable. Temporalism thus 
refutes what we might call ‘Th e Incompleteness Hypothesis’(Evans   1985  : 349–50): 

 Th e Incompleteness Hypothesis 
 A tensed sentence lacking explicit or implicit reference to times is not 
truth-evaluable. 

 Supporters of the Incompleteness Hypothesis tend to appeal to a certain necessary 
truth about instantiated properties or relations (Cappelen and Lepore   2007  ).   25    Here is 
Mark Crimmins: 

 ‘It’s raining’ invokes the relation of raining.  What we know about rain  makes it 
obvious that this relation must have as arguments at least a time and a place. Th e 
present tense construction in ‘It’s raining’ points indexically to the time of the 
statement. (1992: 17, italics added) 

 Crimmins’ argument is this: It is a necessary truth about instantiated properties that 
they are instantiated at some time. If, for example, John instantiates the property of 
being a fi refi ghter, then he instantiates it at some time. So no complete proposition can 
be expressed by ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ unless a time is supplied. 

 Th ere is a close analogy between this position and the position that no complete 
proposition can be expressed by sentences like ‘Jane is ready’ unless an act has been 
supplied. If Jane is ready, then there is something she is ready to do, for example, to 
leave, to eat, to go bed, or to go to school. Jane cannot simply be ready without being 
ready for something. So it would seem that no complete proposition is expressed by 
‘Jane is ready’ unless an act has been supplied. Or so the argument goes. 

 Th e Incompleteness Hypothesis does not by itself yield the conclusion that tensed sen-
tences  semantically  make implicit or explicit reference to a time when uttered at a partic-
ular time.   26    For it is open to argue that tensed sentences lacking an explicit reference to a 

       25     Frege, of course, is one of the main supporters of the Incompleteness Hypothesis. See for 
example Evans (  1985  : 349f). Perry (  1986 ,  1998  ), Carston (  1988  ), and Taylor (  2001  ) have argued for 
a parallel hypothesis concerning location. I turn to the parallel argument in  Chapter  5  . 
       26     Cappelen and Lepore (  2005  ) insist that there is no principled way of determining whether or 
not a sentence expresses a proposition or a propositional radical. 
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time express incomplete propositions that might be completed pragmatically by a 
speaker. ‘John is a fi refi ghter,’ for example, might be taken to express the incomplete 
proposition  John is a fi refi ghter . Since the latter is incomplete, on the view under consid-
eration, it is not the sort of entity that can be true or false. But the speaker of the sentence 
might supply the missing information, and so might succeed in pragmatically conveying 
a complete proposition. I do not know of anyone who has defended this view with respect 
to tensed sentences. But Kent Bach (  1994 ,  2005  ) defends it with respect to sentences like 
‘Tipper is ready’ and ‘Al has fi nished.’ On Bach’s view, such sentences do not express 
complete propositions; they express only propositional radicals. For the sentences to be 
associated with complete propositions, the speaker must supply the missing information. 

 It is not hard to extend Bach’s view to tensed sentences lacking a reference to a time. 
However, there is no need to turn to such radical measures, for the reasoning in sup-
port of the Incompleteness Hypothesis is highly suspect. As Herman Cappelen and 
Ernie Lepore (  2005 ,  2007  ) have argued,   27    from the fact that a given event or state-of-
aff airs requires for its existence a particular property, it does not follow that the prop-
erty is a constituent of a proposition concerning it. For example, from the fact that 
driving occurs at a certain speed, we should not want to conclude that the proposition 
expressed by ‘John drove to Chicago last night’ contains a certain speed. And from the 
fact that typewriting occurs at a certain pace, we should not want to conclude that the 
proposition expressed by ‘Nora is typing a letter’ contains a particular pace. Likewise, 
from the fact that John cannot instantiate the property of being a fi refi ghter without 
instantiating it at some time, we should not want to conclude that there is a time in the 
proposition expressed by ‘John is a fi refi ghter.’ 

 Furthermore, there is independent reason to be suspicious of the Incompleteness 
Hypothesis. Within the framework of Kaplanian semantics (1989), a sentence  S  is true 
at a context of use  c  iff  the proposition  p  expressed by  S  at  c  is true at the default cir-
cumstance of evaluation determined by  c . Circumstances of evaluation are pairs of a 
world and a time. So a proposition  p  is true at a given circumstance iff  the proposition 
is true at the world and time of that circumstance. If, for example, ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ 
is uttered at  t , then ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ is true at  t  iff  the proposition that John is a 
fi refi ghter is true at  t . So within the framework of Kaplan semantics, no propositional 
time constituent is required in order to evaluate the temporally neutral proposition 
expressed, relative to a context, by ‘John is a fi refi ghter.’ 

 A second argument for the Incompleteness Hypothesis, due to Stanley (  2000  : 415–17), 
is the so-called binding argument. It runs as follows. Sentences such as ‘It is raining’ and 

       27     Cappelen and Lepore’s critique is directed at the position that sentences such as ‘it is raining’ 
make implicit reference to a location. But the critique extends straightforwardly to the position 
that sentences lacking explicit time adverbials contain implicit time adverbials. 
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‘John is hungry’ can occur within the scope of quantifi ed noun phrases that quantify over 
locations or times. But in such cases ‘it is raining’ and ‘John is hungry’ must be associated 
with an implicit indexical variable for the quantifi er to bind. Consider, for instance:   28    

 (10) Every time I visit John, he is hungry. 

 Intuitively, (10) says that for every time  t , if I visit John at  t , then John is hungry at  t . 
Certainly, (10) does not mean that John is hungry at the time of speech  t*  every time I 
visit him. So ‘John is hungry’ must make available an implicit time variable for the 
higher operator ‘every time I visit John’ to bind. (10), upon analysis, cashes out to ‘for 
every time  t , if I visit John at  t , John is hungry at  t. ’ But if ‘John is hungry’ contains a 
time variable when it is occurs within the scope of a higher operator, as in (10), then 
there is good reason to think that ‘John is hungry’ also contains a time variable when it 
does not occur within the scope of a higher operator. Or so the argument goes. 

 Th e argument has initiated quite a lot of recent debate.   29    Cappelen and Lepore (  2002  ) 
argue that if (10) shows that ‘John is hungry’ is associated with an implicit time vari-
able, then example (11) below should, by parity of reason, show that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is as-
sociated with an implicit time variable: 

 (11) Every time I visit Rutgers, 2 + 2 = 4. 

 Intuitively, (11) says that every time I visit Rutgers, 2 + 2 = 4 at that time. So if Stanley is 
right, then we should expect ‘2 + 2 = 4’ to be associated with an implicit indexical var-
iable that takes times as values. Th e structure of (10) should be ‘for every time  t , if I visit 
Rutgers at  t , then 2 + 2 = 4 at  t. ’ Th e higher operator ‘every time I visit Rutgers’ would 
bind a time variable in the sentence structure of ‘2 + 2 = 4’. But then when I utter ‘2 + 2 = 
4’, I should be saying that ‘2 + 2 = 4 as I am speaking’. But that is not what I am saying. 

 Stanley (  2005b  ) replies that contrary to what Cappelen and Lepore seem to think, it 
is not the mere grammaticality of a sentence like (10) or (11) that indicates that there is 

       28     Th e example that takes center stage in the Stanley/Cappelen/Lepore dispute is ‘Everywhere 
Sally goes it is raining’(Stanley   2000  : 415–17; Cappelen and Lepore   2002  ). 
       29     See also Recanati (  2004b  : 106–7). Recanati thinks the binding argument, if correct, shows 
that ‘eat’ is associated with a hidden variable. For ‘John is anorexic, but whenever his father cooks 
mushrooms, he eats’ can be interpreted as meaning that John eats the mushrooms his father has 
cooked. However, Stanley (forthcoming) replies that this is not quite right, as it would not be 
appropriate to reply ‘No he doesn’t—he eats broccoli when his father cooks mushrooms.’ Notice 
that if someone asserts ‘every time I visit John, he is hungry,’ then it would be slightly more ap-
propriate to reply: ‘No, he isn’t—he is hungry two hours before you visit.’ But if conditionals 
introduce situation variables into the sentence structure, as I suggest below, then this phenom-
enon is not surprising. 
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a hidden variable in its sentence structure. Rather, his argument rests on the premise 
that if the assumption that there is a hidden variable in the sentence structure results 
in an intuitive reading, then that indicates that the assumption is correct. 

 Stanley’s reply indicates that if the binding phenomena can be explained on alterna-
tive grounds, then the alternative explanation would be worth taking seriously. Here is 
an alternative way to account for (10). 

 As David Lewis (  1975  ), Irene Heim (  1990  ), Kai von Fintel (  1994  ), and Brogaard (  2005  , 
  2006a ,  2007b   and   2007d  ) have argued, general indicatives trigger quantifi cation over 
cases (Lewis) or minimal situations (Heim; von Fintel; Brogaard). On the latter ac-
count, we can present the structure of (10) along the following lines: ‘All minimal situ-
ations in which I am visiting John are part of a situation in which John is hungry.’   30    

 An alternative approach is to treat ‘every time’ as a temporal operator (Salmon   1986  ). 
Example (10) is true, on this approach, iff  the minimal proposition  John is hungry  is 
true at every circumstance at which it is also true that I visit John. I deal with the fi rst 
two accounts in  Chapter  4  . My main point here is that the binding argument does not 
show that ‘John is hungry’ is associated with an implicit domain variable. 

 Th ere is a superfi cially related argument for the Incompleteness Hypothesis. Th e ar-
gument runs as follows. Tensed sentences contain explicit or implicit referents to 
times, for if they did not, then they would be too easy to make true or too easy to make 
false. If, for example, my daughter utters the sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ at  t , her ut-
terance is not true in virtue of the fact that John is fi refi ghter at some later time  t’ ; 
rather, if it is true at all, it is true because John is a fi refi ghter at  t . Or as John Perry 
would put it: ‘What my daughter said was true, because John was a fi refi ghter at  t . 
Th ere were all sorts of times at which John wasn’t a fi refi ghter.’   31    

       30     Note that the assumption that there are hidden variables in the sentence structure of sen-
tences such as ‘quadratic equations never have more than two solutions’ gives us no reason to 
conclude that ‘there is a quadratic equation’ is itself associated with a hidden variable. 
       31     Th e real quote is: ‘what my son said was true because it was raining in Palo Alto. Th ere were all 
sorts of places where it wasn’t raining’(1986: 38). I consider the analogy between locative and tem-
poral expressions in further detail in  Chapter  5  . Perry distinguishes between indexicality and what 
he calls ‘unarticulated constituents.’ An indexical sentence contains an implicit indexical variable 
whose value is supplied by context. A sentence that expresses, relative to a context of use, a propo-
sition with an unarticulated constituent, on the other hand, does not contain an implicit indexical 
variable. Context simply supplies the missing constituent. As Crimmins (  1992  : 16) puts it: ’An un-
articulated constituent of the content of a statement is an item that is used by the semantics as a 
building block of the statement’s content but is such that there is no (overt) expression in the sen-
tence that supplies the object as its content. In a semantics that takes propositions to be structures 
containing objects and properties an unarticulated constituents is simply a propositional constit-
uent that is not explicitly mentioned—it is not the content of any expression in the sentence.’ Th is 
diff erence does not matter for our purposes, however, as we construe ‘indexicality’ broadly: any 
expression whose content is a function of context is indexical in our sense.  
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 Or consider the following example from Barbara Partee (  2004  : 51). Suppose that aft er 
having left  the house this morning with my colleague Susanna, I suddenly remember 
that I forgot to turn off  the stove. ‘Did you forget something?’ Susanna asks, as I slam 
the brakes. I reply: ‘I forgot to turn off  the stove.’ Obviously, I do not mean to say that I 
forgot to turn it off  three weeks ago. My forgetfulness three weeks ago would not 
explain my current behavior. What I mean is that I forgot to turn off  the stove before I 
left  my house this morning. So it would seem that my utterance of ‘I forgot to turn off  
the stove’ makes implicit reference to a time. But, our opponent might continue, if 
past-tensed sentences make implicit reference to a time when uttered at a particular 
time, presumably present-tensed sentences do that as well. 

 By way of reply, standard Kaplan semantics renders the fi rst example ineff ectual. 
Given standard Kaplan semantics, propositions determine functions from circum-
stances of evaluation to truth-values, but circumstances of evaluation are pairs of a 
world and a time. So if my daughter uttered the sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ at  t , then 
what she said at  t  is true iff  it is true at the pair <the actual world  @ ,  t  > . So my daughter 
said something that was true if John was a fi refi ghter at  t , but  t  is not a constituent of 
the proposition expressed at her context of use. 

 Th e second example is more convincing. It is true that we rarely use the past tense to 
talk about just any old time in the past. If I say ‘I haven’t had breakfast,’ and you reply: 
‘Sure you have. I saw you eat a big blueberry muffi  n yesterday morning,’ you would 
have missed the point of the conversation. 

 But it is not clear that this is an objection to temporalism. We might take an utterance 
of ‘I haven’t had breakfast’ to be strictly false, unless the speaker has never had break-
fast (Bach   1994  ). Alternatively (and this is the view I favor), we might grant that past-
tensed sentences like ‘I forgot to turn off  the stove’ and ‘I haven’t had breakfast,’ when 
uttered at a particular time, make implicit reference to a time. ‘I haven’t had breakfast’ 
might be used to say that I haven’t had breakfast  today , and ‘I forgot to turn off  the 
stove’ might be used to say that I forgot to turn off  the stove  then , where ‘then’ goes 
proxy for a temporal locative (Ludlow   1999  :  chap.  8  ), or refers to a contextually 
determined time. 

 As Michael Bennett and Barbara Partee (  2004  : 64) remarked, when no time specifi -
cation is present, ‘the specifi ed time is determinable from the previous discourse or 
extralinguistic features of the context of utterance.’ Th is latter move is compatible with 
temporalism. For, as we will see in  Chapter  4  , a sentence like ‘I forgot to turn off  the 
stove then’ may be analyzed as ‘it was the case  then  that I forgot to turn off  the stove,’ 
where ‘then’ is either a pronoun of laziness that goes proxy for a time adverbial or a 
demonstrative that refers to a contextually determined time, and the embedded sen-
tence is a temporal proposition. Th e supplied time “completes” the tense operator 
rather than the proposition operated on by the tense operator. Th e diff erence between 
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past- and present-tensed cases is simply that in present-tensed cases there is no tense 
operator in need of completion (more on that in  Chapter  4  ).    

   1.4.     SIGNPOST   

 Eternalism is the view that all propositions have their truth-value eternally, that is, they 
cannot have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. Temporalism is the opposite view. 
It states that some propositions have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. Given 
standard semantics, temporalism is committed to the view that sentences that express 
temporal propositions can have the same content relative to diff erent contexts of utter-
ance, whereas eternalism is committed to the view that sentences cannot have the same 
content relative to temporally distinct contexts of utterance. Eternalism and temporal-
ism assign the same metalinguistic truth-conditions to tensed language that is not em-
bedded under a propositional attitude verb but their metalinguistic truth-conditions 
come apart with respect to tensed language embedded under a propositional attitude 
verb. Importantly, temporalists take their propositions to be genuine truth-evaluable 
propositions, even if they do not make reference to a specifi c time. Th ey thus reject the 
Incompleteness Hypothesis, which states that sentences that do not make implicit or 
explicit reference to a time are not truth-evaluable.      
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         2 

Reporting Belief  

    Recall that, on a broader Fregean criterion for being a proposition, propositions are 
thought to play a wide number of distinct theoretical roles (Frege   1952  ): Propositions 
are (i) the semantic values of truth-evaluable sentences, (ii) the objects of the attitudes 
(e.g., belief, doubt, hope, wish, and so on), (iii) the objects of agreement and disagree-
ment, (iv) what is transferred or shared when people communicate successfully, and 
(v) the contents operated on by intensional operators (e.g., ‘It is possible that’). 

 Th e claim that temporal contents may be the semantic values of sentences is rela-
tively uncontroversial. Eternalists such as Robert Stalnaker (  1970  ), David Lewis (  1980  ), 
Mark Richard (  1981 ,  1982  ), Nathan Salmon (  1986  ), and Jason Stanley (  1997a ,  1997b  ) 
have all defended this claim. However, such eternalists prefer to reserve the term ‘prop-
osition’ for eternal content.   1    Th e most controversial claims made by temporalists are (i) 
that individuals may stand in belief relations to temporal contents, (ii) that temporal 
contents can be the objects of agreement and disagreement, and (iii) that successful 
communication may involve temporal contents. I defend the fi rst claim in this chapter 
and the second and third claims in the subsequent chapter.    

   2.1.     THE CLASSIC OBJECTIONS   

 Mark Richard (  1981  ) has leveled a potentially devastating argument against temporal-
ism.   2    Th e argument runs as follows. Th ere are obviously invalid arguments that would 
come out valid if temporalism were true. So temporalism is false. Here is one such 
apparently invalid argument ( Richard  1981  : 4): 

 (A) 
 Mary believed that Nixon was president. 

      1     Th is is why their view does not qualify as temporalism. Temporalists think that there are 
 propositions  that have diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. 
       2     Th e argument can also be found in Kneale and Kneale (  1970  : 235). 
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 Mary still believes everything she once believed. 
 Th erefore, Mary believes that Nixon  is  president. 

 According to Richard, ‘this argument is not a valid argument in English. As speakers of 
English use sentences such as [premise 1] and [premise 2], [the conclusion] simply 
does not follow from them’ (1981: 4). Or, as Salmon puts it, ‘such an inference is an 
insult not only to Mary but also to the logic of English, as it is ordinarily spoken’ (1989: 
345). Yet, says Richard, the temporalist must regard (A) as valid. On behalf of the tem-
poralist, Richard assigns the following truth-conditions to (A) 

  �∃�  p  �∃�  t ( t  <  t*  &  p  = [ Pn ] &  Bmpt ) 
  �∀�  p ( �∃�  t ( t  <  t*  &  Bmpt )  �→�   Bmpt* ) 
  �∃�  p ( p  = [ Pn ] &  Bmpt* ) 

 where  p  ranges over propositions, ‘<’ means ‘is earlier than,’  t*  is the time of speech,  m  
is a constant that refers to Mary, and [ Pn ] is the temporal proposition that Nixon is 
president. Th e fi rst premise is true iff  there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time 
of speech  t* , and a proposition  p  such that  p  is  Nixon is president  and at  t  Mary believes 
that  p . Th e second premise is true iff  for all propositions  p , if there is a time  t  that is 
earlier than the time of speech  t*  and Mary believes that  p , then at the time of speech 
 t*  Mary believes that  p . Th e conclusion is true iff  there is a proposition  p  such that  p  is 
 Nixon is president , and at the time of speech  t*  Mary believes that  p . But this is valid. So 
the temporalist is committed to the validity of an apparently invalid argument. 

 Th e eternalist is not so committed. For the eternalist takes the fi rst premise to mean 
that there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech  t* , and Mary believes 
at  t  that Nixon is president  at t . From this and the assumption that Mary still believes 
everything she once believed it does not follow that Mary believes at  t*  that Nixon is 
present at  t* . In other words, the diff erence between the verdicts of temporalism and 
eternalism is that temporalism takes the objects of beliefs to be temporally neutral, 
whereas eternalism takes them to be temporally specifi ed. 

 Here is a variation on Argument A which perhaps brings out the point more forcefully: 

 (B) 
 Mary believes everything John said. 
 John said that he was hungry. 
 Th erefore, Mary believes that John is hungry. 

 Th e conclusion does not appear to follow from the premises. But if temporalism is 
right, then the second premise is true iff  there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the 
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time of speech  t* , and John says at  t  that he is hungry. So if Mary believes everything 
John said, then it should follow that she believes that John is hungry. Eternalism, on the 
other hand, takes the second premise to imply that John says at  t  that at  t  he is hungry, 
where  t  is a past time. Th is, together with the fi rst premise, does not imply that Mary 
believes that at  t*  John is hungry, where  t*  is the time of speech. 

 Yet another variation on Richard’s argument, due to Richard himself, is the following 
(1981: 4): 

 (C) 
 I, Mary, believed that Nixon was up to no good in the White House, and I still 
believe that. 
 Th erefore, I, Mary, believe that Nixon is up to no good in the White House. 

 Intuitively, (C) is invalid. Yet, says Richard, the temporalist is committed to its validity. 
For given temporalism, the premise is true iff  there is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than 
the time of speech  t*  and Mary believes at  t  that Nixon is up to no good in the White 
House, and at  t*  Mary still believes that Nixon is up to no good in the White House. 
From this it follows that at  t*  Mary believes that Nixon is up to no good in the White 
House. 

 Eternalism, on the other hand, is not committed to this result. According to the eter-
nalist, the objects of the attitudes are eternal. So the premise is true if and only if there 
is a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech  t*  and Mary believes at  t  that 
Nixon is up to no good in the White House at  t , and at  t*  Mary still believes that Nixon 
is up to no good in the White House at  t . 

 If Arguments A, B and C are sound, they appear to dash all hope for the temporalist, 
for the temporalist, then, is committed to the validity of obviously invalid arguments. 

 Richard (  1981  : 6) considers some possible replies on behalf of the temporalist. First, 
the temporalist might off er the following alternative account of belief retention: ‘To 
retain a belief is  not  to continue to believe the very same proposition. Rather, it is to 
believe a proposition related in some special way to the proposition originally believed’ 
(1981: 6). Consider: 

 (1) Nixon was president. 

 Th e temporalist might suggest that ‘to believe what [1] expresses is just to believe, of 
what [‘Nixon is president’] expresses, that it has obtained’ ( Richard  1981  : 7). On this 
view, to believe what one once believed is to believe that it was the case that what one 
once believed obtains. For example, if Mary once believed that Nixon is president, and 
she retains this belief, then she now believes that Nixon  was  president. Th is move 
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would block Richard’s argument. For from the assumption that Mary once believed 
that Nixon is president but now believes that Nixon  was  president, it does not follow 
that she believes that Nixon  is  president. 

 However, Richard thinks this account of belief retention is unacceptable. Suppose 
that at some time before the senior George Bush’s fi rst and only term Mary has a belief 
that can be expressed with: 

 (2) Bush will win the upcoming election. 

 A couple of years later Mary loses confi dence in Bush’s abilities and ceases to believe 
the content of (2). Mary then has not retained the belief that can be expressed using (2). 
Yet at the time in question she  would  assent to the sentence ‘it was the case that Bush 
would win the upcoming election.’ For back in the 1980s  before  Bush senior’s only term 
Mary believed what can correctly be expressed using (2), and she has retained that 
belief. So Mary does believe that it was the case that Bush will be elected. To sum up: 
We do not want the retained belief Mary had  before  Bush senior’s only term to be the 
same as the retained belief Mary had  during  Bush senior’s only term. Th ese are dif-
ferent beliefs. Yet on the suggested account of belief retention, they are treated in the 
same way. 

 Richard (  1981  : 8–9) suggests a second account of belief retention that the temporalist 
might wish to consider. Th e strategy is to pay lip service to eternalism: If Mary believes 
at  t  that Nixon is president, and she retains this belief, then at a later time  t , Mary 
believes that Nixon is president at  t . 

 Th is account of belief retention avoids the above problems. But Richard fi nds it very 
unappealing (1981: 9). For one thing, it does not give an account of what it is to retain 
a belief. For another, Richard says, there is a strong intuition to the eff ect that to retain 
a belief is to maintain a belief relation to one and the same object. But on the second 
account of belief retention, one does not maintain a belief relation to one and the same 
object. Rather, one believes one thing at one time and another thing at another time. 
Richard’s main reason for thinking that this account fails, however, is that it is ad hoc. 
As Richard puts it: 

 To explain the  retention  of belief, the temporalist appeals exclusively to eternal 
propositions. Why explain only belief  retention  by appeal to eternal propositions? 
Why not simply say that whenever one has a belief, the object of one’s belief is eter-
nal? If my retaining my belief, expressible yesterday by ‘Nixon is president’, consists 
in my believing that Nixon was president yesterday, why, one may reasonably won-
der, isn’t the belief I expressed yesterday using ‘Nixon is president’ the belief that 
 then  (yesterday) Nixon was president. (1981: 9) 
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 If the temporalist adopts the second strategy, she will in eff ect treat the objects of all 
 retained  beliefs as eternal. But, Richard asks, why not treat the objects of  all  beliefs as 
eternal? Why should we treat the objects of retained beliefs diff erently? Th e temporal-
ist has not off ered us an explanation.    

   2.2.     RECENT DEBATE   

 Richard’s objection to temporalism has caused quite a lot of debate. Before off ering my 
rejoinder to Richard and challenges for eternalism, a brief account of the literature on 
Argument A is in order. Th ose already familiar with the recent literature can move 
directly onto  Section  2.3   

 Consider Argument (A), repeated from above: 

 (A) 
 Mary once believed that Nixon was president. 
 Mary still believes everything she once believed. 
 Th erefore, Mary believes that Nixon  is  president. 

 Recall that (A) and related arguments present great diffi  culties for temporalism, 
because temporalism takes Mary to have believed the temporally unspecifi ed propo-
sition that Nixon is president. If she retains this belief, then it must be that she 
believes that Nixon is president. But intuitively no such thing follows from the 
premises of (A). 

 Mark Aronszajn (  1996  ) suggests that we should bite the bullet and say that, contrary 
to appearances, (A) has a reading on which it is valid. Any appearances to the contrary 
can be explained away. For in addition to the reading on which (A) is valid, (A) also has 
several readings on which it is invalid. So when we evaluate (A) for validity, it is plau-
sible that we confuse the reading on which it is valid with other readings on which it is 
invalid. 

 First, the fi rst premise of (A), says Aronszajn, is ambiguous.   3    Th e sentence ‘Mary 
believed that Nixon was president’ can be interpreted as meaning that it was the 
case that Mary believes that Nixon is president, or as meaning that it was the case 

       3     Stanley (  2005  : 136, note 5) thinks that the temporalist cannot account for the fi rst reading of 
this premise, namely, it was the case that Mary believes that Nixon  is  president. I do not see how 
that would follow. I assume Stanley thinks that the temporalist is forced to treat both occur-
rences of the past tense as temporal operators. But if that were so, then the eternalist who treats 
the tenses as quantifi ers would likewise be forced to treat both occurrences of the past tense as 
quantifi ers, giving rise to the exact same problem. 
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that Mary believes that it was the case that Nixon was president. In the fi rst case the 
past tense of the embedded verb is vacuous, and in the second case the past tense 
of the embedded verb is anaphoric on the past tense of the attitude verb ( Ogihara 
 1996  ). Th e second reading is salient in ‘two years ago Ruth believed that Kennedy 
was assassinated by the CIA.’ Aronszajn points out that if the fi rst premise is true iff  
Mary believed at  t  that at some time prior to  t  Nixon was president, then (A) is 
invalid even if temporalism is true. Th ough the fi rst premise is more naturally 
given a reading according to which Mary believed that Nixon is president, Aron-
szajn points out that it is possible that we think (A) is invalid because we confuse 
the two readings. 

 Second, the second premise of (A) also has several diff erent readings. Th e second 
premise, ‘Mary still believes everything she ever believed,’ contains the quantifi ed noun 
phrase ‘everything Mary ever believed.’ English quantifi ed sentences are typically inter-
preted with respect to a restricted domain of quantifi cation. For example, ‘everyone is 
here’ is not ordinarily used to say that everyone in the universe is where the speaker is. 
When I stand in front of my logic class the relevant domain of quantifi cation with 
respect to which ‘everyone’ is evaluated may simply be the domain containing all and 
only the students in the class (Stanley and Szabo   2000  ).   4    

 Aronszajn thinks that it is unlikely that we would ordinarily interpret the quantifi ed 
noun phrase in the second premise of (A), namely, ‘everything Mary believed,’ with 
respect to an unrestricted domain of quantifi cation. It is more plausible that ‘every-
thing Mary believed’ is interpreted with respect to a domain of quantifi cation that is 
restricted, for instance, to eternal propositions. But if the quantifi cational domain of 
‘everything Mary believed’ is restricted to eternal propositions, then the argument is 
invalid regardless of whether eternalism is right. Our feeling that the argument is in-
valid may thus be due to the fact that we interpret ‘everything Mary believed’ with 
respect to a restricted domain. 

 Aronszajn also has some thoughts about what goes wrong in argument (C). Argu-
ment (C), recall, is the following: 

 (C) 
 I, Mary, believed that Nixon was up to no good in the White House, and I still 
believe that. 
 Th erefore, I, Mary, believe that Nixon is up to no good in the White House. 

       4     An alternative strategy is to say that quantifi ed noun phrases under normal circumstances 
can be true only if the utterance is elliptical for what the speaker could have made explicit but 
didn’t. See  Neale (1990b) . 
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 Th e problem here is that the second conjunct in the fi rst premise seems to read: ‘I, 
Mary, still believe whatever I believed on the earlier occasion.’ But the temporalist 
thinks that Mary believed a temporally unspecifi ed proposition, namely the proposi-
tion that Nixon is up to no good in the White House. So if the second conjunct reads ‘I, 
Mary, still believe whatever I believed on the earlier occasion,’ then it follows that Mary 
believes that Nixon is up to no good in the White House. But intuitively, this cannot be 
deduced from the fi rst premise. 

 In response to these considerations Aronszajn notes that there is more than one 
plausible reading of the premise of (C). On one reading, the word ‘that’ in ‘I still believe 
that’ is a demonstrative referring to the proposition believed on the earlier occasion. 
So, given temporalism, ‘I still believe that’ is to be interpreted as ‘I, Mary, still believe 
that Nixon is up to no good in the White House.’ From this the conclusion does follow. 
So on this reading, the temporalist is committed to the validity of (C). 

 But, says Aronszajn, (C) also has a second reading where ‘that’ goes proxy for ‘that 
Nixon was up to no good in the White House.’ On this reading, ‘that’ is a pronoun of 
laziness. A pronoun of laziness is a pronoun that goes proxy for an expression that 
precedes it. For example, in ‘John entered the room. He took off  his hat’ the pronoun 
‘he’ in the second clause goes proxy for ‘John’ in the fi rst clause. If ‘that’ is a pronoun of 
laziness, then the conjunct ‘I still believe that’ is ‘elliptical’   5    for ‘I still believe that Nixon 
 was  up to no good in the White House.’ But from ‘I, Mary, believed that Nixon was up 
to no good in the White House, and I still believe that Nixon was up to no good in the 
White House’ it does not follow that Mary still believes that Nixon  is  up to no good in 
the White House. Nor is the temporalist committed to it. Th e argument ‘I, Mary, 
believed that Nixon was up to no good in the White House, and I still believe that 
Nixon  was  up to no good in the White House. Th erefore, I, Mary, still believe that 
Nixon  is  up to no good in the White House’ is invalid regardless of the nature of the 
objects of the attitudes. 

 Aronszajn (  1996  : 89) suggests that since arguments like (C) have two interpretations, 
our choice of interpretation is governed by the following pragmatic rule: 

 Aronszajn’s Rule: 
 If a belief ascription is ambiguous, pick an interpretation that is charitable regard-
ing which belief it ascribes, given prevailing conceptions of normalcy in beliefs, 
and any other relevant information supplied either by the context, or in the larger 
discourse in which the belief ascription occurs. 

       5     Aronszajn does not say that ‘she believes that’ is elliptical in a strict syntactic sense, hence the 
shudder quotes. 
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 What is going on in argument (C) then is that the semantics of the premise entails the 
conclusion, but we hesitate to attribute the ascribed belief to Mary. Mary may have 
many false beliefs about political matters, but she is not dim-witted. As Aronszajn 
puts it: 

 [T]he semantics for [‘Mary believed that Nixon was up to no good in the White 
House’] entails that Mary believed the non-eternal proposition that [Nixon] is up to 
no good in the White House, and  . . .  in some contexts we could accept that this  is  
the proposition [‘she still believes that’] says Mary believes. However, in the present 
context we hesitate to accept this. It would be quite abnormal today for someone to 
believe that [Nixon] is up to anything in the White House. So at present, we fi nd infer-
ence [C] questionable because we now fi nd it uncharitable to attribute such a belief to 
Mary. [Aronszajn’s Rule] requires that we seek another, more charitable interpretation 
of the fi rst line of [C]. And there is one: the lazy interpretation mentioned above . . .  . 
But then we are taking the sentence to express a proposition  . . .  from which the con-
clusion of [C] does not follow. Hence we fi nd the inference unacceptable. (1996: 89) 

 Th us, the reason that argument (C) appears invalid is that we chose the lazy reading of 
the second conjunct for reasons of charity. Mary is thus taken to believe that Nixon was 
up to no good in the White House. However, in other contexts we would take the prop-
osition Mary believed on the earlier occasion to be the proposition that Nixon  is  up to 
no good in the White House. To back up this latter claim, Aronszajn invites us to con-
sider the following arguments.   6    

 (D) 
 At one point in time, most Americans believed that Elvis Presley was alive, but 
today, few Americans believe that. 
 Th erefore, few Americans believe that Elvis Presley is alive. 

 (E) 
 Twenty years ago, nobody believed that AIDS was spreading among heterosexuals, 
but now almost everyone believes that. 
 Th erefore, almost everyone believes that AIDS is spreading among heterosexuals 

 In contrast to (C), (D) and (E) seem valid. Yet ‘but today, few Americans believe 
that’ and ‘but now, almost everyone believes that’ cannot be ‘elliptical.’ For ‘but 

       6     Salmon (  2003  ) and others block this argument by taking the times that go into the proposi-
tion in question to be temporally extended. I off er objections to this strategy in  Chapter  3  . 
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today, few Americans believe that’ would then be elliptical for ‘but today, few Amer-
icans believe that Elvis Presley  was  alive,’ and ‘but now, almost everyone believes 
that’ would be ‘elliptical’ for ‘but now almost everyone believes that AIDS  was  
spreading among heterosexuals.’ But on these readings of the second conjuncts of 
the premises, (D) and (E) are invalid. Since (D) and (E) appear to be valid, it must 
be that ‘that’ here functions as a demonstrative, and that it refers to a non-eternal 
proposition, just as temporalism predicts. Th at is, the occurrence of ‘that’ in (D) 
must refer to the proposition that Elvis Presley is alive, and the occurrence of ‘that’ 
in (E) must refer to the proposition that AIDS is spreading among heterosexuals. 
Th us (D) and (E) show that we sometimes do use ‘that’ demonstratively, just as tem-
poralism predicts. 

 Arguments (D) and (E) in fact present a diffi  culty for eternalism. For either the 
two occurrences of ‘that’ are pronouns of laziness, or they are demonstratives. If 
they are pronouns of laziness, then the conclusions do not follow. For ‘but today, 
few Americans believe that’ and ‘but now almost everyone believes that’ then go 
proxy for ‘but today, few Americans believe that Elvis Presley was alive’ and ‘but 
now almost everyone believes that AIDS was spreading among heterosexuals,’ 
respectively. If the two occurrences of ‘that’ are demonstratives, then the conclu-
sions follow only if the two occurrences of ‘that’ refer to temporal propositions. 
Either way, then, eternalism will deliver the verdict that (D) and (E) are invalid. But 
intuitively, (D) and (E) are valid. Th us (D) and (E) present a serious diffi  culty for 
eternalism. 

 Aronszajn takes the following argument to present a further problem for eternalism 
(Aronszajn   1996  ): 

 (F) 

 In 1990, Mary believed that Bush was up to no good in the White House. 
 In 1992, Mary still believed everything she believed back in 1990. 
 Hence, in 1992, Mary believed that Bush was up to no good in the White House. 

 It would seem that (F) is valid. Yet if eternalism is true, then the conclusion does 
not follow. For the fi rst premise, then, is true iff  in 1990 Mary believes that Bush is 
up to no good in the White House in 1990. Th e second premise is true iff  for any 
proposition  p , if Mary believes  p  in 1990, then she believes  p  in 1992. Th e conclusion 
is true iff  in 1992 Mary believes that Bush is up to no good in the White House in 
1992. 

 Eternalism thus appears to assign the wrong truth-conditions in this case. However, 
G. W. Fitch (  1998  ) has recently argued that, initial appearances to the contrary, eternal-
ism does make the right predictions in the case of (F). For, says Fitch, ‘nothing in the 
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premises assures that Mary believed that Bush was up to no good in 1992 (as claimed 
in the conclusion).’ In other words, Fitch thinks (F) is invalid. As he puts it: 

 it seems to me that the natural reading of (i) is that in 1990 Mary believed that 
Bush was up to no good in the White House in 1990; the natural reading of (ii) is 
that by 1992 Mary had not changed her beliefs with respect to what she believed in 
1990—in particular, in 1992 Mary still believed that Bush had been up to no good in 
the White House in 1990; and fi nally, the natural reading of (iii) follows that of (i), 
namely that in 1992 Mary believed that Bush was up to no good in the White House 
in 1992. Given these readings of (i), (ii) and (iii), it is easy to see that the inference 
fails, since nothing in the premises assures us that Mary believed that Bush was up 
to no good in 1992. (1998: 251–252) 

 Fitch here off ers essentially eternalist truth-conditions for (F). According to Fitch, the 
conclusion is naturally interpreted as saying that Mary believes in 1992 that Bush is up 
to no good in the White House in 1992, and not as saying that Mary believes in 1992 
that Bush is up to no good in 1990, as Aronszajn claims. Our pretheoretical intuitions, 
Fitch says, cannot be used by themselves ‘to show that a given metaphysical position is 
correct or not’ (1998: 254). Appeals to intuition are notoriously self-serving. 

 Th e upshot is that eternalism and temporalism assign diff erent truth-conditions to 
the conclusion of (F). Temporalism predicts that the conclusion is true iff  Mary believes 
in 1992 that Bush is up to no good in the White House. Eternalism, on the other hand, 
predicts that the conclusion is true iff  Mary believes in 1992 that Bush is up to no good 
in the White House in 1992. So, for the temporalist, but not for the eternalist, [‘Bush is 
up to no good at the White House’] 90  = [‘Bush is up to no good at the White House’] 92 . 
If the temporalist is right about this identity claim, then (F) is valid. If she is wrong 
about it, then (F) is invalid. In Fitch’s opinion, it is a mistake to think that our 
pre-theoretical intuitions can somehow settle the validity of (F). 

 Just in case the temporalist sticks to her guns, however, Fitch off ers the following 
kind of exchange in support of eternalism (255–256):   7    

  PORTLAND  
  (John and Mary are on the phone on March 1.)  
  John :  Where are you?  
  Mary :  I am in Boston  
  (One month later at an APA meeting in Portland.)  

       7     I have changed his example slightly. 
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  John :  Did you believe what you said on March 1?  
  Mary :  Yes, and I still believe it.   

PORTLAND is supposed to cause trouble for the temporalist. For according to tempo-
ralism, the object of Mary’s belief at the APA meeting is the temporal proposition that 
she is in Boston. But surely, Mary does not believe that she is in Boston at any time 
during the APA meeting. It might perhaps be thought that we can explain the felicity 
of Mary’s remark by treating the ‘it’ as a pronoun of laziness. However, this is unlikely 
to help. For if the ‘it’ is a pronoun of laziness, then it goes proxy for ‘I am in Boston.’ But 
intuitively Mary is not saying in Portland that she still believes that she is in Boston. 
Whatever the merits of the laziness strategy, it is indefensible here. PORTLAND cases 
spell trouble for temporalism.    

   2.3.     TEMPORALISM AND BELIEF REPORTS   

  Richard ( 1981  ) argued that apparently invalid arguments of the following sort spell 
trouble for temporalism: 

 (A) 
 Mary believed that Nixon was president. 
 Mary still believes everything she once believed. 
 Th erefore, Mary believes that Nixon  is  president. 

 Before off ering my reply, a few remarks about ‘say’ and ‘believe’ are in order. Our talk 
about what is believed, what is said, believing the same thing and saying the same 
thing, and so on, is quite loose along a number of dimensions. Here is a simple ex-
ample.   8    I say to the department chair ‘John is acting weird today.’ You say to the chair, 
‘Something is going on with John today.’ In the right context, the chair can say ‘Brit said 
the same thing’ and no one would fi nd it odd. But no view has you and me saying 
something that expresses the same proposition. 

 More interestingly, oft en we can appropriately be said to believe the same thing 
when we clearly believe diff erent things but there is a signifi cant overlap in the prop-
ositions we each believe. For instance, Al says ‘I believe I am being controlled by 
aliens.’ Aidan says: ‘I believe I am being controlled by aliens.’ I can now appropriately 
say to Aidan: ‘Al believes the same thing.’ No one would fi nd this odd, even though 

       8     See also Cappelen and Lepore (  2005  ), Heck (  2006  ), and  Cappelen and Hawthorne ( 2009  ). 
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very few views of propositions would have them believe the same thing. Moreover, the 
following argument seems fi ne to most untutored folks: 

 Al believes he (Al) was abducted by aliens. 
 Aidan believes everything Al believes. 
 So, Aidan believes he (Aidan) was abducted by aliens. 

 Given that our talk of what is believed, what is said, believing the same thing, and so 
on, is quite loose, the temporalist has the option of saying that the original A-style 
arguments are taken to be invalid because, for reasons of charity, we assign a loose in-
terpretation to ‘Mary still believes everything she once believed.’ What Mary is thinking 
now (if we are to avoid insulting Mary) isn’t what she was thinking. Th at is, she is not 
now thinking that Nixon is president. Rather, she is thinking that he was president. But 
 Nixon was president  and  Nixon is president  can count as the same thought because they 
diff er only in tense. If they do count as the same thought, then Mary might, loosely 
speaking, believe everything she used to believe and yet fail to believe that Nixon is 
president. 

 Th ough this sort of reply is available to the temporalist, I would like to set it aside for 
now. For I think that there is an alternative line of defense that is equally plausible. I 
now turn to this line of defense. I return to the alternative line of defense below. 

 Mark Aronszajn (  1996  ) replied to Richard’s objection that argument (A) is indeed 
valid, and that the feeling that (A) is invalid can be accommodated. According to 
Aronszajn, the fi rst premise is ambiguous between a vacuous and a non-vacuous 
reading of the ‘was.’ On the fi rst reading, Mary stood in the belief relation to the con-
tent of ‘Nixon is president.’ On the second reading, Mary stood in the belief relation to 
the content of ‘Nixon was president.’ If the fi rst premise is assigned the second reading, 
temporalism correctly predicts that (A) is invalid. Aronszajn thus suggests that our 
intuitions (at least partially) track the second reading of the fi rst premise. 

 I think Aronszajn is onto something right. I agree with him that A-style arguments 
are valid. But I want to off er a diff erent explanation of why they may seem invalid. 
Notice that the following A-style argument without the vacuous past tense is consider-
ably less off ensive than (A): 

 (G) 
 Two days ago Mary believed that Bush was president 
 Yesterday Mary believed whatever she believed two days ago. 
 So, yesterday Mary believed that Bush was president (yesterday). 

 Here is another case: 
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 (H) 
 John has always believed that Mary loves him. 
 John will always believe everything he has ever believed. 
 John will always believe that Mary loves him. 

 Informants judge (H) to be valid.   9    And that is exactly what temporalism predicts. 
According to temporalism, John has always stood in the belief relation to  Mary loves 
him . But by the second premise, if John ever stood in the belief relation to a particular 
proposition, then he always will stand in the belief relation to that proposition. It fol-
lows that John always will stand in the belief relation to the temporal proposition  Mary 
loves John . 

 Eternalism, on the other hand, makes the wrong predictions. Eternalism predicts 
that the fi rst premise can be read as ‘for all past times  t  up until and including the pre-
sent moment, John believes that Mary loves him at  t. ’   10    So, at 3 p.m., on Christmas Eve, 
2002 John believes that Mary loves him at 3 p.m. on Christmas Eve, 2002. Th e second 
premise says that if John ever believed a proposition, he will always believe it in the 
future. So it follows that John will always believe that Mary loves him at 3 p.m. on 
Christmas Eve, 2002, and so on for all other past times. But that is not what the con-
clusion says. Th e conclusion says: ‘For all future times  t , John believes that Mary loves 
him at  t. ’ For example, at 8 p.m. on New Year’s Eve, 2020, John believes that Mary loves 
him at 8 p.m. on New Year’s Eve, 2020, and so on for all the other future times. 

 Th e fact that (H), unlike (A), is judged to be valid suggests that it is the vacuous past 
tense that causes the trouble. Unlike Aronszajn, however, I do not think that the trouble 
arises because we read the fi rst premise as containing the non-vacuous past tense. 
Rather, I think that in our weaker moments we forget to dispose of the vacuous past 
tense as we arrive at the conclusion. We are tempted to infer that Mary believes that 
Nixon  was  president, even though ‘was’ is not vacuous when it occurs within the scope 
of a present-tensed form of ‘believe.’ 

 Th e vacuous past tense hypothesis goes some way towards explaining the apparent 
invalidity of the original A-style arguments. However, I do not think it can account for 
all the relevant invalidity judgments. Th e vacuous past tense certainly cannot be the 
culprit in future-tensed arguments like the following: 

       9     I have chosen to rely on the judgments of untutored informants, because, as Fitch (  1998  ) 
rightly points out, philosophers’ judgments can be biased. 
       10     I am ignoring any implicit restrictions to times at which John was alive, times at which he has 
known Mary, and the like. Th e fi rst premise also has a less natural reading where it says that John 
has always believed that Mary loves him at the time of speech, and the conclusion has a less nat-
ural reading where it says that John will always believe that Mary loves him at the time of speech. 
Since these readings are less natural, I shall ignore them here. 
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 (I) 
 In ten years John will believe that a democrat is president. 
 Today John believes whatever he will believe in ten years. 
 So today John believes that a democrat is president. 

 Some informants judge (I) to be invalid. Yet there is no vacuous past tense in the fi rst 
premise. So what is going on? Here is one plausible explanation. Temporalism cor-
rectly predicts that (A)-style arguments with a factive attitude expression in the fi rst 
premise and in the conclusion are invalid. Consider, for instance: 

 (J) 
 Mary once truly believed that Nixon was president. 
 Mary still believes everything she once believed. 
 Th erefore, Mary truly believes that Nixon  is  president. 

 According to temporalism, the fi rst premise is true iff  at some past time  t  Mary believes 
at  t  that Nixon is president, and ‘Nixon is president’ is true at  t  (because ‘so-and-so 
truly believes that’ is factive). Th e second premise says ‘if Mary once believed  p , then 
she still believes  p. ’ Hence, it follows that Mary believes that Nixon is president, but it 
doesn’t follow that it is true that Nixon is president. So temporalism predicts that (J) is 
invalid, which is as it should be. 

 My hypothesis now is that the original A-style arguments are sometimes judged to be 
invalid because the arguments are read in the same way as (J), that is, at least some of 
the occurrences of ‘S believes that’ are treated as synonymous with ‘S truly believes 
that’, perhaps based on the supposition that S is moderately rational and knowledge-
able. 

 How do we test this hypothesis? Well, when I asked informants to explain why argu-
ment (B) sounds awkward, 

 (B) 

 Mary believes everything John said. 
 John said that he was hungry. 
 Th erefore, Mary believes that John is hungry. 

 many of them replied that ‘‘just because John  was  hungry, it doesn’t follow that he  is  
hungry,’’ which suggests that they read ‘John said that’ and ‘Mary believes that’ as syn-
onymously with ‘John truly said that’ and ‘Mary truly believes that’. 

 Further support of the factivity hypothesis comes from the fact that A-style argu-
ments with a clearly non-factive attitude verb or a clearly false embedded proposition 
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are judged by the same informants to be valid, as predicted by temporalism.   11    Here are 
a few examples of such arguments:   12    

 (K) 
 John will be thinking that Mary is hungry. 
 Everything John will be thinking he is thinking now. 
 Th erefore, John is thinking that Mary is hungry. 

 (L) 
 Yesterday John believed that Arnold Schwarzenegger was the president of the Unit-
ed States. 
 Today John believes whatever he believed yesterday. 
 Th erefore, John believes that Arnold Schwarzenegger is the president of the United 
States. 

 (M) 
 Yesterday John pretended that he was a famous actor. 
 Now he is pretending that same thing again. 
 Th erefore, John is pretending that he is a famous actor. 

 (N) 
 Yesterday John dreamed he was the president of the United States. 
 Now he is dreaming the same thing as yesterday. 
 Th erefore, John is dreaming that he is the president of the United States. 

 Unlike eternalism, temporalism correctly predicts that these arguments are valid (the 
verdict of untutored informants). 

 Of course, the eternalist might reply that our talk of what is believed, what is said, be-
lieving the same thing and saying the same thing is quite loose, and that, for instance, what 
John is thinking now isn’t what he will be thinking, even though they can count as the same 
thing because they diff er only in time. Recall, however, that this sort of reply is also available 

       11     Th ere are two ways to guarantee a ‘non-factive’ reading. Pick an obviously false operand 
sentence, or construct the argument with attitude verbs like ‘is entertaining the thought that,’ ‘is 
thinking that,’ ‘imagines that,’ ‘pretends that,’ ‘hopes that,’ and so on. 
       12     It may be argued that some arguments with a clearly non-factive attitude verb sound invalid. 
Consider ‘yesterday John pretended that he was having lunch with Tom Cruise in Manhattan. 
Today he continues to pretend everything he pretended yesterday. Th erefore, John is pretending 
that he is having lunch with Tom Cruise in Manhattan.’ However, even the latter argument is 
judged by the same informants to be valid. 
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to the temporalist in the original (A)-style cases. So if the eternalist makes this sort of move 
here, then temporalism is off  the hook. I shall set aside this sort of reply for now. 

 If we set aside this sort of reply, then only temporalism gets things right when it is 
obvious that the attitude verb is non-factive or a complement clause is false. Th is strongly 
suggests (i) that temporalism also makes the right predictions in the original A-style 
arguments, and (ii) that the original A-style arguments are sometimes judged to be in-
valid because some occurrences of ‘believe’ are read as synonymous with ‘truly believe’.   13    

 Arguments with a factive attitude verb seem to present a further challenge for 
temporalism:   14    

 (O) 
 It will come to pass that John is rich. 
 Mary knows everything that will come to pass. 
 So Mary knows that John is rich. 

 (P) 
 Mary knew that Nixon was president. 
 Mary knows everything she once knew. 
 So Mary knows that Nixon is president. 

 At least some informants judge these arguments to be invalid. But temporalism pre-
dicts that these arguments should be valid. Th e problem is that there is no vacuous past 
tense, and no occurrences of ‘believe.’ However, I think that there is a straightforward 
explanation of why these arguments are judged to be invalid. Compare (O) and (P) to 
the following arguments: 

 (Q) 
 It will come to pass that John is rich 
 Everything that will come to pass is true now and known by Mary. 
 So Mary knows that John is rich. 

 (R) 
 Mary knew that Nixon was president. 

       13     I am not suggesting that philosophers make this mistake. Philosophers who judge the argu-
ments to be invalid are oft en biased and hence not reliable informants. 
       14     One might off er the following eternalist translation of the second premise: For any true prop-
osition  x  such that  �∃�  t ( t * <  t  &  x ’s matrix says something will happen at  t ), Mary knows at  t * that 
 x  (the matrix of a claim like ‘ �∃�  t ( t * <  t  & John is rich at  t )’ is ‘ t * <  t  & John is rich at  t ).’ 
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 Everything Mary once knew is true now and known by Mary. 
 Mary knows that Nixon is president. 

 Unlike (O) and (P), (Q) and(R) are judged to be valid. But the only diff erence between 
the fi rst pair and the second pair is that the second pair makes explicit that ‘S knows 
that’ is factive. ‘Mary knows everything that will come to pass’ entails ‘Everything that 
will come to pass is true now’ and ‘Mary knows everything she once knew’ entails 
‘Everything Mary once knew is true now.’ Since the only diff erence between the two 
pairs of arguments is that the second pair makes the factivity of ‘S knows that’ explicit, 
it seems that (i) temporalism, unlike eternalism, makes the correct predictions in all 
four cases, and that (ii) the apparent invalidity of (O) and (P) owes to a failure to treat 
‘S knows that’ as factive.    

   2.4.     TEMPORALISM AND BELIEF RETENTION   

 I have argued that the apparent invalidity of A-style arguments originate in failure to 
treat non-factive verbs as non-factive, factive verbs as factive, or the vacuous past tense 
as vacuous.   15    However, I think there is still something left  to explain. Phrases like ‘Mary 
still believes that’ and ‘I still believe it’ appear to admit of two diff erent readings, as the 
following examples show:   16    

  PORTLAND  
  (John and Mary are on the phone on March 1.)  
  John :  Where are you?  
  Mary :  I am in Boston.  
  (One month later at an APA meeting in Portland.)  
  John :  Did you believe what you said on March 1?  
  Mary :  Yes, and I still believe it.  

  SAN FRANCISCO  
  (Amie and Kent are on the phone on March 1.)  
  Amie :  What do you think about Kripke’s latest piece?  

       15     I leave out the possibility that the A-style arguments are judged to be invalid because the 
judge’s intuitions are theoretically loaded. 
       16     Th e eternalist could explain the diff erence between PORTLAND and SAN FRANCISCO by 
construing ‘I am in Boston’ as ‘I am in Boston at interval i 1 ’ and ‘I think it is very interesting’ as ‘I 
think it is very interesting at interval i 2 .’ Moreover, in PORTLAND the time of utterance of ‘yes, 
and I still believe it’ lies outside of i 1 , whereas in SAN FRANCISCO the time of utterance of that 
sentence lies inside of i 2 . For objections to an interval analysis of tense, see  Chapter  3  . 
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  Kent :  I think it is very interesting.  
  One month later at an APA meeting in San Francisco.)  
  Amie :  Did you believe what you said on March 1?  
  Kent :  Yes, and I still believe it.   

In the fi rst exchange, Mary couldn’t plausibly be taken to believe at the APA meeting in 
Portland that she is in Boston, but in the second exchange Kent is very likely saying 
that he believes at the APA meeting that Kripke’s latest piece is very interesting. Notice 
that if the ‘it’ is a deictic/anaphoric pronoun, and deictic/anaphoric pronouns depend 
for their reference on the speaker’s intentions, both uses must be literal uses.   17    But 
neither the eternalists nor the temporalists can explain the two uses without amend-
ments to their theory.   18    Th e eternalist makes the correct predictions in the fi rst case, 
and the temporalist makes the correct predictions in the second case. 

 To explain why pronouns are used to pick up diff erent kinds of belief content I sug-
gest that we reconsider Richard’s alternative approaches to belief retention.   19    Accord-
ing to both approaches off ered by Richard, ‘to retain a belief is  not  to continue to 
believe the same proposition. Rather, it is to believe a proposition related in some spe-
cial way to the proposition originally believed’ (1981: 6). On the fi rst account, what one 
believes when one retains a past belief is a past-tensed version of that belief. If, for ex-
ample, I believe that John is hungry, and I retain the belief, then I believe that John was 
hungry. But, as Richard pointed out, this account is unable to distinguish the retained 
belief that John was hungry, which originated in a 1985 belief, and the retained belief 
that John was hungry, which originated in a 1990 belief. 

       17     Anaphoric pronouns oft en depend for their reference on the speaker’s intentions. Consider, for 
instance, ‘John believes he is hungry. Alice also believes that.’ Here is another case. ‘Th e man who 
gave his paycheck to his wife was wiser than the man who gave it to his mistress’ (Karttunen   1969  ). 
       18     Here are some further cases that seem to cause trouble for the eternalist: ‘John will believe 
that Mary is rich. Alice will also believe that,’ ‘John believed back in 1982 that Mary was rich. Alice 
didn’t believe it.’ Th e ‘it’ here seems to refer to the temporal proposition that Mary is rich. 
       19     Future-tensed cases are considerably more diffi  cult because they are rarer in ordinary 
language. Consider, for instance, ‘John will believe that Mary is rich. Alice already believes that.’ 
Are we to interpret the second sentence as ‘Alice already believes that Mary is rich’ or as ‘Alice 
already believes that Alice will be rich’? Perhaps both readings are available here as well. In the 
one case what Alice already believes is the content of ‘Mary is rich’; in the other case what Alice 
already believes is the content of ‘Mary will be rich.’ I see no reason why we cannot simply say 
that the ‘it,’ in principle, could pick up either proposition, namely,  Mary is rich  or  it will be that 
Mary is rich . Th e ‘it’ might pick up the second proposition, because it overlaps substantially with 
 Mary is rich . Given the substantial overlap, the hearer can presumably fi gure out from linguistic 
and extra-linguistic context what the speaker means. 
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 On the second account, what one believes when one retains a belief one once had is 
a temporally specifi ed version of that belief. But,  Richard ( 1981  : 9) argues, once the 
temporalist grants that the objects of retained beliefs are eternal, she might as well 
grant that the objects of all beliefs are eternal. 

 Th e two strategies furthermore suff er from the problem that they fail to explain what 
belief retention consists in if not the ‘maintaining of a relation (belief) to a particular 
object (presumably) a proposition’ (1981: 9). 

 However, I think that Richard has not considered all available accounts of belief reten-
tion. Th e second account does indeed seem ad hoc. But the fi rst account is not ad hoc. 
Th e problem with the fi rst account, as it stands, is that it makes retained beliefs too un-
specifi c. Th ere is, however, a modifi ed form of it, also denying that the belief retained is 
identical to the original belief, but which does not make retained beliefs too unspecifi c. 

 As I will argue in  Chapter  4  , the tense operators of English, if there are any, are not 
restricted to temporal prefi xes such as ‘it was the case that,’ ‘it will be the case that,’ and 
its ilk. Basic tense operators, such as ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be that case that,’ 
can combine with time adverbials, such as ‘yesterday,’ ‘now,’ ‘two weeks ago, ‘in 1981,’ 
‘during World War II,’ ‘during Bush’s fi rst term,’ ‘when my students handed in their 
papers,’ and so on, to form composite operators. Th us, the tense operators of English, 
if such there are, include ‘it was the case during World War II that,’ ‘it was the case last 
Friday that,’ ‘it will be the case when my students have handed in their papers that,’ and 
so on. 

 On Richard’s fi rst account of belief retention, to retain a belief is to believe a past 
tensed version of the object of the original belief. I agree that the primary way to 
retain a belief is to maintain a belief relation to one and the same object over time. But 
one can also retain a belief in a secondary way by maintaining a belief relation to an 
object that is appropriately related to the original object, namely the object of the 
original belief occurring within the scope of  some  past tense operator or other.   20    
Which past tense operator it is will depend on the information the individual in ques-
tion retains. Suppose at some time  t  while Bush is in offi  ce Mary believes that Bush is 

       20     Interestingly, what Chalmers says about coordination matches up with what I say about 
objects of belief. See Chalmers, forthcoming. According to Chalmers, cases like ‘Pierre believes 
that London is pretty’ show that that ‘an attitude ascription can be true even if the ascribee does 
not endorse precisely the enriched proposition that S expresses for the ascriber’ (20). ‘Pierre 
believes that London is pretty’ is true if Pierre endorses a proposition that is co-ordinate with the 
one the operand sentence expresses for the ascriber. In Chalmers’ view, ‘ p  is coordinate with  q  iff  
(i)  p  and  q  have the same Russellian component and (ii)  p  determines an S-appropriate primary 
intension, where S is the sentence used to express  q ’ (21) In Chalmer’s terminology, I would say 
that to retain the belief that Bush is president, you must retain a proposition coordinate with the 
one expressed by  Bush is president , namely  Bush was president . Th anks to Chalmers here. 
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president. When Bush’s term is up, she will stop believing that Bush is president and 
form the belief that Bush was president during this or that particular period. Twenty 
years later Mary might have forgotten when exactly Bush was president. But she might 
well believe that, say, it was the case when she and Bob got married that Bush was 
president, that it was the case when she and Bob were expecting their fi rst child that 
Bush was president, or that it was the case when Bob got promoted that Bush was 
president. 

 Th e suggested variation on Richard’s fi rst account of belief retention sidesteps the 
above diffi  culties. Suppose again that at some time during George Bush Senior’s fi rst 
and only term Mary has a belief that can be correctly expressed using: 

 (2) Bush will win the upcoming election. 

 A couple of years later Mary loses confi dence in Bush’s abilities and stops believing the 
content of (2). Mary then has not retained the belief that can be expressed using (2). 
Yet at that time she would assent to the sentence ‘it was the case that Bush would win 
the upcoming election.’ For back in the 1980s before the senior Bush’s fi rst and only 
term Mary believed what can be correctly expressed by (2), and she has retained that 
belief. So Mary does believe that it was the case that Bush would win the upcoming 
election. 

 On the suggested account of belief retention, however, the two beliefs about the pres-
idential elections need not be retained in the same way. Mary might believe, for 
instance, that it was the case back in the 1980s that Bush would win the upcoming 
election, while also believing that it wasn’t the case during Bush’s fi rst and only term 
that he would win the upcoming election. What exactly Mary believes will depend on 
what information she retains. Of course, it may well be that when we retain the belief 
that  p , all we believe is that it once was the case that  p . My point here is only that 
retained beliefs of the sort considered by Richard  can  be distinguished on an appropri-
ately worked out account of belief retention. 

 It might be thought that this reply encounters new trouble. For it seems that there is 
no way of specifying the content of the belief expressed when people say things like ‘I 
still believe that’ or ‘I still believe it.’ We cannot take a peek at their brains, as it were. So 
if the suggested account is correct, how would we ever be able to grasp the content of 
‘I still believe that’? 

 Th ere is a simple reply. If I say ‘I believed that Nixon was up to no good in the White 
House, and I still believe that,’ then the ‘that’ refers to a simple past-tensed form of the 
original belief, namely  Nixon was up to no good in the White House . So the second 
conjunct means ‘I believe that Nixon was up to no good in the White House.’ And that 
may well be true, even if none of my belief states has the exact content  Nixon was up to 
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no good in the White House . In other words, if the exact content of one of my belief 
states were  Nixon was up to no good in the White House when he was president , ‘Brit 
believes that Nixon was up to no good in the White House’ might still be an adequate 
description of what I believe. 

 Th is latter suggestion violates what Kent Bach (  1997  ) calls ‘Th e Specifi cation As-
sumption’:   21    

  Th e Specifi cation Assumption  
 A sentence or clause embedded in a propositional attitude context, when dis-
ambiguated, specifi es precisely the content to which the subject in question is 
related. 

 According to the Specifi cation Assumption, if ‘Mary believes that it was the case that 
Nixon is president’ has been disambiguated, then Mary stands in the belief relation to 
the proposition  it was the case that Nixon is president . So if Mary believes that it was the 
case when she and Bob got married that Nixon is president, then ‘Mary believes that 
Nixon was president’ is an inadequate report of Mary’s belief. 

 Bach (  1997  ) and Delia Graff  Fara (  2003  ) have both off ered good reasons for rejecting 
the Specifi cation Assumption. Bach’s main reason for rejecting it is he thinks it is the 
best way to avoid familiar Frege/Kripke puzzles of the following sort (Kripke   1979  ): 

 (3) 
 Lois Lane believes that Superman can fl y. 
 Lois Lane disbelieves that Clark Kent can fl y. 
 John believes Paderewski had musical talent. 
 John disbelieves Paderewski had musical talent. 

 Th e puzzle is that it seems that pairs of sentences like these can all be true, even though 
‘Clark Kent’ and ‘Superman’ co-refer, and the two occurrences of ‘Paderewski’ co-refer. 
John might believe, say, that Paderewski, the pianist, had musical talent, but disbelieve 
that Paderewski, the statesman, had musical talent. Th e puzzle, however, rests on the 
Specifi cation Assumption. 

 On Bach’s view, a belief report of the form ‘S believes that  p’  ascribes a dyadic rela-
tion between S and the proposition that  p . But  p  may not be the exact content of S’s 
belief. Th e ‘that’ clause in the report  describes  the exact content of S’s belief, it doesn’t 
 specify  it. As the exact content of S’s belief may be considerably more specifi c than 

       21     Th is is  Fara’s ( 2003  ) formulation of it. For discussion see also Colin  McGinn ( 1982  : 216) and 
Brian Loar (  1988  ). 
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the content of ‘that  p, ’ the sentences in (3) may all be used to make true belief 
reports.   22    

 Delia Graff  Fara (  2003  ) gives diff erent reasons for rejecting the Specifi cation As-
sumption. Against it she off ers examples like the following: 

 (4) 
 a. Bob wants to smoke a cigarette. 
 b. Christian hopes he will fi nd a cheap place to live. 
 c. Jim wishes he were somewhere warmer. 

 Th ese sentences plausibly have a wide scope reading where ‘a cigarette,’ ‘a cheap place to 
live’ and ‘somewhere warmer’ take wide scope with respect to the attitude verb. On the 
wide-scope reading, (4a) means that there is a particular cigarette that Bob wants to 
smoke (for example, the cigarette I am smoking), (4b) means that there is a cheap place 
to live which Christian hopes to fi nd (for example, a place I told him about), and (4c) 
means that there is a warmer place where Jim wishes he were (for example, the Greek 
island I went to last summer). However, I shall focus on the narrow scope readings. 

 Intuitively, (4a) may be true even if Bob has no desire that could be satisfi ed by 
smoking a cigarette that has been fl oating in a glass of beer most of the night, (4b) may 
be true even if Christian has no hope that is satisfi ed if he fi nds an empty dorm room, 
and (4c) may be true even if Jim has no wish that would be satisfi ed if he were in Sahara 
during the warmest month of the year. Th e Specifi cation Assumption thus seems at 
odds with our normal ways of reporting propositional attitudes. Fara adheres to some-
thing like ‘Th e Content-Satisfaction Principle’ (156):   23    

  Th e Content-Satisfaction Principle : If one has a desire/hope/wish with the exact 
content that  p , then one has an actual desire/hope/wish which is satisfi ed  at  any 
possible world in which it is true that  p .   24    

 Since Bob’s desire to smoke a cigarette isn’t satisfi ed in worlds where he smokes an old, 
beer-soaked cigarette, Bob’s desire does not have the exact content  Bob smokes a cigarette . 

       22     See also Brian Loar (  1988  ),  Richard ( 1990  ), and Sider (  1995  ). 
       23     I have changed the original principle slightly. An alternative principle is this: S desires/hopes/
wishes that  p  iff   p  is true at all worlds compatible with the exact content of S’s actual desires/
hopes/wishes. Of course, a world cannot be a metaphysically possible world, as Bob might desire 
something that is metaphysically inconsistent. See David Chalmers (manuscript, b). 
       24     Th e principle assume that the  truth at/truth in  distinction is well-defi ned. For the  truth 
at / truth in  distinction, see for example Fine (1977) and Mentzel (1993). 
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Since Christian’s hope that he will fi nd a cheap place to live isn’t satisfi ed in worlds where 
he fi nds a cheap dorm room, Christian’s hope doesn’t have the exact content  Christian 
fi nds a cheap place to live . And since Jim’s wish to be somewhere warmer isn’t satisfi ed in 
worlds where he is in Sahara during the warmest month of the year, Jim’s wish does not 
have the exact content  Jim is somewhere warmer . So the Content-Satisfaction Principle is 
true and the Specifi cation Assumption false. 

 It may be countered that it has not been ruled out that sentences like those in (4) are 
cases of loose talk that is false yet close enough to the truth. But normally when we 
speak ‘loosely,’ we are able to recognize that we are speaking that way. However, this is 
not obviously so for the sentences in (4). 

 I think that there are two other reasons for denying that the sentences in (4) are cases 
of loose talk.   25    First, if Bob wants a dry cigarette but has no desire that is satisfi ed if he 
is off ered a soaked one, it sounds much worse to say that Bob doesn’t want a cigarette 
than saying that he wants one. Likewise, if Christian hopes that he will fi nd a cheap 
place to live but has no hope that is satisfi ed if he fi nds an empty dorm room, it sounds 
much worse to say that Christian has no wish to fi nd a cheap place to live than saying 
he hopes he will fi nd one. 

 Second, the following examples, 

 France is roughly hexagonal, but it is not hexagonal. 
 It is almost 3 o’clock, but it is not 3 o’clock. 

 do not sound too awful. But the analogous attitude reports sound terrible: 

 Bob wants to smoke a dry cigarette, but he doesn’t want to smoke a cigarette. 
 Christian hopes that he will fi nd a cheap and decent place to live, but he has no 
desire to fi nd a cheap place to live. 
 Jim wishes he were somewhere a bit warmer, but he has no wish that would be 
satisfi ed if he were somewhere warmer. 

 Belief ascriptions seem to behave in the same way as desire, hope, and wish ascriptions. 
Th e following conjunctions, for example, sound ghastly: 

 Mary believes that Nixon was president when she and Bob got married, but Mary 
doesn’t believe that Nixon was president. 

       25     Besides, not everyone thinks that loose talk is false. Lewis (  1980  : 24) and King (  2003  : 214) 
both suggest that we might give a semantic account of loose talk. But I shall set aside that possi-
bility here. 
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 I believe that you did the right thing when you asked John to move out, but I don’t 
believe that you did the right thing. 
 I think Chris passed the exam last Friday, but I don’t think Chris passed the exam. 

 Th e infelicity of these cases suggests that a belief report may be true, even if the belief 
ascribed does not match the content of the person’s belief exactly. ‘I believe that Chris 
passed the exam,’ for example, may be true in spite of the fact that  Chris passed the 
exam  isn’t the exact content of any of my belief states. 

 Fara suggests the following assumption in place of the Specifi cation Assumption:   26    

 Th e Entailment Assumption 
 An attitude ascription of the form ‘ A  ϕ  s  p ’ is true if A has a   ϕ   with the proposition 
 q  as its exact content for some  q  that entails the proposition expressed by the em-
bedded clause  p . 

 By the Entailment Assumption, ‘Bob wants to smoke a cigarette’ might be true, even if 
Bob has no desire that is satisfi ed if he were off ered a soaked cigarette. 

 If the assumption is correct, then there is no problem in taking the second conjunct in 
‘I believed that Nixon was up to no good in the White House, and I still believe it’ to 
express the proposition that I still believe that Nixon was up to no good in the White 
House. An upward-entailing past-tensed sentence with a time adverbial entails the past-
tensed sentence that results from deleting the time adverbial.   27    For example, ‘I believe that 
it was the case when Nixon was president that he was up to no good in the White House’ 
entails ‘I believe that it was the case that Nixon was up to no good in the White House.’ So 
‘I believe that Nixon was up to no good in the White House’ may be true, even if  Nixon 
was up to no good in the White House  is not the exact content of any of my belief states.   28    

       26     Fara doesn’t actually name the assumption. Also, her assumption is bidirectional and re-
stricted to desire/hope/wish. 
       27     ‘It never was the case that Bob quit smoking in Boston,’ of course, doesn’t entail that it never 
was the case that Bob quit smoking. 
       28     An objection here arises. It might seem that my account entails that it is possible for you and 
me to believe the very same thing in 1963, namely that the Rolling Stones are awesome, both 
retain that belief, but believe diff erent things in 2006, namely that it was the case in 1963 that the 
Rolling Stones are awesome, and that it was the case the year Kennedy got shot that the Rolling 
Stones are awesome. Th anks to John Gabriel for discussion here. By way of reply, I do not want 
to say that the exact content of our beliefs was ever: Rolling Stones are awesome, period. Th e 
exact content of our beliefs is part of a whole web of belief, and the content of the relevant belief 
report describes a part of, or abstracts from, this web of belief (Loar   1988  ; Bach   1997  ). 
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 Th e suggested account of belief retention thus sidesteps the obvious worries about 
Richard’s fi rst account of belief retention,  and  it allows the temporalist to explain the 
ambiguity of ‘I still believe it.’ Consider again the PORTLAND example, repeated from 
above: 

  PORTLAND  
  (John and Mary are on the phone on March 1.)  
  John :  where are you?  
  Mary :  I am in Boston.  
  (One month later at an APA meeting in Portland.)  
  John :  Did you believe what you said on March 1?  
  Mary :  Yes, and I still believe it.   

It is quite plausible that when Mary says ‘I still believe it’ she simply means that she 
believes that it was the case when John and Mary were talking on the phone that she is 
in Boston. Th e belief that she is in Boston is retained by maintaining a belief relation, 
not to the content of ‘I am in Boston,’ but rather to, say, the content of ‘I was in Boston.’ 
PORTLAND cases are thus rendered unproblematic. 

 In general, it seems that when we say ‘I still believe that’ or ‘I still believe it,’ we oft en 
do not mean that we believe the proposition originally believed. Rather, what we mean 
is that we believe a past-tensed form of the original belief. Witness: ‘Twenty years ago 
Mary believed Bob loved her, and she still believes it.’ 

 We still need to respond to Richard’s worry that an adequate account of belief re-
tention should take belief retention to be the maintaining of a belief relation to one 
and the same object. My reply proceeds as follows: Th ere is no good reason for 
thinking that this is the only way of retaining belief. Th ere are defi nitely ways to read 
‘belief retention’ according to which retaining a belief over time does not require 
standing in a belief relation to one and the same object. We sometimes form beliefs 
consciously and then store them in memory for long periods of time. When we store 
a belief for the long term, we store it as a belief about the past. We may store it to-
gether with temporal markers such as ‘my fi rst year of college’ or ‘when my parents 
got divorced.’ But we need not store it together with markers that refer to a specifi c 
time. 

 I grant that Richard’s account of belief retention is correct on one natural reading of 
‘belief retention.’ But temporalism does indeed allow that one can stand in a belief re-
lation to one and the same object over time: First, it doesn’t rule out that one can con-
tinue to believe that John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST). For ‘John is a 
fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)’ clearly expresses the proposition that John is 
a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST), and I am capable of believing it. Second, 
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temporalism leaves open the possibility that one can continue to believe one and the 
same temporal proposition, for example, the proposition that John is a fi refi ghter.    

   2.5.     BELIEF  DE SE    

 Th ere is an alternative way of responding to the problems set forth by Mark Richard 
and G. W. Fitch. As John Perry (  1977  ) and David Lewis (  1983  ) have made vivid, index-
icals in attitude contexts seem to make trouble for our standard conception of belief.   29    
In one of Perry’s examples (1977),   30    an amnesiac Rudolf Lingens is lost in a grand li-
brary. By reading a self-updating biography of himself, he learns that Rudolf Lingens is 
lost in the Stanford library. But regardless of how much he reads, Rudolf will not know 
who he is, or where he is. If he is told that he is Rudolf Lingens, and that he is in the 
Stanford library, he learns something no book could teach him. Th is is initially puz-
zling, for following David Kaplan’s (  1989  ) theory of indexicals, ‘Rudolf Lingens is lost 
in the Stanford library’ and ‘I am lost in the Stanford library’ have the same content 
when uttered by Rudolf Lingens. So the content of Rudolf ’s belief states would seem to 
be the same on the two occasions. 

 Here is another example involving temporal indexicals due to Peter  Ludlow ( 1999  : 
introduction): Suppose that Peter who is working at his desk (on March 12 to be spe-
cifi c) thinks to himself ‘Our 5th anniversary is March 12. I should think about buying 
an anniversary present.’ Later that same day Peter fi nds out that today’s date is March 
12. He panics. But that is rather strange if his belief hasn’t changed. 

 Arthur Prior makes a similar point. When one says ‘thank goodness that’s over!’ one 
does not mean: 

 Th ank goodness the date of the conclusion of that thing is Friday, June 15, 1954, 
even if it be said then. (Nor, for that matter, does it mean ‘Th ank goodness the con-
clusion of that thing is contemporaneous with this utterance’. Why should anyone 
thank goodness for that?) (1959: 17). 

 To account for indexicals in the scope of attitude verbs, David Lewis (  1983  ) suggests an 
alternative account, inspired by Perry’s (  1977  ) theory of self-locating belief. On this 
account, to believe something is to self-ascribe a property. If Rudolf Lingens has a 
belief that he might express using ‘I am Rudolf Lingens,’ he is self-ascribing the prop-
erty of being Rudolf Lingens. If Peter has a belief that he might express using ‘our 5th 

       29     See also Geach (  1957  ), Prior (  1959  ), and  Castañeda ( 1999  ). 
       30     I have changed the example slightly. 
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anniversary is today’ he is self-ascribing the property of being located on a day that is 
his and his wife’s 5th anniversary. Lewis calls self-locating belief ‘belief  de se. ’ De Dicto 
belief is but a special case of  de se  belief. To believe a proposition is to locate oneself in 
logical space. To believe that snow is white, for example, is to ascribe to oneself the 
property of inhabiting a world where snow is white. 

 If one accepts this account of beliefs, then the problems Richard and Fitch set forth 
for temporalism would seem to go away. Consider argument (A), repeated from above: 

 (A) 
 Mary believed that Nixon was president. 
 Mary still believes everything she once believed. 
 Th erefore, Mary believes that Nixon  is  president. 

 Temporalism is a metaphysical thesis about propositions, not about properties. So the 
temporalist could take the fi rst premise to be true at a context  c  iff  there is some past 
time  t  such that at  t  Mary self-ascribes the property of inhabiting a world where Nixon 
is president at  t . Th e second premise is true at  c  iff  Mary self-ascribes every property 
she once self-ascribed. From these premises the conclusion does not follow, and (A) is 
invalid, which is as it should be. 

 I fi nd this strategy inadequate, however. I think a temporalist should allow for prop-
erties that can be instantiated at one time but not at another, for instance, the property 
of being a fi refi ghter. We may think of such properties as determining functions from 
<world, time >  pairs to sets of individuals.   31    To instantiate the property of being a fi re-
fi ghter at < w ,  t  >  is to be in the extension of ‘is a fi refi ghter’ relative to < w ,  t  > . 

 But if one holds both that there are transient property instantiations, and that the 
semantic value of ‘Nixon is president’ is a temporal proposition, then it is rather strange 
to take Mary to have self-ascribed the time-indexed property of inhabiting a world 
where Nixon is president at  t . It is more natural to take her to have self-ascribed the 
property of being located at a time at which Nixon is president. If there is such a prop-
erty, it can be had transiently. Today no one has it. But all of us have the property of 
being located at a time at which Nixon was president.   32    

 If, however, the fi rst premise of (A) takes Mary to self-ascribe the property of being 
located at a time at which Nixon is president, then (A) is valid. For (A) can then be 
paraphrased as follows: 

       31     Andy Egan defends this theory of properties in his (2004). Unlike Egan, I do not think that 
the semantic value of a predicate is always a property. See Brogaard (  2007  a). 
       32     For further discussion of tensed properties and relations see Bigelow (  1996  ), Crisp (  2003  ), 
Keller (  2004  ), Brogaard ( 2006b ), and Torrengo (  2006  ). 
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 At some past time  t  Mary self-ascribes the property of being located at a time at 
which Nixon is president. 
 If at some past time  t  Mary self-ascribes a property  P , then at  t*  Mary self-ascribes 
 P . 
 At  t*  Mary self-ascribes the property of being located at a time at which Nixon is 
president. 

 As the conclusion evidently follows from the premises, an alternative strategy would be 
required to explain the apparent invalidity of (A). 

 It is not surprising that the  de se  strategy does not resolve the eternalism/temporal-
ism debate. For, as Lewis points out, ‘to any set of worlds whatever, there corresponds 
the property of inhabiting some world in that set. In other words, to any proposition 
there corresponds the property of inhabiting some world where that proposition holds’ 
(1983: 135). Th e eternalism/temporalism debate does not go away by making the prob-
lematic contents the constituents of properties. 

 As for self-locating beliefs more generally, I do think we need a theory of content that 
goes beyond Kaplan’s theory. To account for de se beliefs, for example, we will need 
belief content that has a truth-value only relative to a world in which an individual is 
marked. If we take ‘I am lost in the Stanford library’ to express a set of centered worlds 
(or a corresponding structured proposition), then we can take Rudolf Lingens, belief 
that he is lost in the Stanford Library to be a belief with a content that contains the 
subset of worlds in which he is the individual in the center. Th is view forms a natural 
component of the view outlined in the Introduction to the eff ect that some mental 
states have centered contents.   33    

 Th e puzzling cases involving belief reports, on the other hand, can be adequately 
dealt with in the way suggested by Chalmers (forthcoming). On this view, belief reports 
can describe diff erent exact belief contents. Which belief content is described depends 
on which primary intension the ascriber associates with the exact belief content 
described.   34       

       33     Th eories along these lines have been defended by David Braddon-Mitchell (  2004  ),  Chalmers 
( 1996 ,  2002 ,  2004  , forthcoming), Chalmers and Frank Jackson (2001), and  Jackson ( 1998  ). Th ey 
argue that there is a distinctively epistemic feature of meaning—a primary intension—that cor-
responds to functions from epistemic scenarios to truth-values. 
       34     See the previous note for a brief characterization of ‘primary intension.’ Following Chalmers, 
we can off er the following truth-conditions for belief sentences: ‘ S  believes that  p ’ in  c  iff  for all 
worlds  w  compatible with the exact content of  S  ‘s belief states at the world of  c ,  @ , and the time 
of  c ,  t *,  p  is true at  w ,  t *, and in  c  ‘ p ’ counts as an adequate description of the exact content of  S ’s 
belief states at  @  and  t *. 
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   2.6.     ETERNALISM AND BELIEF RETENTION   

 In the previous sections we have been concerned with defending temporalism against the 
objection that it is unable to give an adequate account of belief reports and belief reten-
tion. As it turns out, however, it is a much greater challenge to come up with an adequate 
account of how belief is retained over time if the objects of belief are eternal propositions. 
Th e problem for the eternalist is that we rarely retain belief for the long term by remem-
bering the same eternal proposition. Presumably when we store a belief about a present 
occurrence, we store it as a past-tensed proposition. For example, if at 15:13 p.m. on Janu-
ary 5, 2010, I see a red car leave a crime scene, I will likely store the information as a past-
tensed proposition; for example, I may store the information in the form  it was the case 
on that day where I observed the horrible crime that a red car left  the crime scene . 

 Eternalists cannot account for this way of storing information, because they are com-
mitted to the claim that all propositions make reference to a time. Th ey can say that the 
information I store has the form  there is a time t such that t is prior to or identical to t*, and 
Brit observes a terrible crime just before t and a red car is leaving the crime scene at t , where 
 t * is the time at which the belief information is stored, for example, 3 p.m. on December 14, 
2008. But surely this is not the kind of information that is likely to get stored. To store this 
kind of information the brain would have to be able to track the time precisely at the time 
of storage. It is just plainly implausible that the brain would have tracking powers like that. 

 Th e eternalist may insist that they have a way of dealing with this sort of case. What I 
store in the hippocampus or the cerebral cortex is not a proposition that refers to a spe-
cifi c time but rather a proposition that quantifi es over times. I observe the crime and see 
the red car escape and then I form the belief that there is a time  t  such that Brit observes 
a terrible crime just before  t  and sees a red car escape at  t . While this gets around the 
problem of how the brain stores information about specifi c times on the basis of obser-
vations of a scene with no clocks, it runs into trouble of a diff erent sort. It implies that 
when I recall the event, my memory can be true even if I never observed a crime in my 
life. It could be true if I were to observe a red car escape a crime scene 10 years from now. 
Our ordinary life experiences tell us that it is unlikely that I falsely remember the details 
about an event that then occurs in the same way 10 years later. But memories need not 
be very detailed. If I am told at time  t  that I got an A for my essay about Columbus, this 
may be all I am able to recall later about the situation in which I learned this fact about 
the essay. But if my brain stores the information that there is a time at which I get an A 
for my essay about Columbus, then what I recall could be true, even if the only essay I 
ever wrote about American history was about Lewis and Clark. It would be true if I were 
to go back to school later and were to earn an A for my essay about Columbus. Belief 
information clearly is not stored in memory in this kind of tense-neutral way. Informa-
tion about the past is stored for the long term in a past-oriented way. 
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 We don’t always continue to believe a proposition by storing the information in 
storage memory. Sometimes we continue to believe something over time without 
storing the information for the long term. Th is is the case when we keep information 
available for immediate use in working memory. For example, if I want to call you, I 
may look up your phone number in the phonebook. As phonebooks are reliable 
sources of information, I rationally come to believe that your phone number is, say, 
283–1759. I can keep this information available in working memory for the few minutes 
it takes me to fi nd my phone and dial the number. Th e information I keep available in 
working memory for the few minutes it takes me to fi nd my phone and dial the number 
is hardly indexed to a specifi c time. I don’t continue to believe that your number is 
283–1759 by believing that your number is 283–1759 at 15:00 on July 5, 2010, that your 
number is 283–1759 at 15:01 on July 5, 2010, and so on. Th e information I keep in mind 
is just the non-indexed information that your phone number is 283–1759. But while I 
keep that information available in my mind, I stand in a belief relation to the informa-
tion. So it is possible to stand in a belief relation to temporal content. Th is is in confl ict 
with eternalism. 

 In general, it seems that information can be retained over time in two diff erent ways. 
One can retain it in the past tense or in the present tense. Information about transient 
occurrences typically is stored in the past tense, whereas information about things that 
last longer may be stored in the present tense. Seeing a car leave is a short-lived occur-
rence, and the information is therefore stored in the past-tense together with temporal 
markers. Since phone numbers normally do not change very quickly, information 
about phone numbers may be stored as a present tensed proposition that does not 
make reference to a time. 

 Th e duality in how we retain belief is refl ected in the language we use to talk about it. 
If I say ‘Four years ago I believed that John was a fi refi ghter, and I still believe it,’ then I 
can either mean that I still believe that John is a fi refi ghter or that I still believe that he 
was a fi refi ghter then. But the standard version of eternalism cannot account for du-
ality in the meaning of these sentences. Th e standard version is required to interpret 
the second clause as being a time-indexed claim about John four years ago. At best this 
captures the second reading. Th e other reading is unaccounted for. 

 Th e following examples shed further light on the diffi  culty the duality in the meaning 
of these sentences poses for eternalism: 

  DECEIT  
  Wife :  When I married John I thought he was a police offi  cer. Th irty years later I 
still believed he was a police offi  cer. Turns out that he was fi red two years into our 
marriage.  
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  LOST LOVE  
  Friend :  Yes, Barbara did love you ten years ago. So you were right back then. But 
you still believe that she loves you, don’t you Peter?  

  DEFENSE  
  Student :  I think my dissertation is done.  
  Supervisor :  You do? Well, I think you are wrong. Work on it for a few more weeks. 
Th en read it again. If you  still  think that it’s done, then we’ll talk.   

It is important to note here that these cases are about still believing that something is 
the case rather than believing that something still is the case.   35    So in LOST LOVE, for 
example, the friend claims that Peter still believes that Barbara loves him. Th e latter 
claim is distinct from the claim that Peter believes that Barbara still loves him. Th e two 
claims are closely related but only the former suggests that Peter has had the belief that 
Barbara loves him continuously for an extended period of time. It is the former con-
struction I am interested in here. 

 Eternalism holds that the objects of our beliefs make reference to a time. In the en-
visaged example outlined in DECEIPT, the wife’s original belief has the propositional 
content  my husband is a police offi  cer at t , where  t  is some time thirty years ago. If ‘still 
believes’ requires the content of the beliefs to be the same, then the propositional con-
tent of the wife’s belief aft er thirty years is  My husband is a police offi  cer at t . 

 Likewise, in the envisaged example outlined in LOST LOVE, Peter’s original belief 
has the propositional content  Barbara loves me at t , where  t  is some time ten years ago. 
If ‘still believes’ requires the content of the beliefs to be the same, then the proposi-
tional content of Peter’s belief aft er ten years is  Barbara loves me at t . 

 Finally, in the envisaged example outlined in DEFENSE, the student’s original belief 
has the propositional content  S’s dissertation is done at t , where  t  is some time of the 
student and her supervisor’s exchange. If ‘still believes’ requires the content of the 
beliefs to be the same, then the propositional content of the student’s belief aft er a few 
weeks is  S’s dissertation is done at t . 

 But it is hardly the case that the wife in DECEIPT means that she still believed the same 
time-indexed proposition aft er thirty years, namely, the proposition  my husband is a police 
offi  cer at t , where  t  is some time thirty years ago, that the friend in LOST LOVE means that 
Peter still believes the proposition  Barbara loves me at t , where  t  is some time ten years ago, 
or that the supervisor in DEFENSE is asking the student to return if the student still 
believes the proposition  S’s dissertation is done at t , where  t  is the time of their exchange. 
To my mind, such cases raise one of the most pressing kinds of problems for eternalism. 

       35     Th anks to an anonymous reviewer here. 
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 It is open to argue that ‘S still believes that  p ’ doesn’t mean that S still believes what 
she originally believed. Th e eternalist may take ‘still believing’ that John is a fi refi ghter 
to be a matter of holding on to a single persisting belief but updating the representa-
tions via which one holds the belief as one moves through time.   36    For example, if S 
believed that John is a fi refi ghter at  t 1  , she might now believe that John is a fi refi ghter at 
 t 2  . But this concession would weaken the case for eternalism considerably. For, as I 
argued earlier in this chapter, one of the eternalist’s most persuasive arguments against 
temporalism is that the temporalist must be prepared to give rather liberal paraphrases 
of ‘S still believes it’ and ‘S still believes that’ in some circumstances. 

 An initially more promising strategy would be to say that we do believe time-indexed 
propositions but that the times that go into these propositions are time spans (Fitch 
  1999  , Salmon   2003  ). ‘Peter still believes that Barbara loves him’ might be true in virtue 
of the fact that Peter believed that Barbara loves him throughout some extended time 
interval and still believes that. Th ere are several problems with this strategy. First, ‘Bar-
bara loves Peter’ is supposed to mean ‘Barbara loves Peter throughout an extended 
time interval. But ‘Barbara doesn’t love Peter’ then is supposed to mean that ‘Th ere is 
some time in the extended time interval during which Barbara doesn’t love Peter’. 
However, if I say ‘Peter is wrong. Barbara doesn’t love him,’ I am not saying that there 
is some time throughout the relevant time interval at which Barbara doesn’t love Peter. 
I am merely saying that Barbara doesn’t love Peter now. 

 Second, the suggested strategy makes it diffi  cult to account for the validity of the 
following argument: 

 Peter still believes that Barbara loves him. 
 It is true that Barbara loves Peter. 
 Th erefore, Peter believes something that is true. 

 If ‘Peter still believes that Barbara loves him’ is true iff  Peter believed that Barbara loved 
him throughout a time interval that lasted 10 years and he still believes that, then the 
second premise must mean that it is true that Barbara loves Peter throughout a time 
interval that lasted 10 years. Otherwise the argument isn’t valid. But it is diffi  cult to see 
how the second premise could have this reading, especially given that love is a rela-
tively fl eeting relation. I off er further, more detailed arguments against the interval 
approach in  Chapter  3  . 

 Th ere is another challenge to the eternalist in the neighborhood, namely that of pro-
viding a realistic account of belief revision. If I learn that John was fi red, intuitively I 

       36     Th anks to an anonymous reviewer here. 
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will not simply add one more belief to my belief system; I will dispose of my belief that 
John  is  a fi refi ghter and add the belief that John  was  a fi refi ghter but is no longer. 

 But this is not what eternalism gives us. Suppose I believe that John is a fi refi ghter at 3 
p.m. on April 5, 2010. If eternalism is true and you inform me that John is not a fi refi ghter 
at 3 p.m. on August 8, 2010, then this would give me no reason to discard my old belief. 
Aft er all, I have been given no reason to believe that my old belief is false. If eternalism is 
true, then all of our beliefs that relate us to present-tensed information are temporally 
specifi ed in this way. Th ey all contain a time parameter that refers to a specifi c time. So if 
they are true at all, then they remain true when the world changes. Contrary to appear-
ances, then, changes in the world give us no reason to revise our original beliefs. 

 But changes in the world do give us reason to revise our beliefs. If I am told on 
August 8, 2006 that John has been fi red, then there is something I cease to believe: I 
cease to believe that John  is  a fi refi ghter. Th e following exchange illustrates this 
point: 

  RANKINGS  
  (A and B are talking in the hallway.)  
  A :  Our department is number two on the Leiter Report!  
  (One week later)  
  B :  What you said last week isn’t true anymore. I just saw the rankings.  
  A :  Of course, it is. Haven’t you read Frege? Maybe that’s why we dropped.   

Eternalism predicts that the proposition A believes on the earlier occasion cannot 
change it truth-value over time. So A’s last remark should be perfectly fi ne. 

 It may be replied that ‘say’ is ambiguous between assert (indirect discourse) and 
utter (direct discourse). Lewis famously defended this sort of position. Here is 
Lewis: 

 ‘[W]hat is said’ is very far from univocal. It can mean the propositional content, 
in Stalnaker’s sense  . . .  It can mean the exact words. I suspect it can mean almost 
anything in between .  .  .   . Kaplan’s readers learn to focus on the sense of ‘what is 
said’ that he has in mind, ignoring the fact that the same words can be used to make 
diff erent distinctions. (Lewis   1998   [1980]: 97) 

 It certainly seems that Lewis is right. If I say ‘I am hungry’ and you say ‘I am hungry,’ 
there is a sense in which we have said the same thing. And it would be very diffi  cult 
to show that our intuitions track a particular one of the possible readings of ‘A and B 
said the same thing.’ However, it is easy to restore the counterexample to eternalism. 
Simply substitute ‘What you thought to be the case last week isn’t true anymore. I 
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just saw the rankings’ for ‘What you said last week isn’t true anymore. I just saw the 
rankings.’   37    

 It may be replied that one shouldn’t put too much weight on the signifi cance of the 
tense in phrases like ‘it was true but it isn’t anymore,’ the reason being that exactly the 
same kind of example could be used to argue for the conclusion that propositions have 
truth-values only relative to people, for instance. 

  A :  One hundred fi ft y is a good bowling score.  
  B :  Th at may be true for the pros but it isn’t true for ordinary folks.   

I agree with my objector that the latter example does not show that propositions have 
truth-values only relative to people. However, the analogy is short-lived. If we remove 
the word ‘anymore,’ there is no analogy at all.    

   2.7.     THE ACCIDENT   

 A fi nal argument against eternalism I would like to consider here is a familiar one.   38    
According to the eternalist, the objects of belief are eternal propositions. So ‘John 
believes that Mary is pregnant’ is true iff  John believes at  t*  that Mary is pregnant at  t* , 
where  t*  is the time of speech. But consider now the following case.   39    Mary is pregnant 
on December 24, 2006 and is expected to give birth on January 15, 2007. But on the 
morning of December 24, 2006, John and Mary are in a car accident. Mary and the 
baby are fi ne. But John is in a coma. Exactly four months later John wakes up and 
remembers the accident up to his losing consciousness. He believes it is still December 
24, 2006 and says: ‘Where is Mary? She is pregnant.’ 

 One can truthfully report what John believes using the sentence ‘John believes that 
Mary is pregnant.’   40    But according to the eternalist, ‘John believes that Mary is preg-
nant’ is true iff  John believes on April 24, 2007 that Mary is pregnant on April 24, 2007. 
Th e problem with this analysis, however, is that it is unlikely that John believes that 
Mary is pregnant on April 24, 2007. For, he believes that it is still December 24, 2006. 
Eternalism would thus seem to get the truth-conditions wrong. 

       37     Or if you prefer: ‘What you asserted last week isn’t true anymore. I just saw the rankings.’ 
       38     Versions of it can be found in, for example,  Ludlow ( 1999  ) and  Kusumoto ( 1999  :  chap.  1  ). 
       39     Th e example (with minor changes) is taken from  Kusumoto ( 1999  : 62). 
       40     Note that one cannot truthfully report what John believes using the sentence ‘John believes 
Mary is pregnant now,’ for John doesn’t believe that Mary is pregnant on April 24, 2007. So tem-
poralism does not run into the same sort of trouble.  
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 Here is another way of making the same point. Suppose we treat ‘John believes that’ 
as a modal operator. ‘John believes that  p ’ is then true iff  for all worlds  w  compatible 
with what John believes at < @ ,  t  > ,  p  is true at < w ,  t  > . But John believes (among other 
things) that no human pregnancy lasts 13 months and that Mary was almost 9 months 
pregnant on December 24, 2006. So if eternalism is right, then it is true at any relevant 
world of evaluation that no human pregnancy takes 13 months, that Mary was almost 
9 months pregnant on December 24, 2006, and that Mary is pregnant on April 24. Th at 
is inconsistent. So, contrary to appearances, John’s belief set is inconsistent. I think this 
argument gives us another strong reason for rejecting eternalism. 

 It might be thought that the argument can be blocked by treating belief as belief  de se , 
as suggested by Lewis (  1979  ). On Lewis’ approach, to believe something  de se  is to self-
ascribe a property. For example, if John believes that Mary is pregnant, then he self-
ascribes the property of being located at a world and a time at which Mary is pregnant. 

 However, as I argued in a previous section, this approach presupposes that there are 
temporal propositions. For the extension of ‘is located at a world and a time at which 
Mary is pregnant’ is a set of <world, time >  pairs at which it is true that Mary is pregnant. 

 Moreover, if the eternalist rejects the thesis that eternal propositions are objects of 
possible belief, then her case against temporalism is weakened considerably. For some 
of the strongest arguments against temporalism conclude that the objects of belief are 
eternal propositions.    

   2.8.     SIGNPOST   

 Mark  Richard’s ( 1981  ) umbrella of arguments against temporalism turned on the hypo-
thesis that temporal contents cannot be objects of propositional attitudes because tem-
poral contents are not the kinds of things that get retained when we retain beliefs over 
time. Suppose temporalism is true, and suppose that back in the 1980s Mary believed 
that John was a fi refi ghter. Back in the 1980s Mary then stood in the belief relation to 
the temporal proposition  John is a fi refi ghter . According to Richard, to retain a belief is 
to continue to believe the same proposition over time. So, by Richard’s preferred ac-
count of belief retention, if Mary has retained her original belief, she believes that John 
is a fi refi ghter. Th e problem, as formulated, is that Mary may be aware that John has 
been fi red in the meantime. 

 Th e solution I off ered was to say that there are two ways to retain a belief. One can retain 
a belief by maintaining a belief relation to one and the same object. But one can also retain 
a belief, in a secondary sense, by standing in a belief relation to an object that is appropri-
ately related to the original object. If I say ‘two years ago I believed John was a fi refi ghter, 
and I still believe it,’ for example, I might mean one of two things. I might mean that I 
believe that John was a fi refi ghter, or I might mean that I believe that John is a fi refi ghter. 
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 Temporalism is thus able to give an adequate account of belief retention. Eternalism, 
on the other hand, is not. For example, if I observe a red car escape a crime scene, the 
eternalist can say that the information I store in the hippocampus or the cerebral cor-
tex is that there is a time  t  such that  t  is identical or prior to  t * and Brit observes a ter-
rible crime just before  t  and sees a red car escape the crime scene at  t , where  t * is the 
specifi c time at which the belief is stored. But the brain does not have a time tracker to 
keep track of time before it stores information. It is far more plausible that the infor-
mation is stored as a past-tensed claim without a reference to a specifi c time. 

 Sometimes we retain information by storing it as present-tensed information. For 
example, if I look up your phone number and continue to believe that your number is 
283–1759 for a couple of minutes or days, the information is retained as present-tensed 
temporal content. Either way, I stand in a belief relation to a temporal content. But this 
is exactly what the eternalist says I cannot do.      
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         3 

Disagreeing Across Time  

    Eternalism holds that present-tensed sentences make implicit reference to the time of 
speech. ‘John is a fi refi ghter,’ for example, expresses, relative to a context, the proposi-
tion that John is a fi refi ghter at  t* , where  t*  is the time of speech. But once we insist that 
the contents of our utterances refer to a fi xed time, it becomes diffi  cult to see how we 
can have proper agreements and disagreements over extended time periods. So suc-
cessful communication over time must at least sometimes involve temporal contents. 
Or so I will argue. 

 Th e style of argumentation here is similar to the one used by relativists and nonin-
dexical contextualists to refute more general forms of contextualism. Th is style of argu-
mentation has received its fair share of criticism, most recently in Cappelen and 
Hawthorne’s  Relativism and Monadic Truth . Th is is not the place to engage in the 
broader debate about whether this form of argumentation can be successfully employed 
in a refutation of indexical contextualism. Here I will just look at the localized case of 
eternalism. I reply to Cappelen’s and Hawthorne’s criticisms pertaining to this localized 
case below. 

 One way in which arguments from disagreement presented against eternalism 
diff er from arguments from disagreement presented against indexical contextualism 
more generally is that the former arguments are specifi cally directed at the claim 
that all tensed propositions make reference to specifi c times. But conversations take 
place over extended periods of time, and most of these conversations are not about 
specifi c times but about some other subject matter altogether. Specifi c times may 
be completely irrelevant to what is discussed. So it seems that the information that 
is passed on and that is the subject of discussion in many cases is temporally 
neutral. It is thus plausible that conversations that take place over time become 
real challenges for eternalism even if they provide no real problem for broader 
indexical contextualist theories.    
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   3.1.     PASSING ON INFORMATION ACROSS TIME   

 To see why the eternalist may have trouble accounting for how information is passed 
on in ordinary conversations, consider the following exchange:   1    

  FIRED FIREFIGHTER  
  (A and B are talking on the phone. B is standing outside the door of an offi  ce where 
a conversation is taking place between John and his superior.)  
  A :   . . .  John is a fi refi ghter.  
  (Behind closed door the superior is shouting: ’You are fi red!’)  
  B :  I guess you are right. But John is not a fi refi ghter. He was just fi red.   

Th e discourse fragment is supposed to sound odd. If you don’t have that intuition, the 
argument does not even get off  the grounds. However, most people seem to have the 
intuition that the discourse fragment sounds odd. But let’s look now at the predictions 
yielded by a standard version of eternalism that takes propositions to make reference 
to a specifi c time. On such a version of eternalism, A says that John is a fi refi ghter at  t 1  , 
and B then replies that A is right but adds that John is a fi refi ghter at  t 2  . Notice that 
there is nothing wrong with the translation I just provided. It doesn’t sound odd at all, 
and for good reasons. If A said that John is a fi refi ghter at  t 1  , then we should expect B’s 
reply to be acceptable. For it is still true at  t 2   that John is a fi refi ghter at  t 1  . 

 However, in the envisaged scenario, it would make much more sense for B to have 
replied: ‘No, you are wrong. I am standing outside the superior’s offi  ce, and the su-
perior just told him that he was fi red.’ 

 Note that this argument, as formulated, does not rest on any intuition about whether 
A asserts a proposition denied by B. Rather, the argument rests on the oddity of the 
discourse fragment together with a version of eternalism that takes propositions to 
make reference to specifi c times.   2    In other words, if FIRED FIREFIGHTER sounds 
odd, but the eternalist translation does not, then the eternalist translation appears to be 
mistaken. 

      1     It is open to argue that the sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter’  taken out of context  determines a 
function from <world, time >  pairs to truth-values. Moreover, it might be that our talk of what is 
said oft en picks up semantic values other than the proposition expressed by the sentence relative 
to a context. So if you say ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ at  t 1   and I say it at  t 2  , we can correctly be said to 
have said the same thing. Our sentences determine the same function from <world, time >  pairs 
to truth-values. Similarly, if I say ‘I am hungry’ and you say it too, we can be said to have said the 
same thing. However, this reply does not address the problem of agreement and disagreement. 
For if I say ‘I am hungry’ and you say it too, then we are not agreeing. Similarly, if you say ‘John 
is a fi refi ghter’ at  t 1   and I say it at  t 2  , then we are not agreeing (if eternalism is right). 
       2     Th anks to an anonymous reviewer here. 
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 Let me consider some possible replies to this argument. First, it may be countered 
that FIRED FIREFIGHTER, besides being extremely unnatural-sounding, is also very 
unusual. We do not ordinarily happen to receive new evidence in the middle of an 
on-going dialogue. 

 Th is sort of reply is unsuccessful, however. For the problem which FIRED FIRE-
FIGHTER calls to our attention is a general one. When I say ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ and you 
say in response to me ‘Nuh-uh, John is not a fi refi ghter. He is a police offi  cer,’ it is hard to 
deny that we are disagreeing about something. Th e disagreement is, prima facie, as genuine 
and nonverbal as could be. But if eternalism is right, then the disagreement is merely ver-
bal. For when I say ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ at  t 1  , I am saying that at  t 1   John is a fi refi ghter, and 
when you say ‘John is not a fi refi ghter’ at  t 2  , you are saying that at  t 2   John is not a fi refi ghter. 
But  at t 1  John is a fi refi ghter ’ and  at t 2  John is not a fi refi ghter  can easily be asserted together 
without any infelicity. I take this to be a serious problem for eternalism of any stripe. 

 Second, a critic may rejoin that the argument aff ects only versions of eternalism that 
takes propositions to make reference to specifi c times. However, we can imagine other 
versions of eternalism. On one version, the semantic value of the hidden indexical 
variable in ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ is not always the time of speech ( Salmon  1986  : 39f) but 
can be fi xed more freely by the conversational context. 

 Compare the case of the present tense to that of a context-sensitive expression like 
‘local’ or ‘nearby.’ ‘John went to a local bar’ need not be interpreted as ‘John went to a 
bar that is local to the speaker,’ but may be interpreted as ‘John went to a bar that is 
local to John,’ ‘John went to a bar that is local to the hearer,’ ‘John went to a bar that is 
local to his grandmother,’ and so on, depending on the conversational context.   3    In this 
case, the speaker can more or less freely fi x the value of the hidden indexical variable 
associated with ‘local.’ Perhaps the same goes for ‘John is a fi refi ghter.’ 

 I think, however, that this version of eternalism is even less plausible than the 
original. Consider the following dialogue between A and B: 

  AS I SAID  
  A :  What does John do for a living?  
  B :  He is a fi refi ghter.  
  C :  Nuh-uh, he was fi red two years [weeks/days/minutes] ago. He is a lawyer now.  
  B :  [Aggravated] So, as I said, John is a fi refi ghter.   

Regardless of whether we substitute ‘two weeks,’ ‘two days,’ or ‘two minutes’ for ‘two 
years’ in the third sentence, B’s last remark sounds awkward. If, however, B can freely 

       3     Fran �ç� ois Recanati (  2004  , 2007) and Anne Bezuidenhout (  2003 ,  2005  ) call expressions that 
function in this way ‘perspectivals.’ 
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choose which time his assertions refer to, then we should expect B’s remark to be 
felicitous, or at least have a reading that would render it acceptable. 

 Further contextual constraints may perhaps be invoked to explain why B’s last remark 
is unacceptable. But I have a further worry about the view in question: Th ere is a clear 
disanalogy between the case of the present tense and the case of ‘local.’ Consider an 
analogous conversation involving ‘local’: 

  LOCAL  
  A :  Where is John?  
  B :  He is at a local bar.  
  C :  Nuh-uh, he left  St. Louis two hours ago. He is in Boston now.  
  B :  [Aggravated] So, as I said, John is at a local bar.   

In this case, we can at least fi nd an interpretation that makes B’s response acceptable. 
For example, we can add to B’s last remark ‘What I meant, of course, was that John is at 
a local bar in Boston.’ Th at would render the discourse fragment felicitous. But there is 
no similar way of continuing B’s last remark in AS I SAID that would render that frag-
ment felicitous. We cannot add ‘What I meant, of course, was that John  is  a fi refi ghter 
at  t  1 ’ or ‘What I meant, of course, was that John  was  a fi refi ghter at  t  1 ,’ where  t  1  refers to 
a time at which John was a fi refi ghter. Th at would not make B’s last remark less odd. 

 Th ird, it may be objected that we have wrongly assumed that the proposition that 
John is a fi refi ghter contains a specifi c time. If the ‘times’ that go into propositions are 
extended periods/intervals, the infelicity is easily explained. According to Fitch (  1999  : 
156) and Salmon (  2003  : 116), the time that enters the proposition may be a fairly long 
interval/period of time—a week, a month, a year, or even longer. Th e size of  t  (and 
hence the context itself) depends to some extent on the speaker’s intention and/or on 
the sentence uttered. Since being a fi refi ghter is a relatively stable property (unlike, say, 
reading), the interval in question with regard to an utterance of ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ 
tends to be fairly long, certainly longer than the utterance itself. 

 However, this approach runs into a number of difficulties. Suppose for the sake 
of argument that the proposition expressed by ‘John is a firefighter,’ relative to a 
context—call it  p —contains today as a constituent. What are the metalinguistic 
truth-conditions for  p ? Suppose  p  is true iff John is a firefighter at every time today. 
Then ‘John is not a firefighter’ might mean ‘there is some time today at which John 
is not a firefighter.’ So the following sentences might come out true: 

 #John is a fi refi ghter as I am speaking but he is not a fi refi ghter. 
 #It is 3 p.m. June 14, 2006 (CST), and John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. June 14, 2006 
(CST) but he is not a fi refi ghter. 
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 But these sentences are clearly infelicitous. A related problem with the Fitch/Salmon 
approach is that it succumbs to the diffi  culties it purports to overcome. For suppose 
you utter ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ with the intention of expressing the proposition that 
John is a fi refi ghter today. What you said is then true iff  John is a fi refi ghter at every 
time today. But now suppose I say ‘John is not a fi refi ghter’ in dispute of your claim. 
Since  ex hypothesi  I am denying what you asserted, my claim is true iff  there is some 
time today at which John is not a fi refi ghter. But clearly that is not the right truth-
condition for ‘John is not a fi refi ghter.’ Even if John is going to retire tonight, ‘John is 
not a fi refi ghter’ isn’t true when uttered in the aft ernoon. 

 It may be replied that interval semantics is to be understood slightly diff erently. Th e 
truth conditions of ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ when present tense gets assigned an interval  i , 
come out requiring John to be a fi refi ghter during  i . But, it may be said, this does not 
reduce to requiring John to be a fi refi ghter at every moment during  i . One could hold 
that the intervals must be taken as basic. Of course, an account has to be given of what 
it is to be an F during an interval. Here one might say that this will vary with diff erent 
Fs. For example, for ‘John is hopping’ to be true relative to an interval probably requires 
hopping throughout the interval. But for ‘John is building a house’ to be true relative to 
an interval allows non-building to occur in the interval.   4    

 How is this relevant to the fi refi ghter case? Well, normally, when we say ‘John is a fi re-
fi ghter’ there is an expectation that the interval assigned to  present  stretches at least to 
some extent into the future. So if I say ‘John is a fi refi ghter,’ and he is immediately fi red, 
there is reason to think that what I said is false, which would explain why A’s reply in 
FIRED FIREFIGHTER is odd. Notice further that if we defeat the expectation that the 
interval stretches into the future, the sort of exchange we considered above sounds better: 

  FIRED AGAIN  
  A :  Tell me, what is John’s profession at this precise instant?  
  B :  John is a fi refi ghter.  
  [Superior: ‘You’re fi red!’]  
  A :  I guess you are right. But John is not a fi refi ghter anymore.   

I think this account of the time intervals that enter into the eternalist’s propositions 
marks a considerable improvement on the simple interval account I considered above. 
However, I still have some worries about it. 

       4     Th ough I won’t push this line here, I suspect that it is going to be diffi  cult to give an account 
of what it is to be an F during an interval. Th ere is too much pragmatic fl exibility in the language 
for such an account to be even approximately correct. For example, normally when we say ‘the 
sunfl ower is fi ve meters long’ there is an expectation that the interval assigned to  present  stretches 
at least to some extent into the future. But if we are looking at a fast-growing sunfl ower, there may 
be no such expectation. Th anks to Jeff  King for discussion here. 
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 For one thing, while FIRED AGAIN sounds better than FIRED FIREFIGHTER, it 
still sounds awkward to my ears. It would be fi ne if A had said ‘you  were  right,’ but ‘you 
 are  right’ sounds at least slightly awkward. 

 For another, it is still not clear how a defender of this view would account for dis-
agreement. If I say: ‘John is a fi refi ghter,’ and you reply, ‘no, he is not,’ then what I said 
is true iff  John is a fi refi ghter throughout an interval that stretches into the future. So 
if you are disagreeing with me, then what you are saying is true iff  it is not the case 
that John is a fi refi ghter throughout an interval that stretches into the future. So you 
could be right if John is a fi refi ghter as we are speaking but is fi red later today. Th at 
seems no less problematic. What’s more: We still get the unwelcome implication that 
‘John is a fi refi ghter as I am speaking, but John is not a fi refi ghter’ could come out 
true. 

 Exactly the same point extends to disagreements involving past- and future-tensed 
sentences. I might say at  t 1  : ‘I guess John didn’t get fi red aft er all’ and you might say two 
hours later at  t 2  : ‘No, you were wrong. John did get fi red. I just talked to his boss.’ But if 
we assume a version of eternalism that takes propositions to make reference to specifi c 
times, then what I said was that relative to  t 1  , John didn’t get fi red, and what you said 
two hours later was that relative to  t 2  , John did get fi red. Contrary to appearances, there 
is no disagreement here.   5    

 If we assume a version of eternalism that takes the times that go into the propositions 
to be intervals, then ‘John got fi red’ is true iff  ‘there is an extended interval  i  that 
includes the time of speech and John got fi red at some time before  i. ’ So if you say ‘John 
got fi red’ and I say ‘John didn’t get fi red’ in dispute of your claim, then what I said is 
true iff  it is not the case that there is an extended interval  i  that includes the time of 
speech, such that John got fi red at some time before  i . So the following sentence could 
come out true: ‘It is the case as I am speaking that John got fi red but John didn’t get 
fi red.’ But the latter certainly looks like a contradiction. 

 Before moving onto how temporalism accounts for agreement and disagreement 
over time, let us consider one more response to FIRED FIREFIGHTER on behalf of the 
eternalist. For most people, there is no question that FIRED FIREFIGHTER sounds 
odd. However, the eternalist could insist that the discourse fragment sounds odd 
because it involves some kind of verbal disagreement. Consider the following case of 
apparent disagreement:   6    

       5     Notice that the problem does not go away if one requires (with  Salmon  1989  ) that past-tensed 
operators be contextually restricted. For I might say ‘John didn’t get fi red earlier today’ and you 
might say two hours later: ‘You were wrong. John did get fi red earlier today.’ If the time of speech 
is a constituent of the proposition expressed, then there is no real disagreement here. 
       6     Th anks to David Chalmers for off ering this example. 
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  HAIR SPLITTING  
  A :  It’s exactly 4 a.m.  
  B :  (Five minutes later.) What you said is false. It’s not exactly 4 a.m.—it’s fi ve 

minutes later.   

B’s reply sounds awkward because she makes as if to disagree with A (‘What you said 
is false  . . .  it’s fi ve minutes later’ than 4 a.m.) when in fact  fi ve minutes ago it was exactly 
4 a.m.  is perfectly consistent with  it is fi ve minutes later than 4 a.m . 

 Th e eternalist could say that FIRED FIREFIGHTER is like HAIR SPLITTING in this 
respect: It is a case where B makes as if to agree with A when in fact he disagrees with 
A. Upon further scrutiny, however, this sort of response does not hold up. Aft er all, the 
eternalist translation of FIRED FIREFIGHTER is not a case in which someone makes 
as if to agree or disagree with someone else. In the eternalist translation there is no 
disagreement, be it real or verbal. 

 Furthermore, if the problems raised by the above cases were similar to the problem 
displayed by HAIR SPLITTING, then we should expect the following analogous 
exchange to be infelicitous too: 

  C :  John is a fi refi ghter.  
  D :  (Five minutes later. John has  just  been fi red.) What you said is false. John is not 

a fi refi ghter—he was  just  fi red.   

If the eternalist is right, then C is saying that at  t 1   John is a fi refi ghter, and D is saying 
that at  t 2   John is not a fi refi ghter. So D’s reply ought to sound as awkward as B’s reply: 
‘No, it’s not exactly 4 a.m.’ But it clearly doesn’t. 

 Frege is famous for having argued that the possibility of agreement and disagreement 
requires Fregean thoughts, or what we have called ‘eternal propositions.’ Th e objects of 
agreement and disagreement, of statements, judgments, promises, beliefs, and so on, 
are eternal propositions. As Stalnaker elegantly puts it: 

 Th e independent interest in propositions comes from the fact that they are the 
objects of illocutionary acts and propositional attitudes. A proposition is supposed 
to be the common content of statements, judgements, promises, wishes and wants, 
questions and answers, things that are possible or probable. (1970: 278) 

 But if eternal propositions are the objects of possible belief and what is asserted by a 
sentence, then it seems that genuine agreement or disagreement, or the sharing of 
content in general, is severely limited. 
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 It is ironic that the very thing that motivated Fregean thoughts, namely the possibility 
of agreement and disagreement—the possibility of shared content—is also the very 
thing that the Fregean theory of propositions has the most trouble accommodating.    

   3.2.     ARGUMENTS FROM DISAGREEMENT 

AGAINST TEMPORALISM   

 Some thinkers have attempted to level arguments against temporalism that superfi -
cially resemble the arguments just presented against eternalism. A quick look at these 
arguments is in order. 

 One argument runs as follows: It is initially plausible that if a proposition A and a 
proposition B have diff erent truth-values, then A and B cannot be identical.   7    If, for ex-
ample, John F. Kennedy truly believes on January 15, 1961, that the White House is white, 
and George W. Bush falsely believes on May 1, 2006, that the White House is white, 
because the White House was painted red the previous day, then the objects of Kennedy’s 
and Bush’s beliefs have diff erent truth-values. If, however, the objects of Kennedy’s and 
Bush’s beliefs have diff erent truth-values, then the objects of their beliefs cannot be one 
and the same proposition. Temporalism holds that the propositions believed by 
Kennedy and Bush determine functions from worlds and times to truth-values. So 
temporalism, it seems, wrongly predicts that Bush and Kennedy believe the same thing. 

 However, this argument rests on a mistake. More precisely, it rests on one of the 
 following dicta: 

 Same proposition, same truth-value. 
 Same proposition, same actual truth-value. 

 But the fi rst dictum is false. For a proposition may have diff erent truth-values at dif-
ferent worlds. For example, the proposition that the White House is white on January 
15, 1961, is true at the actual world but false at a nearby world in which the White House 
was painted red. Th e second dictum entails that propositions cannot change their 
truth-values across time; hence, it is just a restatement of eternalism, and as such begs 
the question against temporalism. 

 Th ere is, however, an improved version of the above argument. Kennedy truly believes 
on January 15, 1961, that the White House is white and George W. Bush truly believes on 
May 1, 2006, that the White House is not white. Th e White House was painted red the 
previous day. Temporalism would thus have us believe that the  presidents disagree; 
aft er all, the one affi  rms what the other denies, namely, the temporal proposition that 

       7     Formulations of this argument can be found in Cartwright (  1966  : 92), Stanley (  1997a  : 575) 
and McGrath (  2006  : 7). 
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the White House is white. But as both presidents believe something true, they clearly do 
not genuinely disagree. Or so the argument goes. 

 Th e argument does not succeed. Consider an analogous argument against eternal-
ism. Bill Clinton truly believes that on May 1, 2006, in the actual world that the White 
House is white, and Ronald Regan truly believes on May 1, 2006, in some non-actual 
world that the White House is not white. Th e White House in the non-actual world was 
painted red the previous day. Eternalism would thus have us believe that the politicians 
disagree; aft er all, the one affi  rms what the other denies, namely, the eternal proposi-
tion that the White House is white on May 1, 2006. But—to mimic our opponent—as 
both politicians believe something true, they clearly do not genuinely disagree. 

 Th e argument is unsound; it equivocates on the notion of disagreement. Clinton and 
Reagan disagree in the sense that one affi  rms what the other denies. But they do not 
disagree in the sense that one of them is denying that the proposition expressed by the 
other is true. Th e same holds for Bush and Kennedy. Bush and Kennedy disagree in the 
fi rst sense but not in the second.   8    

 Another version of the argument from disagreement can be found in Fran �ç� ois 
Recanati (2007: chap. 11). It runs as follows: Suppose ‘at time  t  1 , you say ‘‘it’s raining.’’ 
Later, when the sun’s shining, you say ‘‘It’s not raining’’. You cannot conclude ‘‘So I was 

       8     Here is another argument: 
   

       (1)     Kennedy stands in the three-place relation  truly believes  to the proposition that the 
White House is white and the time 1961, whereas Bush stands in the three-place relation  truly 
believes  to the proposition that the White House is white and the time 2004. 
 For simplicity, let us assume that the temporalist is also a perdurantist. Th en she will claim that  
      (2)     A part of Kennedy, Kennedy*, is located at 1961 and truly believes that the White House 
is white; whereas as part of Bush, Bush*, is located at 2004 and falsely believes that the White 
House is white.   

   
   It follows from (2) that 
   

       (3)     Kennedy* truly believes the White House is white, and Bush* falsely believes that the 
White House is white.   

   
   Th e following schema is extremely plausible: 

 (P) If X truly [falesly] believes that p, then p [not p]. 

 Applying this schema to (3) we get 
   

       (4)     Th e White House is white, and it is not the case that the White House is white.   
   
 But (4) is false. Hence (1) is also false, and the temporalist is refuted. Or so it seems. However, I 
think that schema (P) is suspect. Here is a more plausible schema for the perdurantist: If X truly 
believes that p at t, then p at t. Th anks to Dan Marshall for discussion here. 
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wrong.’’ ’ Recanati takes this to show that disagreements cannot be about temporally 
neutral contents. 

 However, I think no such thing follows. ‘I was wrong’ means roughly ‘What I asserted 
on the earlier occasion  was  false.’ But there is nothing in the discourse context of 
Recanati’s example to indicate that you have changed your mind about the truth-value 
of your earlier claim. 

 Before continuing let me briefl y say what I think motivates the sorts of objections 
to temporalism that we have just encountered. I think the objections originate in a 
tendency to render the following claim true: 

 Uninteresting Disagreement 
 A and B disagree if A asserted something that B denied. 

 However, this claim is either uninteresting or false. To disagree in an interesting sense A 
and B must be part of the same conversational context. So in what sense do A and B dis-
agree in a conversation in which A says at  t 1   ‘It’s raining’ and B says at  t 2   ‘No, you are wrong. 
It’s not raining’? In the following sense: B takes the proposition, expressed by A at  t 1  , to be 
false at  t 2  . Th is is why B starts off  with ‘No, you’re wrong.’ Of course, A may no longer be 
inclined to regard the proposition as true at  t 2  . But if she is still so inclined, then A and B 
are in disagreement: At  t 2   they take the proposition  it is raining  to have diff erent truth-
values.   9    

 In their monograph  Relativism and Monadic Truth  Cappelen and Hawthorne provide 
evidence against disagreement data and argue that the best test for whether an expres-
sion is context-sensitive or not is one that gives ‘center stage to the verbs ‘agree’ and 
‘‘disagree’’’ (2009: 54). Th e test can be illustrated by means of an example. If A says ‘Mary 
has had enough. She has had three slices of cakes’ and B says ‘Mary has had enough. She 
is going to leave her husband,’ then we cannot correctly infer ‘A and B agree that Mary 
has had enough.’ Th e oddity of the agreement report is supposed to show that ‘had 
enough’ is context sensitive. It has diff erent meanings in diff erent contexts. 

 Th e reason the test works as a true test of shared content, Cappelen and Hawthorne 
say, is that it is hard to hear ‘agree’ in ‘agree’ reports as distributive. Cappelen and Haw-
thorne then argue that the test shows that propositions are not temporally neutral. 
Here is one of their examples. John says ‘Bill has died’ in response to the question ‘Why 

       9     Because genuine disagreement must take place at the same circumstance of evaluation, rela-
tivists have trouble accounting for genuine disagreement. If I say ‘this chili is tasty’ and you say 
‘this chili is not tasty,’ then there is no single circumstance of evaluation with respect to which 
what I said has the opposite truth-value of what you said. See, however, MacFarlane (2007b).  
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did Bill not show up at the pub last week?’ And Janet says ‘Bill hasn’t died’ in answer to 
the question ‘Why did Bill’s children not get their inheritance last year?’ Th ey conclude 
that ‘Th e claim ‘Janet and John disagreed about whether Bill had died’ is clearly infelic-
itous’ (2009: 98). 

 It is incorrect to say that the report is clearly infelicitous. Th e report seems perfectly 
grammatically acceptable but it sounds false. Th at aside, the test fails. For disagreement 
to take place it is not suffi  cient that one speaker denies something that another speaker 
asserts. Interesting disagreement requires that there is a time at which two speakers are 
in the same conversational context and are prepared to assign diff erent truth-values 
to the same content. In the envisaged scenario, John and Janet are not in the same 
conversational context. So they don’t disagree in any interesting sense. Hence, the 
disagreement report is false. 

 Consider the following modifi ed example: John and Janet are having a dispute about 
whether Bill has died. John says: ‘Bill has died. He didn’t show up at the pub last week.’ 
Janet replies: ‘No, Bill hasn’t died. His children didn’t get their inheritance.’ Given this 
conversational context, the disagree report ‘Janet and John disagree about whether Bill 
has died’ comes out true. 

 Cappelen and Hawthorne argue that ‘debated’ has the same properties as ‘agree’ and 
can be equally suitable for testing for context-sensitivity (2009: 57). Substituting ‘de-
bated’ for ‘agreed,’ however, gives us the same results. ‘Janet and John debated whether 
Bill had died’ is false in the fi rst case and true in the second. 

 To further see that the disagreement test fails, consider the following example. John 
says ‘Bill died at 2 p.m., December 11, 2010 (CST)’ in response to his drinking buddy’s 
question ‘Why did Bill not show up at the pub last week?’ And Janet says ‘Bill didn’t die 
at 2 p.m., December 11, 2010 (CST)’ in response to her husband’s question ‘why didn’t 
Susan win the bet?’ Here the claim ‘Janet and John disagreed about/debated whether 
Bill died at 2 p.m., December 11, 2010 (CST)’ is clearly false, despite the fact that Janet 
denies what Bill asserts. Th is becomes even more apparent if we make the innocent 
move of substituting ‘had a disagreement about’ for ‘disagreed about.’ Janet and John did 
not have a disagreement about anything. But we cannot take that to mean that ‘Bill died 
at 2 p.m., December 11, 2010 (CST)’ has diff erent meanings in diff erent contexts.    

   3.3.     SIGNPOST   

 As eternalists take propositions to make reference to a specifi c time, it is diffi  cult to 
see how they will account for disagreements that take place over time. Specifi c 
times oft en are irrelevant to those disagreements. What is conveyed and passed on 
in conversations are temporal contents. Th ose are the ones we typically address and 
respond to. 
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 Disagreement poses no similar problem for temporalism. When A says ‘John is a 
fi refi ghter’ and B says ‘You are wrong. John is not a fi refi ghter,’ there is a particular 
content that A and B are discussing, namely, the temporal content that John is a 
fi refi ghter. Th e specifi c time at which each of them is talking is irrelevant to the 
information that is passed back and forth. It is also irrelevant to whether they 
disagree or not. If the disagreement is genuine, then the two speakers are prepared 
to assign diff erent truth-values to the proposition they are discussing at any time 
throughout their disagreement.      
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         4 

Representing Time  

    In a recent infl uential paper, Jeff  King off ers empirical evidence against the assumption 
that there are tense operators in English.   1   ,    2    King’s claim is not that temporal prefi xes, 
such as ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that,’ do not belong to English, or that 
‘it was the case that John is a fi refi ghter’ is not an English sentence. Rather, King’s sug-
gestion concerns the underlying syntax or logical form (in the Chomskian sense) of 
such sentences,   3    and hence also the interpretation of the logical forms (the ‘propositions 
expressed’ in philosophical terminology). King thinks that the metalinguistic truth-
conditions for tensed sentences off ered by eternalists are to serve as representations of 
the logical form of these sentences as well. A sentence like ‘John was a fi refi ghter’ thus 
contains the quantifi ed noun phrase ‘some past time’ rather than the past-tense operator  
‘it was the case that’ at the level of logical form. Here I will outline why this argument is 
potentially troublesome for the temporalist and propose a solution.    

   4.1.     TEMPORALISM AND THE TIME ANALYSIS   

 While it is not framed that way, King’s argument is fi rst and foremost an argument 
against temporalism. According to King, empirical evidence shows that the English 
tenses function semantically as object-language quantifi ers. At fi rst glance, the sug-
gestion that tenses are quantifi ers may seem compatible with temporalism. Th e 
temporalist  also utilizes quantifi cation over times in her metalinguistic formulations 

      1     King (  2003  ) also off ers empirical evidence against the assumption that there are location 
operators (e.g., ‘in N.Y’) in English. I think that he is right to think that there aren’t any locations 
operators in English. Expressions such as ‘in N.Y,’ ‘two miles from D.C.,’ ‘here,’ ‘somewhere,’ and 
so on, are adverbial phrases, and adverbial phrases do not have the semantic properties one 
should expect if they were operators (see below). 
       2     See also G. Massey (  1969  ), Johan van Bentham (  1977  ), Terence Parsons (1990), Friederike 
Moltmann (  1991 ,  1997  ), Hans Kamp and Uwe Reyle (  1993  ), Kiyomi Kusumoto (  1999  ), Antony 
Galton (  2003  ) and Richard Larson (  2003  ). For a survey of the literature on events see Pianesi and 
Varzi (  2000  ). 
       3     In linguistic theory, ‘logical form’ (LF) refers to a level of syntactic representation at which 
the scope interactions of quantifi ed noun phrases is unequivocal. 
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of the  truth-conditions for tensed sentences. So it may seem that one could remain a 
temporalist and yet grant that King is right in thinking that the tenses are quantifi ers. 
Th at is not so given the formulations of temporalism off ered in  Chapter  1  . Temporal-
ism, as we formulated it, is committed to the following two theses: 

  Content Invariance : Some sentences lacking time adverbials (e.g., ‘John is a fi re-
fi ghter’) express the same content at diff erent times. 
  Truth Variance : Some of our utterances have contents that have diff erent truth-
values at diff erent times. 

 If, however, the tenses function semantically as object-language quantifi ers, then both 
of these theses are false. Consider, for instance, the following sentences: 

 (1) John is a fi refi ghter. 
 (2) John was a fi refi ghter. 
 (3) John will be a fi refi ghter. 

 Th e temporalist—recall—off ers the following metalinguistic formulations of the truth-
conditions for the sentences in (1)–(3): 

 (1a) John is a fi refi ghter at  t *. 
 (2a)  �∃�  t ( t  <  t * & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 
 (3a)  �∃�  t ( t * <  t  & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 

 Sentence (1a) says that John is a fi refi ghter at the time of speech, (2a) says that there is a time 
 t  such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech, and John is a fi refi ghter at  t , and (3a) says that 
there is a time  t  such that the time of speech is earlier than  t , and John is a fi refi ghter at  t . If 
we took (1a)–(3a) to represent the propositions expressed by the sentences in (1)–(3), then 
the propositions expressed by (1)–(3) would not be temporal propositions. For the contents 
expressed, relative to a context of use, by (1a)–(3a) do not change their truth-values over 
time.  John is a fi refi ghter at t* , for example, has the same truth-value regardless of when it is 
evaluated. So the suggestion that the tenses are quantifi ers is incompatible with temporal-
ism, as we formulated it above. King’s proposal is a version of eternalism. 

 It may be thought temporalism is compatible with a quantifi er treatment of the 
tenses. For example, it may be urged that ‘John was a fi refi ghter’ is to be interpreted as 
(A) ‘  ∃   t [ t  <  t  n  & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ],’ where  t  n  is an unbound variable. Th e latter, 
one could argue, is temporally neutral because it expresses a proposition that is true at 
< w  1 ,  t  1  >  (if John is a fi refi ghter at some time before  t  1 ) but false at < w  1 ,  t  0  >  (if John is not 
a fi refi ghter at any time before  t  0 ). 
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 However, (A) cannot be a proposition expressed by ‘John was a fi refi ghter.’ For (A) 
contains an unbound variable that needs completion by context, namely ‘ t  n ’ (it needs 
completion by context because it is unbound). Propositions (as standardly construed 
on a Kaplanian or Russellian account) cannot have unbound variables in them. Prop-
ositional structures with unbound variables are propositional functions, not proposi-
tions. So for ‘John was a soldier’ to express a proposition the free variable in (A) would 
need to be completed by context. And once it is completed by context, the proposition 
expressed is:  �∃�  t [ t  <  t * & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ], where  t * is the time of utterance. So 
it is not an option for the temporalist to take ‘John was a fi refi ghter’ to express the 
propositional structure indicated in (A). Temporalism requires a treatment of the 
tenses as operators. 

 But if temporalism requires a treatment of the tenses as operators, then King’s argu-
ments against the operator treatment can be construed as arguments against temporalism.    

   4.2.     THE EVENT ANALYSIS   

 Th ere is an alternative quantifi cational account to be found in the recent philosophical 
literature. On this account, the tenses are relations between events.   4    Th e simple past 
tense, for example, is a relation between a given speech act and a past event, and the 
simple future tense is a relation between a given speech act and a future event. 
Higginbotham  (  2002  ), for example, assigns the following logical forms to (1)–(3):   5    

 (1b)   ∃   e ( e    ≈    u  & John being a fi refi ghter ( e )) 
 (2b)   ∃�  e ( e  <  u  & John being a fi refi ghter ( e )) 
 (3b)  �∃�  e ( u  <  e  & John being a fi refi ghter ( e )) 

 where  e  i  are event variables,  u  is an utterance of the sentence in question, ‘  ≈  ’ means ‘is 
simultaneous with’, and ‘<’ means ‘is prior to’. (1b) says that there is a  John being a fi re-
fi ghter  event that is simultaneous with this very utterance, (2b) says that there is a  John 
being a fi refi ghter  event that is prior to this very utterance, and (3b) says that this very 
utterance is prior to some  John being a fi refi ghter  event.   6    

       4     For an event account of tensed discourse, see also Parsons (1990). 
       5     Higginbotham uses a diff erent notation that makes explicit that it is the verb that is indexed 
to events—for example, in ‘John went to Utah’ ‘go’ has two argument positions one of which is an 
event position, and the adjunct ‘to Utah’ is the predicate of the event position (2002: 210). But 
these details do not matter for our purposes. 
       6     Higginbotham’s events could be treated as Kimian events (Kim   1969  ), that is, as complexes of 
objects and properties. As Andy Egan (  2006  ) points out, such a treatment might be extended to 
account for adverbs of quantifi cation. Lewis argues that adverbs of quantifi cation are unselective 
quantifi ers over cases, where cases are ‘values of the variables that occur free in the open formulas 
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 Th e quantifi cational account and the event analysis are strikingly similar. Where the 
quantifi cational account treats the tenses as object-language quantifi ers over times, the 
event analysis treats them as object-language quantifi ers over events. On both analyses, 
tensed sentences contain implicit indexical variables whose values are times or events. 
Moreover, defenders of both treatments think that the broad rationale for treating the 
English tenses as object-language quantifi ers is that such a treatment is supported by 
empirical evidence. Traditional tense logic is simply unable to account for even the 
most basic constructions in English and other languages. As Higginbotham puts it: 

 An important tradition, identifi ed fi rst of all with the work of Arthur  Prior  (1957 , 
 1967)  , but continuing to the present day, has examined and elaborated the view 
that the tenses are operators, and truth relative to time. Th is view gains prima facie 
plausibility from the fact that the tenses, whether infl ectional or periphrastic, do 
not occupy quantifi able places. Of course, we have reference to times in elemen-
tary language: ‘He went there at that time’, ‘Aft er some not too distant time I shall 
return to London’, and so forth. But the thought is that there is a fundamental part 
of our language whose logical syntax does not involve quantifi cation over times, 
even if, in the metalanguage, the action of the tenses is explained in terms of quan-
tifi cation. Th e tenses then become a species of modality. Model-theoretic studies, 
including Dowty (  1982  ) and much later work, assumed this point of view. However, 
an important result of the research of recent years is that the modal theory of the 
tenses is inadequate: there is no basic part of our language for which it is correct. 
Th e reason is that modal theories are unable to express temporal cross-reference. 
(2002: 209–10) 

 Similar remarks by King make essentially the same point about the English tenses: 

 It is important to be clear at the outset that the claim that tenses are operators 
that shift  features of the index of evaluation is an empirical claim about natural 
language. It is a claim to the eff ect that in the best syntax and semantics for natural 
language, tenses will be treated syntactically and semantically as such operators. I 

modifi ed by the adverb’ (1975: 10). But this account runs into trouble with cases like ‘a farmer who 
owns a donkey is usually rich,’ ‘someone who graduates from MIT is usually smart’ and ‘a student 
who procrastinates usually fails.’ Th e problems disappear if we take adverbs to quantify over 
Kimian events. ‘A farmer who owns a donkey is usually rich’ would then mean that most donkey-
owning by a farmer events are such that the farmer in that event is rich, ‘someone who graduates 
from MIT is usually smart’ would mean that most MIT graduation events involves someone 
smart, and ‘a student who procrastinates is usually smart’ would mean that all instantiations of 
procrastinating studenthood fail, or (on a diff erent reading) that most classes  x  teaches are such 
that a student who procrastinates in that class fails. 
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shall argue that given the available evidence, this is an implausible empirical claim. 
(2003: 215) 

 King also notes that advocates of a quantifi cational analysis of the tenses are in good 
company, for many tense logicians have already given up on the tense operator treat-
ment of the tenses and temporal prefi xes.   7    

 Th e defenders of the quantifi cational account and the event analysis appeal to essen-
tially the same pieces of evidence to motivate their rejection of traditional tense logic, 
for example, temporal anaphora. In what follows I shall focus on the evidence pre-
sented by King. Aft er having presented the case against a treatment of the tenses as 
sentential operators I will provide the essentials for a philosophy of tense that over-
comes the chief problems for traditional tense logic.    

   4.3.     THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE AGAINST TRADITIONAL 

TENSE LOGIC   

 According to King, not only is there scanty grammatical evidence for a standard tense 
operator treatment of the tenses, there seems to be considerable evidence against it. King 
off ers three main pieces of evidence to motivate a shift  to the quantifi er approach. One 
consideration against the standard treatment is that it gives us the wrong truth-conditions 
for sentences with time adverbials. Consider, for instance (King   2003  : 216; Dowty   1982  : 23): 

 (4) Yesterday, John turned off  the stove 

 According to King, Prior-style tense logic would treat (4) as containing two operators, 
namely the simple past tense, and the operator ‘yesterday.’   8    Y shift s the time of speech 
to some time yesterday, and P shift s the time of evaluation  t * to some time  t  such that 
 t  is earlier than  t *. Since (4) contains two operators, says King, it should have the fol-
lowing two readings (where, following King, Y is a ‘yesterday’ operator, and P is the 
past tense operator): 

 (4a) Y(P(John turns off  the stove) 
 (4b) P(Y(John turns off  the stove) 

 But (4a) and (4b) do not give us the correct readings for (4). Whereas (4a) is true iff  
John turns off  the stove the day preceding some past time, (4b) is true iff  John turns off  

       7     King mentions work by En  ç   (  1987  ), Parsons (1990), Ogihara (  1996  ), Abusch (  1997  ), and 
Higginbotham  (  2002  ). 
       8     See also Kamp (  1968  ). 
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the stove at some time past of yesterday. So (4a) and (4b) may both be true if John 
turned off  the stove ten days ago; but (4) would be false. Th us, a Prior-style tense logic 
simply yields the wrong truth-conditions for sentences like (4). 

 King’s quantifi cational analysis fares much better. On King’s analysis (4) cashes out 
to: Th ere is a past time  t  such that  t  was some time yesterday and John turns on the 
stove at  t . 

 Th e second reason King off ers against a treatment of the tenses as sentential opera-
tors is that it would make the wrong predictions in cases like the following (2003: 217):   9    

 (5) Sheila had a party last Friday, and Sam got drunk. 

 As Barbara Partee (  2004  ) has made vivid, the English tenses can be anaphoric on 
other tenses in much the same way that pronouns can be anaphoric on quantifi ers or 
terms. Th e idea is that (5) is similar in important respects to: 

 (6) Sam took the car yesterday, and Sheila took it today. 

 In the case of (6), the pronoun ‘it’ in the second clause is anaphoric on ‘the car’ in the 
fi rst sentence. On one theory of unbound anaphora, defended by Stephen Neale (1990) 
and others,   10    unbound anaphoric pronouns go proxy for defi nite descriptions recover-
able from the antecedent clause. Th e ‘it’ in ‘Sheila took it today,’ for example, goes proxy 
for the defi nite description ‘the car Sam took yesterday.’ Likewise, in (5) the past tense 
of the fi rst clause picks out a time interval that is supposed to fall within the time inter-
val picked out by ‘last Friday.’ Th e past tense of the second clause is anaphoric on the 
interval picked out by the past tense of the fi rst sentence. Th e second clause is thus 
interpreted as meaning that Sam got drunk at Sheila’s party last Friday. 

 Th e same phenomenon occurs with locatives such as ‘when Susan walked in’ or 
‘when my students handed in their papers’ (Partee   2004  : 53). Consider, for instance: 

 (7) When Susan walked in, Peter left . 

 Th e past tense of the consequent is anaphoric on the time picked out by the ante-
cedent clause: Peter left  at the time at which Susan walked in. 

 Faced with this sort of evidence Partee suggests that the English tenses behave se-
mantically as pronouns. Pronouns can occur deictically (as in ‘he [pointing] is smart’), 

       9     Th is and the subsequent examples are from Partee (  1994  : 53). 
       10     Parsons (  1978  ), Cooper (  1979  ), Davies (  1981  ), Lappin (  1989  ), Heim (  1990  ), Ludlow (  1999  : 
 chap.  8  ), van Rooy (  2001  ) and Abbott (  2002  ). Abbott takes the pronouns to go proxy for 
demonstratives. 
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anaphorically (as in [6]), and as bound variables (as in ‘every man thinks Mary loves 
him’). Partee later partially retracted her claim (1984: 276), mainly because it appears 
that the semantic import of some unembedded occurrences of the past and future 
tenses is just existential quantifi cation (as in ‘Jim once bought a bike’ or ‘people will 
inhabit the moon’). In chapter 5 we will look at a further reason to reject the hypothesis 
that the tenses function semantically as pronouns. Th e tenses-as-pronouns thesis 
yields the wrong truth-conditions for sentences like ‘if you were king, you would cut 
off  the head of everyone who off ended you.’ 

 Even if the tenses do not always behave semantically as pronouns, however, it is an 
undeniable fact that the tenses can be anaphoric on each other. But this sort of phe-
nomenon poses a challenge to theories that treat the tenses as sentential operators. 
Consider again: 

 (5) Sheila had a party last Friday, and Sam got drunk. 

 Th e problem for theories that treat the tenses as sentential operators is that if ‘last Fri-
day’ and the past tense of the fi rst clause are treated as independent operators, then the 
second conjunct in (5) receives the implausible interpretation that Sam got drunk at 
some time in the past, which—if Sam is like most of us—is obviously true. Again, a treat-
ment of the tenses as sentential operators seems to yield the wrong truth-conditions. 

 According to King, a more debilitating problem for theories that treat the tenses as 
operators is that they are unable to give a convincing account of Kamp/Vlach sentences 
such as: 

 (8) One day, all persons alive now will be dead. 
 (9) Once all persons alive then would be dead. 

 Th e problem posed by such sentences is that they have no satisfactory paraphrase 
using only the resources of traditional Priorian tense logic. In Priorian tense logic 
the future tense operator, when unembedded, shift s the time of evaluation from the 
present time to some time in the future. Anything that occurs within the scope of 
the future tense operator is evaluated with respect to that time, which makes it 
diffi  cult to translate (8). A diff erent problem is presented by (9). Th e problem here 
is that the past evaluation time is lost when the future evaluation time is intro-
duced. To translate (8) and (9), King says, we need to introduce something like 
Hans Kamp’s (1971) doubly indexed N operator, and Frank Vlach’s (  1973  ) doubly 
indexed K operator. 

 Kamp’s N operator shift s the time of evaluation for the sentence it embeds to the time 
of reference (which may or may not be the time of speech). Vlach’s K operator is used 
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in combination with the N operator. Th e K operator stores the time introduced by a 
past tense operator that embeds it, and the N operator is used to retrieve the stored 
time. 

 Where P is the past tense operator, F is the future tense operator, N is Kamp’s N op-
erator, and K is Vlach’s K operator, (8) and (9) can be paraphrased as follows (King 
  2003  : 222;  van Bentham  1977  : 416;  Vlach  1973  ): 

 (8Oa) F(All persons  x : (N(A x )  �→�  D x )) 
 (9Oa) P K F (All persons  x : (N(A x )  �→�  D x )) 

 In (8Oa) the N operator shift s the future evaluation time to the time of speech. In 
(9Oa) the K operator is used to store the past time at which the people in question were 
alive, and the N operator then retrieves the stored time.   11    

 King acknowledges that the suggested paraphrases of (8) and (9) have the same 
truth-conditions as the original. But he thinks they are unwieldy and ad hoc. As he 
puts it: 

 Admittedly, we are looking at only one version of the operator approach, but such 
ad hocery and messiness in the relation between surface structure and LF is typical 
of such approaches. And indeed, perhaps this is why such approaches were cham-
pioned more in a period during which things like [8] and [9] were probably not 
thought of as providing LFs for [8] and [9], but rather as just getting their truth 
conditions right. But as mentioned above, surely now we need to understand the 
claim that tenses are operators as an empirical syntactical and semantical claim 
about natural languages. And on the basis of considerations of the sort just ad-
duced, it seems an implausible empirical claim. (1993: 223) 

 In other words, the problem with the Kamp/Vlach paraphrases is not that they do not 
get the truth-conditions right, but rather that they cannot ‘be thought of as providing’ 
the logical form for (8) and (9). 

 If the tenses are treated as object-language quantifi ers, things look much better. King 
(  2003  : 223) off ers the following logical forms for (8) and (9): 

 (8Qa)   ∃�  t ( t * <  t  & all persons alive ( t *):  x  dead ( x ,  t )) 
 (9Qa)  �∃�  t ( t  <  t  & all persons alive ( t ):  x  dead ( x ,  t )) 

       11     Dowty (  1982  ) handles such examples using a double-indexing semantics, formally like the 
system in Kamp’s thesis. Th e system is also compatible with a linked narrative tense approach. 
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 where ‘ t *’ designates the time of utterance, and ‘ t  ’ designates a contextually deter-
mined time that is prior to the time of utterance. 

 According to King, ‘having something like the latter as LFs for [8] and [9] looks less 
ad hoc and results in a cleaner relation between surface structure and LF than do [the 
doubly indexed operators of Kamp and Vlach]’ (2003: 223). 

 In short, King’s main argument is not that no predicate logic with sentential opera-
tors could provide the correct truth-conditions for English sentences. Quite the oppo-
site: If the system is rich enough, Priorian tense logic is equivalent to predicate logic 
with time variables in expressive power. Th e problem, however, is that if we need an 
incredibly complex tense logic to account for ordinary English sentences, then the 
quantifi er account begins to look more attractive. Or, as Johan van Bentham puts it, ‘as 
the complexity of Priorian tense logics increases, they reach a point where an open 
conversion to [predicate logic with time variables] may be preferable’ (1977: 396).    

   4.4.     TIME ADVERBIALS   

 King’s arguments for treating the English tenses as object-language quantifi ers are 
compelling. However, I think that the temporalist can defend herself without resorting 
to desperate measures. I agree with King that if the temporalist would need to call 
upon an exceedingly rich tense logic in order to account for ordinary English sen-
tences, then predicate logic with time or event variables would be much preferred. 
However, as I will now argue, the temporalist is not in this kind of predicament, as it 
appears that a simple Priorian tense logic that allows for interaction between time ad-
verbials and the basic tense operators (i.e., PAST and FUTURE) can account for the 
relevant data. 

 Before we reply to King, let us dwell for a moment on the semantics of time adver-
bials. As David Dowty (  1979  ) and Michael Bennett and Barbara Partee (  2004  : 80f) 
point out, in English, time is specifi ed not only with the tenses but also with adverbial 
phrases, such as: 

 Indexical Frame Adverbials: this morning, two days ago, tomorrow, last spring, 
next year, on Wednesday, eight days from now, until Th ursday, since Saturday, in 
two years. 
 Non-indexical Frame Adverbials: at 3 p.m. August 21, 2015 (EST), in 2030 (CST), 
in June 2030 (CST). 
 Durative Adverbial Phrases: for two weeks, for three hours last Friday, in three 
hours, several years in his youth, since Monday, until tomorrow. 
 Mixed Durative and Frame Adverbials: all day yesterday, for the last two hours, 
from nine to fi ve o’clock, the next three hours, until tomorrow. 
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 Adverbial Subordinate Clauses (locatives): when my students have turned in their 
papers, before I was born, aft er dinner, while Kim was sleeping, since Becky was 
born, until 3 o’clock. 
 Adverbial Phrases of Number and Frequency: never, seldom, rarely, sometimes, 
always, occasionally, frequently, oft en, usually, more oft en than not, once in a while, 
at times, seven times. 

 Notice that even if the English tenses function semantically as temporal operators, there 
is no guarantee that time adverbials function in the same way. Granted, time adverbials 
do have the potential to be temporal operators. If, for example, ‘in 2030’ functioned as a 
temporal operator, it would shift  the time feature of the circumstance of evaluation from 
the current time to some time  t  such that  t  is some time in 2030. However, in spite of their 
great potential, not all time adverbials can plausibly be treated as sentential operators. 

 Let us begin with the indexical frame adverbials (e.g., ‘now’, ‘today’, ‘tomorrow’, ‘next 
week’, ‘on Friday’, ‘in June’). Some of these are pure indexicals (e.g., ‘now’ and ‘today’), 
others impure indexicals (e.g., ‘next week’ and ‘in June’). On Kaplan’s (1986) theory of 
indexicals, the content of the pure indexicals is determined by their character relative 
to a context of use. For example, relative to my current context of use, the content of 
‘today’ is a day, namely April 5, 2006 (CST).   12    Impure indexicals may be treated, for 

       12     Kaplan’s theory of indexicals is thought by some to be inadequate. One problem is posed by 
so-called answering machine examples. When you hear me saying ‘I am not here now’ on my 
answering machine, what you are hearing is true. But relative to the original context of utterance, 
it is false. Predelli (  1998a ,  1998b  ), Corazza et al. (  2002  ), and Romdenh-Romluc (  2002  ) argue that 
such examples create the need for a context of interpretation as distinct from the context of use. 
However, I think that these cases are unproblematic if we follow Kaplan in talking about a con-
text of use (a formal sequence of parameters) rather than a context of utterance (a real speech 
situation). ‘I am not here now’ is true at a context that contains the following features: the actual 
world, me, you, the time of your phone call, and my apartment at the time of your phone call. 
Atkin (  2006  ) raises a further problem for Kaplan’s theory. Th e problem is that ‘now’ doesn’t 
always refer to a time, and that ‘here’ doesn’t always refer to a place, as in the following two cases, 
copied from Atkin. Example 1: I watch a TV program where someone hikes while giving a com-
mentary on his journey. As he begins to walk down a mountainside, he pauses and says to the 
camera, ‘the mountain now descends steeply to the sea’ (‘now’ refers to a place). Example 2: At 
the concert hall I listen to a performance of a Mozart Divertimento. As the music proceeds, a 
friend whispers, ‘listen how the second couplet and third refrain are repeated back-to-back.’ He 
then pauses and says, ‘Here Mozart gives the line of the refrain to the oboe’ (‘here’ refers to a 
time). Such cases do indeed seem to challenge the view that ‘now’ always refers to the time of 
speech and ‘here’ to the location of the speaker. As Recanati (  2004  ) and Bezuidenhout (  2003 , 
 2005  ) have argued, ‘here’ is presumably a perspectival rather than a pure indexical. If Atkin is 
right, perhaps ‘now’ is to be treated as a perspectival as well. But none of this challenges Kaplan’s 
general semantic framework. For the referents of ‘now’ and ‘here’ would still be functions of 
features of the context; they just wouldn’t be pure indexicals. 
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example, as containing a hidden indexical variable, or as a reduced expression of what 
the speaker has in mind when using it. For example, relative to a 1982 context ‘in June’ 
may well be a reduced expression of ‘in June, 1982.’ 

 I do not think it matters theoretically whether or not pure and impure temporal in-
dexicals are treated as temporal operators. Whether treated as operators or adjunct 
clauses, temporal indexicals clearly behave diff erently from tense operator such as ‘it 
was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that.’ 

 As Kaplan (  1989  : 510) points out, indexicals always take ‘primary scope’ with respect 
to other operators; they ‘leap out to the front of the operator.’ For example, ‘it will be 
the case that I am glad that I am writing now’ does not imply that I am writing in the 
future. Likewise, ‘it is possible that I am actually tired’ does not mean that there is a 
possible world in which I am tired. Instead, it means that it is possible that I am tired 
in the actual world. 

 Tense operators such as ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that,’ on the other 
hand, do not ‘leap out’ of the scope of other operators. In the case of ‘it will be that John 
turned off  the stove,’ for example, the past tense of ‘turned off ’ takes us to a time that is 
past with respect to a future time; it does not take us to a time that is past with respect 
to the time of speech. Th e diff erence between temporal indexicals and tense operators 
such as ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that’ is that the content of the former 
varies with the context of use, whereas the content of the latter is constant across con-
texts of use. 

 Th e same holds for the non-indexical frame adverbials (e.g., ‘in June, 1939’), except 
that non-indexical frame adverbials are constants. So where the extension of tense op-
erators such as ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that’ varies with the circum-
stance of evaluation, the extension of non-indexical frame adverbials is constant across 
circumstances. For that reason they do not have ordinary scope-taking properties. 

 In the case of ‘John didn’t give a faculty member a raise,’ for example, the indefi nite 
description ‘a faculty member’ may take either wide or narrow scope with respect to 
negation. On a wide scope reading, the sentence says that there is a faculty member 
who John didn’t give a raise, and on a narrow scope reading, it says that John didn’t give 
any faculty member a raise. 

 Likewise, in the case of ‘someone wanted ice cream’ the quantifi ed noun phrase 
‘someone’ may take either wide or narrow scope with respect to the past tense. On a 
wide-scope reading, the sentence says that there is someone who wanted ice cream in 
the past, and on a narrow-scope reading, it says that in the past there was someone who 
wanted ice cream. 

 Being constants non-indexical frame adverbials do not have ordinary scope-taking 
properties. ‘It is not the case that at 8 o’clock (there is a plane leaving for Seattle)’ and 
‘at 8 o’clock it is not the case that (there is a plane leaving for Seattle)’ receive the same 
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interpretation.   13    On an operator treatment, ‘at 8 o’clock’ maps the proposition  it is not 
the case that there is a plane leaving for Seattle  to the true iff   it is not the case that there 
is a plane leaving for Seattle  is true at an 8 o’clock circumstance of evaluation. Alterna-
tively, we may simply treat ‘at 8 o’clock’ as a standard adverbial phrase that modifi es a 
verb phrase. 

 Virtually the same remarks carry over mutatis mutandis to temporal locatives (e.g., 
‘during World War II’ and ‘when I returned from Italy’). ‘During World War II’ might 
be treated as a temporal operator when it occurs in a sentence like ‘during World War 
II, Germany attacks Poland.’ ‘During World War II’ would then map  Germany attacks 
Poland  to the true iff   Germany attacks Poland  is true at a circumstance of evaluation 
during World War II. Or on an alternative account where the locative is treated as a 
standard adverbial phrase, the locative would modify the main verb. For example, 
‘during World War II’ would modify the verb ‘attacks.’ 

 Frame adverbials and locatives can but need not be treated as temporal operators. 
Durative adverbial phrases (e.g., ‘for three hours’, ‘until the sun rises’, ‘since Greg was 
hired’), on the other hand, cannot. Th e reason is that that they merely indicate the 
duration of an event; they do not locate the event temporally (Bennett and Partee   2004  : 
86). For example, in the case of ‘John walked for three hours’ the past tense locates 
John’s walking in the past, and the durative ‘for three hours’ measures the duration of 
the activity ( Larson  2003  ). 

 The suggestion that duratives are devices of measurement gains prima facie plau-
sibility from the fact that duratives fail to support temporal anaphora with ‘then’ 
(Geis   1970  : Glasbey   1993  :  Larson  2003  ). Temporal anaphora is supported by frame 
adverbials and locatives. As examples of temporal anaphora, consider (Glasbey 
  1993  ): 

 (10) 
 (a) John climbed Mont Blanc in July. Mary climbed Mount Everest then. 
 (b) John studied last Monday, and Mary studied then too. 
 (c) John studied when Peter arrived, and Mary studied then too. 

       13     As I will argue in  Chapter  7  , time adverbials  can  take wide or narrow scope with respect to 
the tenses. ‘It was the case at  t  that there is a plane leaving for Seattle’ and ‘it was the case that 
(there is a plane leaving for Seattle at  t) ’ mean diff erent things. But as ‘at  t ’ is modifying the tense 
operator in the one case, and the embedded sentence in the second case, this is not a normal 
scope ambiguity. If ‘there was a plane leaving for Seattle at  t ’ exhibited a normal scope ambiguity, 
then there should be a diff erence in interpretation between ‘at  t  it was the case that (there is a 
plane leaving for Seattle)’ and ‘it was the case that at  t  (there is a plane leaving for Seattle).’ But 
there is not. 
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 Th e ‘then’ in the second clause here goes proxy for the time adverbials in the fi rst 
clause. In (10a), the ‘then’ goes proxy for ‘in July,’ in (10b) it goes proxy for ‘last Monday,’ 
and in (10c) it goes proxy for ‘when Peter arrived’ ( Ludlow  1999  ,  chap.  8  ).   14    

 But duratives fail to support anaphora with ‘then.’ Consider, for instance (Geis   1970  ): 

 (11) 
 (a)  John climbed Mont Blanc (in four hours/for four hours). #Mary climbed Mount 

Everest then. 
 (b) #John studied until Peter arrived and Mary studied then too.   15    
 (c) #John has lived here since his father died and Mary has lived then too. 

 Th e infelicity of the ‘then’ clauses following sentences with duratives suggests that they 
fail to locate an event in time. But if durative adverbials do not serve to locate events, 
then they cannot function as temporal operators. Th ey simply do not contain the sort 
of time-locating information that would be required in order for them to shift  the time 
of evaluation. 

 Finally, let us consider adverbial phrases of number or frequency (e.g., ‘sometimes’ 
and ‘always’). Some adverbs of number or frequency seem to be plausible candidates 
for being temporal operators. For example, ‘usually’ as it occurs in ‘John is usually 
happy’ may be taken to function as a temporal operator. ‘John is usually happy’ is 
true, on this approach, iff  the minimal proposition  John is happy  is true in most 
circumstances. 

 Th e main problem with this approach is that it cannot be extended to account for 
adverbs of number or frequency that occur in sentences like (12) below. 

 A better account of adverbs of number and frequency is that off ered by Lewis (  1975  ). 
Lewis argued that adverbs of number or frequency are object-language quantifi ers 
over cases, where cases are the ‘values of the variables that occur free in the open 
sentence modifi ed by the adverb’ (1975: 10).   16    For example, the adverb ‘usually,’ as it 
occurs in 

 (12) If a farmer owns a donkey, he is usually rich. 

       14     In fact, there is an ambiguity here. Th e ‘then’ in (10a) might also be taken to go proxy for ‘in 
July when John climbed Mont Blanc,’ and the ‘then’ in (10b) might be taken to go proxy for ‘last 
Monday when John studied.’ 
       15     (11b) does have a marginal reading where ‘then’ goes proxy for ‘when John studied.’ But it 
does not have a reading where ‘then’ goes proxy for the durative. 
       16     Lewis’ analysis, familiarly, inspired Hans Kamp’s (  1981  ) discourse representation theory, and 
Irene Heim’s fi le-change semantics (1982: 234ff ). 
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 quantifi es over pairs of farmers and the donkeys they buy, and the anaphoric pronoun 
‘he’ expresses a variable that gets bound by the adverb. Upon analysis, (12) cashes out 
to: ‘Usually, if  x  is a farmer and  y  is a donkey and  x  owns  y , then  x  is rich.’ Th e latter is 
true, on Lewis’ view, just in case most assignments of values to the free variables in ‘ x  
is a farmer,’ ‘ y  is a donkey,’ and ‘ x  owns  y ’ that satisfy ‘ x  is a farmer,’ ‘ y  is a donkey,’ and 
‘ x  owns  y ’ satisfy ‘ x  is rich.’ Lewis admits that the cases quantifi ed over may contain a 
time or event coordinate, as in ‘sometimes it is raining’ and ‘Mary played chess seven 
times’ ( Larson  2003  : 253). Quantifi cation over events or times is thus a special case of 
the theory. 

 An alternative to Lewis’ account is the situation-semantic approach off ered by Irene 
Heim (  1990  ) and von Fintel (  1994  ). On this account, adverbs of quantifi cation quantify 
over minimal situations, and anaphoric pronouns are treated as going proxy for defi -
nite descriptions. For example, (12) cashes out to: ‘Most minimal situations  s 1   contain-
ing a farmer and a donkey the farmer owns are part of a situation  s 2   in which the farmer 
who owns a donkey in  s 1   is rich.’ 

 Th e main diff erence between the two approaches is that Lewis treats adverbs of 
quantifi cation as unselective quantifi ers that quantify over all the free variables in their 
scope, whereas Heim and von Fintel treat them as ordinary selective quantifi ers. But 
the two accounts are akin in spirit. Th ey both treat adverbs of number and frequency 
as object-language quantifi ers.    

   4.5.     COMPOSITE TENSE OPERATORS   

 King’s argument against theories that treat the tenses as sentential operators is not that 
they cannot account for time adverbials but rather that they cannot account for cases 
where the tenses interact with time adverbials. However, as I will now argue, it is only 
natural for the temporalist to allow for exactly this sort of interaction. 

 Let us call the simple past tense operator ‘it was the case that,’ the present perfect 
tense operator ‘it has been the case that,’ and the future tense operator ‘it will be the 
case that’ the ‘basic tense operators.’ We can then treat time adverbials that occur with 
basic tense operators as modifi ers. A basic tense operator modifi ed by a time adverbial 
I will call ‘a composite tense operator.’ For example, ‘it was the case that’ may combine 
with ‘at 3 p.m. on March 8, 2006’ to form the composite tense operator ‘it was the case 
at 3 p.m. on March 8, 2006 that,’   17    as in: 

       17     It makes no diff erence whether we represent the tense operator as ‘it was the case at 3 p.m. on 
March 8, 2006, that’ or as ‘at 3 p.m. on March 8, 2006, it was the case that.’ However, I fi nd the 
former way of representing the tense operators more natural. 
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 (13) It was the case at 3 p.m. on March 8, 2006, that John is a fi refi ghter 

 When occurring together with a temporal prefi x, time adverbials do not function as 
autonomous operators. Instead, they help to indicate which time to look at when 
evaluating the intension of the operand sentence. ‘It was the case at 3 p.m. on March 
8, 2006, that’ takes us to a particular time that falls within the class of times picked 
out by the past tense. Th e intension of ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ is mapped to the true iff  
it is true with respect to that time. Likewise, ‘it was the case yesterday that,’ as it 
occurs in 

 (14) It was the case yesterday that John is a fi refi ghter. 

 takes us to a past time that falls within the class of times picked out by ‘yesterday.’ Th e 
intension of ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ is true just in case it is true some time yesterday. 

 Composite tense operators function in much the same way as the basic tense oper-
ators. Th ey shift  the time feature of the default circumstance of evaluation deter-
mined by the context of use. Where A is a frame adverbial or a locative, P is the 
simple past tense operator, and   φ   is a subject-predicate sentence, AP maps   φ   to the 
true iff    φ   is true at a past circumstance of evaluation whose time feature belongs to 
the class of times picked out by A. In the case of (13), for example, the composite 
tense operator ‘it was the case at 3 p.m. on March 8, 2006, that’ maps the proposition 
 John is a fi refi ghter  to the true iff   John is a fi refi ghter  is true at a past circumstance 
whose time feature belongs to the class of times picked out by ‘3 p.m. on March 8, 
2006.’ And in the case of (14), the composite tense operator ‘it was the case yesterday 
that’ maps the proposition  John is a fi refi ghter  to the true iff   John is a fi refi ghter  is true 
at a past circumstance whose time feature belongs to the class of times picked out by 
‘yesterday.’ If there is no circumstance that satisfi es the restriction, the proposition is 
false. 

 As we will see, this analysis of composite tense operators turns out to be an indis-
pensable part of an adequate treatment of the tenses as sentential operators.    

   4.6.     SPAN OPERATORS   

 Past tense operators formed with frame adverbials (e.g., ‘yesterday’) and locatives (e.g., 
‘when the students have turned in their papers’) are best understood as shift ing the 
time feature of the circumstance of evaluation from the time of speech to an instant in 
the past or the future. However, tense operators formed with duratives and adverbials 
of frequency or number are better understood as taking us to a time interval. David 
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Lewis (  2004  ) calls such operators ‘span operators.’   18    Span operators ‘pick out’ spans of 
time. Th e well-known slice operators ‘pick out’ moments of time. 

 Lewis’ discussion of span operators takes place in the context of a discussion of pres-
entism. He argues that the presentist has no right to span operators. Interpreted against 
the background of presentism, span operators are too ill-behaved to do any good. 

 First, ‘they create ambiguities even when prefi xed to a sentence that is not itself am-
biguous’ (2004: 12). For example, ‘it HAS been that (it is raining, and the sun is 
shining)’ might mean: there is a past interval throughout some of which it is both 
rainy and sunny.   19    Or: there is a past interval with a rainy subinterval and a sunny 
subinterval. 

 Second, truths sometimes result from prefi xing span operators to contradictions. 
‘It HAS been that (it is raining and it is not raining)’ is true, at least under one dis-
ambiguation. 

 Th ird, they are  hyperintensional  (2004: 13). Th e intension of a sentence created with 
a span operator is not a function of the intension of the embedded sentence.   20    Standard 
modal operators, for example, are intensional, but they are not hyperintensional. Th e 
intension of ‘Kerry might have been president’ is a function of the intension of ‘Kerry 
is president.’ But if ‘it is raining, and it is not raining’ is a contradiction, whereas ‘it HAS 
been that (it is raining, and it is not raining)’ is not, then span operators are hyperin-
tensional. 

 Elsewhere I have argued that the presentist can sidestep these problems by imposing 
restrictions on span operators.   21    Setting aside the special problems span operators 
seem to present for presentism, however, the question remains whether span operators 
pose a more general problem. 

 At fi rst, it seems that they might. Th e following sentence 

 (15) John is a fi refi ghter, and John is not a fi refi ghter. 

 is contradictory. But if Lewis is right, then the result of prefi xing the present perfect 
span operator ‘it HAS been that’ to (15), namely, 

 (16) It HAS been that (John is a fi ghter, and John is not a fi refi ghter). 

       18     For discussion of span operators, see also Ludlow (  1999  ) and Brogaard (  2007c  ). 
       19     ‘It HAS been that’ is a span operator. 
       20     Williamson (  2006  : 312) defi nes ‘hyperintensional’ as follows. An operator is hyperintensional 

iff  it is not non-hyperintensional. An operator C is non-hyperintensional iff   N (  α    �≡�    β  )  �⊃�   N (C(  α  ) 

  ≡   C(  β  )), for all sentences   α   and   β  . 
       21     Brogaard (  2007c  ). On ‘presentist-friendly’ span operators, see also Ludlow (  1999  ). 
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 is consistent on one of its readings. So it might seem that Lewis’ worries about span 
operators are justifi ed. Span operators appear to pose a problem, not only for pres-
entism, but also for temporalism. 

 Th ere is no cause for concern, however. For one thing, there are plenty of hyperinten-
sional operators in English. Belief operators tend to be hyperintensional:   22    One may 
believe some but not all necessary truths. Story prefi xes, such as  According to the Su-
perman comic books , too, tend to be hyperintensional: ‘Superman is Clark Kent’ and ‘2 
+ 2 = 5’ are both false (or lack a truth-value), but ‘Superman is Clark Kent’ is true and 
‘2 + 2 = 5’ false according to the Superman comic books. Th ere are also hyperinten-
sional adverbial phrases, for instance, ‘allegedly,’ ‘in my dream,’ and ‘supposedly’ (Lar-
son   2002  ). Without the adverbials, the base sentences in ‘John allegedly had lunch with 
Sherlock Holmes,’ ‘Santa Claus came over for dinner in my dream,’ and ‘John is pur-
portedly engaged to Cinderella’ would be false (or lack a truth-value). 

 For another, I do not think that we are required to say that (16) can have a reading 
where the embedded conjuncts are evaluated with respect to diff erent times. Span op-
erators shift  the time feature of the default circumstance of evaluation to some interval 
in the past or future. If a proposition is true with respect to such a shift ed circumstance, 
then its negation is false. If a proposition and its negation cannot be assigned opposite 
truth-values with respect to a given circumstance of evaluation, then the proposition 
in question is not truth-evaluable with respect to that circumstance. 

 Th irdly, whether or not there are span operators in English is, at least partially, an 
empirical question, and it is diffi  cult to deny that if there are tense operators in English, 
then span operators are among them. Obvious candidates for being span operators 
include the past tense of past-tensed sentences with durative time adverbials. Consider, 
for instance:   23    

 (17) It was the case for fi ve years that John was a fi refi ghter. 

 Th e tense operator ‘it was the case for fi ve years that’ in (17) contains the durative 
time adverbial ‘for fi ve years.’ Because the composite tense operator contains a durative 
time adverbial the time feature of the shift ed circumstance of evaluation is not a mo-
ment, but a time interval. 

 Adverbs of quantifi cation also seem to combine with span operators to form complex 
tense operators, as in: 

       22     I say ‘tend to be,’ because not all belief operators are hyperintensional. Take, for instance, 
‘Superman believes that,’ and suppose Superman has belief super-powers: He believes all 
necessary truths and no necessary falsehoods. 
       23     On the most natural readings of (17), the past tense of the ‘was’ is stylistic. Th us (17) is similar 
to Richard’s example ‘Mary believed that Nixon was president,’ which we dealt with in  Chapter  2  .  
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 (18) It WAS usually the case that I was happy. 

 and 

 (19) It WAS the case seven times that Mary played chess. 

 Th e composite tense operators ‘it WAS usually the case that’ and ‘it WAS the case 
seven times that’ shift  the time feature of the circumstance of evaluation determined by 
the context of use to a time interval in the past. ‘Usually’ and ‘seven times’ quantify 
over times in this interval. 

 Finally, there are cases of complex tense operators that contain both locatives and 
adverbs of quantifi cation, as in: 

 (20) It usually WAS the case when I was a child that I behaved well. 

 Th e adverb of quantifi cation ‘usually’ and the locative ‘when I was a child’ are constit-
uent parts of the complex tense operator ‘it usually WAS the case when I was a child 
that.’ Th e locative identifi es a time interval for the span operator ‘to look at,’ and ‘usu-
ally’ quantifi es over the times of that interval. 

 Span operators with duratives (e.g., ‘for fi ve years’) function in essentially the same 
way as slice operators with frame adverbials (e.g., ‘yesterday’) or locatives (e.g., ‘when 
I was a child’). Where A is a durative, P is the past tense span operator, and   φ   is a 
subject-predicate sentence, AP maps   φ   to the true iff    φ   is true throughout a past time 
span whose duration is that indicated by A. In the case of (17), for example, ‘it was the 
case for fi ve years that’ maps  John is a fi refi ghter  to the truth iff   John is a fi refi ghter  is 
true throughout a past time span whose duration is fi ve years. 

 Span operators with adverbs of quantifi cation (e.g., ‘usually’) do not function in quite 
the same way as slice operators. Where A is an adverb of quantifi cation, P is the past 
tense span operator, and   φ   is a subject-predicate sentence, AP maps   φ   to the true iff    φ   is 
true at a past circumstance of evaluation that contains an A-modifi ed class of past times 
as the value of the time feature. For example, (18) is true at a context  c  iff   I am happy  is 
true at most times that are past relative to the time of  c , and (19) is true at a context  c  iff  
 Mary plays chess  is true at seven subintervals that are past relative to the time of  c . 

 Span operators with adverbs of quantifi cation can be restricted by locatives, as in 
(20). Where A is an adverb of quantifi cation, L is a locative, P is the past tense span 
operator, and   φ   is a subject-predicate sentence, APL maps   φ   to the true iff    φ   is true at 
a past circumstance of evaluation that contains an A-modifi ed class of past times that 
satisfy L. So (20) is true at a context c iff   I behave well  is true at most times that (i) are 
past relative to  c , and (ii) satisfy the locative.    
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   4.7.     THE ELLIPSIS THEORY   

 Nathan Salmon (  1989  : 380) has off ered an account of the tenses that is akin in spirit to 
the above account. According to Salmon, time adverbials, such as ‘at 3:00 p.m. on 
December 4, 1983,’ are ‘incomplete temporal operators,’ because they apply ‘to a tensed 
but otherwise temporally unmodifi ed sentence such as ‘I will be busy’ to form a new 
sentence’ (380), namely: ‘at 3:00 p.m. on December 4, 1983, I will be busy.’ As Salmon 
puts it: 

 Since the extension of an incomplete specifi c temporal operator such ‘at 3:00 p.m. 
on 4 December 1983’, without an accompanying tense operator, is simply the indi-
cated time, in order to obtain a complete sentence whose extension is a truth-value 
from an incomplete specifi c temporal operator and an untensed clause as operand, 
a tense operator  must be  supplied as a bridge connecting the superintension of the 
operand clause with respect to a time  t  (e.g., the time of utterance) to the extension 
of the temporal operator with respect to  t , thereby achieving truth-value. Which 
tense operator is appropriate will depend on the direction of the indicated time, 
earlier or later, relative to the time  t . Th is account thus accommodates the fact that 
the appropriate complete temporal operator typically shift s its constitutive tense 
from future to past with the passage of time. (1986: 382) 

 ‘At 3:00 p.m. on December 4, 1983, I will be busy’ is, on Salmon’s view, interpreted as 
meaning that  3:00 p.m. on December 4, 1983,  is a future time at which I am busy, and 
‘sometimes, I was busy’ is interpreted as some times are past times at which I am busy. 
Time adverbials thus function either as a kind of quantifi er (e.g., ‘sometimes’, ‘always’) 
or as singular terms (e.g. ‘in May, 2008’, ‘when I returned from Paris’), and the rest of 
the sentence (e.g., ‘I will be busy’) functions as a kind of predicate. 

 Salmon further notes that simple past-tensed and future-tensed sentences such as 
‘I was busy’ or ‘I will be busy’ are semantically incomplete. Apart from special con-
text, they do not have truth-values, as their extension is a function from times to 
truth-values (1989: 380). But context may supply the information required to com-
plete it (1989: 381). Sometimes the placeholder for the contextually supplied time ad-
verbial is made explicit, as in ‘I was busy then’ or ‘I was busy at that time.’ Salmon 
therefore calls his theory the ‘ellipsis theory of past tense’: Simple past-tensed and 
future-tensed sentences are ‘elliptical’ for the result of adding ‘then’ or ‘hence’ to the 
sentence (1989: 385). 

 To further illustrate the need for contextual restriction, consider: 

 (21) Frege always was busy. 
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 On Salmon’s account, the extension of ‘Frege was busy’ with respect to a context of use 
 c  is a class of time  t  such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech (or a function from past 
times to truth-values). Th e complete sentence is true at  c  iff  the extension, with respect 
to  c , of ‘always’ is an element of the extension, with respect to  c , of ‘Frege was busy.’ Th at 
being so, (21) is true iff  every time is both an element of the class of past times and a 
time at which Frege is busy. 

 On the account suggested here, ‘always’ modifi es the span operator ‘it was the case 
that.’ ‘it always was the case that’ maps the proposition  Frege is busy  to the true iff   Frege 
is busy  is true at every time belonging to the past. 

 But as Salmon (  1989  : 383, note 29) points out, (21) does not mean that every time is a 
past time at which Frege is busy. In a present day context, there would at least be a re-
striction to the eff ect that the relevant times are times at which Frege is alive and well. 
On the present account, the past tense operator may be represented as ‘it always was 
the case  then  that,’ where ‘then’ makes reference to a specifi c time interval or introduces 
a condition that the past times must satisfy. I return to how Salmon’s theory diff ers 
from the one outlined in this book in  Chapter  6  .    

   4.8.     THE TEMPORAL ANAPHORA HYPOTHESIS   

 My proposal also bears a certain resemblance to Ludlow’s (  1999  ) A-theoretical seman-
tics. Ludlow notes that the English tenses may be anaphoric on time adverbials occur-
ring earlier in the discourse. Consider, for instance, example (10a), repeated from 
above: 

 (10a) John climbed Mont Blanc in July. Mary climbed Mount Everest then. 

 Th e ‘then’ in the second sentence is anaphoric on the time adverbial in the fi rst sen-
tence. So the second sentence is to be interpreted as meaning that Mary climbed Mount 
Everest in July. Th at ‘then’ can be anaphoric on time adverbials in the previous dis-
course is relatively uncontroversial. And so is the idea that simple past-tensed sen-
tences can contain implicit temporal anaphors (as in ‘I didn’t turn off  the stove [then]’). 

 But Ludlow goes one step further. According to Ludlow, ‘ every  sentence has a when-
clause or a temporal adjunct of some form (e.g., ‘before  . . .  ’, ‘aft er  . . .  ’) or a temporal 
anaphor which stands in for one’ (1999: 9). So the sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ is 
shorthand for ‘John is a fi refi ghter as I am uttering this sentence,’ and ‘John was a fi re-
fi ghter’ is shorthand for ‘John was a fi refi ghter when  . . .  .’ 

 Th ere is, I think, much to be said for Ludlow’s proposal. It sidesteps some obvious 
problems for standard tense logic. For example, if there are no implicit temporal 
adjunct clauses, then ‘it was the case that it was the case that  p ’ simply collapses into the 
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simple past ‘it was the case that  p .’ But, as Ludlow points out, a past-perfect sentence 
like ‘I had left ’ seems to require a complex tense construction. For example, I might 
continue ‘I had left ’ with ‘when Mary arrived.’ Another virtue of Ludlow’s proposal is 
that it can explain why the Partee sentence ‘I didn’t turn off  the stove’ is not simply 
obviously false. Th e reason it is not obviously false is that it has an implicit time adver-
bial, as in ‘I didn’t turn off  the stove this morning.’ 

 However, despite its obvious merits, I think that there is good reason to accept only 
a weakened version of Ludlow’s temporal anaphora hypothesis. Th e weakened hypo-
thesis is that most ordinary language sentences have either an explicit or implicit tem-
poral adjunct clause. 

 One reason for not embracing the stronger claim is that I agree with metaphysical 
eternalists such as Ted Sider (  2006  ) that a sentence like ‘there are wholly past objects’ 
can be used to make an assertion that would be true if metaphysical eternalism were 
true. On Ludlow’s proposal, however, ‘there are wholly past objects’ can only be used to 
make a false assertion. As ‘there are wholly past objects’ is in the present tense, it is 
short for ‘there are wholly past objects as I am uttering this sentence.’ As Ludlow 
intends it, the latter entails that wholly past objects are located temporally simulta-
neously with the speaker. So ‘there are wholly past objects’ would be false even if meta-
physical eternalism were true. I will return to this issue in  Chapter  7  . Of course, this is 
not an objection to Ludlow’s theory. For what constrains Ludlow in giving a Prior-style 
semantics of tense is the avoidance of B-theory resources. In particular assuming that 
there are no past and future times, the question arises how to treat expressions such as 
‘3 pm, July 1, 2001.’ Th e theory of temporal anaphora is the answer. 

 A second reason to resist the stronger hypothesis is that there is no good reason 
to treat ordinary present-tensed sentences as containing the time adverbial ‘as I am 
uttering this sentence.’ On Prior’s redundancy theory of the present tense, ‘John is a 
fi refi ghter’ has the same semantic content regardless of whether it is embedded in 
the scope of other operators or occurs free. I defend Prior’s redundancy theory in 
 Chapter  6  .    

   4.9.     EXPLAINING THE COUNTEREVIDENCE   

 I have argued that time adverbials combine with tense operators to form composite 
tense operators. Th is suggestion helps to explain the empirical evidence King brought 
to bear against a standard operator treatment of the tenses. King’s fi rst reason against 
an operator treatment of the tenses was that it yields the wrong result for past-tensed 
sentences with frame adverbials. Consider, for instance (2003: 216): 

 (4) Yesterday, John turned off  the stove. 
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 Since (4) contains two operators, it might be thought that it should have the following 
two readings (where, following King, Y is a ‘yesterday’ operator, and P is the past tense 
operator): 

 (4a) Y(P(John turns off  the stove). 
 (4b) P(Y(John turns off  the stove). 

 Intuitively, both of these readings are mistaken. However, this problem goes away if we 
allow the tenses to interact with time adverbials. Th e following is a more plausible 
paraphrase of (4): 

 (4Ta) It was the case yesterday that (John turns off  the stove). 

 ‘It was the case yesterday that’ functions as a circumstance-shift ing operator that maps 
 John turns off  the stove  to the true iff   John turns off  the stove  is true at a past circum-
stance of evaluation whose time feature belongs to the class of times picked out by 
‘yesterday.’ As I discuss further in Chapter 5, English requires that the embedded clause 
in (4Ta) occurs in the past tense. So, in ordinary English, (4) should be paraphrased as 
‘it was the case yesterday that John turned off  the stove.’ On the relevant reading, the 
past tense of the embedded clause is vacuous. Th ere is also an alternative reading 
where the past tense of the embedded clause is not vacuous. For example, if John 
turned off  the stove the day before yesterday, it may be true to say ‘it was the case yes-
terday that John turned off  the stove.’ 

 Related considerations help to address cases where the tense of one clause is ana-
phoric on the tense of a preceding clause, as in (Partee   1994  : 53): 

 (5) Sheila had a party last Friday, and Sam got drunk. 

 It seems that the past tense of the fi rst sentence picks out a time interval that falls 
within the time interval picked out by ‘last Friday.’ Th e past tense of the second clause 
is anaphoric on the interval picked out by the past tense of the fi rst clause. 

 As mentioned above, King takes that to present an intractable problem for an oper-
ator treatment of the past tense. As he puts it: 

 Th ere seems to be a sort of anaphoric phenomenon: the second [clause] past tense 
takes on the same value as its ‘‘antecedent’’ past tense in the fi rst [clause]. Again, no 
account of the tenses as standard operators gives us any insight into this behavior. 
(2003: 217) 
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 But a semantics that treats the tense operator in the fi rst clause in (5) as a composite tense 
operator does give us ‘insight into this behavior.’ For, on this analysis, the fi rst clause has 
the form ‘it was the case last Friday that Sheila has a party.’ Th e composite tense operator 
‘it was the case last Friday that’ shift s the time feature of the circumstance of evaluation 
from the time of speech to a time that is in the extension of the class of times picked out 
by ‘last Friday.’ Th e past tense operator in the second clause is ‘anaphoric’ on the tense 
operator of the fi rst clause. ‘Sam got drunk’ comes out as ‘it was the case last Friday when 
Sheila had a party that Sam got drunk.’ Under the present proposal, then, temporal 
anaphora does not appear to pose a particularly diffi  cult problem. 

 Th e fi nal examples off ered against a treatment of the tenses as sentential operators 
were the following: 

 (8) One day, all persons alive now will be dead. 
 (9) Once all persons alive then would be dead. 

 To translate these sentences, it might be thought that we need to introduce special 
doubly indexed operators. But the result is unwieldy and ad hoc. If the tenses are 
treated as object-language quantifi ers, on the other hand, things look much better. As 
King puts it: 

 Treating tenses as involving quantifi cation over times (and expressing relations be-
tween times) rather than index shift ing sentence operators (i) allows for a simpler 
more elegant less ad hoc treatment of tenses and temporal expressions than does 
an operator treatment; and (ii) allows for a more plausible account of the relation 
between the surface structures of English sentences and the syntactic representa-
tions of those sentences at the level of syntax that is the input to semantics. As I said 
above, this is why current researchers on tense adopt the former approach; and this 
is good reason for thinking it is the correct empirical, syntactical claim about tense 
in natural language. (2003: 223) 

 As mentioned above, King off ers the following paraphrases of (8) and (9): 

 (8Ka)   ∃�  t (t* <  t  & all persons alive ( t* ):  x  dead ( x ,  t )) 
 (9Ka)  �∃�  t ( t  <  t  & all persons alive ( t ):  x  dead ( x ,  t )) 

 where ‘ t ’ is a variable ranging over times,’  t* ’ designates the time of utterance, and 
‘ t ’designates a contextually determined time that is prior to the time of utterance. 
Sentence (9Ka) says that there is a contextually determined time  t  that is earlier than 
some time  t , and all persons who are alive at  t  are dead at  t . 
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 I grant that the Kamp/Vlach paraphrases of (8) and (9) are rather cumbersome. 
However, in a tense logic with composite tense operators and plural variables, simple 
paraphrases of (8) and (9) can be given. I suggest the following ( X  is a plural variable. 
Cf. Boolos   1984  ; Bostock   1988  ; Bricker   1989  ;  Forbes  1989  : 93ff ): 

 (8Ta) For all persons  X , it will be one day that ( X  do not exist). 
 (9Ta) It once was the case that (for all persons  X , it will be the case that ( X  do not 
exist)). 

 Here (8Ta) says that the  X s are such that they will not exist in the future, while (9Ta) 
says that the  X s in the past were such that they would not exist in the future. Unlike the 
Kamp/Vlach paraphrases, (8Ta) and (9Ta) are neither ad hoc nor unwieldy: Th ey con-
tain no peculiar operators and are, in my opinion, as simple and elegant as King’s 
analyses.    

   4.10.     SIGNPOST   

 King’s rejection of a tense operator treatment of the tenses and temporal prefi xes is far 
from decisive. Th e quantifi cational account can handle the presented data gracefully. 
But the alternative, of accepting that the tenses and temporal prefi xes function as tem-
poral operators, is scarcely less unattractive. And this is good news for the temporalist. 
For the quantifi cational treatment of the tenses and temporal prefi xes is squarely at 
odds with temporalism.      
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         5 

Reviving Priorian Tense Logic  

    In the previous chapter I have argued that an operator account of the tenses has the 
means to explain the empirical evidence off ered against it. I will now provide a more 
general defense of Priorian tense logic.    

   5.1.     THE SOT RULE   

 A good theory of tense in English must be able to provide an account of the interpre-
tation of relative clause sentences where the time introduced by the past tense of the 
relative clause is later than the time introduced by the past tense of the main clause. 
Th ese interpretations are also known as ‘later than matrix interpretations.’ Consider 
the diff erences between the readings of: 

 (1) Peter saw a man who was a cyclist. 
 (2) Peter said that Liz was ill. 

 Both sentences can be interpreted in the same way as ‘Mary believed that Nixon was 
president,’ which we considered in  Chapter  2  . Sentence (1) can furthermore be inter-
preted as meaning that Peter saw a man at  t  who was a cyclist at  t , or as saying that Peter 
saw a man at  t  who was a cyclist at a time prior to  t . Likewise, (2) can be interpreted as 
meaning that Peter said at  t  that Liz was ill at  t , or as meaning that Peter said at  t  that 
Liz was ill at some time prior to  t . 

 But (1) has a further reading which (2) does not have, namely, a later than matrix 
interpretation.   1    On this reading, Peter saw at some time in the past a man who was 

      1     Stanley (  2005  : 136, note 5) thinks the problem that these sentences present for the temporalist 
is that the seeing/hearing may occur simultaneously with the cycling/illness. In other words, he 
thinks that the temporalist is required to treat both occurrences of the past tense as past-tense 
operators. But if that were indeed the source of concern, then the eternalist would have as much 
reason to worry as the temporalist. For the eternalist would then be required to treat both occur-
rences of the past tense as quantifi ers, giving rise to the exact same problem. 
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later a cyclist. As King (  2003  : 231) points out, this reading is salient in the case of ‘in 
1980 Peter saw a man who was a cyclist in 1995.’ Th e diff erence between (1) and (2) 
evidently has to do with the fact that (1) contains an object relative (‘a man who was a 
cyclist’) whereas (2) contains a complement clause (‘that Liz was ill’). 

 Higginbotham argues that indirect discourse ‘is to be understood in terms of our 
reporting practices, and that embedded clauses have for their reference themselves, 
understood as they would be if uttered in isolation by the speaker’ (2002: 213). For that 
reason the ‘temporal orientations’ of a complement clause of an indirect speech report 
and the sentence actually uttered by the speaker in the indirect speech report must 
match (2002: 214). If Peter says ‘John will be in Paris in April’ in March, and Mary says 
‘John was in Paris in April’ in May, then there is a sense in which they have said the 
same thing, but the temporal orientations of their utterances diff er. One is in the future 
tense, the other in the past tense. So, according to Higginbotham, Mary cannot say 
‘Peter said in March that John was in Paris in April’ but is required to use the future 
tense: ‘Peter said in March that John would be in Paris in April.’ Th e tense of the com-
plement clause ‘John would be in Paris in April’ then matches the tense of Peter’s utter-
ance. Th is explains why (2) does not have the additional reading. If (2) were interpreted 
as meaning ‘Peter said in March that Liz was ill in April,’ the temporal orientation of 
the complement clause would not match the utterance of the speaker whose speech is 
reported.   2    

 Another problem associated with sentences like (1) and (2) is that it is not entirely 
clear how to account for the fi rst and the third readings of (1) and the fi rst reading of 
(2). Th e problem is that the evaluation time introduced by the past tense normally lies 
in the past relative to the reference time. Yet on the fi rst reading of (1) and (2) the 
seeing/hearing occurs simultaneously with the cycling/illness, and on the third reading 
of (1) the seeing occurs in the past of the cycling. 

 One way to explain these readings is to follow Mürvet En  ç   (  1987  ) in treating the past 
tense as anchored: Th e past tense always refers to a time that is earlier than a time (e.g., 
the time of speech) referred to by a constituent elsewhere in the sentence.   3    Moreover, 
two past-tense morphemes are co-indexed if the one is locally c-commanded (i.e., syn-
tactically bound) by the other. Th e co-indexing explains the simultaneous-with-matrix 
reading of past-tensed relative and complement clause sentences. As En  ç  ’s approach 

       2     Higginbotham’s hypothesis also gives us the right answer in cases like ‘John said the bus was 
leaving at 3:00,’ where it might seem that a later-than-matrix interpretation is available. ‘John said 
the bus was leaving at 3:00’ is true if John said ‘the bus is leaving at 3:00.’ So the later-than-matrix 
interpretation is not strictly available. 
       3     En  ç  ’s proposal is similar in important respects to the view that descriptions are predicates with 
free variables. For a defense of this view of descriptions, see Kamp (  1981  ), Heim (  1982  ), Fara (  2001  ). 
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treats the tenses as referential, En  ç  ’s approach, if successful, gives us reason to doubt 
that the tenses function as sentential operators. 

 However, En  ç  ’s approach is not entirely happy. En  ç   argues that the future tense is 
a modal and not a real tense. But, as Ogihara (manuscript) points out, the past 
tense can be c-commanded by a future auxiliary, as in (3) below (from Kusumoto 
  1999  : 39): 

 (3) 
 (a) I will marry a man who  went  to Harvard. 
 (b) I thought that the student would not admit that he  cheated.  
 (c) David will say that he  was  out of town. 
 (d) No matter what you give him to eat, he will eat it and tell you that he  liked  it. 

 Each of these cases has a reading where the past tense is past relative to a future time. 
Since En  ç  ’s proposal requires that the past-tense morpheme always refers to a time that 
is earlier than a time that is referred to elsewhere in the sentence, En  ç   can account for 
the sentences in (3) only if she allows the past tense to refer to a time that is earlier than 
a time referred to by a future auxiliary. 

 Th e problem is that a past tense morpheme locally c-commanded by a future 
auxiliary does not always refer to a time that is earlier than a time referred to by a con-
stituent elsewhere in the sentence. Consider, for instance: 

 (4) 
 (a) John decided a week ago that in ten days he would say to his mother that they 
 were  having their last meal together (Abusch   1988  ). 
 (b) John said he would buy a fi sh that  was  still alive (Ogihara   1989  ). 

 Sentence (4a) is true if John decided to say ‘we are having our last meal together,’ and 
(4b) is true if John said ‘I will buy a fi sh that is still alive.’ But then ‘were’ and ‘was’ do 
not need to refer to a time that is earlier than a time referred to by a constituent else-
where in the sentence. 

 Cases like (4) suggest that English has an SOT rule (sequence-of-tense rule), which 
allows for optional deletion of a past-tense morpheme that is locally c-commanded by 
another past-tense morpheme (Jespersen 1909–  1949  ; Ladusaw   1977  ; Dowty   1986  ; Ogi-
hara   1989 ,  1996  ; Kusumoto   1999  ). Th e existence of an SOT rule does not rule out a 
treatment of the tenses as sentential operators. More importantly, the hypothesis that 
English has an SOT rule explains the simultaneous-with-matrix interpretation of 
relative and complement clause sentences.    
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   5.2.     LATER-THAN-MATRIX INTERPRETATIONS AND 

KAMP/VLACH SENTENCES   

 Th at still leaves us with the problem of explaining the interpretation of relative clause 
sentences where the time introduced by the past tense of the relative clause is later than 
the time introduced by the past tense of the main clause. Th e later-than-matrix inter-
pretation presents a prima facie problem for Priorian tense logic because Priorian 
tense logic predicts that the past tense of the relative clause is indexed to the time intro-
duced by the matrix tense. So where (5) below causes trouble for Priorian tense logic, 
(6) does not. 

 (5) In 1992 Alice was sitting on a chair which Clinton was sitting on in 1995. 
 (6) In 1992 Alice was sitting on a chair which Clinton would be sitting on in 1995. 

 Example (6) can be interpreted as having the following form: 

 (6a) It was the case in 1992 that (  ∃   x . Alice is sitting on  x , and it will be the case in 
1995 that (Clinton is sitting on  x )) 

 Th e crucial diff erence between (5) and (6) is that Clinton’s sitting is reported in the past 
tense in (5) but is reported in the future tense in (6). Later-than-matrix interpretations 
seem to present one of the most intractable problems for Priorian tense logic. 

 Sentences with later-than-matrix interpretations are subset of a larger group of sen-
tences that present a major challenge to Priorian tense logic: Th e so-called Kamp/
Vlach sentences. Consider, for instance: 

 (7) A colleague of mine who was a child prodigy got her Ph.D. from Harvard. 
 (8) John Smith hired a junior professor who later became president. 
 (9) John hired a junior professor who will become president.   4    

 Many Kamp/Vlach sentences are problematic in part because they have later-than-matrix 
interpretations. Because (8) contains the word ‘later’ it only has the later-than-matrix inter-
pretation. It is thus a close equivalent to ‘Peter saw a man who was later a cyclist.’ 

       4     Here is another example from van Bentham (  1977  : 417). ‘Th ere will always jokes be told that 
were told at one time in the past.’ Van Bentham thinks this is a counterexample to relatively 
simple Priorian tense logics. But it is not if we allow a tense operator, AF, that translates ‘it will 
always be the case that.’ We can then translate it as follows (‘J x ’ means  x  is a joke that is being 
told): AF(  ∃   x (PJ x )). 
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 More generally speaking, Kamp/Vlach sentences constitute a problem for Priorian 
tense logic because it is not at all clear how to give a compositional account of their 
most natural readings using tense operators. For example, it may seem that we can get 
the following reading of (7) with nested clauses:   ∃   x (colleague  x  & P(get Ph.D.  x  & 
P(prodigy  x ))), where P is the past-tense operator. Th is interpretation says that there is 
someone who is currently a colleague who got her Ph.D. from Harvard at some point 
in the past and who was a child prodigy before that. Unfortunately, this reading cannot 
be yielded compositionally. 

 I think the best way for the Priorian tense logician to deal with these kinds of cases is to 
turn to Montague’s PTQ fragment. Th is fragment appears to be able to produce the desired 
readings (for an overview of Montague semantics, see for example Dowty et al.   1980  ).    

   5.3.     THE PTQ FRAGMENT   

 Th e PTQ fragment uses Priorian tense operators introduced by the syntax. As one 
tense operator is introduced per clause, a tense operator can occur in any relative 
clause or main clause. A compositional interpretation is thus derived compositionally 
from its syntax. 

 But there is one now well-established exception to compositionality. Noun phrases 
(semantically generalized quantifi ers) such as ‘a colleague of mine who was a child 
prodigy’ can optionally have wider scope than the main clause in which they occur. 
Th is means that the tense of a relative clause can have wider scope than the tense of the 
main verb of the clause. 

 Montague introduced this via a (optional) ‘quantifying in’ rule for noun phrases. Th e 
rule predicts that the whole noun phrase takes wider scope than the main clause (see 
also Ogihara   1989 ,  1994 ,  1996  ). When the rule applies, the noun phrase is quantifi ed in 
from outside. A tense operator inside a relative clause modifying a noun phrase (e.g., 
‘who was a child prodigy’) will thus have wider scope than the tense in the main clause 
(e.g., ‘got her Ph.D. from Harvard’). If the noun phrase (e.g., ‘a colleague who was a 
child prodigy’) is not quantifi ed in from outside, the tense in the main clause will have 
scope over the tense in the relative clause. 

 If the semantics is to be compositional, a tense that occurs inside a relative clause 
cannot escape the relative clause so as to include the head noun. Consider again: 

 (7) A colleague of mine who was a child prodigy got her Ph.D. from Harvard. 

 As noted earlier, it is tempting to think that we can get the following reading with 
nested clauses: ‘  ∃   x (colleague  x  & P(get Ph.D.  x  & P(prodigy  x ))).’ P is the past tense 
operator.  
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 On this reading, (7) says that there is someone who is currently a colleague who got 
her Ph.D. from Harvard at some point in the past and who was a child prodigy before 
that. Unfortunately, this reading cannot be yielded compositionally. 

 Compositionality requires that a meaning is yielded for the noun phrase ‘A col-
league of mine who was a child prodigy,’ and that this meaning is then combined 
with the meaning of ‘got a Ph.D. from Harvard.’ So given a compositional interpreta-
tion of English syntax (with the exception that noun phrases can scope out), it is not 
possible for the past tense in ‘was a child prodigy’ to have wider scope than ‘colleague 
of mine.’ 

 Th e reason that a meaning is yielded for the whole noun phrase ‘a colleague of mine 
who was a child prodigy’ is that within the whole noun phrase ‘a colleague of mine who 
was a child prodigy,’ the relative clause is a self-contained syntactic constituent. Th is 
constituent has the syntax of a full sentence except that it lacks a noun phrase. Instead 
of a noun phrase it has a variable that is bound by the noun phrase. So the relative 
clause is of the form ‘ x  who was a child prodigy,’ where the variable ‘ x ’ is bound by ‘a 
colleague of mine.’ Th e compositional structure of ‘a colleague of mine who was a child 
prodigy’ is as follows. ‘A colleague of mine who was a child prodigy’ is composed of the 
indefi nite article ‘a’ and the noun phrase ‘colleague of mine who was a child prodigy.’ 
Th e latter is composed of ‘colleague of mine’ and ‘who was a child prodigy,’ which in 
turn is composed of ‘who’ and ‘ x  was a child prodigy.’ Finally, ‘ x  was a child prodigy’ is 
composed of the past-tense morpheme and ‘ x  is a child prodigy.’ 

 As PTQ observes compositionality (with the exception of the ‘quantifying in’ rule), it 
yields the following readings for (7): 

 (7) A colleague of mine who was a child prodigy got her Ph.D. from Harvard. 
 (7a)   ∃   x (colleague  x  & P(prodigy  x ) & P(get Ph.D.  x )) 
 (7b) P(  ∃   x (colleague  x  & P(prodigy  x ) & get Ph.D.  x )) 

 While (7a) translates as ‘some colleague is such that it was the case that she is a 
prodigy, and it was the case that she gets her Ph.D.,’ (7b) translates as ‘it was the case 
that some colleague, who was a prodigy, gets her Ph.D.’ In (7a) there is quantifying in: 
the whole noun phrase ‘a colleague of mine who was a child prodigy’ has wider scope 
than the main clause, in (7b) there is no quantifying in. So the whole noun phrase ‘a 
colleague of mine who was a child prodigy’ has scope under the tense of the main 
clause. 

 PTQ yields the following readings for (8): 

 (8) John Smith hired a junior professor who later became president. 
 (8a)   ∃   x (junior professor  x  & P(become president  x ) & P(John hires  x )) 
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 (8b) P(  ∃   x (junior professor  x  & P(become president  x ) & John hires  x )) 

 Whereas (8a) says that there is some junior professor who became president and who 
was hired by John, (8b) says that it was the case that there is some junior professor who 
became president earlier than that and who was hired by John. Th e second reading is 
unavailable. But the reason for this is that ‘later’ occurs in the sentence. If we had 
changed the example ‘John hired a junior professor who later became president’ to 
‘John hired a junior professor who became president ten years earlier,’ the fi rst reading 
would have been unavailable. 

 PTQ yields the following readings for (9): 

 (9) John hired a junior professor who will become president. 
 (9a)   ∃   x (junior professor  x  & F(become president  x ) & P(John hires  x )) 
 (9b) P(  ∃   x (junior professor  x  & F(become president  x ) & John hires  x ))] 

 While (9a) says that there is a junior professor who will in the future be such that she 
is president and previously hired by John, (9b) says that it was the case that some junior 
professor who would become president was hired by John. 

 PTQ does not yield the desired results with respect to the will/would distinction. Th e 
‘quantifying in’ rule for noun phrases was introduced in order to account for anaphoric 
binding and  de re  readings of noun phrases which are syntactically embedded in inten-
sional contexts. Th e interaction of the ‘quantifying in’ and the tense rules yields the 
following prediction: If a noun phrase that has a relative clause containing a tense op-
erator occurs syntactically inside an intensional context, the noun phrase can have a  de 
re  reading iff  the tense in the relative clause is interpreted as having scope independent 
of the tense in the main clause. Th e noun phrases can have a  de dicto  reading iff  the 
tense is interpreted as having narrower scope than the main clause tense. 

 Th e ‘quantifying in’ rule and the tense rules yield predictions of the following sort. If 
‘was looking for’ creates an intensional context, ‘John was looking for a child that will 
become king’ must have a  de re  interpretation, and ‘John was looking for a child that 
would become king’ must have a  de dicto  interpretation. 

 Th is prediction is not fully borne out, as a  de re  interpretation seems available also for 
‘John was looking for a child that would become king.’ Th is is because within a dis-
course ‘would’ can indicate a time calculated forward from a past time mentioned or 
implicit in an earlier sentence, even when ‘would’ is not embedded inside a past tense. 
Such ‘independent’ interpretations of ‘would’ need not be  de dicto . 

 To deal with ‘will’ and ‘would’ we could introduce ‘will’ by the normal syntactic rules 
and postulate transformation which applies when a past tense operator is introduced 
into a clause and which changes any ‘will’ anywhere inside the clause to ‘would.’ 
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 Alternatively, we can stipulate that English has two future-tense modals. With few 
exceptions (the only exceptions being special TV history narrator talk), ‘will’ forces a 
later-than-speech-time interpretation, whereas ‘would’ forces a later-than-past-time 
interpretation.    

   5.4.     PRAGMATIC RULES FOR NOUN DENOTATION   

 Regardless of how the tenses are interpreted, we need further pragmatic rules to ac-
count for noun denotation. Tense logicians have long known that tense aff ects noun 
denotation and verb denotation in diff erent ways. An example (from Emmon Bach): 

 (10) I fi rst met my wife when she was only a ten-year old girl. 

 Clearly (10) need not be interpreted as saying that the speaker married a ten-year old 
child but is more naturally interpreted as saying that the speaker met a child who later 
became his wife. Th ere are also cases where the head noun applies at the time of the 
reported event but not at the time of speech (from Dowty): 

 (11) Ah, yes, Lake Louise is a beautiful place: my husband and I went there for our 
honeymoon. (But fi ve years later, we got a divorce.) 

   Example (11) does not require for its interpretation that the person in question is the 
speaker’s husband at the time of speech or at the time of the reported event. Even if the 
speaker is currently divorced and has only been married once, and the hearer knows 
this, (11) is assertable. Note that the speaker could also have said ‘my former husband.’ 
But the modifying attribute is required only if it is not salient in the conversational 
context that the speaker is divorced. 

 A further example to illustrate: 

 (12) Did you hear the news? Mike and his ex-wife have gotten married again. 

 Clearly (12) does not require that Mike’s current wife is also his ex-wife but only that 
Mike once divorced his current wife. 

 In her dissertation Mürvet En  ç   (  1981  , cf. 1986) showed that noun denotation is inde-
pendent of tense and depends on what is pragmatically the most contextually salient 
time for determining the noun’s denotation. One of the examples she considered was: 

 (13) Every high school senior in this school between 1990 and 2000 met a United 
States senator. 
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 Example (13) can be true if the students were not all seniors at the same time and were 
not seniors at the time of their meeting. Th is becomes more salient if we add ‘at one 
time or another.’ Moreover, the senators said to be involved in the meetings need not 
have been in the senate concurrently, for (13) can even be true if some seniors met a 
person who was not a senator at the time of the meeting but was only a former senator. 

 En  ç   off ered even more intricate examples where no possible assumed confi guration 
of scopes of the tenses would suffi  ce for a treatment of noun denotation as aff ected 
semantically by tense. She concluded that the relevant time for an individual to count 
as being in the denotation of a noun is not semantically constrained by any tenses 
anywhere in the sentence at all but is a purely pragmatic matter. As a result, there can 
be no truth-conditional diff erence between, for instance, ‘a child who was born fi ve 
months early left  the hospital yesterday’ and ‘a child who was born fi ve months early 
graduated from college yesterday’ or between ‘tomorrow we will talk to a prisoner who 
was released yesterday’ and ‘tomorrow we will talk to a prisoner who has been behind 
bars for sixty years.’ 

 Denotations of nouns are to be treated as independently deictic. Th eir denotations 
are determined by what is pragmatically the most contextually salient time for deter-
mining their denotation. A noun can thus be appropriately applied to an individual if 
it is mutually understood in the conversational context that the individual had, has or 
will have that property ascribed by the noun. Th is is not to say that the noun denota-
tion is never that of the verb of its clause, but only that this is not true in general. En  ç  ’s 
conclusion is now widely accepted by tense logicians.    

   5.5.     PARTEE SENTENCES   

 One virtue of a Priorian tense logic that builds on the PTQ fragment is that it yields the 
correct result with respect to Partee sentences, such as (Partee   1973  ):   5    

 (14) If you were king, you would cut off  the head of everyone who off ended you. 

 Partee thinks that (14) is ambiguous between a transparent interpretation where 
‘everyone who off ended you’ denotes everyone who off ended you in the past in the 
actual world, and an opaque interpretation where it denotes everyone who off ended 
you in a non-actual world where you are king. On Partee’s proposal, we can get the 
transparent reading by assuming that the past tense refers to some actual past time 

       5     Another example is: ‘Everyone who has come will be going to meet those who play aft er the 
concert’ (van Bentham   1977  : 417). Let ‘A’ mean ‘arrive,’ let ‘P’ mean ‘play,’ and let ‘C’ mean ‘ x  meets 
 y  aft er the concert.’ We can then translate it as follows (assuming movement):   ∀   x (P(A x )   →   
  ∀   y F(P y    →   C xy )). Or in a system containing N and K: NF  ∀   x (NP(A x )   →   KF  ∀   y (NP y    →   C xy )). 
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(1973: 56). So Partee predicts the following two readings ( @  is the actual world. I use 
logical notation for simplicity’s sake): 

 K y   N   →     ∀   x (O xy    →   C yx ) Opaque 
 K y   N   →     ∀   x (O xy  @    →   C yx ) Transparent 

 Given Priorian tense logic, on the other hand, (14) has a reading where ‘everyone who 
off ended you’ moves out of the scope of the subjunctive conditional (P is the past tense 
and  ⎕   →   is the subjunctive conditional): 

 K y   ⎕   →     ∀   x (O xy    →   C yx ) Opaque 
   ∀   x (PO xy    →   (K y   ⎕   →   C yx )) Transparent 

 Th e two formulations of the transparent reading diff er in that the Prior-style formal-
ization entails that for everyone in  @  who off ended you, you cut off  their heads in 
 w  (the king world), while the Partee-style formalization entails only that for everyone 
in  @  who off ended you  and who exists in w , you cut off  their heads in  w . 

 Of course, given the converse Barcan formula these come to the same, but if not, 
not.   6    For the converse Barcan formula entails that nothing in the actual world could 
have failed to exist.   7    In that case it is arguable that the Prior-style version is closer to the 
intuitive reading.   8       

   5.6.     DOUBLE-ACCESS SENTENCES   

 Another virtue of a Priorian tense logic is that it provides a better account of double-
access sentences than alternative tense logics. Consider, for instance (En  ç     1987  ; Abusch 
  1988  ; Ogihara   1989  ; Higginbotham   2002  ): 

 (15) John said that Mary is pregnant. 

       6     Th e approach in Montague semantics was to quantify over all possible and actual individuals 
with the universal quantifi er (including those individuals are actual only at past or future times), 
not merely currently existing ones, so that Barcan equivalences would hold offi  cially. 
       7     Th e converse Barcan formula says: ‘It is necessary that for all  x ,  p ’ entails ‘for all  x , it is 
necessary that  p .’ Th e converse Barcan formula entails monotonicity: the domain of the actual 
world is a subset of the domain of any world. To get anti-monotonicity (i.e., the domain of any 
world is a subset of the domain of the actual world) in systems without a symmetric accessibility 
condition, we need the Barcan formula. It is arguable that we only need the off ensive individuals 
to exist in every world. For instance, if every off ending being were a necessarily existing being, 
then the transparent readings would be equivalent (it seems). 
       8     Th anks to David Chalmers for helpful discussion here. 
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 Th e problem posed by double-access sentences is that they can be true only if the time 
at which the embedded content is true (if true at all) overlaps the time of speech. So for 
(15) to be true, John must have said ‘Mary is pregnant,’ and the time of Mary’s alleged 
pregnancy must overlap the time at which the sentence is reported.   9    

 As it turns out, however, double access sentences like (15) make trouble for the quan-
tifi cational analysis of the tenses, and not for a treatment of the tenses as sentential 
operators. For on the quantifi cational account, (15) should come out as follows: 

 (15a)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & John says ( t ) that Mary is pregnant ( t )) 

 But (36a) does not require for its truth that Mary’s alleged pregnancy overlaps the time 
of speech. Double access sentences also pose a recalcitrant problem for event analyses. 

 As Higginbotham (  2002  : 215) points out, quantifi cational analyses can account for 
sentences like (36) only by tinkering with the event or time variable, that is, only if the 
event or time parameter ‘takes in the time of the speaker’s report’ as well as the time at 
which John was speaking. 

 If the quantifi ers range over times, we would get the following: 

 (15b)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & John says (t) that Mary is pregnant ( t ,  t* )) 

 But it is diffi  cult to see how this account could possibly account for the validity of in-
ferences such as: 

 (A) 
 John said that Mary is pregnant. 
 Peter believes everything John said. 
 Hence, Peter believes that Mary is pregnant. 

 On one reading of the fi rst premise (double access), its truth requires that John said that 
Mary’s pregnancy overlaps his time of speech and the present. Reading the conclusion in 
a similar way, the argument is valid but the truth of the conclusion requires Peter to 
believe that Mary’s alleged pregnancy overlaps the time of John’s past speech. But surely 
the conclusion does not have such a reading. So the argument cannot be valid if the fi rst 
premise is given a double access reading.   10    

       9     Mary doesn’t have to be pregnant at the time of speech for the sentence to be true. 
       10     On Higginbotham’s way of doing things, the fi rst premise has (at least) two readings. On the 
other reading (not the double access reading), the sentence is true just in case in the past John 
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 Priorian tense logic does not have this unwelcome implication. I suggest that we take 
the extension of the fi rst premise, on the double access reading, rather than the content 
to be doubly indexed to times. As we saw in  Chapter  1  , double indexing is already 
required to account for sentences with factive attitude verbs. For a sentence with a 
factive attitude verb such as ‘know’ to be true the embedded sentence must be true at 
the actual world and at worlds compatible with what the believer actually believes. 
Since double-access sentences are akin in spirit to factive attitude sentences, it should 
come as no surprise that an adequate account of them requires double indexing. Here 
is the truth-condition for the fi rst premise: 

 For all worlds  w  compatible with what John said at some past time  t  in the actual 
world @, Mary is pregnant at < w ,  t  >  and < w ,  t * > . 

 Th e content of the fi rst premise ‘John said that Mary is pregnant’ is true only if the 
content of ‘Mary is pregnant’ is true at a past time and at the time of speech at worlds 
compatible with what John said in the past in the actual world. Since the content of the 
embedded clauses in the premise and in the conclusion are not indexed to times or 
events, (A) comes out as valid. Th e fi rst premise says that it was the case that John as-
serts the temporal proposition that Mary is pregnant. Th e second premise says that if 
it was the case that John asserts  p , then Peter believes that  p . From this it follows that 
Peter believes that Mary is pregnant. 

 Th e tense operator approach thus provides a more satisfactory account of double-
access sentences than do the quantifi cational analyses. Th e quantifi cational analyses do 
not provide an explanation of why we have the intuitions concerning arguments in-
volving double-access sentences that we do.    

   5.7.     LOCATION OPERATORS   

 Th e aim of King’s (  2003  ) critical paper was to show, not only that there are no tense 
operators in English, but also that there are no location operators. Candidates for being 
location operators include adverbial phrases such as ‘here,’ ‘in New York City’ and 
‘somewhere.’ In the case of ‘it is raining somewhere,’ for example, ‘somewhere’ may be 
thought of as a location operator on the content of ‘it is raining.’ However, King thinks 

said that Mary would be pregnant now. Reading the conclusion in a similar way, the argument is 
valid and the conclusion only requires Peter to believe that Mary is pregnant. 
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that the claim that locative expressions function as location operators is far-fetched. 
One of the examples off ered by King is the following: 

 (16) Chris wants to go somewhere. 

 If ‘somewhere’ were an operator on the content of ‘Chris wants to go,’ then (16) would 
say that there is a place at which the content of ‘Chris wants to go’ is true. But this, of 
course, is not a possible interpretation of (16), which can only mean that there is a place 
to which Chris wants to go. In other words, ‘somewhere’ functions as an object-
language quantifi er over locations in (16). Cases like (16) thus provide compelling evi-
dence against an operator treatment of locative expressions like ‘somewhere.’ 

 Of course, one might insist that ‘somewhere’ functions as an object-language quanti-
fi er in sentences like (16) but as a location operator in sentences like ‘it is raining some-
where.’ Th e problem with this sort of line is that it requires us to treat ‘somewhere’ as 
ambiguous, which is not very plausible. In the case of ‘bank,’ for example, it is a linguis-
tic coincidence that one and the same word came to be associated with two semanti-
cally unrelated meanings. But there is an obvious semantic connection between the 
‘somewhere’ that occurs in (16) and the ‘somewhere’ that occurs in ‘it is raining some-
where.’ ‘Somewhere’ does not appear to be lexically ambiguous. 

 Th ere is a compelling argument for the thesis that sentences like ‘it is raining’ con-
tain an unarticulated constituent (Crimmins   1992  , Perry   1998  ). Th e argument runs as 
follows. ‘It is raining’ is context-sensitive in much the same way as ‘John went to a 
local bar.’ ‘John went to a local bar’ need not mean that John went to a bar that is local 
to him. With the right kind of lead-up, it might mean that John went to a bar that is 
local to the speaker, that John went to a bar that is local to the hearer, that John went 
to a bar that is local to Mary’s neighbor, and so on. But ‘it is raining’ is not signifi -
cantly diff erent from ‘John went to a local bar.’ Mark Crimmins off ers the following 
case: 

 Consider the forecaster in California who says, ‘Now we turn to the weather in 
New York. It’s raining’. She has described New York, not California, as having rain. 
In cases like this, the very subject matter of a statement is left  unmentioned in the 
statement. (1992: 17) 

 Here is another example due to Perry (  1998  ). Suppose Rachel is on the phone with a 
faraway relative. She interrupts the conversation to utter ‘it is raining’ to people in the 
room waiting for news. And of course, she might be right, even if it is not raining 
where she is. But that is not what we should expect if ‘it is raining’ is truth-evaluable yet 
does not make implicit reference to a location. 
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 As Cappelen and Lepore (  2005 ,  2007  ) have argued, however, this argument is not with-
out its problems. For no reason has been given for thinking that ‘it is raining’ cannot 
express a minimal proposition, namely, the proposition that it is raining. Cappelen and 
Lepore think ‘it is raining’ is true at a context  c  iff  the proposition expressed by ‘it is rain-
ing’ is true at the world of  c . ‘It is raining’ may thus be true, on their view, if uttered by 
someone in St. Louis in virtue of the fact that it is raining in Seattle. 

 Th at might seem counterintuitive; but, say Cappelen and Lepore, there are cases 
where that would be the desired result. Suppose, for instance, that you have a rain 
machine that reports any instance of rain around the globe.   11    Th e machine has a red 
lamp that lights up whenever it is raining. If you exclaim ‘it is raining!’ while pointing 
at the machine, the natural interpretation of your utterance is that it is raining (some-
where). Or suppose instead that the lamp lights up when, and only when, it is raining 
globally. In that case, if you cry out ‘it is raining!’ while pointing at the machine, the 
natural interpretation of your utterance is that it is raining (everywhere). 

 Interestingly, while Cappelen and Lepore’s position is squarely at odds with the claim 
that there are implicit location variables in the sentence structure of minimal sen-
tences, their view is compatible with the claim that there are no location operators in 
English. If Cappelen and Lepore are right, then there cannot be any non-redundant 
location operators. For, on their view, sentence content determines a function from 
worlds to truth-values. Th at being so, any location operator operating on that kind of 
content would be semantically redundant. 

 However, despite the relative merits of the arguments made by Crimmins, Perry, 
King, Cappelen and Lepore, I think the case against the thesis that there are location 
operators in English is far from decisive. Crimmins’ weather report case and Perry’s 
telephone case could perhaps be explained by appeal to free circumstance shift s, in the 
sense of Recanati (  2004  ), and King’s worries about a possible ambiguity in ‘somewhere’ 
could perhaps be explained as a kind of polyseme or alternatively as a semantic indeter-
minacy at the level of the lexical entry for ‘somewhere’ (Chomsky   1970  ). Th ere is no 
need to worry about the diff erences in the interpretation of ‘run’ as it occurs in ‘John 
runs fi ve miles every day’ and in ‘John runs his own company.’ Nor is there reason to 
worry about the diff erences in the interpretation of ‘good’ on the two readings of ‘I 
forgot how good beer tastes’ (Perry   1998  , ex. 2). But the same point applies to ‘some-
where’: If ‘somewhere’ were polysemous or semantically indeterminate at the level of 
the lexical entry, the so-called ‘ambiguity’ it exhibits would be no cause for concern. 

 What’s more: the existence of location operators in the language would not rule out 
minimal propositions in Cappelen and Lepore’s sense. Th e minimal proposition expressed 
by ‘it is raining’ might be a function from <world, time, location >  triples to truth-values 

       11     A version of the rain machine case was originally due to Recanati. 
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rather than a function from worlds to truth-values. ‘Everywhere Sally goes, 2 + 2 = 4’ 
would then be true just in case every actual circumstance of evaluation at which it is true 
that Sally goes there is such that the proposition that 2 + 2 = 4 is true. In my opinion, that 
would mark a signifi cant improvement in Cappelen’s and Lepore’s position.   12    

 However, there is no point in becoming embroiled in speculative argument as to 
whether or not there are location operators in English. Suffi  ce it to say that even if there 
should turn out to be no location operators in English, this would have no bearing on 
the question of whether there are temporal operators in English. For the parallel 
between temporal and locative expressions is short-lived. 

 First, while there are plenty of location adverbials, for instance, ‘here,’ ‘in New York 
City,’ and ‘somewhere,’ the simple past and future tenses have no locative counterparts. 

 Second, with the right kind of lead-up, unembedded occurrences of ‘it is raining’ can 
be true, even if it is not raining where the speaker is. Th is is not so for unembedded oc-
currences of sentences like ‘John is a fi refi ghter.’ With very few exceptions, unembedded 
occurrences of ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ can be true only if John is a fi refi ghter at the time of 
speech, the only exceptions being ‘literary’ uses (e.g., ‘It is 1946. John is a fi refi ghter, and 
he and Mary are expecting their second child.’).   13    Standard semantics can thus accom-
modate the feeling that ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ expresses a complete proposition only if a 
time is supplied. For the proposition which standard semantics takes ‘John is a fi re-
fi ghter’ to express is true only if John is a fi refi ghter at the time of speech (or the time of 
a shift ed circumstance). But standard semantics cannot as easily accommodate the 
feeling that ‘it is raining’ expresses a complete proposition only if a location is supplied.    

   5.8.     SIGNPOST   

 Reviving Priorian tense logic may seem like a project doomed to fail. Th e evidence 
against it seems to be overwhelming. However, I have shown that Priorian tense logic 
can handle some of the most widely cited evidence against it and argued that it pro-
vides a better account of Partee sentences and double-access sentences than obvious 
alternative theories. Priorian tense logic entails that there are intensional operators 
that operate on temporal content, as required by the fi ft h condition on propositions. So 
if Priorian tense logic off ers a good account of the tenses in English, which it seems 
that it does, then that is further evidence for favoring temporalism over eternalism.      

       12     MacFarlane ( 2007a ) makes the same point. 
       13     We can, of course, also ask questions about what is going on in diff erent contexts of use. 
Crimmins off ers the following example: ‘When a friend phones me long distance, and I ask what 
time it is, I am inquiring about the time zone she is in  . . .  my assumption—an extremely good 
bet—is that she is on earth, and is in a single time zone throughout the conversation (rather than, 
say, on a spinning carousel at the North Pole)’ (1992: 159).  
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         6 

Embedding Under Tense Operators  

    David Kaplan was one of the most vivid supporters of the view that there are temporal 
contents which tense operators operate on. Th e position is articulated in ‘Demonstra-
tives’ (1989), which at the time of its publication had been in circulation for almost 
twenty years. Kaplan is primarily concerned with the content of sentences, and not so 
much with the objects of propositional attitudes. He argues that unless the content of 
sentences can sometimes change its truth-value across time, we cannot account for the 
semantic workings of tense operators. 

 Th e position that the truth-value of sentence content may be sensitive to time shift s 
does not by itself qualify as temporalism. Th is only shows that temporal contents satisfy 
one of the criteria for being a proposition, namely the condition that there are inten-
sional operators that operate on propositions. If there are tense operators in English, 
then Kaplan’s argument succeeds in establishing that temporal contents satisfy the con-
dition that there are contents that some intensional operators operate on. Since we have 
already argued that temporal content satisfi es the other conditions for being a proposi-
tion, we could take Kaplan’s argument to show that temporal contents are propositions. 

 In response to Kaplan’s argument, several eternalists have defended the view that 
sentences have two kinds of content, temporal and eternal content, but that only eter-
nal content has proposition-status. Th e two kinds of content are also known as ‘com-
positional content’ and ‘assertoric content.’ Rather than simply referring back to the 
general objections to eternalism provided in the fi rst three chapters, I shall here off er 
independent arguments against each of the double-content strategies.    

   6.1.     KAPLAN’S ARGUMENT   

 Th e main argument Kaplan off ers in favor of this position runs as follows: 

 Kaplan’s Argument 

 (1) Th ere are non-redundant tense operators in English. 
 (2) Tense operators operate on propositions. 
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 (3) Tense operators that operate on eternal propositions are semantically  redundant. 
 (4) Hence, tense operators operate on temporal propositions. 
 (5) Hence, there are temporal propositions. 

 Kaplan takes premise (1) to be empirically evident. In Kaplan’s opinion, premise (2) is 
relatively innocent as well. It should be said, however, that Kaplan does not insist on 
the term ‘proposition.’ In fact, his use of scare quotes refl ects his ‘feeling that this is not 
the traditional notion of a proposition’ (1989: 503). However, the claim that tense oper-
ators operate on content rather than, say, linguistic meaning is an important corollary 
of the theory of ‘Demonstratives.’ 

 Premise (3) is the key premise of the argument. Th e argument for premise (3) runs as 
follows. Consider a sentence containing a past-tense operator, such as: 

 (1) It has been that John is a fi refi ghter. 

 Th e past-tense operator ‘it has been that’ shift s the time feature of the circumstance 
at which the content of sentence (1) is evaluated from the time of speech to some 
time in the past. If, however, the content of ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ were eternal, it 
would have the same truth-value with respect to any time of evaluation. So ‘it has 
been that John is a fi refi ghter’ would have the same truth-value as the operand 
sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter,’ which is to say that ‘it has been that’ would be se-
mantically redundant. Th e argument is nicely summarized in this footnote from 
‘Demonstratives’: 

 Technically, we must note that intensional operators must, if they are not to be 
vacuous, operate on contents which are neutral with respect to the feature of cir-
cumstance the operator is interested in. Th us, for example, if we take the content 
of S to be [eternal], the application of a temporal operator to such a content would 
have no eff ect; the operator would be vacuous. Furthermore, if we do not wish the 
iteration of such operators to be vacuous, the content of the compound sentence 
containing the operator must again be neutral with respect to the relevant feature 
of circumstance. Th is is not to say that no such operator can have the eff ect of  fi xing  
the relevant feature and thus, in eff ect, rendering subsequent operations vacuous; 
indexical operators do just this. It is just that this must not be the general situation. 
A content must be the  kind  of entity that is subject to modifi cation in the feature 
relevant to the operator. (1989: 503–4, note 28) 

 Tense operators must operate on contents whose truth-value varies with the feature shift ed 
by the operator. Otherwise, they are semantically redundant. Since the truth-values of 
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eternal propositions do not vary with time, tense operators that operate on eternal propo-
sitions are semantically redundant. Hence, if there are non-redundant tense operators in 
the language, then they operate on temporal propositions.    

   6.2.     OBJECTIONS TO KAPLAN’S ARGUMENT   

 Several affi  rmed eternalists, including Stalnaker (  1970  ), Michael Dummett (  1991  ), 
David Lewis (  1980  ), Mark Richard (  1981 ,  1982  ), Nathan Salmon (  1986 ,  1989 ,  2003  ), 
Jason Stanley (  1997a ,  1997b  ) and Jeff rey King (  2003  ), have off ered objections to this 
argument for temporalism. Th ere are two main lines of reply. One sort of reply—
favored by Stalnaker (  1970  ) Dummett (  1991  ), Lewis (  1980  ), Richard (  1981 ,  1982  ), 
Salmon (  1986 ,  1989 ,  2003  ) and Stanley (  1997a ,  1997b  )—is to reject premise (2), namely 
the assumption that tense operators operate on propositions.   1    Most of those who favor 
this sort of reply, including Stalnaker (  1970  ),   2    Dummett (  1991  ), Salmon (  1986 ,  1989  ) 
and Stanley (  1997a ,  1997b  ), have argued that we need to distinguish between two kinds 
of content that a sentence can have: compositional and non-compositional.   3    Lewis 
(  1998   [  1980  ]) off ers a one-step procedure for determining the truth-value of a sentence. 
I return to Lewis’ suggestion below.   

  The Two-Content Strategy   

 Non-compositional content is what traditionally has been called a ‘proposition’; it is what 
speakers actually assert when they utter a sentence, it is the object of agreement and 
disagreement, the object of possible belief, and so on. Compositional content is, as King 
puts it, ‘the semantic contribution sentences relative to contexts make to the semantic 
values relative to contexts of larger sentences in which they occur’ (2003: 200). Following 
Dummett (  1991  ,  chap.  9  ), the two kinds of content are also known as ‘assertoric content’ 
and ‘ingredient sense’ (see Stanley   1997a ,  1997b  ). As the names suggest, the assertoric 
content is non-compositional, and the ingredient sense is compositional. 

 To say that assertoric content is non-compositional is not to say that it is not a func-
tion of the ingredient senses. It is indeed. For instance, the assertoric content of a sen-
tence like ‘it will always be the case that Bush is the current president’ relative to a 

      1     As we will see, Stanley’s chief concern is not to block Kaplan’s argument but I include him 
here because he is an advocate of the following two theses: (i) Assertoric content is eternal, and 
(ii) assertoric content and compositional semantic values may come apart. 
       2     I am here appealing to Lewis’ (  1998   [  1980  ]) take on Stalnaker (  1970  ). 
       3     Th e terminology is from Stanley (  1997a  ). Salmon (  1989  ) calls non-compositional content the 
‘information content,’ Dummett (  1991  :  chap.  9  ) calls it the ‘assertoric content,’ and Lewis (  1980  ) 
calls it the ‘proposition.’ 
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context is a function of the ingredient sense of the embedded sentence ‘Bush is the 
current president’ relative to that context. But the ingredient sense of a sentence in 
context does not always fully determine the assertoric content of the sentence relative 
to that context. 

 Notice that even if eternalism is true, the distinction between assertoric content and 
ingredient sense is not exactly parallel to that between temporal and eternal content. 
For ingredient senses need be neither temporal nor contingent. We can, aft er all, 
embed ‘John is now hungry’ in a tensed context. However, as the ingredient sense of 
this sentence happens to be eternal, its assertoric content simply turns out to be its in-
gredient sense (setting aside other possible diff erences between semantic value and 
assertoric content). 

 Th e double-content maneuver, as we might call it, blocks Kaplan’s argument. For 
Kaplan’s argument does not show that temporal propositions are objects of possible 
belief, objects of possible agreement and disagreement, and so on. It only shows that 
the content operated on by tense operators must be capable of having diff erent truth-
values at diff erent times. If one takes tense operators to operate on non-propositional 
content, one can therefore agree with Kaplan that tense operators operate on temporal 
content  and  deny that propositions are temporal. 

 Th ere are, however, a couple of potential worries about the double-content strategy. 
Stanley (  1997a ,  1997b  ) has argued that the assumption that there may be a diff erence 
between assertoric content and ingredient sense requires us to reject Saul Kripke’s 
(1980) modal argument for what Stanley calls the  Rigidity Th esis  (1997b: 137):   4    

 Th e Rigidity Th esis 
 If  t  is rigid, and  t  is non-rigid, for any two sentences  S  and  S’  which diff er only in 
that  t  occurs in the former where  t  occurs in the latter, any utterance of  S  and any 
utterance of  S  have diff erent assertoric content. 

 Kripke’s modal argument is familiar. Consider, for instance: 

 (2) 
 (a) Socrates is the teacher of Plato. 
 (b) Th e teacher of Plato is the teacher of Plato. 

 Sentences (2a) and (2b) have diff erent modal profi les: whereas (2a) expresses a propo-
sition that is contingently true, (2b) expresses a proposition that is necessarily true. 

       4     Stanley off ers several formulations of the Rigidity Th esis. Th is is one of them, barring some 
minor changes I have made. 
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Since (2a) and (2b) have diff erent modal profi les, they have diff erent contents. Or so 
the argument goes. 

 Stanley has two related arguments for questioning the Rigidity Th esis (1997a, 1997b). 
I shall look at the argument presented in (1997a) fi rst and then turn to the one pre-
sented in (1997b) next. Stanley’s (  1997a  ) argument is meant to illustrate that the Ri-
gidity Th esis ‘is not as innocent as many philosophers believe,’ and that ‘the classic 
Kripkean argument in its favor fails’ (1997a: 578). However, since the argument rests on 
the assumption that there is a distinction to be made between assertoric content and 
ingredient sense, the argument can also be construed as an argument to the eff ect that 
friends of the Rigidity Th esis must question the very distinction between eternal asser-
toric content and temporal content. 

 The problem Stanley (  1997a  : 574f) envisages for friends of the Rigidity Thesis 
who already distinguish between assertoric and temporal content is this. If the 
semantic values that (2a) and (2b) are used to assert relative to contexts are non- 
compositional but the semantic contributions (2a) and (2b) make to the semantic 
values of sentences in which they occur are compositional, then the Rigidity Thesis 
is in trouble. For, according to Stanley, the modal profile of (2a) and (2b) that our 
intuitions track may well be a property of the compositional semantic values rather 
than a property of the assertoric contents. In other words, for all our intuitions tell 
us, (2a) and (2b) express, relative to a context, the same assertoric content in spite 
of having different semantic values. So Kripke’s argument for the Rigidity Thesis is 
invalid. 

 To see the force of Stanley’s objection let us lay out the details of the argument. 
 Consider the following pairs of sentences taken from Stanley (  1997a  : 575): 

 (3) 
 (a) Th e president is Bill Clinton. 
 (b) Th e current president of Bill Clinton. 
 (c) Th e president here is Bill Clinton. 
 (d) Th e actual president is Bill Clinton. 

 According to Stanley, these sentences have the same assertoric content. Th e diff erence 
between these sentences, when they are asserted, is merely pragmatic. As Stanley puts it, 

 In each of [(3b)-(3d)], a presupposition is present which is not present in [(3a)]. 
But these presuppositions are cancelable. Th e sentences can be true, even if the 
presuppositions fail. Indeed, in any context  c , an utterance of each of [(3b)-(3d)] 
has the same truth-conditions as [(3a)], and hence has the same assertoric content 
as [(3a)]. (1997a: 575) 
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 But in spite of having the same assertoric content, the sentences in (3) have diff erent 
semantic values. Consider, for instance: 

 (4) 
 (a) It will be the case that the current president is Bill Clinton. 
 (b) It will be the case that the president is Bill Clinton. 

 On the assumption that ‘it will be the case that’ is a tense operator, the compositional 
semantic values of the operand sentences is evaluated with respect to a future time. But 
the semantic value of ‘the current president of Bill Clinton’ is eternal: It has the same 
truth-value at all times. Th e semantic value of ‘the president is Bill Clinton,’ on the other 
hand, is temporal; it has diff erent truth-values at diff erent times. Th e same holds for: 

 (5) 
 (a) Necessarily, the actual president is Bill Clinton. 
 (b) Necessarily, the president is Bill Clinton. 

 Since the actual president was Bill Clinton in 1997, (5a) happens to be true if asserted in 
1997. For, there is no world in which the actual president in 1997 is someone other than 
Bill Clinton. But (5b) is false; there are worlds where the president in 1997 is someone 
other than Bill Clinton. So Stanley concludes that ‘it could be the case that sentences 
with the same assertoric contents have diff erent ingredient senses’ (1997a: 575). But 
consider now the sentences in (2): 

 (2) 
 (a) Socrates is the teacher of Plato. 
 (b) Th e teacher of Plato is the teacher of Plato. 

 To determine the modal profi les of (2a) and (2b) we must consider the sentences em-
bedded in modal contexts. Th e conclusion of Kripke’s argument is that (2a) and (2b) 
‘embed diff erently in diff erent modal contexts’ (Stanley   1997a  : 576). But the fact that 
(2a) and (2b) embed diff erently shows that (2a) and (2b) have diff erent compositional 
semantic values; it doesn’t show that (2a) and (2b) have diff erent assertoric contents. 
For as we just saw, sentences with the same assertoric contents can have diff erent 
semantic values. In formulating his modal argument Kripke employs the following 
sort of language: 

 (6) 
 (a) t = t. Th at’s necessary. 
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 (b) t = t. Th at’s not necessary. 

 For Kripke’s argument to get off  the ground, Stanley says, the two occurrences of ‘that’ 
 must  refer to the assertoric contents of the preceding sentences. For if they refer to the 
semantic values of the preceding sentences, the argument fails, as the semantic values 
can diff er even if the assertoric contents are the same. Since Kripke’s argument doesn’t 
show that the two occurrences of ‘that’ refer to the assertoric content, it fails to estab-
lish the Rigidity Th esis. So, as King (  2003  : 198) puts it, if the Rigidity Th esis is right, 
then the distinction between eternal assertoric content and temporal semantic value is 
on shaky grounds. 

 Stanley’s (  1997a  ) argument is forceful. A friend of the Rigidity Th esis might insist 
that assertoric contents are the primary bearers of properties such as  contingency ,  ne-
cessity ,  possibility  and so on. But that is exactly what is at issue here. Kripke’s argument 
doesn’t show that it is assertoric contents rather than semantic values which are the 
bearers of these properties. 

 It is, however, questionable whether Stanley’s (  1997a  ) argument can be used to refute 
the very distinction between assertoric content and semantic value. For the Rigidity 
Th esis may well be right, even if Kripke’s modal argument fails. In other words, I would 
hesitate to attribute an inconsistency to those who assent to both the Rigidity Th esis 
and the assertoric content/compositional semantic value distinction. So, pace King, 
Stanley’s (  1997a  ) argument, however convincing, does not by itself allow us to reject the 
distinction between assertoric content and compositional semantic value on the 
grounds that we think the Rigidity Th esis is correct. 

 However, in “Rigidity and Content” Stanley off ers a diff erent version of the (1997a) 
argument. Stanley here argues that assertoric content quite plausibly obeys what he 
calls the ‘Expression-Communication Principle’ (1997b: 136):   5    

 Expression-Communication Principle 
 If an utterance  u  of a sentence  S  and a diff erent utterance  u  of another sentence  S  
have diff erent assertoric content, then, generally, for any normal context  c , had  S  and 
 S’  been uttered in  c , they would have communicated diff erent things. 

       5     Th is is a simplifi ed version of the principle that occurs in (2002: 329). Th e principle in (2002) 
is a biconditional and assumes that the contexts agree on assignments to contextually sensitive 
items, that it is common knowledge that the speakers understand the terms, that the speakers 
know the values of context-dependent elements in the sentences relative to context, and that the 
speakers intend to speak literally and in according with the maxim of Manner. Somewhat related 
principles appear in Soames (  2002 ,  2004  , forthcoming). 
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 By ‘normal context’ Stanley means a context where ‘the speakers are competent with all 
of the words in the sentences being uttered, and the sentence is used as it standardly is’ 
(1997b: 136). I think the Expression-Communication Principle looks very plausible. To 
see its plausibility consider: 

 (7) 
 (a) Aft er the lecture, the students asked questions. 
 (b) Aft er the lecture, some of the students asked questions. 

 In any normal context, utterances of (7a) and (7b) communicate the same things, and, 
in spite of the fact that (7a) and (7b) have diff erent compositional semantic values, ut-
terances of (7a) and (7b) normally have the same assertoric content. Th is, of course, 
does not show that the Expression-Communication Principle is right, but if it is right, 
then we have a further reason to believe that (7a) and (7b) may express, relative to a 
context, the same assertoric contents in spite of having diff erent semantic values. 

 If the Expression-Communication Principle is right, which it probably is, then a 
stronger case can be made against the Rigidity Th esis. Consider again: 

 (3) 
 (a) Th e president is Bill Clinton. 
 (d) Th e actual president is Bill Clinton. 

 Th ese expressions no doubt communicate the same thing in normal contexts. As Stan-
ley points out, the diff erence is one of ‘‘‘colouring,” or “tone,” like the diff erence between 
typical unphilosophical usages of “truth” and “absolute truth’’’ (1997b: 137). But if they 
communicate the same thing in normal contexts, and the Expression Communication 
Principle is right, then they have the same assertoric content relative to those contexts. 

 Stanley off ers several other examples. For instance, suppose I introduce the name 
‘Julius’ to talk about whoever happens to be the actual inventor of the zip. Th en it would 
seem that the name ‘Julius’ refers to the actual inventor of the zip. But the  following 
sentences communicate the same things in normal contexts: 

 (8) 
 (a) Th e inventor of the zip was born in New York. 
 (b) Julius was born in New York. 

 So by the Expression-Communication Principle, they have the same assertoric content. 
 Th ese examples cast doubt on the Rigidity Th esis. For (3a) and (3b) have the same 

assertoric content; yet they diff er only in that a non-rigid term occurs in the former 
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where a rigid term occurs in the latter. Similar remarks apply to (8a) and (8b). Stan-
ley’s argument, if successful, shows that one cannot coherently assent to both the Ri-
gidity Th esis and the distinction between assertoric content and compositional 
semantic value. 

 How might a friend of these two theses respond? Well, there are several options. As 
Stanley points out, she might ‘maintain that despite intuitions to the contrary, rigidity 
and non-rigidity,  by themselves , make a diff erence to what is communicated’ (Stanley 
  1997b  : 139). Alternatively, she might ‘claim that the occurrence of a rigid term in an 
utterance of one sentence, and a non-rigid term in an utterance of another, is suffi  cient 
to conclude that the assertoric contents are diff erent, even if utterances of the sentences 
typically communicate the same thing’ (139). Th e second reply involves rejecting the 
Expression-Communication Principle. 

 Unlike the fi rst reply, the second reply has some degree of initial plausibility. But 
Stanley has a comeback that makes it look unattractive. Rejecting the Expression-
Communication Principle deprives the very distinction between assertoric content 
and compositional semantic value of plausibility. For example, if sentences that typi-
cally communicate the same thing may have diff erent assertoric content, then there is 
little basis for saying that tensed sentences, when asserted, have eternal assertoric con-
tent in spite of the fact that their semantic values are temporal. Th e appearance that 
utterances of ‘John is running’ and ‘now, John is running’ in normal contexts commu-
nicate the same thing could simply be taken to show that utterances of these sentences 
normally communicate the same thing. But it would not follow that the sentences nor-
mally have the same assertoric content. 

 However, I believe that there is a third reply available to defenders of the Rigidity 
Th esis and the assertoric content/semantic value distinction. It runs as follows. Stanley 
has not ruled out the possibility that (3a) and (3d) have the same semantic value. Th ey 
might have the same semantic value because ‘actual’ functions diff erently in technical 
philosophy and ordinary language. In ordinary language, ‘actually’ certainly is not a 
strict indexical expression like ‘now’ or ‘I.’ For, as Cappelen and Lepore (  2003  ) point 
out, strict indexicals like ‘now’ resist disquotation. Th e following claim, for example, is 
far from obviously true (Cappelen and Lepore   2003  ): 

 If John spoke truly when he said ‘I am hungry now’, then he is hungry now. 

 Th e corresponding claim containing ‘actually’ in place of ‘now,’ on the other hand, 
seems obviously true. 

 If John had spoken truly when he said ‘I am actually hungry’, then John would 
actually have been hungry. 
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 But if ‘actually’ were the modal equivalent of ‘now,’ then we should expect it to behave 
in the same way as ‘now.’ Th at is, if the content of ‘actually’ returns us to the world of 
speech, then the non-reported occurrence of ‘actually’ in the consequent takes us to 
the actual world, whereas the reported occurrence of ‘actually’ takes us to a non-actual 
world. Th us, we should not expect the claim to be obviously true. 

 Notice that it does not help to insist that our intuitions about these cases track prop-
erties of assertoric content rather than compositional semantic value. For, that does 
not explain the diff erences between ‘now’ and ‘actual.’ So it would seem that ‘actually’ 
does not function as a strict indexical in ordinary language. Quite plausibly it does not 
make any semantic diff erence in ordinary language. Th is is not to say that it does not 
have a technical philosophical usage, but only that it is not simply obvious that ordi-
nary speakers use it that way. If they do not, then (3a) and (3d), as they are ordinarily 
used, contain no rigid terms and so are not counterexamples to the Rigidity Th esis.   6    

 Similar remarks apply to (8a) and (8b). Stanley’s argument rests on the assumption 
that ordinary-language occurrences of descriptive proper names are rigid terms. But 
that is a controversial thesis. Robin Jeshion (  2004  ) defends a weakened version of it. 
But the majority view is that descriptive names in ordinary language function semanti-
cally as descriptions (see e.g., Reimer   2004  ). If, however, descriptive names function as 
descriptions, then (8a) and (8b) both contain non-rigid terms and so are not counter-
examples to the Rigidity Th esis But if there is no obvious tension between the Rigidity 
Th esis and the assertoric content/semantic value distinction, then, pace King, Stanley’s 
objection cannot be used to argue against the double-content strategy. 

 We can, however, set forth a strengthened argument against the double-content 
strategy. Th e main reason that some philosophers distinguish between assertoric 
content and compositional semantic value is that they hold the following two theses: 
(i) Th ere are non-redundant tense operators in the language, and (ii) the content of 
what is asserted, believed, doubted, and so on is eternal. As we saw in  Chapter  3  , the 
thesis that A and B believe or assert the same thing only if the things asserted or 
believed do not have diff erent truth-values entails (ii). But, as we also saw in  Chapter 
 3  , if the objects of belief and assertion can have diff erent truth-values at diff erent 
worlds, then this conditional is false. For then A and B can believe the same thing, 
even though A believes something true and B believes something false. We only need 
to place A and B in diff erent possible worlds. So if one really does have strong intui-
tions to the eff ect that A and B cannot assert or believe the same things unless the 
things asserted have the same truth-value, then one ought to take assertoric content 

       6     According to Kripke, names like ‘Julius’ are rigid designators those actual referent was fi xed 
by description. However, it is not obvious that there are descriptive names that function that way 
in ordinary language. If there are names that function that way, then arguably substituting the 
description used to fi x the reference of the name for the name changes the assertoric content. 
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to be absolute. One and the same assertoric content, then, cannot have diff erent 
truth-values at diff erent worlds. 

 But now Stanley’s argument is up and running again. Consider again: 

 (2) 
 (a) Socrates is the teacher of Plato. 
 (b) Th e teacher of Plato is the teacher of Plato. 

 Although (2a) and (2b) have diff erent modal profi les, if assertoric content is absolute, 
then the modal profi les of (2a) and (2b) cannot be properties of the assertoric content 
but must be properties of the ingredient senses. But then Kripke’s modal argument 
does not show that (2a) and (2b) have diff erent assertoric contents. Consequently, the 
modal argument fails. 

 Th ere is another more devastating consequence for friends of the Rigidity Th esis. If 
assertoric content cannot have diff erent truth-values at diff erent circumstances, then 
(2a) and (2b) have exactly the same assertoric contents, and so do ‘Socrates’ and ‘the 
teacher of Plato.’ So the Rigidity Th esis is false. Something must go. 

 Th e strength of this argument, construed as an argument against the double-content 
strategy, will depend on whose position is under scrutiny. Salmon (  1989  ), for example, 
is in favor of the Rigidity Th esis; so the strengthened version of Stanley’s argument 
requires Salmon to rethink the distinction between assertoric content and composi-
tional semantic value. But Stanley (  1997a ,  1997b  ) himself rejects the Rigidity Th esis. So 
the argument has no eff ect on his position. Stanley can insist that what is asserted, 
believed, doubted and so on is a world-and time-indexed proposition, and take tense 
operators to operate on (temporal) ingredient senses. To call Stanley’s own position 
into question we would need a diff erent argument. 

 One argument against distinguishing between assertoric content and ingredient 
sense is that the approach gets complicated when ‘believe’ occurs under a tense 
 operator. To account for sentences where ‘believe’ occurs under a tense operator, eter-
nalists like Salmon (  1986  ) must introduce additional complications. To see this, con-
sider: 

 (9) In 2030 it will be the case that George Bush believes Hillary Clinton is 
president. 

 On the most natural reading, (9) is true only if the time of believing is the same as the 
time Hillary is believed to be president. But (9) also has a reading where the time  Hillary 
is believed to be president overlaps the time of speech and a reading where the time Hill-
ary is believed to be president is later than the time of speech but earlier than the time of 
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believing. Th e later-than-speech reading is salient in the following context: ‘Bush won’t 
believe it when Hillary is president (i.e., say, in 2010), but he will believe it later.’   7    

 But if the tenses are sentential operators, then the content of the belief report that oc-
curs in the scope of the tense operator must be temporal. Since Salmon denies that 
‘believe’ operates on temporal content, he assumes that there is a so-called eternalization 
of the content that occurs under ‘believe.’ On the fi rst reading of (9), the content of the 
sentence that occurs under ‘believe’ would become indexed to the time of believing; on 
the second reading of (9), the content of the sentence that occurs under ‘believe’ would 
become indexed to the time of speech; and on the third reading, the content of the sen-
tence that occurs under ‘believe’ would become index to some time that lies between the 
time of speech and the time of believing.   8    On Stanley’s account, we would need to index 
the content to times and worlds. Several clauses are thus required to account for eternal-
ization. I agree with King (  2003  : 210) that this is unnecessarily complicated. 

 King’s account can easily handle the two readings of (9) without any additional com-
plications. But so can temporalism. To see this, consider the following sentence. 

 (10) George Bush believes that Hillary Clinton is president. 

 Treating ‘believe’ as an intensional operator the temporalist can assign the following 
metalinguistic truth-conditions to (10): 

 (10a) For all worlds w compatible with what George Bush believes at < @ ,  t * > , 
 Hillary Clinton is president at < w ,  t * >  

 where  t * is the time of speech, and  @  is the actual world. Sentence (9) can be treated 
along the same lines. Even though the temporalist will treat (9) as expressing the same 
proposition in all contexts, three diff erent truth-conditions are needed to account for 
the diff erent readings, namely (ignoring in ‘2030’): 

 (9a) Th ere is a future time  t  such that, for all worlds  w  compatible with what George 
Bush believes at < @ ,  t  > ,  Hillary Clinton is president  is true at < w ,  t  > . 
 (9b) Th ere is a future time  t  such that, for all worlds  w  that are compatible with 
what George Bush believes at < @ ,  t  > ,  Hillary Clinton is president  is true at < w ,  t * > . 
 (9c) Th ere is a future time  t  such that, for all worlds  w  that are compatible with what 
George Bush believes at < @ ,  t  > ,  �∃�  t’ ( t’  <  t  &  t * <  t’  &  Hillary Clinton is president  is 
true at < w ,  t’  > ). 

       7     Th e example is due to Mike Almeida. 
       8     Salmon (  1986  ) deals only with the fi rst reading. 
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 On the fi rst reading, then, (9) requires for its truth that the temporal content of George’s 
belief is true at worlds where Hillary’s presidency overlaps the time of believing. On the 
second reading, (9) requires for its truth that the temporal content of George’s belief is 
true at worlds where Hillary’s presidency overlaps the time of speech. And on the third 
reading, (9) requires for its truth that the temporal content of George’s belief is true at 
worlds where Hillary’s presidency is later than the time of speech but earlier than the 
time of believing (as in ‘Bush won’t believe it when Hillary is president (i.e., say, in 
2010), but he will believe it later’). 

 But how do we account for the availability of the three readings if temporalism is 
true? Well, it is easy to account for the diff erent readings given the account of belief set 
forth in  Chapter  2  . On this account, the very same belief report may describe diff erent 
beliefs depending on the ascriber’s intentions in the particular context. Since the prop-
osition expressed by the operand sentence ‘George Bush believes that Hillary Clinton 
is president’ in (9) is a description of what is believed rather than the thing believed, it 
may pick out diff erent beliefs in diff erent contexts. 

 In sum: Th e temporalist account of belief reports in temporal contexts is a natural 
extension of the temporalist account of unembedded belief reports. No ad hoc stipula-
tions are required. So prima facie at least, temporalism seems preferable to eternalist 
approaches that also treat the tenses as operators.   

  Lewis’ One-Step Approach   

 Lewis (  1998   [  1980  ]) off ers an alternative to the eternalist approaches just considered. 
He takes tense operators to be sentential operators but suggests that the truth-value of 
a sentence is determined by a pair of a context and a circumstance (or what he calls an 
index). Th e semantic value of a sentence is a function from a context and an index to a 
truth-value. Sentential operators shift  the time feature of the index, and the whole 
sentence is true iff  the operand sentence is true at the context and the shift ed index. 

 Th e semantic value of a sentence, Lewis says, is compositional: It is a function of the 
semantic values of the constituents of the sentence. Th e proposition expressed by the 
sentence relative to a context is not compositional, for it need not be the same as the 
sentence’s semantic value. Th e proposition of a sentence  S  in context  c  is ‘that propo-
sition that is true at world  w  iff   s  is true at  c  at the index  . . .  that results if we take the 
index  I c   of the context c and shift  its world coordinate to  w ’ (Lewis   1998   [  1980  ]: 38). For 
instance, the proposition expressed by (9) relative to a context  c  is the proposition that 
is true at a world  w  iff  (9) is true at  c  and  w  and the time of  c . Notice that on this ac-
count a proposition will be a set of worlds. Th e proposition expressed by (9) at 6 p.m. 
Dec. 24 2005 will be the set of worlds where ‘Hillary will be president’ is true at Dec. 
24, 2005.   9    
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 According to Lewis, there seems to be little to choose among his view and the view 
that takes semantic values to be functions from worlds and times to truth-values. As 
he puts it: 

 Given the ease of conversion, how could anything of importance possibly turn 
on the choice between our two options? Whichever sort of assignment we are 
given, we have the other as well; and the assigned entities equally well deserve 
the name of semantic values because they equally well do the jobs of semantic 
values . . .  . How could the choice between the options possibly be a serious issue. 
(1998 [1980]: 35–6) 

 If Lewis is right that nothing of importance turns on the choice between the two op-
tions, then the previous considerations will apply to Lewis’ view as well. However, I do 
not think Lewis is right. Lewis’ approach works great in the simple cases, but I do not 
think it will work in more complicated cases. Take, for instance: 

 (10) It will be the case forty years from now that I am president. 

 Intuitively, (10) is true if the utterer is president forty years aft er the time of speech. But 
this is not what Lewis’ account gives us. Th e tense operator is what we called a ‘com-
posite tense operator’ in  Chapter  4  ; it shift s the time of the index from the time of 
speech to a time that is forty years from now. But what does it shift  on Lewis’ account? 
Th e answer is that it cannot shift  anything. For we have not applied context yet. Con-
text enters the picture only later. So the temporal prefi x ‘It will be the case forty years 
from now that’ is left  uninterpreted. We could, of course, apply context and then let the 
tense operator shift  the index. But then Lewis’ account would not be a one-step method 

       9     One might wonder why Lewis didn’t insist on getting rid of the times in the defi nition of 
propositions. He could, for example, have taken the tenses to be indexical expressions but modal 
expressions to be sentential operators. ‘Proposition’ could then be defi ned as follows. Th e propo-
sition of a sentence  S  in context c is that proposition that is true at world  w  iff   S  is true at  c  and at 
the index  w . However, this view would not be very attractive. Let us consider an example: 

 (i) It is possible to travel faster than the speed of light 

 Th e proposition expressed by (i) relative to a context  c  is the proposition that is true at a world  w  iff  
(i) is true at  c  and the world of  c . So the proposition expressed by (i) relative to  c  will be the world of 
 c . If (i) is uttered at the actual world, the proposition will be the actual world. Th is variation on Lewis’ 
approach is even simpler than Lewis’ own. But he didn’t go for it, probably because it is diffi  cult to 
believe that the assertoric content of all sentences uttered in the actual world is just the actual world. 
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for calculating truth-value. We would need to apply context fi rst and then determine 
the truth-value of the embedded sentence at the shift ed index. 

 How might Lewis reply? Well, he might deny that surface form is a reliable indicator 
of logical form. In particular, he might insist that (11) should be understood as: 

 (10a) It will be the case that (I am president forty years from now). 

 But notice that if we keep context constant, then the operand sentence ‘I am president 
forty years from now’ will have the same truth-value relative to any index. So if (10a) is 
an adequate paraphrase of (10), then the tense operator ‘it will be the case that’ is se-
mantically redundant. 

 Let us consider another example, for instance: 

 (11) It will be the case at 6 p.m. Dec. 24, 2045, that I am president. 

 If (10a) is an adequate paraphrase of (10), then (11a) below is an adequate para-
phrase of (11). 

 (11a) It will be the case that (I am president at 6 p.m. Dec. 24, 2045). 

 But keeping the context constant ‘I am president at 6 p.m. Dec. 24, 2045’ will have the 
same truth-value relative to any index. So if (11a) is an adequate paraphrase of (11), then 
the future tense operator ‘it will be the case that’ is semantically redundant here as well. 

 Similar remarks apply to a sentence like: 

 (12) I didn’t turn off  the stove. 

 As we have already seen, (12) is not normally true in virtue of the fact that the speaker 
didn’t turn off  the stove fi ft een years ago. Rather, there is an implicit contextual restric-
tion, for instance ‘I didn’t turn off  the stove [aft er using it this morning].’ But if Lewis’ 
account is right, then ‘aft er using it this morning’ cannot be a restrictor of the tense 
operator, but must be a temporal adjunct sitting on the embedded sentence. So Lewis 
must be prepared to give the following paraphrase for (12): 

 (12a) It was the case that (I do not turn off  the stove aft er my using it this morning) 

 But keeping context constant ‘I do not turn off  the stove aft er my using it this morning’ 
will have the same truth-value relative to any index. So the past tense operator ‘it was 
the case that’ is semantically redundant here as well. 
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 It turns out then that if Lewis is right, then most of the tenses in English are seman-
tically redundant. Of course, I might say ‘people will inhabit the moon’ and really mean 
for it to be temporally unrestricted. But such cases are rare. So if Lewis is right, then, as 
a rule, the tenses in English are semantically redundant. I think this is a dire conse-
quence better avoided.    

  Tense Operators on Linguistic Meaning   

 Most of those who reject premise (2) of Kaplan’s argument, namely that tense operators 
operate on propositions, think that sentences have two kinds of content: assertoric 
content and ingredient sense. But, as Mark Richard (  1982  ) has argued, this is not the 
only way to reject this premise.   10    Richard (  1982  ) thinks that we should take intensional 
operators to operate on linguistic meaning. Th e linguistic meaning of a sentence is the 
meaning the sentence has independently of being uttered in a particular context. 

 Th e diff erence between linguistic meaning and content is most salient in the case of 
indexicals, such as ‘I,’ ‘now,’ and ‘here.’ Following Kaplan (  1989  ), the linguistic meaning 
of ‘I’ is a function from context to content. Relative to a context  c , ‘I’ is assigned the 
speaker in  c  as its content. Kaplan (  1989  ) familiarly calls the linguistic meaning of an 
expression its ‘character.’ 

 On Richard’s proposal, the tense operator ‘it was the case that’ in ‘Nixon was presi-
dent’ shift s the linguistic meaning of the operand sentence ‘Nixon is president.’ Th e 
operand sentence ‘Nixon is president’ is true at a context  c  iff  Nixon is president at a 
time  t  that is past relative to  c . Richard states that the semantic value of ‘Nixon was 
president’ 

 is the result of applying a function from meanings to meanings (that associated 
with ‘it was the case that’) to the meaning of ‘Nixon is president.’ We would say 
that the complex sentence is true, taken relative to context  c , exactly if its semantic 
value—its meaning, constructed as indicated above—yields, when applied to  c , a 
true proposition. (1982: 343) 

 At fi rst glance, Richard’s claim that modal operators and tense operators operate on 
linguistic meaning rather than content seems to cause trouble. Consider, for instance: 

 (13) It will be the case that I am happy that I am writing now. 

       10     See also Th omas Sattig (  2006  : 10–11). 
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 Th e future tense operator ‘it will be the case that’ shift s the time feature of the default 
circumstance of evaluation determined by the context of use to some time in the 
future. But if ‘it will be the case that’ operates on linguistic meaning, then it is not the 
speaker’s context that determines which proposition is expressed by (13); rather, what 
determines which proposition is expressed is a sequence of contextual parameters 
some of which are shift ed. For example, (13) is assigned a proposition relative to a con-
text whose time feature is shift ed to some time in the future. So we should expect (11) 
to have the same meaning as ‘it will be the case that I am happy that I am writing 
hence.’ But it does not. 

 Richard is aware of this as a potential problem. He suggests that time indexicals 
‘freeze’ the content of the clause in which they occur. As he puts it, a presentation of the 
meaning of tensed English sentences 

 must allow the operator ‘now’ the ability to ‘freeze’ the content of those sentences to 
which it is prefi xed, allowing such sentences to continue to express, when embed-
ded, the same proposition they express when they are not so embedded. (1982: 347) 

 If we freeze the content of ‘I am writing now,’ (13) winds up having the meaning it 
would if ‘it will be the case that’ were an operator on content. 

 One advantage of Richard’s account is that there is just one kind of content: Propo-
sitional. Aft er all, the linguistic meaning of a sentence is not an additional level of 
content. 

 King (  2003  : 208) calls attention to a potential problem for Richard’s account. 
Because Richard is an eternalist, he takes the objects of the attitudes to be eternal 
propositions. Th e objects of the attitudes thus diff er from the meanings tense and 
modal operators operate on. So we should expect the following apparently valid argu-
ment to be invalid: 

 (A) 
 Shannon believes that God exists. 
 It is possible that God exists. 
 Th erefore, Shannon believes something that is possibly true. 

 If ‘so-and-so believes that “operates” on propositions and ‘it is possible that’ operates 
on linguistic meaning, then it would seem that the inference in (A) should fail to go 
through. But (A) is obviously valid. 

 Th ere is another, more serious, problem with Richard’s view. On Richard’s view, ‘the 
function of the operator “now” is to “freeze” the content of a sentence to which it is 
prefi xed’ (1982: 347). But there are other (pure or impure) temporal indexicals besides 
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‘now,’ for example, ‘this morning,’ ‘two days ago,’ ‘tomorrow,’ ‘last spring,’ ‘next year,’ ‘on 
Wednesday,’ ‘eight days from now,’ ‘in April,’ and so on. As we saw in  Chapter  4  , the 
basic tense operators combine with temporal indexicals to form composite tense oper-
ators. But such composite tense operators make trouble for Richard’s account. Just as 
cases like 

 (13) It will be the case that I am happy that I am writing now. 

 cause trouble for Richard’s account if ‘now’ does not freeze the time at which content 
of ‘I am writing’ is evaluated, so cases like 

 (14) It will be the case that I am happy that I was writing yesterday. 

 cause trouble for Richard’s account if ‘it was the case yesterday that’ does not freeze the 
time at which the content of ‘I am writing’ is evaluated. If ‘it was the case yesterday that’ 
is not given special treatment, (14) will be true iff  it will be the case at some future time 
 t  that I am happy that I was writing the day before  t . 

 So just like ‘now,’ the operator ‘it was the case yesterday that’ must be treated diff er-
ently from the basic tense operators. A sentence to which ‘it was the case yesterday 
that’ is prefi xed is true iff  its content is true the day before the time of speech. 

 But ‘it was the case yesterday that’ is not an operator on linguistic meaning but an 
operator on ingredient senses. And the same holds mutatis mutandum for all the other 
composite tense operators. Richard’s proposal thus succumbs to the diffi  culties it pur-
ports to overcome: Since composite tense operators operate on ingredient senses and 
‘S believes that’ operates on assertoric content, Richard’s account requires us to posit 
two kinds of content aft er all.    

  No Tense Operators   

 A fourth line of reply to Kaplan’s argument for temporalism is to reject premise (1), 
namely, that there are non-redundant tense operators in English. Th is is, as we saw 
in  Chapter  4  , King’s strategy. On King’s account, the English tenses and temporal 
prefi xes, such as ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that,’ function as object-
language quantifi ers. If there are no tense-operators in English, then there is no 
problem in taking sentences to express eternal propositions. I have already off ered 
some reasons to favor a Priorian tense logic to King’s account. Below I will off er an 
argument against King’s account that rests on the redundancy of the present tense. 
Before turning to this argument, I will off er some reasons in favor of the redun-
dancy thesis.      
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   6.3.     THE REDUNDANCY OF THE PRESENT TENSE   

 It is common in the philosophical literature to distinguish between tensed and tense-
less sentences. Simple embedded sentences are thought to be tenseless: Th e copula ‘is’ 
in the embedded sentence ‘John was a fi refi ghter,’ for example, does not carry a tense 
infl ection—not even an invisible one—it simply works as a paste that glues together 
the proper name ‘John’ and the predicate nominal ‘a fi refi ghter.’ Oft en the sentences 
thought to be tenseless are simply represented by leaving out the copula altogether in 
the way it is done in fi rst-order logic. In this lingo, the content of the tenseless sentence 
‘John is a fi refi ghter’ can be represented as ‘fi refi ghter(John).’ As Quine puts it: 

 We may conveniently hold to the grammatical present as a form, but treat it as 
temporally neutral. One does this in mathematics and other highly theoretical 
branches of science without deliberate convention. Th us from ‘Seven of them re-
mained and seven is an odd number’ one unhesitatingly infers ‘An odd number 
of them remained’, despite the palpable fallacy of the analogous inference from 
‘George married Mary and Mary is a widow’. One feels the ‘is’ aft er ‘seven’ as time-
less, unlike the ‘is’ aft er ‘Mary’, even apart from any artifi ce of canonical notation. 
(1960: 170) 

 It is widely recognized that tense operators operate on the content of tenseless sen-
tences, not on the content of present-tensed sentences. For example, the past tense 
operator ‘it has been that’ as it occurs in ‘it has been that John is a fi refi ghter’ operates 
on the content of a tenseless sentence, namely the sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter.’ Th e 
embedded sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ is thus thought to diff er in fundamental 
respects from the superfi cially similar present-tensed sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter.’ 

 Following Arthur Prior (  1957 ,  1967  ,   1968a ,  1968b  ), there is nothing inherently wrong 
with the tenseless conception of sentences that occur in the scope of tense opera-
tors.   11    What is wrong with the view just presented is that it overlooks the fact that the 
present tense is always semantically redundant.   12    According to Prior, the content of 

       11     At one place Prior even suggests that atomic propositions are in the present tense: As he puts 
it, ‘It is not quite right to say that the formalized languages  . . .  have  no  present tense. Th e present 
is, on the contrary, the understood tense of any proposition that has no other specifi c tensing; 
and it is therefore the tense of the ‘atomic propositions’ or innermost kernels of all tensed con-
structions’ (1968a: 173). 
       12     Th e present tense here is taken to include the progressive, as in ‘John is eating fi sh.’ Th e pre-
sent tense in eternal sentences like ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)’ is of course 
also redundant. But that should be uncontroversial. Interestingly, Murvet En �ç�  is currently writing 
a piece on the present tense, arguing that there is no such thing as present tense morphology or 
operator (personal communication). Th is seems consistent with the Priorian line. 
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ordinary present-tensed sentences such as ‘John is fi refi ghter’ are just temporal prop-
ositions, that is, propositions that determine functions from worlds and times to 
truth-values. 

 Th e main reason it might be thought that there is a diff erence between simple em-
bedded sentences and unembedded present-tensed sentences is that unembedded 
present-tensed sentences are mistakenly thought to be indexical sentences. For ex-
ample, it is tempting to think that the present-tensed sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ 
expresses, in context, the same content as the indexical sentence ‘John is now a fi re-
fi ghter.’   13    As Richard (  1982  : 337) puts it, 

 [T]he eternalist will say that [‘Nixon is president’] expresses diff erent propositions 
at diff erent times. For the eternalist, a sentence like [‘Nixon is president’] contains 
an ‘implicit reference’ to a time: On his view, a use of (1), at a time  t , expresses what 
a use of ‘Nixon is now president’ expresses relative to  t . Th e second proposition, 
however, is eternal  viz. , it is either always true or always false. 

 Salmon agrees with Richard that simple present-tensed sentences are equivalent to the 
result of adding ‘now’ to the sentence. Salmon: 

 On this theory, such uses are regarded as involving an implicit use of a spe-
cific, indexical temporal operator such as ‘now’. For example, sentence (1) [= 
‘I am busy’] standing alone would be seen as elliptical for (12) [= ‘I am busy 
now’] .  .  .   . This account of simple present tense is exactly analogous to the 
treatment suggested above of simple past tense according to which a simple 
past-tensed sentence such as  . . .  ‘Frege was busy’, standing alone as a declarative 
sentence in a piece of discourse, is elliptical for a temporally indexical comple-
tion, e.g., ‘Frege was busy then’. We may call this  the ellipsis theory of present 
tense.  (1989: 385) 

 Prior believed that the temptation to think that ‘Nixon is now president’ and ‘Nixon is 
president’ express the same proposition with respect to the same context should be 
resisted. He admits that there is a  sense  in which ‘now’ is redundant. ‘Now’ is redundant 
in the sense that it can always be paraphrased away.   14    For example, ‘it is now the case 
that I will later be glad that I am writing now’ has a paraphrase that does not contain 
the word ‘now.’ Prior explains: 

       13     See also Stanley (  1997b  : 144–45). 
       14     See also Kamp (  1971  : 227f). 
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 it is now the case that I will later be glad that I am—ing now” amounts to “it is now 
the case that for some proposition  p  which is true at one instant only, (i) it will be 
the case that I am glad that it was the case that ( p  and I am—ing), and (ii) it is now 
the case that  p .” Here both occurrences of “now” indicate the time of truth of the 
clauses in which they immediately occur, and nothing is lost if both of them are 
dropped. (1968: 106) 

 If we take the proposition p that is true at one instant only to be ‘it is 3 p.m. on April 5, 
2006 CST’, then ‘it is now the case that I will later be glad that I am writing now’ 
amounts to ‘it is 3 p.m. (CST) on April 5, 2006, and it will be the case that I am glad that 
it was the case that (it is 3 p.m., April 5, 2006 (CST) and I am writing). 

 It is tempting to think that this paraphrase couldn’t possibility constitute the meaning 
of the sentence relative to my current context. Th e temptation should be resisted. Pri-
or’s work was published long before the appearance of David Kaplan’s   1989   theory of 
indexicals. Looking back aft er decades of dialogue on Kaplan’s theory, Prior’s treat-
ment of indexicals lacks modern sophistication. Even so, the commonalities between 
Prior’s and Kaplan’s theories are apparent. On standard interpretations of the Kap-
lanian framework, the content of ‘now’ is its referent; the content is determined (via 
character) by the context of use. Relative to my current context of use, ‘it is now the 
case that I will later be glad that I am writing now’ expresses the proposition that at 3 
p.m. on April 5, 2006 (CST), it will be the case that I am glad that I am writing on 3 p.m. 
on April 5, 2006 (CST). But this is not signifi cantly diff erent from the aforementioned 
paraphrase. 

 Th ere is thus a sense in which temporal indexicals like ‘now’ are redundant: Th ey 
can be paraphrased away. But they cannot simply be omitted from the sentence in 
which they occur. ‘It will be that I am glad that I am writing now’ and ‘it will be that 
I am glad that I am writing’ mean diff erent things. Relative to my current context, the 
fi rst sentence means that it will be that I am glad that I am writing at 3 p.m. CST on 
April 5, 2006. Th e second sentence means that it will be that I am glad that I am 
writing hence. ‘Now’ is not superfl uous.   15    As ‘now’ is not superfl uous, the main moti-
vation behind distinguishing between tensed and tenseless sentences that appear to 
be in the present tense is lacking in force. As I will argue in the next section, if ‘now’ 
is not redundant, a tensed sentence without ‘now’ may expresses exactly the same 
content as the corresponding ‘‘tenseless’’ sentence. So the redundancy theory of the 
present tense is true.    

       15     See also Kamp (  1971  : 229). 
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   6.4.     MONSTERS   

 Kaplan made the point that ‘now’ is not redundant exceedingly explicit. Like other 
indexicals (e.g., ‘I’ and ‘here’), ‘now’ always ‘leaps out’ of the scope of other operators. 
As Kaplan puts it: 

 No operator can control the character of the indexical within its scope, because 
they will simply leap out of its scope to the front of the operator. I am not saying 
we could not construct a language with such operators, just that English is not one. 
And such operators could not be added to it. (1989: 510) 

 In the case of ‘it will be that I am glad that I am writing now’ the indexical ‘now’ takes 
‘primary scope’ with respect to the prefi x ‘it will be that’; it ‘leaps out of the scope to the 
front of the operator.’ What Kaplan means by this metaphor is that even in embedded 
environments ‘now’ expresses the content it would express if it were not embedded. How-
ever deeply embedded it is, its semantic value is fi xed by parameters of the context of use. 

 According to Kaplan, this feature of indexicals is not essential to indexicals; it is a 
contingent fact about indexicals in English. English does not contain any  context -
shift ing operators, or ‘monsters,’ as Kaplan called them. Kaplan (  1989  : 510) characterizes 
monsters as follows: 

 my liberality with respect to operators on content, i.e., intensional operators (any fea-
ture of the circumstances of evaluation that can be well defi ned and isolated) does not 
extend to operators which attempt to operate on character. Are there such operators 
as ‘in some contexts it is true that’, which when prefi xed to a sentence yields a truth 
if and only if in some context the contained  sentence  (not the content expressed by 
it) expresses a content that is true in the circumstances of that context? Let us try it: 

 (9) In some contexts it is true that I am not tired now. 

 For (9) to be true in the present context it suffi  ces that some agent of some 
context not be tired at the time of that context. (9), so interpreted has nothing to do 
with me or the present moment. (1989: 510) 

 Unlike a circumstance-shift ing operator like ‘it is possible that,’ which shift s features of 
circumstance of evaluation, a context-shift ing operator shift s parameters of the context 
of use. So in a language in which there are context-shift ing operators which shift  the 
speaker parameter, the content of ‘I’ need not be the speaker. If, for example, ‘John 
believes that’ were a context-shift ing operator, ‘John believes that I am hungry’ could 
be interpreted as meaning that John believes that he is hungry. 
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 As Philippe Schlenker (  2003  ) points out, this is exactly what happens in Amharic, a 
Semitic language spoken in Ethiopia. In Amharic ‘John believes that I am writing’ can 
be interpreted as meaning that John believes that he is writing. So in Amharic ‘John 
believes that’ functions as a context-shift ing operator.   16    

 With one exception Kaplan thinks English does not function in this way. Th e excep-
tion is when indexicals occur in the scope of quotation marks.   17    As Kaplan puts it: 

 Th ere  is  a way to control an indexical, to keep it from taking primary scope, and 
even to refer it to another context (this amounts to changing its character). Use 
quotation marks. If we  mention  the indexical rather than  use  it, we can, of course, 
operate directly on it. Carnap once pointed out to me how important the diff erence 
between direct and indirect quotation is in 

 Otto said ‘I am a fool.’ 
 Otto said that I am a fool. 
 Operators like ‘In some contexts it is true that’, which attempt to meddle with 

character, I call  monsters . I claim that none can be expressed in English (without 
sneaking in a quotation device). If they stay in the metalanguage and confi ne their 
attention to sentences as in 

 In some contexts ‘I am not tired now’ is true 
 Th ey are rendered harmless and can even do socially useful work. (1989: 510–11) 

 Quotation marks can prevent an indexical from ‘leaping out to the front of the sentence.’ 
So, while ‘John says that I am writing’ cannot be interpreted as meaning that John says 
that he is writing, ‘John says, “I am writing’’’ can only be interpreted in that way. 

 With this one exception, indexicals ‘leap out’ of the scope of operators, and it is because 
they leap out of the scope of operators that ‘now’ is not superfl uous. Since ‘now’ is not 
superfl uous ‘John is hungry now’ and ‘John is hungry’ cannot be equivalent. In general, a 
sentence containing the word ‘now’ is not truth-conditionally equivalent to the sentence 
that results from dropping ‘now.’ But to admit that there are no such equivalences in 
English is to admit that the redundancy theory of the present tense is correct. 

 Of course, it may be objected that those who deny the redundancy of the present tense 
seem to be making a claim about the equivalence of these sentences when unembedded. 
Th e argument proposed only concerns the non-equivalence of these sentences when 

       16     Schlenker thinks that Kaplan is wrong about English as well. Schlenker off ers the following 
example ‘John told me repeatedly over the years that he was sick two days ago.’ ‘Two days ago’ can 
be interpreted with respect to the perspective of the earlier conversations. For a possible reply, see 
Recanati (  2004  ). 
       17     Strictly speaking, this is not an exception, since quotation marks are not usually treated as 
operators. 
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embedded, which is compatible with their equivalence when unembedded. By way of 
reply, it is reasonable to suppose that sentences undergo a reference-shift  in belief con-
texts, but it is not reasonable to suppose without argument that sentences undergo a 
similar kind of shift  in tensed environments. 

 Kaplan does not directly defend the redundancy of the present tense, but he goes as far as 
to say that the indexical treatment of present-tensed sentences might be philosophically 
unmotivated. Is there a good reason, Kaplan asks, to treat propositions as containing a time 
constituent and at the same time treat them as ‘neutral with respect to possibility’? Kaplan: 

 Philosophically, we may ask why the temporal indexical should be taken to be im-
plicit (making the proposition eternal) when no modal indexical is taken to be 
implicit. Aft er all, we  could  understand  S  as synonymous with  S : ‘I am actually 
writing now’. Th e content of  S  in  c  is not only eternal, it is perfect. Its truth changes 
neither though time nor possibility. Is there some good philosophical reason for 
preferring contents which are neutral with respect to possibility but draw fi xed 
values from the context for all other features of a possible circumstance whether or 
not the sentence contains an explicit indexical? (1989: 503, note 28) 

 Kaplan’s point is this: we could, if we wished, take modal sentences to contain implicit 
modal indexicals. According to the eternalist, for example, 

 (14) John is a fi refi ghter. 

 expresses, in a context  c , the eternal proposition that John is a fi refi ghter at  t *, where  t * 
is the time of  c . Th e truth-value of this proposition is constant across time but not 
constant across possible worlds. Even if it is true in this world that John is a fi refi ghter 
at, say, 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 CST, there are other possible worlds where it is false. Th e 
truth-value of the proposition expressed by (13), in a context  c , is thus constant across 
time but variable across worlds.   18    

 We could, however, take (13) to contain a modal indexical. Th en (13) would express, 
in a context  c , the proposition that John is a fi refi ghter at the time and world of  c . Th e 
truth of the proposition expressed by (13) would then be absolute; it would be constant 
across time and worlds. But this is not how (13) is ordinarily treated. But, Kaplan 
argues, without ‘some good philosophical reason’ to think that the truth-value of prop-
ositions varies across worlds but not across times, this position is ad hoc.    

       18     Jonathan Schaff er (2011) argues against the asymmetry between tense and modality. Either 
both tense and modality should be treated as operators, or both should be treated as quantifi ers. 
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   6.5.     AN ARGUMENT AGAINST A QUANTIFIER 

ANALYSIS OF THE TENSES   

 Th e argument just presented can be blocked either by distinguishing between compo-
sitional and non-compositional content in the way suggested by Stalnaker (  1970  ), 
Lewis (  1980  ), Salmon (  1986 ,  1989  ), and others; by taking tense operators to operate on 
linguistic meaning, as suggested by Richard (  1982  ); or by rejecting the assumption that 
there are tense operators in English.   19    I have already off ered reasons to think that the 
double-content strategy fails. Richard’s account collapses, as we have seen, into the 
double content strategy. Th at leaves us with the quantifi cational theories of past- and 
future-tensed sentences. 

 On the quantifi cational treatment of the tenses, the past and the future tenses and 
temporal prefi xes, such as ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that,’ are, loosely 
speaking, indexical, but not in the same way as the present tense. Past-tensed sentences 
contain an implicit time restriction: Th e times quantifi ed over must be earlier than the 
time of speech. Likewise, the times quantifi ed over in future-tensed sentences must be 
later than the time of speech. Consider, for instance: 

 (14) John was a fi refi ghter. 

 Th e quantifi cational account assigns the following logical form to (14): 

 (14a)  �∃�  t ( t  <  t*  & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 

 where  t*  is the time of speech. Since (14) makes implicit reference to the time of speech, 
it will express diff erent propositions relative to diff erent contexts of use. Th e same 
holds for future-tensed sentences, and sentences containing temporal prefi xes such as 
‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case that.’ 

       19     As the argument rests on the assumption that ‘I am happy’ expresses a variable content when 
it occurs within the scope of a tense operator, the argument can be blocked by insisting that sen-
tences like ‘I am happy now’ and ‘I am happy’ are equivalent when unembedded but not equiva-
lent when embedded. A diff erent way to block it would be to deny that pairs of sentences like ‘I 
am busy’ and ‘I am busy now’ are equivalent. According to Fitch, for example, ‘I am busy’ and ‘I 
am busy now’ mean the same thing in some contexts, ‘but in other context they appear to mean 
very diff erent things—I am busy in general or today versus I am busy at this very moment’ (1999: 
156). One problem with this reply is that it is unable to give an adequate account of dispute. Sup-
pose I say ‘I am busy,’ and you say ‘no, you are not’ in dispute of my claim. If I asserted that I am 
busy (at every time) today and you deny what I asserted, then what you are saying is true iff  there 
is some time today at which I am not busy. But these are not the correct truth-conditions for ‘you 
are not busy.’ I dealt with this objection in  Chapter  3  . 
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 I provided some arguments against the quantifi cational analysis of the tenses and 
temporal prefi xes. However, there are good reasons to reject a quantifi cational analysis 
of the tenses and temporal prefi xes besides those presented in  Chapter  4  . Recall that 
Kaplan (  1989  ) said that context-shift ing operators could not be added to English. Th is 
is not so for other operators. So let us introduce a new operator ‘in C.’ Let C be the 
following sequence of parameters: the actual world, me, you, St. Louis, 3 p.m. CST, 
April 5, 2030. Consider my current assertion of: 

 (15) In C, it has been that I am writing. 

 Because the temporal prefi x ‘it has been that’ in (15) is embedded, it is interpreted with 
respect to a future reference point, not my current one. Th at is, (15) is naturally taken 
to mean that I am writing at a time prior to the time of C. However, if ‘it has been that’ 
were an indexical, it would leap out of the scope of ‘in C’ (Kaplan   1989  : 510). Consider, 
for instance, my current assertion of: 

 (16) In C, it has been that I am writing now. 

 Here ‘now’ refers to the current time in spite of the fact that it occurs within the 
scope of the operator ‘in C.’ Hence, if ‘it has been that’ were indexical, we should 
expect (15) to make implicit reference to the time of speech. The operand sentence 
‘it has been that I am writing’ is analyzed as ‘ �∃�  t ( t  <  t*  & I am writing at  t ),’ where 
 t*  is the time of speech. So (15) is analyzed as ‘In C,  �∃�  t ( t  <  t*  & I am writing at  t ).’ 
But this says that in C, I am writing at a time  t  such that  t  is earlier than  t* , which 
is not a possible reading of (15). The only possible reading of (15) is one according 
to which I am writing at a time prior to 2030; and this time need not be prior to 
2006. 

 Precisely the same point can be made with respect to future-tensed sentences. Where 
C is the following sequence of parameters: the actual world, me, you, St. Louis, 3 p.m. 
CST, April 5, 2002, consider: 

 (17) In C, it will be the case that I am writing. 

 On the quantifi er treatment of the future tense, (17) is analyzed as ‘in C,  �∃�  t ( t*  <  t  & I 
am writing at  t ),’ which says that in C I am writing prior to the time of speech. But this 
is not a possible reading of (17), which can only mean that I am writing at a time that 
is future relative to C. 

 As expected, we get the same unwelcome result if the quantifi ers range over events 
instead of times. With the quantifi ers ranging over events, (15), namely, ‘in C, it has 
been that I am writing,’ cashes out to ‘in C,  �∃�  e ( e  <  u  & my writing ( e )),’ which says: in 
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C, there is a writing event involving me that is past relative to this very utterance. But 
the only possible reading of (15) would be one according to which I am writing at a 
time prior to 2030. In contrast, (17), namely ‘In C, it will be the case that I am writing,’ 
upon analysis, cashes out to ‘in C,  �∃�  e ( u  <  e  & my writing ( e )),’ which says that in C, 
there is a writing event involving me that is future relative to this very utterance. But 
this may be true in virtue of my writing tomorrow. Not so for (17). 

 It may be replied that the tenses are not to be treated as indexical in a narrow sense. 
On the view in question, the tenses do indeed make reference to the time of speech but 
one could say that this is rather like assigning the time of speech to a free variable, 
which can also get bound or assigned other times. 

 However, it is not entirely clear how this reply avoids the objection. For notice that it 
won’t help to analyze (15) as ‘in C,  �∃�  t ( t  <  t’  & I am writing at  t ),’ where  t  is the time of 
C. For relative to my current context, the unembedded sentence ‘it has been that I am 
writing’ is analyzed as ‘ �∃�  t ( t  <  t*  & I am writing at  t ).’ So if ‘it has been that I am writing’ 
is analyzed as ‘ �∃�  t ( t  <  t  & I am writing at  t )’ when it occurs within the scope of ‘in C, 
then ‘in C’ functions as a context-shift ing operator, or “monster”: Pre-fi xing it to the 
embedded sentence in (15) changes the semantic value of the indexical variable that is 
said to be implicit in the embedded sentence. If Kaplan is right, however, then there are 
no monsters in English, and ‘such operators could not be added to it’ (1989: 510). So it 
would seem that the implicit variable does not pick up the time of C. 

 To avoid the objection, it seems, one would need to reject the assumption that the 
tenses are object-language quantifi ers. ‘In C’ would bind a free variable introduced by 
the past tense. But the tenses would then be variables, not object-language quantifi ers; 
they would be more like pronouns and less like quantifi ers. In  Chapter  5   I off ered rea-
sons for thinking the tenses cannot simply  be  pronouns. 

 One might also worry that the introduction of operators like ‘in C’ assumes that 
there are times in the circumstances of evaluation. I do not think this is a genuine 
worry. ‘In C’ is not a magical device that can introduce times into the circumstances of 
evaluation if they are not already there, or change the meaning of the English tenses 
and temporal prefi xes. In other words, the mere introduction of ‘in C’ into English 
shouldn’t be able to aff ect the interpretation of the English tenses and temporal prefi xes 
(note that it does not aff ect the interpretation of ‘now’). Th e fact that ‘in C’ does aff ect 
the interpretation of the English tenses and temporal prefi xes suggests that the tenses 
and temporal prefi xes are not object-language quantifi ers. 

 Of course, the argument presented here is only as strong as the intuitions on which 
it is founded. Some might deny that they have intuitions about the truth-value of sen-
tences containing mock operators like ‘in C.’ If, however, sentences like (15) and (17) are 
best read in the way suggested, then this presents a serious diffi  culty for broadly index-
ical theories of past- and future-tensed sentences.    
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   6.6.     SIGNPOST   

 Kaplan’s argument for temporal propositions runs as follows: If there are tense- 
operators in the language, then they operate on temporal propositions. So since there 
are tense-operators in the language, there are temporal propositions. Th e argument is 
not strictly sound, because the condition that there must be intensional operators that 
operate on contents in order for the contents to count as proposition is but one of many 
conditions on propositions. But if there are tense operators in English, then Kaplan’s 
argument does establish this one condition on propositions. 

 However, most eternalists agree that there are tense operators in English and yet 
deny that the temporal contents they operate on are propositions. Th ey agree that 
tense-operators operate on temporal content but deny that this content is a proposi-
tion, because it is not what is asserted by our utterances. Th ey thus distinguish between 
the compositional semantic value of a sentence and the sentence’s assertoric content. 

 Th e reasons I gave in the fi rst three chapters for thinking that temporal contents are 
propositions counts against the view that the temporal semantic values of sentences are 
not propositions. Here I have off ered independent evidence for thinking that none of 
the double-content strategies is greatly successful. Th e two views that hold up against 
the independent evidence are Stanley’s view and King’s view. Stanley, however, is com-
mitted to a rejection of the rigidity thesis: 

 If  t  is rigid, and  t  is non-rigid, for any two sentences  S  and  S  which diff er only in 
that  t  occurs in the former where  t  occurs in the latter, any utterance of  S  and any 
utterance of  S  have diff erent assertoric content. 

 As we saw, rejecting this thesis makes trouble for Kripke’s modal argument as an argu-
ment for the conclusion that names and descriptions have diff erent assertoric content. 
Even if this consequence is acceptable, Stanley’s position is still subject to the general 
criticism of eternalism provided in  Chapters  2  and  3  . 

 King’s theory that there are no tense operators in English naturally rejects the con-
clusion that tense operators operate on temporal contents. Like Stanley’s position 
King’s view is subject to the general criticism of eternalism provided in  Chapters  2  and 
 3  . At the end of the chapter I presented an argument against King’s treatment of the 
tenses that does not depend on the material presented in  Chapters  2  and  3  .      
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Representing Eternally  

    In the previous chapters I have provided reasons for thinking that temporal contents 
can be the semantic values of truth-evaluable sentences, the objects of propositional 
attitudes, the objects of agreement and disagreement, the content that is passed on in 
successful communication, and the contents that intensional operators operate on. So 
temporal contents satisfy the conditions for being propositions. Th is establishes the 
truth of temporalism, which merely claims that  some  propositions are temporal. 

 In this chapter I will be concerned with the question of which eternal truths English 
speakers are committed to. I will argue that some English sentences express eternal propo-
sitions, whereas others can express either an eternal or a temporal proposition. At the end 
of the chapter, I will provide an argument for why metaphysical eternalists should adopt my 
ambiguity thesis rather than the quantifi cational account of tenses that they usually assume.    

   7.1.     TWO KINDS OF CONTENT   

 In previous chapters I argued that there is good reason to think that temporal proposi-
tions can play the roles that eternal propositions have traditionally been thought to 
play. If temporal propositions can play these roles, then there is no need to distinguish 
between the objects of possible belief, assertion, agreement and disagreement, and the 
compositional semantic values of sentences in the way suggested by Robert Stalnaker 
(  1970  ), David Lewis (  1980  ), Nathan Salmon (  1986 ,  1989  ), Michael Dummett (  1991  ), 
Jason Stanley (  1997a  , b) and others. Th ere is no need to distinguish between, say, the 
content of my belief that John is a fi refi ghter and the content of the operand sentence 
in ‘it has been that John is a fi refi ghter.’ 

 However, a question remains. If temporal propositions can play the roles that eternal 
propositions have traditionally been thought to play, where does that leave eternal pro-
positions? It seems that I could say things like ‘John is writing at 3 p.m. on April 5, 2006 
(CST),’ even if it is not very natural-sounding. Recall Zimmerman’s (  2006  ) example, ‘I 
am giving a talk in Alaska at 1:45 p.m. on July 5, 2006’ said in response to your question 
about my future endeavors. Surely, the contents of such sentences do not determine 
non-constant functions from <world, time >  pairs to truth-values. For these contents 
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have their truth-values eternally: their truth-values do not change over time. If, how-
ever, there are eternal propositions, aren’t there then two kinds of content aft er all? 

 I believe that there are two kinds of content, but not for the reasons that Stalnaker 
(  1970  ), Lewis (  1980  ), Dummett (  1991  ), Salmon (  1986 ,  1989 ,  2003  ) and Stanley (  1997a  , b) 
believed it. In ordinary speech, we do not ordinarily say things like ‘John is writing at 
3 p.m. on April 5, 2006 (CST).’   1    Instead, we would say ‘John  was  writing at 3 p.m. on 
April 5, 2006 (CST).’ As I argued in  Chapter  2  , the basic tenses may combine with time 
adverbials such as ‘at 3 p.m. on April 5, 2006 (CST)’ to form composite tense operators. 
‘John was writing at 3 p.m. on April 5, 2006 (CST),’ for example, may be analyzed as ‘it 
was the case at 3 p.m. on April 5, 2006 (CST) that John is writing.’ Th e time adverbial 
completes the tense operator rather than the content of the operand sentence. 

 Still, I believe that there is good reason to distinguish between propositional content 
that determines a function from worlds to truth-values, and propositional content that 
determines a function from worlds and times to truth-values. We have already seen 
why we need the second kind of content. But the fi rst kind is needed as well. It is 
needed to account for the content of present-tensed sentences with time adverbials, 
such as ‘I am in Boston at 3 p.m. August 20, 2006’ or ‘I am giving a talk in Alaska at 1:45 
p.m. on July 5, 2006.’ (To avoid begging any questions, let ‘present-tensed’ be a tech-
nical term that applies to sentences whose copula or main verb phrase is grammatically 
in a present-tensed form, as in ‘is’ or ‘is writing’). 

 Can we conclude, then, that the contents of present-tensed sentences without time 
adverbials determine a function from worlds and times to truth-values, whereas the 
contents of sentences with time adverbials determine a function from worlds to truth-
values? Th is suggestion seems to have some degree of initial plausibility. Th e content of 
‘John is a fi refi ghter’ is naturally taken to determine a function from worlds and times 
to truth-values, and the content of ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)’ is 
naturally taken to determine a function from worlds to truth-values. 

 Some cases are not as clear-cut, however. If I consult my calendar in order to answer 
questions about my future whereabouts, I might say: 

 (1) I am giving a talk in Boston in August. 

 What is the content of (1)? It might be thought that (1), relative to a context, expresses 
a temporal proposition, for example, the proposition that Brit is giving a talk in Boston 
in August, period. ‘In August’ would then fail to be a referring expression. But that is 
odd if ‘on 3 p.m. August 6, 2006’ is a referring expression. 

      1     One might even hold that ‘John is writing at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)’ is ungrammatical. 
Ludlow (  1999  ) takes this position very seriously. ‘I am giving a talk at 1:45 p.m. July 5, 2006’ and 
‘I am in Boston at 3 p.m. August 28, 2006’ would then need to be treated as kinds of idioms. 
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 A better suggestion is to say that ‘in August’ is indexical (cf. Bennett and Partee   2004  : 
64). ‘In August’ then refers to diff erent time  intervals  depending on the context of use. 
If ‘in August’ is indexical, then (1) expresses, relative to a context of use, an eternal 
proposition that is partially determined by linguistic and extra-linguistic context, for 
example, the proposition that Brit is giving a talk in Boston in August, 2006, standard 
European time.   2    

 It seems, then, that the contents of present-tensed sentences without time adverbials 
determine a function from worlds and times to truth-values, whereas the contents of 
present-tensed sentences with time adverbials determine a function from worlds to 
truth-values. 

 Unfortunately, matters are not so simple. For, there are unusual uses of present-tensed 
sentences without explicit time determination that could not plausibly be taken to 
express temporal propositions. Suppose that John and Mary are talking about whether or 
not there are wholly past objects. John who thinks that there are wholly past objects says: 

 (2) Socrates exists. 

 On a charitable interpretation, John did not intend to assert a proposition that is true 
iff  Socrates is on the list of objects whose temporal location overlaps the present mo-
ment. Rather, he intended to assert a proposition that is true iff  Socrates is on the list 
of all existing objects (Sider   2006  ).   3    Sentence (2) is true, on this unrestricted reading, 
iff  Socrates is in our widest quantifi cational domain. When interpreted unrestrictedly, 
metaphysical eternalists will assent to (2), and presentists will deny it. As Sider puts it, 

 Most ordinary uses of quantifi ers are restricted in various ways, and one common 
restriction is to presently existing objects. In uttering [2] the eternalist intends to 
suspend this restriction. Likewise, when presentists reject [2], they too suspend 
this restriction (they do not intend their rejection of [2] to be trivially correct). No 
matter how unrestricted quantifi ers become, the presentist thinks, they never range 
over [wholly past objects]. (2006: 5) 

 On one reading of (2), then, the content of (2) does not determine a function from 
worlds and times to truth-values; instead, it determines a function from worlds to 
truth-values. 

       2     Radical minimalists like Kent Bach (  1994  , 2005) would say that (1) does not express a propo-
sition, but that the speaker intends to assert a proposition of the mentioned sort. I shall set aside 
this suggestion here. 
       3     It might be doubted that the ontological commitments of the metaphysical eternalist are 
expressible in English. I deal with that objection below. 
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 But (2) can also be used to assert a false proposition. On this reading, I argued, the 
content of (2) determines a function from worlds and times to truth-values. So on this 
reading, the content of (2) is currently false because Socrates died many, many years 
ago, but it was true back when he was still alive. Present-tensed sentences without time 
adverbials can thus express, on diff erent occasions of use, two kinds of content: eternal 
and temporal.   4   ,   5    

 Th e question here arises whether we should take the eternal content expressed by (2) 
on some of its uses to contain a time constituent. I think we should not. If we utter (2), 
we are certainly not saying that Socrates exists simultaneously with us. 

 We might, of course, be saying that there is a time at which Socrates exists. But there 
is no good reason to think that there is an unarticulated constituent in the underlying 
structure of sentences like (2). It is certainly true that Socrates, if he exists, exists at 
some time. But it is equally true that Socrates, if he exists, exists at some location, 
moves at a certain speed, fails to be co-located with Plato, and so on. Yet it is highly 
unlikely that (2), even when uttered at a particular time, makes reference to a location, 
a speed, and numerous other features necessitated by Socrates’ existence. 

 But without good reason to think that (2), when uttered at a particular time, makes 
reference to a time, we are better off  saying that it doesn’t make reference to a time, 
which is to say, (2) just expresses the minimal proposition that Socrates exists. 

 My suggestion that there are two kinds of content, eternal and temporal, thus diff ers 
from the suggestions made by Stalnaker (  1970  ), Lewis (  1980  ), Dummett (  1991  ), Salmon 
(  1986 ,  1989  ), and Stanley (  1997a  , b) in three respects. 

 First, on the Stalnaker/Lewis/Dummett/Salmon/Stanley accounts, the distinction 
drawn is between ingredient sense and assertoric content, but that is not the same as 
the distinction between eternal and temporal propositions; for the ingredient sense 
can be eternal (e.g. the ingredient sense of ‘John is hungry now’). 

 Second, on the Stalnaker/Lewis/Dummett/Salmon/Stanley accounts, tensed sen-
tences without time adverbials, when uttered at a particular time, make reference to 
the time of speech; on my account, they do not. 

       4     More precisely: one and the same structured content can determine (at least) two kinds of 
intensions: a set of worlds and a set of centered worlds (i.e., a set of worlds marked with a time). 
       5     Th e position that there are two kinds of content has the implication that there are two kinds 
of quantifi ers: temporal and eternal. Take, for instance, the sentence ‘there are dinosaurs.’ On one 
interpretation, the content of ‘there are dinosaurs’ determines a function from worlds to truth-
values. On another, it determines a function from <world, time >  pairs to truth-values. In both 
cases, ‘there are dinosaurs’ is true iff  the extension of ‘dinosaurs’ is non-empty. But on the fi rst 
interpretation, the extension of ‘dinosaurs,’ relative to an actual context  c , is the set of dinosaurs 
in the actual world. On the second interpretation, the extension of ‘dinosaurs,’ relative to an ac-
tual context c, is the set of dinosaurs temporally located at the time of  c . 
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 Th ird, on the Stalnaker/Lewis/Dummett/Salmon/Stanley accounts, tensed sentences 
without time adverbials normally express eternal propositions. On my account, by 
contrast, most sentences lacking time adverbials express eternal propositions only in 
very unusual circumstances (e.g., in the philosophy room). 

 It might be countered that the thesis that all present-tensed sentences without time ad-
verbials can express two kinds of content is too strong. For suppose that John was sitting 
two minutes ago but is now standing. If the content of ‘John has a straight shape’ could be 
read as saying that John has a straight shape, period, where the proposition  John has a 
straight shape  determines a function from worlds to truth-values, then ‘John has a straight 
shape’ is true. But John was sitting two minutes ago. So ‘John does not have a straight 
shape’ is also true. So John both has and does not have a straight shape. Contradiction. 

 Th e problem is familiar. Lewis (  1986  : 203–4) called it ‘the problem of temporary in-
trinsics.’ Lewis thinks that there are three ways around the problem. 

 First, one might hold that ‘John has a straight shape’ expresses a  true  proposition only 
if John now has a straight shape (presentism).   6    

 Second, one might reject the assumption that ‘John has a straight shape’ makes no 
reference to a time even if uttered at a particular time. ‘John has a straight shape’ really 
means, say, ‘John has a straight shape at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST).’   7    

 Th ird, one might say that ‘John has a straight shape’ expresses the minimal proposi-
tion that John has a straight shape but insists that the minimal proposition that John 
has a straight shape is true iff  John has a temporal part that has a straight shape. Lewis 
prefers the third option. 

 Lewis is primarily interested in the metaphysical problem of how objects that persist 
over time can both possess and not possess a given temporary intrinsic property. As 
Sally Haslanger (1986) and Andy Egan (  2004  ) have argued, however, the metaphysical 
problem could be solved by simply taking properties (or if you prefer: the semantic 
values of predicates) to determine functions from <world, time >  pairs to extensions.   8    
‘John has a straight shape,’ as uttered in context  c , is true simpliciter iff  the temporal 
proposition  John has a straight shape  is true at the world and time of  c . And ‘John does 
not have a straight shape’ is true at a context  c  iff  the temporal proposition  John does 
not have a straight shape  is true at the world and time of  c . Since there is no time at 
which both propositions are true, no contradiction will arise. 

       6     Th e objection also goes away if one accepts the view that (i) there is only one concrete time, 
(ii) the set of things that exist is constant across time, and (iii) only present things are concrete. 
       7     Personally I fi nd the claim that ‘Socrates exists,’ when read unrestrictedly, makes implicit 
reference to a time implausible. Certainly, ‘Socrates exists’ does not mean that Socrates exists at 
the time of speech. But if ‘Socrates exists’ does not make implicit reference to a time, then neither 
does ‘John is straight,’ on its unrestricted reading. 
       8     However, see Lewis (  2002  ) for a reply. 
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 Th at the metaphysical problem of temporary intrinsics can be solved in this way does 
not undercut the point I was trying to make above. Th e point I was trying to make was 
simply that one  could  use (2) to mean the eternal proposition that Socrates exists. Like-
wise, I think that one  could  use ‘John has a straight shape’ to mean the eternal proposition 
that John has a straight shape. But such an eternal claim is truth-evaluable at a world  w  
only if (i) John is an instantaneous object at  w , (ii) John always has a straight shape at  w , 
(iii) John never has a straight shape at  w , or (iv) Lewis is right that the  eternal  proposition 
 John has a straight shape  is true at  w  iff  John has a temporal part that has a straight shape. 

 Notice that when the contents of a present-tensed sentence without time adverbials 
(e.g., ‘Socrates exists’) determine a function from worlds to truth-values, any prefi xed 
tense operator will be semantically vacuous. Speaking with the quantifi ers wide open, 
‘it was the case that Socrates exists’ is true, and so is ‘it will be the case that Socrates 
exists.’ In other words, if we assume that ‘it was the case that’ and ‘it will be the case 
that’ function as Priorian sentential operators and the operand sentence expresses an 
eternal proposition then, the operators will be redundant. Th is was the essence of 
Kaplan’s argument for premise 3 in the argument outlined in  Chapter  6  . Here is Kaplan: 

 [I]f  what is said  is thought of as incorporating reference to a specifi c time, or state 
of the world, or whatever, it is otiose to ask whether what is said would have been 
true at another time, in another state of the world, or whatever. Temporal operators 
applied to eternal sentences (those whose contents incorporate a specifi c time of 
evaluation) are redundant. Any intensional operators applied to  perfect  sentences 
(those whose contents incorporate specifi c values for all features of circumstances) 
are redundant. (1989: 502–3) 

 Tense operators shift  the time parameter of the circumstance of evaluation even when 
they operate on eternal propositions. But since an eternal proposition cannot change 
its truth-value across time, shift ing the time parameter of the circumstance will have 
no eff ect on the truth-value. Kaplan thinks that ‘it makes no sense to have temporal 
operators’ if they operate on eternal contents (e.g., ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 
5, 2006 (CST)’). But that is just to say that our ordinary tense operators operate on 
content that determines a function from worlds and times to truth-values and not on 
content that determines a function from worlds to truth-values.    

   7.2.     PAST- AND FUTURE-TENSED SENTENCES   

 I argued that present-tensed sentences without time adverbials can express, relative to 
a context of use, two diff erent kinds of content: eternal and temporal. Th e same holds 
for past- and future-tensed sentences. Consider, for instance: 
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 (3) John was a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST) 

 On one reading, (3) means that it was the case at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST) that (John 
is a fi refi ghter); on a second reading, it means that it was the case that (John is a fi re-
fi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)). Th e fi rst reading is the only natural reading. Th e 
reason is that on the second reading, the past-tense operator ‘it was the case that’ is 
semantically redundant: ‘it was the case that’ maps the eternal proposition  John is a 
fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)  to the true iff   John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 
5, 2006 (CST)  is true at a past time. If the eternal proposition  John is a fi refi ghter at 3 
p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)  is true, it is always true; hence, it was and will be true. On this 
reading, then, (3) is true when uttered by a speaker in 49 BC (if true at all). But this, of 
course, is not how we would normally read (3). 

 Sentences with span operators exhibit a similar ambiguity. Consider, for instance: 

 (4) John was a fi refi ghter from 1980 to 1990. 

 On one reading, (4) is of the form ‘it WAS the case from 1980 to 1990 that (John is a 
fi refi ghter).’ ‘It WAS the case from 1980 to 1990’ maps the temporal proposition  John is 
a fi refi ghter  to the true iff   John is a fi refi ghter  is true throughout a past time span that 
endures from 1980 to 1990. 

 On the second reading, (4) is of the form ‘It WAS the case that (John is a fi refi ghter 
from 1980 to 1990).’ In this case, ‘It WAS the case that’ maps the eternal proposition 
 John is a fi refi ghter from 1980 to 1990  to the true iff   John is a fi refi ghter from 1980 to 1990  
is true at a past time span. Since the eternal proposition  John is a fi refi ghter from 1980 
to 1990  is eternally true or eternally false, the past tense operator is redundant. So just 
as ‘it is always the case that Socrates exists’ and ‘it will be that Socrates exists’ are true 
if ‘Socrates exists’ is given an unrestricted reading, so (4), if true at all, would be true if 
it were uttered in 1970. But this, of course, is not how we would normally read (4). 

 It might be countered that even if (3) and (4) technically have two readings, one of 
these readings is unnatural. For that reason, it might be better to say that (3) and (4) 
have just one reading. I disagree. For many metaphysical eternalists are quite happy to 
attribute truth to sentences like ‘it is always the case that Socrates exists’ (e.g., Sider 
  2001  :  chap.  1  ). But the sentence ‘it is always the case that Socrates exists’ entails that 
Socrates existed, exists, and will exist. So metaphysical eternalists are committed to the 
truth of ‘Socrates will exist.’ 

 Th e same holds for: 

 (5) 
 (a) Hitler will invade Poland in 1939. 
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 (b) Th ere were people living on the moon in year 15846. 
 (c) Caesar is currently eating breakfast on January 15, 49 BC. 

 Metaphysical eternalists are committed to the truth of ‘Hitler is invading Poland in 1939,’ 
‘there are people living on the moon in year 15846,’ and ‘Caesar is eating breakfast on 
January 15, 49 BC.’ As the latter sentences are true regardless of when they are uttered, 
they entail the tensed forms given in (5). Metaphysical eternalists are thus committed to 
the truth of ‘it will be the case that (Hitler invades Poland in 1939),’ ‘it was the case that 
(there are people living on the moon in year 15846),’ and ‘it is now the case that (Caesar 
is eating breakfast on January 15, 49 BC).’ So unless there is reason to think that meta-
physical eternalists don’t speak English, or that their ontological commitments are inex-
pressible in English, it can hardly be denied that the ambiguity in question is real. 

 One might, of course, insist that the ontological commitments of the metaphysical 
eternalist are inexpressible in English. When philosophers say things like ‘Socrates ex-
ists,’ they might be taken to speak a regimented language that, in spite of being super-
fi cially similar to English, allows for additional readings of tensed sentences. 

 However, there are several good reasons to think unrestricted propositions like 
 Socrates exists  are expressible in English. First, those who take the tenses to be object-
language quantifi ers should not be making this objection. For they already hold that 
ordinary speakers quantify over objects that do not presently exist. Take, for instance, 
‘Socrates was a philosopher.’ If the past tense is a quantifi er, then the sentence, upon 
analysis, cashes out to ‘ �∃�  x  �∃   t ( t  <  t * & P x  ( t )).’ So an ordinary speaker who asserts 
‘Socrates was a philosopher’ is in eff ect asserting an unrestricted proposition. But if a 
speaker would be speaking English were she to assert the unrestricted content of 
‘Socrates was a philosopher,’ surely she would also be speaking English were she to as-
sert the unrestricted content of ‘Socrates exists.’ 

 Second, whether or not there happens to be a way of expressing unrestricted propositions 
in English, or any other natural language, we are clearly capable of interpreting the relevant 
sentences. But presumably we wouldn’t be capable of doing this if unrestricted propositions 
were inexpressible in natural language. For, as Ludlow points out, ‘[the] interpretation must 
(ultimately) take place in a language we understand—i.e., a natural language’ (2004: 25).   9    

 Th ird, if I were to utter ‘Socrates exists,’ I would in most circumstances be interpreted 
as having said something that is true iff  Socrates exists, located simultaneously with us. 
But a restricted reading would not be the most charitable reading if I were to utter any 
of the following sentences: 

 (6) 
 (a) Who is Socrates? 

       9     Ludlow (  2004  ) is a reply to Crisp (  2004  ). 
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 (b) Socrates is a philosopher. 
 (c) What’s the name of Abraham Lincoln’s dog? 
 (d) If you go back in time and kill your grandfather, you cease to exist. 
 (e) Th e past is real. 
 (f) Th ere are wholly past objects. 
 (g) Every past event is past. 
 (h) Th ere is a fi rst mover. 
 (i) Objects persist over time. 
 (j) Objects are spread out in space and time. 
 (k) Th e universe is four-dimensional. 
 (l) Th e universe keeps expanding and contracting. 

 In fact, even non-philosophers will occasionally utter such sentences. If, however, 
these sentences do not have unrestricted readings in English, then we are forced to 
conclude that non-philosophers occasionally do not speak English, or alternatively, 
that they mistakenly think that they are saying something that  could  be true when in 
fact it is obviously false (e.g., ‘the universe keeps expanding and contracting’).   10    

 In general, then, it seems that present-tensed sentences without time adverbials and 
past- and future-tensed sentences with or without time adverbials admit of two read-
ings: an eternal and a temporal reading. For example, ‘John was a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. 
April 5, 2006 (CST)’ is naturally interpreted as meaning ‘it was the case at 3 p.m. April 
5, 2006 (CST) that (John is a fi refi ghter).’ Th e latter is a temporal proposition: it is false 
when uttered before 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST), and possibly true aft erwards. But it 
also has a less natural reading where the past tense is redundant, namely ‘it was the case 
that (John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)).’ If  John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. 
April 5, 2006 (CST)  is true at all, it is always true; so it was true and will be true. 

 Th e only kinds of sentences that are not ambiguous in this way, it seems, are present-
tensed sentences with explicit time determination. For example, ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 
3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)’ can only be read as expressing an eternal proposition.    

   7.3.     CONJOINED PROPOSITIONS   

 Th e view that some sentences express temporal propositions while others express 
eternal propositions (depending on how they are disambiguated) raises the question 
how to deal with conjoined propositions.   11    Suppose that  p  is a sentence that expresses 

       10     If the critics were right, then these sentences would be equivalent to ‘there are wholly past 
objects, located simultaneously with us,’ ‘the past exists, located simultaneously with us,’ and 
‘Socrates is located simultaneously with us and is a philosopher,’ and so on. 
       11     Th anks to an anonymous reviewer here.  
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a temporal proposition while  q  expresses an eternal one. What sort of proposition is 
expressed if these two sentences are conjoined, that is, which sort of proposition is 
expressed by ‘ p  and  q ’? 

 At fi rst glance, it may be thought that one could run a version of the Frege-Geach prob-
lem against the position I have proposed. Th e Frege-Geach problem, in its standard ver-
sion, is the problem of accounting for how sentences that express truth-evaluable 
propositions interact with sentences that appear to express truth-evaluable propositions 
but in fact do not. For example, if an expressivist takes ‘lying is wrong’ to mean ‘boo! to 
lying,’ then the problem arises of how to account for apparently valid inferences such as: 

 (A) 
 Lying is wrong. 
 John was lying. 
 Th erefore, John did something wrong. 

 (B) 
 If lying is wrong, then Mary said something false. 
 Lying is wrong. 
 So Mary said something false. 

 Th e problem for the expressivist is that ‘boo! to lying’ isn’t truth-evaluable. If I sincerely 
utter that sentence, I am merely expressing an attitude towards lying. So it makes no 
sense for you to say ‘that’s false.’ So the apparently valid arguments in (A) and (B) 
cannot be evaluated for validity. 

 However, there is no similar problem for the view defended here. Conjoined eternal 
and temporal propositions are simply temporal propositions. Take, for instance, ‘John 
is a fi refi ghter, and I am giving a talk in Alaska at 1:45 p.m. on July 5, 2040.’ While this 
is not a very natural sentence to utter in English, it is clear that the sentence expresses 
a temporal proposition. Th e sentence could express a proposition that is true today but 
false tomorrow aft er John gets fi red. 

 Th ere is no problem with the other connectors either. Th e conditional ‘if John is a 
fi refi ghter, then I am giving a talk in Alaska at 1:45 p.m. on July 5, 2040,’ for example, 
expresses a temporal proposition that happens to be eternally true if I am giving a talk 
in Alaska at 1:45 p.m. on July 5, 2040. If I am giving a talk then, then the consequent of 
the conditional is true. So in the envisaged circumstances, the conditional cannot be 
false. However, the conditional is still a temporal proposition in the sense that it may 
be true at one time but false at another. If I am not giving a talk in Alaska at 1:45 p.m. 
on July 5, 2040, then the proposition expressed will be false at times at which John is a 
fi refi ghter and true at times at which John is not a fi refi ghter. 
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 We can also easily account for inferences involving both kinds of propositions. Con-
sider: 

 (C) 
 If John is a fi refi ghter, then I am giving a talk in Alaska at 1:45 p.m. on July 5, 
2040. 
 John is a fi refi ghter. 
 So I am giving a talk in Alaska at 1:45 p.m. on July 5, 2040. 

 We can account for the validity of the inference in the standard way. Eternal proposi-
tions have the same truth-value regardless of whether they are evaluated for truth at a 
world or at a centered world in which a time is marked. So there is no pair of a world 
and time at which the two fi rst premises are true and the conclusion false. 

 What was just said about sentences with explicit references to times carries over to 
other sentences that express eternal propositions. Consider the following inference: 

 (D) 
 If Socrates exists, then presentism is false. 
 Socrates exists. 
 So presentism is false. 

 If ‘Socrates exists’ expresses a temporal proposition, then the second premise is false 
when the speaker occupies the same time segment of the world as Socrates. If ‘Socrates 
exists’ expresses an eternal proposition, then the second premise is true regardless of 
which time segment of the world the speaker occupies. Either way, there is no circum-
stance of evaluation at which the premises are true and the conclusion false. So we can 
easily account for the validity of the argument.    

   7.4.     TWO KINDS OF PROPOSITIONS   

 At this point the question arises: If there are two kinds of possible contents that most 
sentences can have, which of these  really  deserves the name ‘proposition’? Th e over-
whelmingly natural answer is, of course, that both do. Both kinds of content can play 
the roles that propositions have traditionally been thought to play. 

 First, both kinds of content can serve as the semantic values of sentences. Temporal 
propositions are the objects on which tense operators operate  and  the (natural) con-
tents of present-tensed sentences without time adverbials such as ‘John is a fi refi ghter.’ 
Temporal propositions also serve as the contents of past- and future-tensed sentences. 
Eternal propositions are the contents of present-tensed sentences with explicit time 
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determination such as ‘I am giving a talk at 1:45 in Alaska on July 5, 2006,’ and the 
contents of present-tensed sentences, such as ‘there are wholly past objects,’ when these 
are given an unrestricted reading. Th ey are also the contents of past- and future-tensed 
sentences, such as ‘Socrates will exist’ when the tenses are read as semantically redun-
dant. 

 Second, both kinds of content are objects of possible belief. I may well believe the 
content of the present-tensed sentence ‘John is fi refi ghter’ today but not tomorrow 
when I am told that John has been fi red. Likewise, I may well believe that there are 
non-present objects. But the content of my belief that there are non-present objects is 
not a function of times; it cannot be true today but false tomorrow. So both kinds of 
content are candidates for being objects of possible belief. 

 Th ird, both kinds of content are the kinds of content that intensional operators can 
operate on. Tense operators can operate on both kinds of content but they are seman-
tically redundant when they operate on eternal content. Modal operators, too, can 
operate on both kinds of content, and they are not semantically redundant in either 
case. For example, even though ‘it is possible that John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 
2006’ is true, the operand sentence ‘John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006’ may be 
actually false. Likewise, even though ‘it is possible that John is a fi refi ghter’ is true, 
because the operant sentence is true at some centered world, the operand sentence 
‘John is a fi refi ghter’ may be false at the time of speech. 

 Fourth, both kinds of contents can be the objects transferred or shared when people 
communicate successfully. Ordinarily when A says to B: ‘John is tall,’ the proposition 
that is transferred from A to B, if communication is successful, is the temporal propo-
sition that John is tall, not the proposition that John is tall at  t *. But if the conversation 
takes place in the philosophy room, and A, who is a metaphysical eternalist, says 
‘Socrates exists,’ what is transferred, if communication is successful, may well be the 
eternal proposition that Socrates exists. 

 Fift h, both kinds of contents can be the objects of agreement and disagreement. If A 
says at  t 1   ‘John is a fi refi ghter’ and B says at  t 2   ‘You are wrong. He is not a fi refi ghter,’ B 
is denying that the temporal proposition that John is a fi refi ghter is true. Th ese kinds 
of contradictions constitute a genuine disagreement when the speakers are prepared to 
assign diff erent truth-values to the same temporal proposition at any time during the 
disagreement. If, on the other hand, A says, ‘Th e universe keeps expanding and con-
tracting,’ and B says, ‘You are wrong. Th e universe doesn’t keep expanding and con-
tracting. It just keeps expanding,’ B is denying a proposition A asserts, namely the 
eternal proposition that the universe keeps expanding and contradicting. 

 It is sometimes thought that temporal propositions cannot serve as the objects of 
disagreement (see e.g., Recanati   2007  ). If I say ‘John is hungry’ before dinner and John 
is not hungry aft er dinner, it would be odd for me to add ‘so I was wrong.’ However, as 
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I argued in  Chapter  3  , there is no problem here. I shouldn’t say ‘I was wrong’ unless I 
have good reason to believe that I was wrong back then. In the envisaged circum-
stances I have no good reason to believe I was wrong; hence, ‘I was wrong’ is unassert-
able in the envisaged circumstances. 

 Disagreement can indeed be about temporally neutral contents. If A says ‘John is 
hungry’ and B says ‘No, you are wrong. John is not hungry,’ then B is evaluating the 
proposition that John is hungry with respect to the time at which her utterance 
takes place. B takes the proposition that John is hungry, which A expressed at an 
earlier time, to be false with respect to the time B is at. Of course, A may no longer 
be inclined to regard the proposition that John is hungry as true. But to the extent 
that A is so inclined, A and B are in disagreement: Th ey are in disagreement about 
which truth-value to assign to the proposition that John is hungry at the time at 
which B is located. 

 To recap: Both temporal and eternal contents can play the roles that propositions 
have traditionally been thought to play. Th ey can be the semantic values of truth-eval-
uable sentences, the object of propositional attitudes, the objects of agreement and 
disagreement, the contents that are passed on in successful communication, and the 
contents that intensional operators operate on. 

 In the next section I will provide an argument for why metaphysical eternalist should 
hypothesize that sentences without explicit time determination, such as ‘Socrates ex-
ists,’ can be read in two diff erent ways, rather than assuming that they can say what 
they want to say using a quantifi cational account of tenses.    

   7.5.     ETERNAL PROPOSITIONS AND METAPHYSICAL 

ETERNALISM   

 According to the quantifi er treatment of the tenses, the tenses function semantically as 
object-language quantifi ers. Consider, for instance: 

 (7) John is a fi refi ghter. 
 (8) John was a fi refi ghter. 
 (9) John will be a fi refi ghter. 

 On the quantifi er analysis, the propositions expressed, relative to a context of use, by 
(7)-(9) can be represented as follows: 

 (7a) John is a fi refi ghter at  t * 
 (8a)   ∃   t ( t  <  t * & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 
 (9a)   ∃   t ( t * <  t  & John is a fi refi ghter at  t ) 
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 Sentence (7a) says that at the time of speech John is a fi refi ghter. In (8a) and (9a) the 
existential quantifi er quantifi es over the variable  t . While (8a) says that there is a time  t  
such that  t  is earlier than the time of speech, and John is a fi refi ghter at  t , (9a) says that 
there is a time  t  such that the time of speech is earlier than  t , and John is a fi refi ghter at  t . 

 But let us now consider example (2), repeated from above: 

 (2) Socrates exists. 

 Presentists deny that there are wholly past and wholly future objects. So they will deny 
that (2) is currently true. But philosophers who believe that there are wholly past 
objects will assent to the truth of (2). On a quantifi er treatment of the tenses, however, 
we should expect (2) to express the following proposition: 

 (2a) Socrates exists at  t * 

 where  t * is the time of speech. (2a) says that at the time of speech Socrates exists. Th is 
may not sound too counterintuitive. Aft er all, if there are wholly past objects, and 
Socrates is among them, then Socrates exists. Furthermore, if Socrates exists as such, 
then it would seem to follow that he exists at the time of speech. 

 Th e problem for the defender of the quantifi er treatment of the tenses is that (2a) can 
also be interpreted as meaning that Socrates occupies the same time slice of the uni-
verse as the speaker. Th is is the reading we would ordinarily express with ‘Socrates 
exists now,’ as the following exchange illustrates: 

  VISITING SOCRATES  
  (You are calling me on my cell phone.)  
  You :  What are you doing?  
  Me :  I am visiting Socrates.  
  You :  What do you mean? Socrates doesn’t exist.  
  Me :  Of course he does. Are you some kind of presentist, or something?  
  You :  Of course not. What I meant was: Socrates doesn’t exist now. So you couldn’t 
possibly be visiting him.   

On the quantifi er analysis, the content of ‘Socrates doesn’t exist now’ can be repre-
sented as ‘it is not the case that Socrates exists at  t *.’ But by ‘Socrates doesn’t exist’ you 
clearly do not mean to say that it is false at the time of speech that Socrates exists (unre-
strictedly). Th at is, you are not denying, 

 (2a) Socrates exists at  t *, 
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 when (2a) is assigned an unrestricted reading. Th us (2a) can be read in two diff erent 
ways. But surely, any minimally adequate analysis of (2) must be unambiguous. So if 
(2a) can be read in two diff erent ways, then it cannot serve as an analysis of (2). Th is is 
a problem for the quantifi er analysis of the tenses, as it holds that (2), upon analysis, 
cashes out to (2a). 

 Th ere is a simple reply to this argument. Take (2a) to represent the proposition expressed 
by (2) when the truth of (2) entails that Socrates is temporally located simultaneously with 
us. Th e proposition expressed by (2) when the truth of (2) does not entail that Socrates is 
temporally located simultaneously with us can then be represented as follows: 

 (2b) Th ere was, is, or will be something that is identical to Socrates 

 Sentence (2b) can be analyzed in predicate logic with time variables. However, the 
strategy does not work. For on the unrestricted reading, ‘  ∃   x (  φ   x )’ does not entail 
‘P  ∃   x (  φ   x ) or   ∃   x (  φ   x ) or F  ∃   x (  φ   x ).’ Sider (  2001  : 16) gives us the following counterex-
ample. Take  x  to be a set containing a computer and a dinosaur. ‘Th ere is a set contain-
ing a computer and a dinosaur’ does not entail ‘there was a set containing a computer 
and a dinosaur, or there is a set containing a computer and a dinosaur, or there will be 
a set containing a computer and a dinosaur.’ Sider explains: 

 Th e fi rst disjunct  . . .  says (informally) that at some time in the past there existed 
a set containing a dinosaur and a computer; the second says that there exists such 
a set at the present time, and the fi nal disjunct says that at some future time, some 
such set exists. Since at no one time did there exist  both  a dinosaur and a computer, 
it follows that at no time will there exist a set containing a dinosaur and a computer 
(assuming that a set exists only if its members do). (2001: 16) 

 Since sets are extensionally defi ned, they exist only if their members do. So there is no 
one time at which there existed a set with a computer and a dinosaur as members. So 
disjunctivism is not the answer to the quantifi cationalist’s troubles. 

 Here is another reply. Let us take (2a) to represent the proposition expressed by (2) 
when the truth of (2) entails that Socrates is temporally located simultaneously with us. 
Th e proposition expressed by (2) when the truth of (2) does not entail that Socrates is 
temporally located simultaneously with us can then be represented as follows: 

 (2c) Th ere is something that is identical to Socrates. 

 Th e idea is that when (2) is intended to express the claim that Socrates exists simplic-
iter, the proposition expressed does not contain a time constituent. 
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 Th is suggestion will not do, however. For one thing, if Socrates exists simpliciter, 
then he exists simpliciter at the time of speech. But the latter would seem to give us 
(2a). For another, ‘Socrates exists simpliciter’ entails that it is always the case that 
Socrates exists simpliciter. But the latter entails that it was, is, and will be the case that 
Socrates exists simpliciter, which in turn entails that it will be the case that Socrates 
exists simpliciter. But it is altogether unclear how the quantifi er treatment would be 
able to off er an analysis of ‘it will be the case that Socrates exists simpliciter.’ ‘Th ere is a 
future time  t  such that there is someone who is identical to Socrates at  t ’ is ambiguous, 
and so 2(c) cannot serve as an analysis of this claim. 

 Notice that nothing turns on the fact that we picked an existence claim. For virtually 
the same problem arises with sentences like: 

 (10) Socrates is human 

 Non-presentists want to say that (10) has a true reading in spite of the fact that Socrates 
is not temporally located simultaneously with us (Sider   2006  ). However, even on this 
reading, (10) entails that Socrates is human at the time of speech. But the latter cannot 
be represented as: 

 (10a) Socrates is human at  t * 

 For (10a) is supposed to represent the content of (10) when (10) entails that Socrates is 
located simultaneously with us. 

 Moreover, if (10) is true when given an unrestricted reading, then it is always true. So 
if Socrates is human, then regardless of his temporal location, it is always the case that 
he is human. So it was, is and will be the case that he is human. Hence, the following 
sentences are true: 

 (11) It was the case that Socrates is human 
 (12) It will be the case that Socrates is human 

 On the quantifi er analysis, the propositions expressed by (11) and (12) are represented 
as follows: 

 (11a)   ∃   t ( t  <  t*  & Socrates is human at  t ) 
 (12a)   ∃   t ( t*  <  t  & Socrates is human at  t ) 

 But these are the propositions expressed by (11) and (12) when the latter are given their 
ordinary tensed readings. So since (11a) and (12a) are ambiguous, they do not consti-
tute adequate analyses of (11) and (12). 
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 Th e solution to the problems is, of course, to take the temporal prefi xes in (11) and (12), 
when (11) and (12) are given an unrestricted reading, to be operators on eternal content. 
Tense operators on eternal content are semantically redundant. Th at being so, (11) and 
(12) incur the same ontological commitments as (2) when the latter is read unrestrictedly. 

 Unfortunately, this option is not open to the advocate of the quantifi er analysis. Th e 
advocate of the quantifi er analysis holds that there are  no  tense operators in English. 
But it is arguable that even the language spoken in the philosophy room is English. So 
if the advocate of the quantifi er analysis were to avail herself of this strategy, she would 
be required to give up her core claim and, worse, posit a systematic ambiguity in the 
English tenses. 

 Everything that has just been said carries over to other quantifi cational accounts of 
the tenses. Sider (  2006  ), for example, takes the past tense in 

 (13) Socrates once existed 

 to make implicit reference to a past temporal location. Sider off ers the following para-
phrase: 

 (14) Socrates exists, located temporally before us. 

 Sider’s strategy is to take the past tense to make implicit reference to past location, the 
present tense to make implicit reference to a present location, and the future tense to 
make implicit reference to a future location. But this translation method has its limita-
tions. Formally, we might represent (14) as: 

 (14a)   ∃   t   ∃   x ( t  <  t u   &  x  = Socrates ( t )) 

 where  t u   is the time of speech. But Sider (  2001  : 165f) insists that identity isn’t tempo-
rary. So if there is something that is identical to Socrates at  t , then there is something 
that is identical to Socrates. So as far as the metaphysical eternalist is concerned, there 
is something that is identical to Socrates. But we cannot analyze the latter as ‘Socrates 
existed, exists or will exist’ or as ‘Socrates exists, located temporally simultaneously 
with us’ (Sider   2001  : 15–16). 

 Likewise, if ‘Socrates exists, located temporally before us’ is true, then so is 

 (15) It will be the case tomorrow that Socrates exists, located temporally before us. 

 It is tempting to analyze the latter as ‘there is a future time  t  and a past time  t  such that 
at  t  Socrates exists at  t  .’ But this temptation should be resisted. As Sider (  2001  : 169) 
points out, double temporal quantifi cation must be subject to the following restriction: 
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 (at  t 1  : at  t 2   :    φ   x  )   ↔   at  t 2   :    φ   x  

 If we deny that identity is temporary, the outermost quantifi er must be taken to be 
redundant (Sider   2001  : 169). We have already seen that redundant sentential operators 
are harmless, because they function in exactly the same way as non-redundant senten-
tial operators. For example, tense operators are redundant if they operate on eternal 
content, but they function in exactly the same way regardless of whether they are 
redundant or not: a tense operator shift s the time parameter of the circumstance of 
evaluation. 

 Unlike redundant tense operators, however, redundant quantifi ers are highly sus-
pect. As quantifi ers are second-order predicates, the extension of ‘some A is B’ can be 
given as follows (Barwise and Cooper 1981): 

 Some A B iff  A   ∩   B   ≠   0 

 So on the quantifi cational analysis of the tenses, ‘Socrates exists at some future time’ is 
true iff  the intersection of the set of future times and the set of entities at which Socrates 
exists is non-empty. But it is altogether unclear how to provide an adequate analysis of 
redundant quantifi ers along the same lines. So we cannot simply analyze (15) as ‘there 
is a future time  t  and a past time  t  such that at  t  Socrates exists at  t  ’. 

 One might attempt to spell out the diff erence between the two readings of (15) by 
appealing to the  true at / true in  distinction (see e.g., Fine 1977 and Mentzel 1993). Th e 
distinction is familiar from the literature on modality. ‘It is possible that Socrates 
doesn’t exist’ is true at a context  c  iff  there is a  c -accessible world  w  such that the prop-
osition that Socrates doesn’t exist is true  at  (but not true  in )  w . Perhaps the metaphys-
ical eternalist can insist that (15), upon analysis, cashes out to ‘there is a future time  t  
and a past time  t  such that  at t  Socrates exists  in t  .’ I like the suggestion. But, as it 
stands, it is just a reformulation of the redundant quantifi er strategy and as such it 
fails to remove the mystery from redundant quantifi ers. 

 An alternative strategy for the metaphysical eternalist is to take the redundant 
tenses to be Priorian tense operators. As Priorian tense operators are semantically 
vacuous when the operand sentence is eternal, taking the temporal prefi x in (15) to be 
a Priorian tense operator gives us the right result. 

 However, it is hardly the case that the English tenses and temporal prefi xes function 
sometimes as quantifi ers and sometimes as sentential operators. Hence, as some oc-
currences of the English tenses and temporal prefi xes function as sentential operators, 
all occurrences function in that way, which is just to say that metaphysical eternalists 
ought to be temporalists.    
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   7.6.     SIGNPOST   

 I have argued that present-tensed sentences lacking time determination and past- and 
future-tensed sentences are capable of expressing two diff erent kinds of content, rela-
tive to a context of use: eternal and temporal content. For example, on its most natural 
reading, ‘there are wholly past objects’ expresses a proposition that is possibly true, 
namely one that is true iff  the extension of ‘wholly past’ relative to the world of speech 
is non-empty. On a less natural reading, it expresses an obviously false proposition, 
namely one that is true iff  the extension relative to the time of speech of ‘wholly past’ is 
non-empty. When read in the fi rst way, the proposition expressed determines a func-
tion from worlds to truth-values; when read in the second way, it determines a func-
tion from <world, time >  pairs to truth-values. 

 A past-tensed sentence such as ‘John was a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST)’ 
can likewise be read in two diff erent ways. On one reading, the past tense operator  it 
was the case at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST) that  operates on the temporal proposition 
 John is a fi refi ghter . On another reading, the past tense operator  it was the case that  
operates on the eternal proposition  John is a fi refi ghter at 3 p.m. April 5, 2006 (CST) . In 
the second case the past tense operator is semantically vacuous. 

 Both of these contents, I argued, satisfy the conditions for being propositions: Th ey can 
both be the semantic values of truth-evaluable sentences, the objects of propositional 
attitudes, the objects of agreement and disagreement, what is passed on in successful 
communication, and the contents intensional operators operate on. 

 In the fi nal section, I argued that a quantifi cational analysis of the tenses and tempo-
ral prefi xes is unable to off er an adequate analysis of tensed sentences when the latter 
are given an unrestricted interpretation (as in ‘it will always be the case that only pre-
sent objects exist’). I take this to be a strong reason for metaphysical eternalists to reject 
semantic eternalism and adopt the alternative ambiguity thesis for tensed language.      
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Representing the World 
Egocentrically  

    In  Relativism and Monadic Truth  (2009) Herman Cappelen and John Hawthorne set 
out to defend a monadic theory of truth which they say can be summarized by the 
following fi ve theses: 

 (T1) Th ere are propositions and they instantiate the fundamental monadic prop-
erties of truth simpliciter and falsity simpliciter. 
 (T2) Th e semantic values of declarative sentences relative to contexts of utterance 
are propositions. 
 (T3) Propositions are the objects of propositional attitudes, such as belief, hope, 
wish, doubt, etc. 
 (T4) Propositions are the objects of illocutionary acts; they are, for example, what 
we assert and deny. 
 (T5) Propositions are the objects of agreement and disagreement. 

 Th ey call T1-T5 the ‘simple view’ or ‘Simplicity’ for short (I will use ‘Simplicity’ and ‘the 
monadic truth package’ synonymously). Cappelen and Hawthorne’s book is meant to 
off er a general argument against assessment-sensitive relativism (relativism proper) 
and special versions of relativism, including non-indexical contextualism and tempo-
ralism. Th eir last chapter illustrates how their view applies to predicates of personal 
taste (for a relativistic treatment of predicates of personal taste, see e.g., Lasersohn 
  2009  ). Th e core of their argument is that most of the evidence in favor of relativism can 
be handled by a version of fl exible contextualism that takes the candidate expressions 
to be associated with a hidden variable that can take on values other than the speaker. 
For example, ‘this chili is tasty’ has the underlying form ‘this chili is tasty to  x ,’ where 
the value of ‘ x ’ can be the speaker, the hearer or a third party. In this chapter, I begin 
with a brief presentation of Cappelen and Hawthorne’s arguments against non-indexi-
cal contextualism, temporalism and relativism. I then off er a general argument against 
the monadic truth package and their rejection of non-indexical contextualism. Finally, 
I off er a self-standing argument for temporalism.    
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   8.1.     CAPPELEN AND HAWTHORNE’S MAIN ARGUMENTS 

AGAINST RELATIVISM     

  Non-Indexical Contextualism   

 Non-indexical contextualism is the view that context-sensitive expressions have a con-
tent that remains stable across contexts of use but have extensions that vary with con-
texts of use (MacFarlane   2009  ). For example, if ‘cold’ is context-sensitive, then its 
semantic content  coldness  remains stable across contexts of use but its content  coldness  
has an extension only relative to a speaker and a time. As a result, when Tim says ‘the 
antechamber is cold,’ his utterance, that is, the sentence relative to Tim’s context of use, 
is true or false simpliciter but the proposition expressed by his utterance is true or false 
only relative to the speaker (here: Tim). 

 Cappelen and Hawthorne’s section on non-indexical contextualism is short: just under 
four pages. Th ey say that they will not provide a detailed discussion of the position because 
they think the view does not occupy ‘an interesting position in logical space’ (21). Setting 
aside issues of tense, the defender of monadic truth can adhere to the following principles: 

 P1: If S expresses the content P at context C, then S is true at C iff  the content P is 
true 
 P2: An assertion/utterance with the content P is true iff  the content P is true. 

 A non-indexical contextualist with respect to type-T content rejects that type-T con-
tent has a truth-value simpliciter; hence, she must reject P1 and P2. According to Cap-
pelen and Hawthorne, this has unwelcome consequences. Th ey off er the following 
example: ‘Crispin walks into the antechamber of the baths from the outside and 
declares “the antechamber is not cold”. Tim walks in from the hot baths and declares 
“the antechamber is cold’’ (18). According to Cappelen and Hawthorne, the non-index-
icalist recommends that Tim says to Crispin: 

 (A) Your utterance is true but the claim that you are making by your utterance is 
not true. 
 (B) Your assertion is true but the proposition that you are expressing by your as-
sertion is not true. 
 (C) You know that your assertion is true and you know that your assertion is an 
assertion that it is not cold and that you are not half bad at deducing the obvious, 
but you are in no position to know that it is not cold. 

 Cappelen and Hawthorne conclude on this ground that non-indexical contextualism 
is not an ‘interesting position.’ Th e most important lesson I have learned during my 
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philosophical career is that on occasion we must bite a few intuition bullets if we want to 
have a taste of the true. Is this one of those occasions? Not according to Cappelen and 
Hawthorne. Th ey say that they ‘fi nd it hard to see any signifi cant avenues opened up by 
non-indexical contextualism’ (24). Below I will argue that Cappelen and Hawthorne 
haven’t looked hard enough, as non-indexical contextualism off ers the best overall ac-
count of color discourse and tensed discourse. Hence, we must bite a few bullets. It 
should be noted, though, that if more careful attention is paid to what is expressed by 
(A)–(C), the bullets become better-tasting and easier to swallow. Arguably, (A)–(C) 
leave a bad taste in your mouth only because they encourage the reader to equivocate on 
the term ‘true.’ Two diff erent notions of truth are in play here. One is monadic utterance 
truth, the other relative propositional truth. A better-tasting and more easily digestible 
version of (A) would be: Your utterance, that is, the sentence relative to your context of 
use, is true simpliciter but the proposition you are expressing by your utterance is not 
true relative to me as the speaker, though it is true relative to you as the speaker.    

  Temporalism   

 As temporalism is committed to the view that the contents of a sentence uttered at diff erent 
times needn’t have a diff erent content, temporalism is a special version of non-indexical 
contextualism. Temporalism is closely related to what Cappelen and Hawthorne call ‘tem-
porality.’ Temporality is the view that some propositions that are true simpliciter will be false 
or were false. According to Cappelen and Hawthorne, temporality entails temporalism if 
metaphysical eternalism is true, but not if presentism is true. According to presentism, only 
present things exist. President Obama, iPhones, and tigers exist; Bertrand Russell, dino-
saurs, and fl ying cars do not. As there is only one time (the present) if presentism is true, 
temporalism is false: It is not the case that propositions can have diff erent truth-values at 
diff erent times. So the conjunction of temporality and presentism is compatible with Sim-
plicity: Given the conjunction of temporality and presentism, ‘Paul is dancing’ expresses a 
temporally neutral proposition. As there is only one time, this proposition has a truth-value 
simpliciter. Suppose it is true. It could nonetheless have been false (before Paul started 
dancing), and it could become false in the future (when Paul stops dancing). 

 Or so Cappelen and Hawthorne argue. However, if the presentist construes past and 
future times as ersatz times, abstract propositional entities, then the presentist could 
assent to the claim that some propositions can have diff erent truth-values at diff erent 
times. But that is inconsistent with Simplicity. So the conjunction of temporality and 
ersatz temporalism is incompatible with Simplicity.   1    If past and future times exist, then 

      1     Cappelen and Hawthorne (  2009  : 82) claim that the presentist can still evaluate propositions 
as true or false simpliciter without making reference to a time. It is not clear to me how that is 
possible if past and future times exist. 
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temporality entails temporalism. But temporalism is in direct confl ict with Cappelen 
and Hawthorne’s T1. 

 Th e conjunction of temporality and metaphysical eternalism is also incompatible 
with Simplicity. If metaphysical eternalism is true, past and future times are real. So 
temporality entails temporalism. 

 On a special version of metaphysical eternalism, the domain of objects is constant at 
all times, but all concrete things are present, whereas past and future things are abstract. 
Call this view the ‘passage view.’ Th e conjunction of the passage view and temporality 
is also incompatible with Simplicity. On the passage view, it is true that it was the case 
that (there is a time  t  which will never be present, and dinosaurs exist at  t ). Moreover, 
as the domain of objects is constant across times, the Barcan and converse Barcan 
formulas are true. Hence, ‘it was the case that there is a time  t  which will never be pre-
sent, and dinosaurs exist at  t ’ entails ‘there is an  x  such that it was the case that  x  is a 
time which will never be present and dinosaurs exist at  x .’ So there are two times: the 
present time and  x  (a past abstract time). But given temporality, there are temporally 
neutral propositions (that are true/false but were false/true or will be false/true). But, 
as there are two times (the present time and  x ), these temporally neutral propositions 
are not true or false simpliciter. Rather, they are true or false relative to the present 
time, and true or false relative to  x . For example, if Paul is now dancing but was not 
dancing when there were dinosaurs, then ‘Paul is dancing’ is true relative to the present 
time but false relative to  x . So the conjunction of temporality and the passage view is in 
confl ict with Simplicity. 

 Recall that one of Kaplan’s main arguments for temporalism is the argument from 
intensional operators. As Kaplan points out, if the tenses are operators and ‘they are 
not to be vacuous, [then they must] operate on contents which are neutral with respect 
to features of circumstance the operator is interested in’ (1989: 503). Tense operators are 
neutral with respect to time. Hence, tense operators must operate on temporally neu-
tral contents. For example, the past tense in ‘John was a soldier in WW II’ must operate 
on the temporally neutral content  John is a soldier in WW II .   2    

 Temporalism is in direct confl ict with the monadic truth package. So Cappelen and 
Hawthorne must reject Kaplan’s argument as unsound. Assuming that they don’t want 
to accept a non-ersatz version of presentism, one obvious way to refute the argument 
for them would be to maintain that the tenses are quantifi ers and not operators, as 
argued by King (  2003  ), or alternatively to maintain that the tenses  are  operators but 
deny that the temporally neutral contents operated on are propositions and are the 
objects of propositional attitudes. 

       2     Or alternatively:  John was a soldier . 
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 However, this is not Cappelen and Hawthorne’s strategy. Th eir strategy is to argue 
that the tenses in English are neither intensional operators nor quantifi ers. ‘Quickly’ in 
‘quickly, he left  the building’ is not an operator but an adverb modifying the verb ‘left .’ 
the sentence containing the adverb provides an answer to the question ‘How did he 
leave?’ Similarly, Cappelen and Hawthorne argue, ‘in Boston’ in ‘in Boston Paul is 
dancing’ is not an intensional operator but is of a diff erent syntactic category. For ex-
ample, one might suggest that it provides an answer to the question ‘where is Paul 
dancing?’ According to Cappelen and Hawthorne, these considerations carry over to 
tense. ‘Paul danced’ is not to be parsed as ‘it was the case that (Paul is dancing).’ Like 
adverbs, Cappelen and Hawthorne say, the past tense is a modifi er of sorts and does 
not enjoy sententiality.    

  Relativism Proper   

 As noted in  Chapter  1  , relativism proper with respect to an expression type T is the 
view that expressions of type T have contents that remain stable across contexts of use 
and contexts of assessment but have extensions that vary with contexts of assessment. 
Accordingly, relativism treats not only propositional truth but also utterance truth as 
relative to contexts of assessment. For example, if ‘tasty’ is a truly relative expression, 
then John’s utterance of ‘this is tasty’ may be true relative to John in the role of assessor 
but false relative to Mary in the role of assessor. 

 Cappelen and Hawthorne’s main argument against relativism proper is that the data 
typically used to motivate relativism can be accommodated equally well, or better, by a 
version of fl exible (indexical) contextualism. For example, it is sometimes noted that if 
John says ‘this chili is tasty,’ then Mary can use ‘John said that this chili is tasty’ to 
report what John said even if she doesn’t like the chili. But she cannot do this if the 
content of her utterance expresses the proposition that John said that this chili is tasty 
to Mary. Th is suggests that speaker contextualism that takes content to vary with the 
speaker’s standards cannot accommodate the data. 

 Another common diagnostic of whether an expression is context-sensitive or assess-
ment-sensitive is to look at whether there can be meaningful disagreement among dis-
putants with diff erent standards. For example, we can imagine John and Mary get into 
an argument over whether a certain chili is tasty. Relativists sometimes take this to indi-
cate that ‘tasty’ is assessment-sensitive, not context-sensitive. Aft er all, if it had been 
context-sensitive in the standard way, then ‘this chili is tasty’ would, when uttered by 
John, express the proposition that this chili is tasty to John, and ‘this chili is not tasty’ 
would, when uttered by Mary, express the proposition that this chili is not tasty to Mary. 
But  this chili is tasty to John  and  this chili is not tasty to Mary  are not contradictory prop-
ositions. Hence, standard contextualists cannot accommodate disagreement data. 
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 However, Cappelen and Hawthorne think diagnostics that focus on the verb con-
struction ‘say that’ (and ‘believe that’) or rely on conversational disputes are unreliable 
as diagnostics of whether an expression is context-sensitive or assessment sensitive. 
First, mixed quotation is hard to hear. When the sentence ‘John said that “this chili is 
tasty’’ ’ is read out loud, the quotation marks cannot be heard. Second, collective 
reports of the form ‘A and B said that p’ have true readings even when ‘p’ contains an 
obviously context-sensitive expression, as in ‘A said that Angie is ready to take the 
exam, and B said that Angie is ready to leave. So A and B both said that Angie is ready.’ 
Th ird, fl exible contextualism need not build the speaker into the proposition expressed 
by the relevant utterance but can by virtue of being fl exible build in any other person, 
depending on what is presupposed in the conversational context. 

 According to Cappelen and Hawthorne, a better diagnostic of whether an expression 
is context-sensitive rather than assessment-sensitive focuses on ‘agree that’ rather than 
‘say that’ or disagreement data. Even if ‘A believes  p ’ and ‘B believes  p ’ are true reports, 
‘A and B agree that  p ’ does not have a true reading when ‘ p ’ contains a context-sensitive 
expression. Witness the oddity of ‘A believes Angie is ready to take the exam, and B 
believes Angie is ready to leave. Hence, A and B both agree that Angie is ready.’ As I 
have argued in  Chapter  3  , Cappelen and Hawthorne’s diagnositic test is not a good test 
for diagnosing context-sensitivity more generally. But let it be granted for argument’s 
sake that it is a fairly reliable diagnosis of context-sensitivity. 

 Flexible contextualism, as noted, takes the expressions that seem to vary with an as-
sessor to be associated with a hidden variable which can take on values other than the 
speaker. Flexible contextualism is standardly accepted for expressions like ‘local,’ ‘left ,’ 
and ‘nearby.’ For example, ‘Mel went to a nearby beach’ expresses a proposition of the 
form ‘Mel went to a beach nearby to  l ’ and the value of the location parameter is sup-
plied by the conversational context. If the speaker and hearer are in NYC but it is pre-
supposed by the speaker and hearer that Mel is visiting her grandmother in Florida, 
then ‘Mel went to a nearby beach’ may express the proposition that Mel went to a beach 
nearby to where her grandmother lives. 

 Th e fl exible view can also accommodate collective reports. If A thinks Angie went to a 
beach nearby to A, and B thinks that Angie went to a beach nearby to B, then it is accept-
able to say ‘A and B believe that Angie went to a nearby beach.’ Th is reading can be accom-
modated with lambda abstraction. ‘A and B believe that Angie went to a nearby beach’ has 
the underlying form ‘A and B   λ  ( x  believes that Angie went to a beach nearby (to  x ) .’ 

 I think this is a nice move but it is not clear to me how it is supposed to generalize more 
widely. Consider ‘A and B were both told by their mothers that Angie went to a nearby beach.’ 
Suppose the two mothers and A and B are in four diff erent locations, and suppose it is clear 
in the context that A was told that Angie went to a beach nearby to A’s mother, and that B was 
told that Angie went to a beach nearby to B. Th en it would seem that the only way to handle 
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the case is to treat it as the conjunction ‘A was told by her mother that Angie went to a beach 
nearby to  l  1 , and B was told by her mother that Angie went to a beach nearby to  l  2 .’ 

 But that aside, it seems that fl exible contextualism can handle expressions like 
‘nearby.’ If A thinks Angie went to a beach nearby to A, and B thinks that Angie went 
to a beach nearby to B, then it is unacceptable to say ‘A and B agree that Angie went to 
a nearby beach.’ Flexible contextualism can explain why it is unacceptable. It is unac-
ceptable because there is no one value to assign to the variable associated with ‘nearby,’ 
and lambda abstraction does not work with ‘agree,’ as agreement requires a commonly 
agreed upon value assignment. 

 According to Cappelen and Hawthorne, fl exible contextualism extends to the sorts of 
expressions that have typically been treated as relativistic. Th ey focus on predicates of 
personal taste, such as ‘fi lling,’ ‘fun,’ and ‘tasty.’ On their fl exible semantics, ‘that is 
fi lling’ has the underlying form ‘that is fi lling to  x ,’ where the value of ‘ x ’ is determined 
by the conversational context. ‘Said that’ diagnostics, disagreement diagnostics and 
exocentric uses of taste vocabulary (Lasersohn   2009  ) all fail to show that relativism 
proper can accommodate data which fl exible contextualism cannot accommodate. For 
example, if Big Guy kindly reminds Small Guy ‘remember, a medium-sized pie at this 
restaurant will be too fi lling,’ and Small Guy kindly reminds Big Guy ‘remember, a 
medium-sized pie at this restaurant will not be fi lling enough,’ there is no sense in 
which there is disagreement, and the exocentric uses of the taste vocabulary illustrated 
by this example are adequately accommodated by fl exible contextualism. 

 Of course, Big Guy and Small Guy could get into an argument over whether a certain 
pie is too fi lling or not, but if they did, then it would tempting to judge that they were 
simply speaking past each other. It is certainly true that we do not have strong intui-
tions in such cases concerning whether or not there is a proposition whose relative 
truth-value the disputants disagree about. 

 I think Cappelen and Hawthorne are essentially right that a fl exible contextualism 
can accommodate the data from predicates of personal taste as well as relativistic 
semantics can. However, to show that Simplicity is true it does not suffi  ce to show that 
predicates of personal taste are context-sensitive. Th ere are other data that are not as 
easily accommodated by Simplicity, namely data from perception. I now turn to my 
main argument against Simplicity (and hence against the monadic truth package).     

   8.2.     THE ARGUMENT FROM PERCEPTION   

 My main argument against the monadic truth package off ered by Cappelen and Haw-
thorne runs as follows: 

 (1) Perceptual experience is a propositional attitude. 
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 (2) Th e objects of perceptual experience do not instantiate the fundamental monadic 
properties of truth simpliciter and falsity simpliciter. 
 (3) By T3, the objects of perceptual experience are propositions. 
 (4) Hence, propositions do not instantiate the fundamental monadic properties of 
truth simpliciter and falsity simpliciter. 

 Th e premises in need of justifi cation in the present context are premises 1 and 2. It may 
seem that the most obvious way to preserve Simplicity is to reject premise 1. Cappelen 
and Hawthorne might say that perceptual experience is an attitude to something other 
than a proposition, perhaps a kind of semantic value that does not have a full proposi-
tional form. But, given Simplicity, this move is not very plausible. Some hold that per-
ceptual experience is belief (e.g., Byrne 2009 and Glüer   2009  ). But even if one denies 
that perceptual experience is belief, one ought to grant that in favorable circumstances 
perceptual experience can give rise to a belief with the same content. In other words, if 
I have a conscious perceptual experience with content  p , then that ought to give rise to 
a belief with content  p  in favorable circumstances. It follows that if the content of per-
ception is not propositional, neither is the content of beliefs that are formed directly on 
the basis of perceptual experience. Hence, Cappelen and Hawthorne must hold, not 
only that perceptual experience is not a propositional attitude, but also that belief in 
general is not. But this contradicts T3, as formulated. So it would be unwise for them 
to reject premise 1. 

 Cappelen and Hawthorne must then reject premise 2. I will off er two arguments in 
favor of premise 2. Th e fi rst argument rests on the empirical assumption that there is 
variability in color perception and the theoretical assumption that weak representa-
tionalism is true. Th is argument also can be seen as an argument against color relation-
alism, as defended by Jonathan Cohen (  2004  ,   2009a ,  2009b  ). According to color 
relationalism, the colors are relational properties that have viewing systems and 
viewing conditions as their relata. For example, this tomato is not simply red, but red-
relative-to-me-and-my-current-viewing-conditions, red-relative-to-viewing-system-
T-and-viewing-condition-C, and so forth. Th e second argument in favor of premise 2 
rests only on the theoretical assumption that weak representationalism is true. 

  Variability : It is empirically verifi ed that color perception varies greatly across per-
ceivers. Your best sample of red may be my best sample of orange (for discussion see, 
e.g., Cohen   2004  , Brogaard   2009   and   2010a  ). Th is sort of variability in color perception 
has been taken by some to suggest that color properties in the content of perception are 
relational properties to viewing systems and viewing conditions (see Cohen   2004  , 
  2009a ,  2009b  ) and by others to suggest that they are non-relational color constituents 
that have extensions only relative to viewing systems and viewing conditions (see 
Brogaard   2010a ,  2010b  ). Th ere are two alternative ways of accommodating variability: 
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One can hold that the color properties in the content of perception do not have exten-
sions (Pautz   2006  ) or have only imperfect extensions (Chalmers   2006a  ) or that when-
ever there is disagreement about an object’s color, at least one of the disputants is wrong 
(Tye   2000  ; Byrne and Hilbert 2003). Th e former view entails that color experience is 
never veridical. Th e latter view entails a version of epistemicism about what the colors 
of objects are: Th ere is, in many cases of disagreement about the colors of objects, no 
way of coming to know who (if any) is right. 

  Representationalism : Representationalism, in its weakest formulation, is the view 
that the content of perceptual experience supervenes on its phenomenology. On this 
view, there cannot be a diff erence in the content of a perceptual experience without a 
corresponding diff erence in the phenomenology of the experience. Given its weakest 
formulation, representationalism is exceedingly plausible (Tye   2000  ; Chalmers   2004  ; 
Siegel   2010  ). People who deny that perceptual experience has content and people who 
are internalists about phenomenal character but externalists about content will deny it. 
But it is fair to say that these latter views are minority views (see the recent PhilPapers 
Survey,  http://philpapers.org/surveys/ ). 

  First Argument for Premise 2 : My fi rst argument for premise 2 runs as follows. It is 
plausible that you and I, in spite of having radically diff erent perceptual systems and in 
spite of being in radically diff erent viewing conditions, can have the same phenome-
nally red experience (veridical or non-veridical). By weak representationalism, our 
experiences have the same content. If color constituents in the content of perception 
are relational properties that have viewing systems and viewing conditions as relata, 
then our phenomenally red experiences have diff erent contents. One has the content 
 that is red relative to V1 , and the other has the content  that is red relative to V2 .   3    Hence, 

       3     One move suggested to me by Jonathan Cohen in conversation is to claim that the parame-
ters can take pretty coarse-grained values, such that perceivers V1 and V2 both count as instances 
of the same type. Th e perceiver parameter doesn’t need to be as fi ne-grained as an individual vi-
sual system or a time slice thereof. He takes it to be an open question how coarse or fi ne-grained 
the visual system and for that matter belief represents in these contents. In fact, a natural move 
here, he says, is to say that the visual system represents  both  the fi ne-grained content and the 
coarse-grained content. So there’s a level of perceptual content had by the experiences on which 
they agree as well as a separate level of perceptual content had by the experiences on which they 
diff er. Th is move, he says, would solve my worry about shared content. Eff ectively, this is just the 
thought that fl exible contextualism about perceptual contents allows for a diff erent, fl exibly 
assigned value for the relatum in relational perceptual contents such that diff erent perceivers can 
share one and the same perceptual content. My main problem with this move is that while it is 
clear that the implicit values of hidden variables in sentences can be assigned values other than 
the speaker, it is not clear to me how this would work in the case of perception. In the case of 
perception there are no sentences to carry the hidden variables. It seems to me that Cohen’s move 
just amounts to denying that two diff erent perceivers could have radically diff erent viewing 
systems and yet have experiences with the same phenomenal character.  

http://philpapers.org/surveys/
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pace Cohen (  2004  ,   2009a ,  2009b  ) it is not the case that color properties in the content 
of perception are relations to viewer systems and viewing conditions. Rather, color 
constituents in the content of perception are non-relational entities that have exten-
sions relative to viewer systems and viewing conditions, or irrealism or epistemicism is 
true. It follows that the content of perception are not true or false simpliciter, or irreal-
ism or epistemicism is true. 

  Second Argument for Premise 2 : When I look at two trees at diff erent distances from 
me, I can see that one tree is further away from me than the other. Moreover, it is plau-
sible that you and I can have perceptual experiences with the same phenomenology of 
the two trees (perhaps at diff erent times). By weak representationalism, our experi-
ences have the same content. So our perceptual experiences cannot contain you or me 
in the content of perception. Rather, they must contain semantic values that have ex-
tensions only relative to perceivers. Hence, the contents of our experiences do not in-
stantiate the fundamental monadic properties of truth simpliciter and falsity simpliciter. 

 How might Cappelen and Hawthorne respond to these arguments? In regard to the 
fi rst argument for premise 2 the options are to (i) reject weak representationalism, (ii) 
adopt irrealism, or (iii) adopt epistemicism. I shall not off er any speculations as to what 
they would opt to do. Th e second argument for premise 2 is harder to get around. In 
order to get around it Cappelen and Hawthorne must reject weak representationalism. 
As weak representationalism is far more plausible than Simplicity, Simplicity is likely 
false. Hence, it is not very likely that all propositions instantiate the fundamental mo-
nadic properties of truth simpliciter and falsity simpliciter.    

   8.3.     NON-INDEXICAL CONTEXTUALISM   

 I will now off er an argument against Cappelen and Hawthorne’s claim that non-index-
ical contextualism is not an ‘interesting position in logical space.’ Th eir main argument 
against non-indexical contextualism was that it has unintuitive consequences. It entails 
that the following exchange should be acceptable: 

  John :  Sample A is the best case of red.  
  Mary :  No, sample A is not the best case of red. Non-indexical contextualism is 
true. Hence, while your utterance is true, the proposition you are expressing by 
your utterance is not true.   

John MacFarlane (  2009  ) has replied that the notion of utterance truth is a technical 
term. Hence, our intuitions about these cases are notoriously unreliable. Cappelen and 
Hawthorne reply to this that ‘if utterance truth is an uninteresting, utterly technical no-
tion, then it is hard to see how it can matter to the debate’ (23). According to Cappelen 
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and Hawthorne, unless a diff erent argument can be given in favor of non-indexical con-
textualism and against relativism, then what matters to the debate is only what non-
indexical contextualism and relativism proper have in common. I agree with Cappelen 
and Hawthorne about this: A diff erent argument is needed in order to settle the debate 
between non-indexical contextualism and relativism proper. However, all I need to do 
here in order to show that non-indexical contextualism occupies an interesting position 
in logical space is show that it does better than relativism proper with respect to a spe-
cifi c class of expressions. I shall focus on color terms. 

 Setting aside epistemicism and irrealism, and assuming weak representationalism, 
my argument for premise 2 in the previous section establishes that the color properties 
in the content of color perception have extensions only relative to perceivers and 
viewing conditions. Since our job now is to determine whether non-indexical contex-
tualism has anything to off er which relativism cannot off er, we are justifi ed in disre-
garding epistemicism and irrealism. Th e task before us then is to determine the nature 
of the individuals in the extension of color contents of color experience. If the individ-
uals in the extension of the color content of color experience are the perceivers who 
actually undergo the color experience, then non-indexical contextualism will be true 
for some types of color discourse. If the individuals are the perceivers who assess the 
content of color experience for truth, then relativism proper will be true for some types 
of color discourse. But it is easy to see that the color contents of color experiences have 
extensions relative to the perceivers who have the color experiences rather than rela-
tive to the perceivers who assess the content for truth. Consider the following example. 

 John and Mary are asked to view a dozen color samples and determine which sample 
is the best case of red. John perceives sample A as the best case of red and forms a belief 
to the eff ect that sample A is the best case of red directly on the basis of his perceptual 
experience. Mary perceives sample B as the best case of red and forms a belief to the ef-
fect that sample B is the best case of red directly on the basis of her perceptual experience. 

 If colors have extensions relative to perceivers, then John’s perceptual experience is 
veridical just in case sample A is the best case of red relative to him, and Mary’s percep-
tual experience is veridical just in case sample B is the best case of red relative to her. 
So when John sincerely utters ‘sample A is the best case of red,’ then Mary ought to 
assess the content of John’s utterance as true just in case sample A is the best case of red 
relative to John. Likewise, if Mary sincerely utters ‘sample B is the best case of red,’ then 
John ought to assess the content of Mary’s utterance as true just in case sample B is the 
best case of red relative to Mary. But this suffi  ces to show that non-indexical contextu-
alism, but not standard non-fl exible relativism, is true for fi rst-person uses of color 
terms. For, if relativism had been true, then the content of John’s utterance would be 
false relative to Mary as the assessor, and the content of Mary’s utterance would be false 
relative to John as the assessor. 
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 Of course, John and Mary may well get into a dispute about whether sample A is the 
best case of red. However, as Cappelen and Hawthorne point out repeatedly through-
out their book, we cannot take conversational disagreement data at face value (see, e.g., 
101). Mary and John’s disagreement is a kind of verbal dispute. At best it shows that 
John and Mary disagree about the relative truth-value of a certain proposition. It does 
not show that the content of John’s utterance is true relative to Mary, or that the content 
of Mary’s utterance is true relative to John. When John sincerely says that sample A is 
the best case of red, his utterance is grounded in his belief that sample A is the best case 
of red. Th is belief, in turn, is grounded in his perceptual experience of A being the best 
sample of red. But the content of his experience is true relative to him, not relative to 
Mary. Hence, the content of his utterance is true relative to him, not relative to Mary. 
So relativism off ers the wrong account of fi rst-person uses of color terms. With respect 
to fi rst-person uses of color-terms, non-indexical contextualism thus occupies a more 
interesting position in logical space than does relativism proper.    

   8.4.     TEMPORALISM DEFENDED   

 Cappelen and Hawthorne’s main argument against the operator-view of the tenses, and 
hence implicitly against temporalism, is that there is no good reason to treat sentences 
of the form ‘Paul danced’ as being of the form ‘it was the case that (Paul dances).’ It is 
less obvious that the same point can be made with respect to natural-language sen-
tences such as ‘it will be the case that Paul is dancing.’ Th is latter sentence seems to be 
composed of a future-tense operator ‘it will be the case that’ and the sentence ‘Paul is 
dancing.’ I would be curious to hear how Cappelen and Hawthorne propose to handle 
those kinds of cases. However, I shall not focus on those kinds of cases here. Instead I 
shall off er a simple argument in favor of temporalism and hence implicitly in favor of 
the operator-view of tense. 

 Th ough my argument could be made on the assumption that weak representation-
alism is true, a strengthened form of the argument rests on a much weaker assumption, 
which I will call the Property Supervenience Th esis: 

 Property Supervenience Th esis (PST) 
 If S* consciously represents  p  with associated phenomenology C, then necessar-
ily, if someone is in a conscious state S with phenomenology C, S consciously 
represents  p . 

 Example: If I consciously desire to sleep, my conscious desire represents the property 
of sleeping with associated phenomenology C. By PST, all desires with phenomenology 
C consciously represents the property of sleeping. 
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 Th e connection between weak representationalism and PST is this: Conscious men-
tal states consciously represent all and only those properties that occur in the content 
of the state. So PST is equivalent to weak representationalism when the latter is re-
stricted to property constituents. 

 Here is one consideration in favor of PST. Grapheme-color synesthetes see black 
graphemes as instantiating colors. Sometimes they see black graphemes as instanti-
ating colors that humans cannot veridically observe (e.g., ultraviolet). In such cases 
it is exceedingly plausible that the fact that a perceptual experience represents a 
given color property P is fully determined by the phenomenology, C, associated 
with that property. But veridical and illusory perceptual states with the same phe-
nomenology plausibly do not diff er in which properties they consciously represent. 
So, necessarily, all perceptual states associated with phenomenology C consciously 
represent P. 

 Here is another consideration in favor of PST. When we view a tilted coin, we see the 
coin as circular-shaped and as oval-shaped. Th e oval-shapedness of the coin is a view-
point-dependent property. It changes when the viewpoint of the perceiver changes. In 
cases like this it is very plausible that phenomenology C associated with the experience 
(which may include the phenomenology of recalls of past experiences) fi xes which pair 
of viewpoint-independent and viewpoint-dependent properties the experience con-
sciously represents (Brogaard   2010c   and   2011  ). But if this is so, then necessarily, all 
perceptual states associated with phenomenology C consciously represent circular-
shapedness and oval-shapedness. 

 Th ese refl ections are considerations in favor of PST, not an argument for it. For the 
purpose of establishing temporalism, however, I don’t need to establish that PST is true 
for all properties and mental states. If there is a single propositional attitude with an 
associated time-neutral phenomenology for which PST holds, my argument goes 
through. 

 Here is a candidate to be a case of this kind. John is witness to a murder. He sees the 
murderer escape in a red Ford and forms a belief to the eff ect that the car is red directly 
on the basis of his perceptual experience. Now John could have had an experience with 
the very same phenomenology if the murder had taken place 15 minutes later than it 
did. By PST, the properties that John’s experiences represent supervene on the phe-
nomenology of his experiences. So if there is a diff erence in the properties John’s expe-
riences consciously represent, then there is a diff erence in the phenomenology of the 
two experiences. Since the phenomenology is the same on the two occasions, John’s 
two experiences consciously represent the same properties. As the specifi c time is dif-
ferent on the two occasions, John’s experiences do not consciously represent any spe-
cifi c time. But the content of perceptual experience contains only properties the 
experience consciously represents. So no specifi c time occurs in the contents of John’s 
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experiences. So if perceptual experiences are propositional attitudes, then we can con-
clude that there are temporal propositions and hence that temporalism is true. 

 If perceptual experiences are not propositional attitudes, then there are other routes 
to the same conclusion. Here is one such route: Since John’s belief that the car is red is 
formed directly on the basis of his perceptual experience of a car being red, it is plau-
sible that John’s belief has the same content as his perceptual experience. As John’s 
perceptual experience of the car being red does not contain a time constituent, John’s 
belief that the car is red does not contain a time constituent either. Hence, the content 
of John’s belief is temporal. Since propositions are the objects of beliefs, the content of 
John’s belief is a proposition. So there are temporal propositions. 

 Th ere may well be other mental states that have a phenomenology that doesn’t 
make reference to times. Conscious memories, desires, wishes, and hopes are plau-
sible candidates. I could have two desires to take a nap at diff erent times in my life 
but with the same phenomenal feel to them. Th e phenomenology of my desires 
then does not represent times. But PST is no doubt true for at least some conscious 
desires. If PST is true in this case, then my desires do not consciously represent 
specifi c times. So the contents of my desires do not make reference to specifi c 
times. 

 Of course, in the envisaged scenario, my desire is that I take a nap now, not that I 
take one tomorrow. But I could care less about what time it is now. So the time at 
which the desire occurs does not enter into the content of the desire. As only tempo-
ralism allows for the possibility of desire states that have temporally neutral contents, 
that is, desire states that have contents that do not make reference to a specifi c time, 
temporalism is true. 

 What we just said about perception and desire carries over to other mental states. 
Suppose on two diff erent occasions  t  1  and  t  2  I remember that you have at least once 
worn a pink shirt. Th ere needn’t be anything to set apart the phenomenology of my 
memories at  t  1  and  t  2 . So if PST holds in this case, then my memories needn’t con-
sciously represent specifi c times. So specifi c times needn’t occur in the content of my 
memories. But only temporalism off ers an account of content that allows for the possi-
bility that my memory states have the same contents at diff erent times. Th is argument 
then off ers strong support in favor of temporalism.    

   8.5.     SIGNPOST   

 In this chapter I have presented what I consider the strongest argument for temporal-
ism. Th e argument runs as follows. It is plausible that the phenomenology of percep-
tual experience, conscious desires, perception-based beliefs, and other mental states 
determines the content of mental states. But the phenomenology of some of these 
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mental states does not discriminate among diff erent times. For example, it seems plau-
sible that a desire to the eff ect that there is mango ice cream in front of me could have 
the same phenomenology when held at diff erent times. But if the phenomenology of 
desires determines their content, then their content cannot contain a specifi c time 
among its constituents. So the contents of conscious desires are temporal propositions. 
I have shown that similar arguments can be used to argue for a more general thesis to 
the eff ect that not all propositional content has a truth-value simpliciter.      
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    Since Frege there has been broad agreement that all propositions are eternal. Eternal-
ists think that because many of the sentences we utter fail to make explicit reference to 
a time, we are misled into thinking that propositions can change their truth-values 
over time. We are misled, but we need not have been—not as far as eternalists are con-
cerned. What Quine called ‘eternal sentences’ make explicit what, if truth be told, is 
expressed by the underhanded sentences. ‘Brit loves Susanna’s new sweater at 3 p.m. 
April 5, 2006 (CST)’ discloses what ‘I love your new sweater’ leaves out of sight. 

 Lack of time determination is a delinquent. But the tenses are culprits as well, as far 
as some eternalists are concerned. Tense, these eternalists say, is a ‘needless complica-
tion’ of natural language—something that would naturally drop out of a perfect 
language, suitable for the expression of the thoughts of mathematics and the natural 
sciences. In  Word and Object  Quine expresses just this view: 

 Our ordinary language shows a tiresome bias in its treatment of time. Relations of 
date are exalted grammatically as relations of position, weight, and color are not. 
Th is bias is of itself an inelegance, or breach of theoretical simplicity. Moreover, 
the form that it takes—that of requiring that every verb form show a tense—is pe-
culiarly productive of needless complications, since it demands lip service to time 
even when time is farthest away from our thoughts. (1960: 170) 

 Quine thinks paraphrasing away the tenses distorts English, but not in a signifi cant 
way. In the language of thought there are no tenses. Th ough not all eternalists agree 
with Quine that the tenses are a needless complication, treating the tenses as inten-
sional operators has fallen out of favor. Th e tenses can, and should, be paraphrased 
away, not for the reasons given by Quine, but because the evidence demands it. ‘John 
was a fi refi ghter’ becomes ‘John is a fi refi ghter at a past time  t ,’ and ‘John will be a fi re-
fi ghter’ becomes ‘John is a fi refi ghter at a future time  t .’ 

 In this monograph I have defended the at-all-times-disgraced opposition—also 
known as ‘temporalism.’ According to temporalism, temporal contents satisfy at least 
the following minimal criterion for being propositions: Some truth-valuable sentences 
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express, relative to context, temporal contents, and some propositional attitudes have 
temporal contents as their objects. 

 On a broader view of propositions, propositions play a wider number of theoretical 
roles (Frege   1952  ): Propositions are (i) the semantic values of truth-evaluable sen-
tences, (ii) the objects of the attitudes (e.g., belief, doubt, hope, wish, and so on), (iii) 
the objects of agreement and disagreement, (iv) what is transferred or shared when 
people communicate successfully, and (v) the contents operated on by intensional op-
erators (e.g., ‘it is possible that’). 

 Th e chief goal of this monograph has been to show that temporal contents satisfy the 
broader characterization of propositions. My argument strategy was as follows. In 
 Chapter  1   I argued that temporal contents are truth-evaluable; in  Chapter  2   I argued 
that temporal contents can be the objects of propositional attitudes; in  Chapter  3   I 
argued that temporal contents can be the objects of agreement and disagreement and 
the contents that are passed on in success communication; in  Chapters  4  and  5   I argued 
that there are tense operators in English; in  Chapter  6   I argued that the tense operators 
are intensional operators that operate on temporal contents; in  Chapter  7   I argued that 
both eternal and temporal contents satisfy the broader criterion for being a proposi-
tion; and fi nally, in  Chapter  8   I argued against the recently defended view that all prop-
ositions have their truth-values simpliciter. 

 In the process of showing that temporal contents satisfy the fi ve conditions on 
propositions and hence are propositions in the full sense, I presented several new 
arguments for temporalism and against eternalism. In the fi nal chapter I off ered a 
self-standing argument against eternalism. Th is argument turned on the plausible 
assumption that the phenomenology of some of our propositional attitudes needn’t 
pay any attention to time. I could desire to take a nap now and desire that again in 15 
minutes, and it could well be that my two desires had exactly the same phenome-
nology. But on the plausible assumption that the phenomenology of conscious men-
tal states determines their content, these two desires then must have the same content. 
Yet they cannot have the same content if times corresponding to the time at which 
the desire is felt occur in their contents. So times corresponding to the time at which 
the desire is felt do not occur in their contents. So the desires have temporal contents. 
As desires are propositional attitudes, desires can have temporal propositions as their 
contents. 

 To me the popularity of eternalism remains a mystery. But I think the historical rea-
sons for its popularity are easily discernible. Historically its popularity may be traced 
perhaps to the fact that its early proponents were not primarily concerned with ordi-
nary language or mental states. From the point of view of the sciences and mathe-
matics, temporal propositions have little interest. Th e laws of nature and the theorems 
of mathematics do not change their truth-values over time. As Frege puts it: 
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 If it should turn out that the law of gravitation ceased to be true from a certain mo-
ment onwards, we should conclude that it was not true at all, and put ourselves out 
to discover a new law: the new one would diff er in containing a condition which 
would be satisfi ed at one time but not at another. (1979: 135) 

 Th ere is no doubt that Frege was right about the language of mathematics and the nat-
ural sciences: If one’s primary concern is to build a language suitable for mathematics 
and the natural sciences, one can, and should, discount temporal propositions. 

 But such a view of language, divorced from considerations of the semantic workings 
of ordinary language and mental representations, has limited appeal. Today most lin-
guists and philosophers of language and mind are interested in developing a semantics 
that does not simply treat ordinary language as fundamentally fl awed and mental 
states as uninteresting or irrelevant. Ordinary language and mental states have inde-
pendent interest as objects of study. And, I have argued, considerations of the semantic 
workings of ordinary language and mental representations will enjoin us to take tem-
poral propositions seriously.     
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